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(II HARRIS

• 16 x 16-bit Parallel Multiplication with
Accummulation to a 35-Bit Result

• High-Speed (45ns) Multiply Accumulate Time

• Low Power CMOS Operation:
~ 'CCSB = 500IJA Maximum
~ rCCOp = 7.0mA Maximum @ 1.0MHz

• HMA510 is Compatible with the CY7C510 and the
IDT7210

• Supports Two's Complement or Unsigned Magnitude
Operations

• TTL Compatible Inputs/Outputs

• Three-State Outputs

• Available in 68 Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier
(PLCC) and 68 Lead Pin Grid Array (PGA)

HMA510
16 X 16-Bit CMOS Parallel

Multiplier Accumulator

Description
The HMA510 is a high speed,low power CMOS 16 x 16-bit
parallel multiplier accumulator capable of operating at 45ns
clocked mUltiply-accumulate cycles. The 16-bit X and Y
operands may be specified as either two's complement or
unsigned magnitude format. Additional inputs are provided
for the accumulator functions which include: loading the
accumulator with the current product, adding or subtracting
the accumulator contents and the current product, and
preloading the accumulator registers from the external
inputs.

All inputs and outputs are registered. The registers are all
positive edge triggered, and are latched on the rising edge
of the associated clock signal. The 35-bit accumulator
output register is broken into three parts. The 16-bit least
significant product (LSP),the 16-bit most significant prod-
uct (MSP),and the 3-bit extended product (XTP)registers.
The XTP and MSP registers have dedicated output ports,
while the LSP register shares the V-inputs in a multiplexed
fashion. The entire 35-bit accumulator output register may
be preloaded at any time through the use of the bidirectional
output ports and the preloaded control.

PRELOAD

CLKP

OEX
OEM

OEL
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PLCC
NAME PIN NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

VCC 17-20 The +5V power supply pins. 0.1"F capacitors between the VCC and GND pins are
recommended.

GND 53,54 The device ground.

XO-Xt5 1-10,63-68 I X-Input Data. These 16 data inputs provide the multiplicand which may be in two's
complement or unsigned magnitude format.

YO-Y15/ 45-52,55-62 I/O Y-Inpul/LSP Output Data. This 16-bit port is used to provide the multiplier which
PO-P15 may be in two's complement or unsigned magnitude format. It may also be used for

output of the Least Significant Product (PO-P15) or for preloading the LSP
register.

Pt6-P3 29-44 I/O MSP Output Data. This 16-Bit port is used to provide the Most Significant Product
Output (PI6-P31 ).It may also be used to preload the MSP register.

P32-P34 26-28 I/O XTP Output Data. This 3-Bit port is used to provide the Extended Product Output
(P32-P34). It may also be used to preload the XTP register.

TC 21 I Two's Complement Control. Input data is interpreted as two's complement when
this control is HIGH. A LOW indicates the data is to be interpreted as unsigned
magnitude format. This control is latched on the rising edge of CLKX or CLKY.

ACC 14 I Accumulate Control. When this control is HIGH, the accumulator output register
contents are added to or subtracted from the current product, and the result
is stored back into the accumulator output register.

When LOW, the product is loaded into the accumulator output register overwriting
the current contents. This control is also latched on the rising edge of CLKX or
CLKY.

SUB 13 I Subtract Control. When both SUB and ACC are HIGH, the accumulator register
contents are subtracted from the current product. When ACC is HIGH and SUB is
LOW, the accumulator register contents and the current product are summed. The
SUB control input is latched on the rising edge of CLKX or CLKY.

RND 12 I Round Control. When this control is HIGH, a one is added to the most significant
bit of the LSP. When LOW, the product is unchanged.

PREL 23 I Preload Control. When this control is HIGH, the three bidirectional ports may be
used to preload the accumulator registers. The three-state controls (00, OEM,
OEL) must be HIGH, and the data will be preloaded on the rising edge of CLKP.
When this control is LOW, the accumulator registers function in a normal manner.

OEL 11 I Y-Inpul/LSP Output Port Three-state Control. When OEL is HIGH, the output
drivers are in the high impedance state. This state is required for V-data input
or preloading the lSP register. When OEl is lOW, the port is enabled for lSP
output.

OEM 24 I MSP Output Port Three-state Control. A LOW on this control line enables the port
for output. When OEM is HIGH, the output drivers are in the high impedance state.
This control must be HIGH for preloading the MSP register.

OEX 22 I XTP Output Port Three-state Control. A lOW on this control line enables the port
for output. When OEX is HIGH, the output drivers are in the high impedance state.
This control must be HIGH for preloading the XTP register.

ClKX 15 I X-Register Clock. The rising edge of this clock latches the X-data input register
along with the TC, ACC, SUB and RND inputs.

ClKY 16 I V-Register Clock. The rising edge of this clock latches the V-data input register
along with the TC, ACC, SUB and RND inputs.

ClKP 25 I Product Register Clock. The rising edge of ClKP latches the lSP, MSP and XTP
registers. If the preload control is active, the data on the I/O ports is loaded into
these registers. If preload is not active, the accumulated product is loaded into the
the registers.



Functional Description
The HMA510 is a high speed 16 x 16-bit mUltiplier
accumulator (MAC). It consists of a 16-bit parallel multiplier
follower by a 35-bit accumulator. All inputs and outputs are
registered and are latched on the rising edge of the
associated clock signal. The HMA510 is divided into four
sections: the input section, the multiplier array, the
accumulator and the outpuVpreload section.

The input section has two 16-bit operand input registersfor
the X and Y operands which are latched on the rising edge
of ClKX and ClKY respectively. A four bit control register
fTC, RND, ACC, SUB) is also included and is latched from
either of the input clock signals.

The 16 x 16 multiplier array produces the 32-bit product of
the input operands. Two's complement or unsigned
magnitude operation can be selected by the use of the TC
control. The 32-bit result may also be rounded through the
use of the RND control. In this case, a '1' is added to the
MSB of the lSP (bit P15).The 32-bit product is zero-filled
or sign-extened as appropriate and passed as a 35-bit
number to the accumulator section.

The accumulator functions are controlled by the ACC, SUB
and PREL control inputs. Four functions may be selected:
the accumulator may be loaded with the current product;
the product may be added to the accumulator contents; the
accumulator contents may be subtracted from the current
product; or the accumulator may be loaded from the
bidirectional ports. The accumulator registers are updated
at the rising edge of the ClKP signal.

The outpuVpreload section contains the accumulator/
output register and the bidirectional ports. This section is
controlled by the signals PREl, OEX,OEM and OEL.When
PREl is high, the output buffers are in a high impedance
state.When one of the controls OEX, OEM or OEl are also
high, data present at the outputs will be preloaded into the
associated register on the rising edge of ClKP. When PREl
is low, the signals OEX, OEM and OEl are enable controls
for their respective three-state output ports.

OUTPUT REGISTERS

PREL OEX OEM OEL XTP MSP LSP

0 0 0 0 a a a
0 0 0 1 a a z
0 0 1 0 a z a
0 0 1 1 a z z
0 1 0 0 z a a
0 1 0 1 Z a z
0 1 1 0 Z Z a
0 1 1 1 Z Z Z

1 0 0 0 z z Z

1 0 0 1 Z Z PL

1 0 1 0 Z PL Z

1 0 1 1 Z PL PL

1 1 0 0 PL Z Z

1 1 0 1 PL Z PL

1 1 1 0 PL PL Z

1 1 1 1 PL PL PL

z - Output Buffers at High Impedance (Disabled).

Q •• Output Buffers at LOW Impedance. Contents of Output Register
Available Through Output Ports.

PL - Output disabled. Preload data supplied to the output pins will be
loaded into the register at the rising edge of eLKP.

PREL ACC SUB P OPERATION

L L X a Load

L H L a Add

L H H a Subtract

H X X PL Preload



HMA510

INPUT FORMATS
Fractional Two's Complement Input

X y

115 14 13 12 II 10 4 o 1 115 14 13 12 II 10 4 01

_20 2-1 2-2 2-3 2-4 2-5 2-6 2-7 2-8 2-9 2-1°2-112-122-13 2-14 2-15 _20 2-1 2-2 2-3 2-4 2-5 2-6 2-7 2-8 2-9 2-10 2-11 2-122-13 2-14 2-15

(Sign) (Sign)

Integer Two's Complement Input
X y

115 14 13 12 II 10 6 4 01 115 14 13 12 II 10 4 01

_215214 213 212 211 210 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 _215214 213 212 211 210 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 2°
(Sign) (Sign)

Unsigned Fractional Input
X y

115 14 13 12 11 10 4 o I 115 14 13 12 11 10 4 01

2-1 2-2 2-3 2-4 2-5 2-6 2-7 2-8 2-9 2-102-11 2-12 2-13 2-14 2-15 2-16 2-1 2-2 2-3 2-4 2-5 2-6 2-7 2-8 2-92-102-112-122-132-142-152-16

Unsigned Integer Input
X y

115 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 6 4 o I 115 14 13 12 II 10 6 4 01

215 214 213 212 211 210 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 215 214 213 212 211 210 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20

OUTPUT FORMATS
Two's Complement Fractional Output

XTP MSP LSP
134333211313029 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 161115 14 13 12 II 10 9 0 I
_242322 2120 2-12-22-32-42-52-62-72-82-92-10 2-11 2-122-132-14 2-152-162-172-182-192-202-212-222-232-242-252-26 2-27 2-28 2-29 2-30

(Sign)

Two's Complement Integer Output
XTP MSP LSP

134 33 321131 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 161115 14 13 12 II 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 I 01

_234 233 232 231 230 229 228 227 226 225 224 223 222 221 220 219 218 217 216 215 214 213 212 211 210 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20

(Sign)

Unsigned Fractional Output
XTP MSP LSP

134333211313029282726252423222120191817161115141312 1110 9 4 01

22 21 20 2-1 2-2 2-3 2-4 2-5 2-6 2-7 2-8 2-9 2-10 2-11 2-12 2-13 2-142-15 2-16 2-17 2-18 2-19 2-20 2-21 2-22 2-23 2-24 2-25 2-26 2-27 2-28 2-29 2-30 2-31 2-32

Unsigned Integer Output
XTP MSP LSP

134 33 321 131 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 161115 14 13 12 II 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 I 0 I
234 233 232 231 230 229 228 227 226 225 224 223 222 221 220 219 218 217 216 215 214 213 212 211 210 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 2°



Absolute Maximum Ratings
Supply Voltage ......................................•. +S.OV
Input, Output or I/O Voltage Applied G ND -0.5V to VCC +0.5V
Storage Temperature Range -650C to +1500C
Gate Count •............................••....... 4800 Gates
Junction Temperature ....•••.•••. 1500C (PLCC). +1750C (PGA)
Lead Temperature (Soldering, Ten Seconds) ...........• +3000C
ESD Classification Class 1

Operating Conditions
Operating Voltage Range. . . . . . . . . • . • • . • • • • .• +4.75V to +5.25V
Operating Temperature Range OoC to +700C

Reliability Information
8ja 43.20C/W (PLCC), 42.690C/W (PGA)
8jc 15.10C/W (PLCC), 1O.OoC/W (PGA)
Maximum Package Power Dissipation at 700C ...•.• 1.7W (PLCC)

2,46/W (PGA)

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

Logical One Input Voltage VIH 2.0 - V VCC=5.25V

Logical Zero Input Voltage VIL - 0.8 V VCC= 4.75V

Output HIGH Voltage VOH 2.6 - V 10H = -400fiA, VCC = 4.75V

Output LOW Voltage VOL - 0,4 V 10L = +4.0mA, VCC = 4.75V

Input Leakage Current II -10 10 ~A VIN = VCC or GND, VCC = 5.25V

Output or I/O Leakage Current 10 -10 10 ~A VOUT = VCC or GND, VCC = 5.25V

Standby Power Supply Current ICCSS - 500 ~A VIN = VCC or GND, VCC = 5.25V, Outputs Open

Operating Power Supply Current ICCOp - 7.0 mA f= 1.0MHz, VIN =VccorGND
VCC = 5.25V (Note 1)

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

Input Capacitance CIN - 10 pF FREQ = 1MHz, VCC = Open all Measurements
are Referenced to Device Ground.

Output Capacitance COUT - 10 pF

I/O Capacitance CI/O - 15 pF

HMA510-45 HMA510-55

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

Multiply Accumulate Time TMA - 45 - 55 ns

Output Delay TD - 25 - 30 ns

3-State Enable Time TENA - 25 - 30 ns Note 1

3-State Disable Time TDIS - 25 - 30 ns Note 1

Input Setup Time TS 18 - 20 - ns

Input Hold Time TH 2 - 2 - ns

Clock High Pulse Width TPWH 15 - 20 - ns

Clock Low Pulse Width TpWL 15 - 20 - ns

Output Rise Time TR - 8 - 8 ns From O.8V to 2.0V

Output Fall Time TF - 8 - 8 ns From 2.0V to 0.8V

1. Transition is measured at ±200mV from steady state voltage with loading
specified in A.C. Test c~cun; V, - 1.5V. R1 - soon and CL - 40pF.
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mHARRIS

• This Circuit is Processed in Accordance to Mil-Std-
883 and is Fully Conformant Under the Provisions of
Paragraph 1.2.1-

• 16 x 16-bit Parallel MUltiplication with
Accummulation to a 35-Bit Result

• High-Speed (55ns) Multiply Accumulate Time

• Low Power CMOS Operation:
~ ICCSB = 500!1A Maximum
~ ICCOp = 7.0mA Maximum @ 1.0MHz

• HMA510/883 is Compatible with the CY7C510 and
the IOT7210

• Supports Two's Complement or Unsigned Magnitude
Operations

• TTL Compatible Inputs/Outputs

• Three-State Outputs

• Available in 68 Lead Pin Grid Array (PGA) Package

HMA51 0/883
16 X 16-Bit CMOS Parallel

Multiplier Accumulator

Description
The HMA510/883 is a high speed, low power CMOS
16 x 16-bit parallel multiplier accumulator capable of oper-
ating at 55ns clocked multiply-accumulate cycles. The
16-bit X and Y operands may be specified as either two's
complement or unsigned magnitude format. Additional
inputs are provided for the accumulator functions which
include: loading the accumulator with the current product,
adding or subtracting the accumulator contents and the
current product, and preloading the accumulator registers
from the external inputs.

All inputs and outputs are registered. The registers are all
positive edge triggered, and are latched on the rising edge
of the associated clock signal. The 35-bit accumulator
output register is broken into three parts. The 16-bit least
significant product (LSP),the 16-bit most significant prod-
uct (MSP),and the 3-bit extended product (XTP)registers.
The XTP and MSP registers have dedicated output ports,
while the LSP register shares the V-inputs in a multiplexed
fashion. The entire 35-bit accumulator output register may
be preloaded at anytime through the use of the bidirectional
output ports and the preloaded control.

PRELOAD

cLKP

OEX
OEM
OEL



Absolute Maximum Ratings

Supply Voltage +8.0V
Input or Output Voltage Applied GND-O.SVtoVCC+O.SV
Storage Temperature Range -6SoC to +1S00C
Junction Temperature +17SoC
Lead Temperature (Soldering 10 see) ........•.......... 3000C
ESD Classification Class 1

Reliability Information

Thermal Resistance eja ejc
Ceramic PGA Package. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .• 430C/W 100C/W

Maximum Package Power Dissipation at +12SoC
Ceramic PGA Package 1.17 Watt

Gate Count 4800 Gates

Operating Conditions
Operating Voltage Range .............•......... +4.SV to +S.SV
Operating Temperature Range ..........•.... -SSoC to +12SoC

TABLE 1. HMA51 0/883 D.C. ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Device Guaranteed and 100% Tested

LIMITS
GROUPA

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS SUBGROUPS TEMPERATURE MIN MAX UNITS

Logical One Input VIH VCC=S.SV 1,2,3 -5SoC :sTA:S +1250C 2.2 - V
Voltage

Logical Zero Input VIL VCC=4.SV 1,2,3 -SSoC :s TA ~ +12SoC - 0.8 V
Voltage

Output HIGH Voltage VOH 10H =-400~A 1,2,3 -S50C :sTA:S +12SoC 2.6 - V
VCC = 4.SV(Note 1)

Output LOW Voltage VOL 10L =+4.0mA 1,2,3 -SSoC :s TA :s + 12SoC - 0.4 V
VCC = 4.SV(Note 1)

Input Leakage Current II VIN = VCC or GND 1,2,3 -SSoC :sTA::: +12SoC -10 +10 ~A
VCC= S.SV

Output or I/O Leakage 10 VOUT=VCCorGND 1,2,3 -SSoC ~ TA:S +12SoC -10 +10 ~A
Current VCC=S.SV

Standby Power Supply ICCSS VIN = VCC or GND, 1,2,3 -5S0C:S TA:S +12SoC - SOO ~A
Current VCC = S.5V,Outputs

Open

Operating Power ICCOp f= 1.0MHz, 1,2,3 -ssoC:S TA:OS+12SoC - 7.0 mA
Supply Current VIN = VCC or GND

VCC = S.SV(Note 2)

Functional Test FT (Note 3) 7,8 -SSoC < TA < +12SoC - -

1. Interchanging of force and sense conditions is permitted.

2. Operating Supply Current is proportional to frequency, typical rating is
SmA/MHz.



TABLE 2. HMA510/883 A.C. ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Device Guaranteed and 100% Tested

-55 -65 -75
(NOTE 1) GROUP A

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS SUBGROUPS TEMPERATURE MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS

Multiply TMA 9,10,11 -550C :S.TAoS+1250C - 55 - 65 - 75 ns
Accumulate Time

Input Setup TS 9,10,11 -550C:S. TA.s +1250C 20 - 25 - 25 - ns
Time

Clock HIGH TpWH 9,10,11 -55°C oSTAoS + 125°C 20 - 25 - 25 - ns
Pulse Width

Clock LOW TpWL 9,10,11 -55°C oSTA.s +1250C 20 - 25 - 25 - ns
Pulse Width

Output Delay TD 9,10,11 -55°C oSTA.s +1250C - 30 - 35 - 35 ns

3-State TENA (Note 2) 9,10,11 -55°C oSTA.s +1250C - 30 - 30 - 35 ns
Enable Time

NOTES:
1. ACTesting as follows: VCC - 4.5Vand 5.5V. Input levels OVand 3.QV(OV

and 3.2V for clock inputs). Timing reference levels = 1.5V, Output load per
test load circuit, with V, ~ 2.4V, R, = soon and CL = 40pF.

-55 -65 -75

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS NOTE TEMPERATURE MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS

Input Capacitance CIN VCC= Open, 1 TA=+250C - 10 - 10 - 10 pF
f=lMHzAIl

Output Capacitance COUT measurements are 1 TA=+250C - 10 - 10 - 10 pF
referenced to

I/O Capacitance CliO deviceGND. 1 TA = +250C - 15 - 15 - 15 pF

Input Hold Time TH 1 -55°C oSTA.s +1250C 3 - 3 - 3 - ns

3-State Disable TDiS 1 -55°C oSTA.s +1250C - 30 - 30 - 30 ns
Time

Output Rise Time TR From 0.8V to 2.0V 1 -550C:S. TAoS +1250C - 10 - 10 - 10 ns

Output Fall Time TF From 2.0V to 0.8V 1 -55°C oSTA.s +1250C - 10 - 10 - 10 ns

1. The parameters listed in Table 3 are controlled via design or process pa-
rameters and are not directly tested. These parameters are characterized
upon initial design and after major process and/or design changes.

CONFORMANCE GROUPS METHOD SUBGROUPS

Initial Test 100%/5004 -
Interim Test 100%/5004 -
PDA 100% 1

Final Test 100% 2,3,8A,8B, 10, 11

Group A - l,2,3,7,8A,8B,9,10,ll

GroupsC&D Samples/SODS 1,7,9
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XB Xlo P28 P29
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68 LEAD
XS X8 PIN GRID ARRAY P2. P2S

TOPV18N

X3 x. P22 P23

Xl X2 P2D P2'

yol XO P18 P19
PO

N/C Y1/ Y31 Ysl Y7/ Y81 Y10/ Y12/ Y14/ P18 P17
PI P3 PS P7 P8 Plo P12 Pl.

121 Y'I Y61 GNO Y91 Y111 Y13/ Y15/ N/CP2 P. P6 P9 P11 P13 PIS

PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN
PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL

86 X6 F1 F1 Y9/P9 F2 K7 P26 VCC/2 E11 ACC F1

A6 X5 F2 G2 Y10/P10 F3 L7 P27 VCC/2 010 SU8 F2

85 X4 F3 G1 Y11/P11 F5 K8 P28 VCC/2 011 RND F3

AS X3 F4 H2 Y12/P12 F4 L8 P29 VCC/2 C10 OEL VCC

84 X2 F5 H1 Y13/P13 F4 K9 P30 VCC/2 C11 X15 F8

A4 X1 F6 J2 Y14/P14 F8 L9 P31 VCC/2 810 X14 F9

83 XO F7 J1 Y15/P15 F9 K10 P32 VCC/2 A10 X13 F10

A3 YO/PO F8 K2 P16 VCC/2 K11 P33 VCC/2 B9 X1? F11

82 Y1/P1 F9 L2 P17 VCC/2 J10 P34 VCC/2 A9 X11 F12

81 Y2/P2 F10 K3 P18 VCC/2 J11 CLKP FO 88 X10 F13

C2 Y3/P3 F11 L3 P19 VCC/2 H10 OEM GNo A8 X9 F14

C1 Y4/P4 F12 K4 P20 VCC/2 H11 PREL F6 87 X8 F15

02 Y5/P5 F13 L4 P21 VCC/2 G10 OEX GND A7 X7 F7

01 Y6/P6 F14 K5 P22 VCC/2 G11 TC F5 A2 N.C. N.C.

E2 Y7/P7 F15 L5 P23 VCC/2 F10 VCC VCC K1 N.C. N.C.

E1 GND GNo K6 P24 VCC/2 F11 CLKY FO L10 N.C. N.C.

F2 Y8/P8 F1 L6 P25 VCC/2 E10 CLKX FO 811 N.C. N.C.

NOTES:

1. VCC = 5.5V +0.5V1-0.0V with 0.1 ~F decoupling capacitor to GND

2. FO = 100kHz. Fl = FO/2. F2 = F1/2 •.........• 10%

3. VIH = VCC - 'V ± 0.5V (Min). VIL = 0.8V (Max)



Die Characteristics
DIE DIMENSIONS:

184 x 176 x 19 ± 1 mils

METALLIZATION:
Type: Si-AI or Si-AI-Cu
Thickness: 8kA

GLASS IV A nON:
Type: Nilrox
Thickness: 10kA

Metallization Mask Layout

DIE ATTACH:
Material: Si-Au Eutectic Alloy or Silver-Glass

WORST CASE CURRENT DENSITY: 0.9 x 105A/cm2
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YI21PI2
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elKP
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m HARRIS HMU16/HMU17
16 x 16-Bit CMOS

August 1992 Parallel Multipliers

• 16 x 16-Blt Parallel MUltiplier with Full 32-Blt
Product

• High-Speed (35ns) Clocked Multiply Time

• Low Power Operation:
~ ICCSB :; 500JlA Maximum
~ ICCOp:; 7.0mA Maximum @ 1MHz

• Supports Two's Complement, Unsigned Magnitude
and Mixed Mode Multiplication

• HMU16 Is Compatible with the AM29516, LMU16,
IDT7216 and the CV7C516

• HMU17 Is Compatible with the AM29517, LMU17,
IDT7217 and the CV7C517

• TTL Compatible Inputs/Outputs

• Three-State Outputs

• Available In a Ceramic 68 Pin Grid Array (PGA)and
68 Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier (PLCC)

Applications
• Fast Fourier Transform Analysis

• Digital Filtering

• Graphic Display Systems

• Image Processing

• Radar and Sonar

The HMU16/HMU17 are high speed, low power CMOS
16 x 16-bit multipliers ideal for fast, real time digital signal
processing applications.

The X and Y operands along with their mode controls (TCX
and TCY) have 17-bit input registers. The mode controls
independently specify the operands as either two's
complement or unsigned magnitude format, thereby
allowing mixed mode multiplication operations.

Two 16-bit output registers are provided to hold the most
and least significant halves of the result (MSP and LSP). For
asynchronous output these registers may be made
transparent through the use of the feedthrough control (FT).

Additional inputs are provided for format adjustment and
rounding. The format adjust control (FA) allows the user to
select either a left shifted 31-bit product or a full 32-bit
product, whereas the round control (RND) provides the
capability of rounding the most significant portion of the
result.

The HMU 16 has independent clocks (CLKX, CLKY, CLKL,
CLKM) associated with each of these registers to maximize
throughput and simplify bus interfacing. The HMU17 has
only a single clock input (CLK), but makes use of three
register enables (ENX, ENY and ENP). The ENX and ENY
inputs control the X and Y input registers, while ENP
controls both the MSP and LSP _output registers. This
configuration facilitates the use of the HMU17 for
microprogrammed systems.

The two halves of the product may be routed to a single
16-bit three-state output port via a multiplexer, and in
addition, the LSP is connected to the V-input port through a
separate three-state buffer.

All outputs of the HMU16/HMU17 multipliers also offer three-
state control for multiplexing results onto multi-use busses.
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PLCC
SYMBOL PIN NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

VCC 1,68 VCC' The +5V power supply pins. A 0.1 ~F capacitor between the VCC and GND pins
is recommended.

GND 2,3 GND. The device ground.

XO-X15 47-59,61-63 I X-Input Data. These 16 data inputs provide the multiplicand which may be in two's
complement or unsigned magnitude format.

YO-Y15/ 27-42 1/0 Y-Inpul/LSP Output Data. This 16-Bit port is used to provide the multiplier which
PO-PI5 may be in two's complement or unsigned magnitude format. It may also be used for

output of the Least Significant Product (LSP).

P16-P31/ 10-25 0 Output Data. This 16-Bit port may provide either the MSP (P16-31) or the
PO-P15 LSP (PO-15).

TCY, TCX 66,67 I Two's Complement Control. Input data is interpreted as two's complement when this
control is HIGH. A LOW indicates the data is to be interpreted as unsigned
magnitude format.

FT 5 I Feedthrough Control. When this control is HIGH, both the MSP and LSP registers are
transparent. When LOW, the registers are latched by their associated ciock signals.

FA 6 I Format Adjust Control. A full 32-bit product is selected when this control line
is HIGH. A LOW on this control line selects a left shifted 31-bit product with the sign
bit replicated in the LSP. This control is normally HIGH except for certain two's
complement integer and fractional applications.

RND 65 I Round Control. When this control is HIGH, a one is added to the Most Significant Bit
(MSB) of the LSP. This position is dependent on the FA control; FA = HIGH indicates
RND adds to the 2-15 bit (P15), and FA = LOW indicates RND adds to the 2-16
bil(P14).

MSPSEL 4 I Output Multiplexer Control. When this control is LOW, the MSP is available for output
at the dedicated output port, and the LSP is available at the Y-inpullLSP output
port. When MSPSEL is HIGH, the LSP is available at both ports and the MSP is not
available for output.

OEL 46 I Y-ln/PO-15 Output Port Three-state Control. When OEL is HIGH, the output drivers
are in the high impedance state. This state is required for V-data input. When QE[
is LOW, the port is enabled for LSP output.

OEP 7 I P16-31 /PO-15 Output Port Three-state Control. A LOW on this control line enables
the output port. When OEPis HIGH, the output drivers are in the high impedance
state.

The following Pin Descriptions apply to the HMU16 only.

CLKX 64 I X-Register Clock. The rising edge of this clock loads the X-data input register along
with the TCX and RND reg isters.

CLKY 44 I V-Register Clock. The rising edge of this clock loads the V-data input register along
with the TCY and RND registers.

CLKM 8 I MSP Register Clock. The rising edge of CLKM loads the most significant product
(MSP) register.

CLKL 45 I LSP Register Clock. The rising edge of CLKL loads the least significant product
(LSP) register.

The following Pin Descriptions apply to the HMU17 only.

CLK 45 I Clock. The rising edge of this clock will load all enabled registers.

ENX 64 I X-Register Enable. When ENX is LOW, the X-regist~enabled; X-input data and
TCX will be latched at the rising edge of CLK. When ENX is high, the X-register
is in a hold mode.

ENY 44 I V-Register Enable. ENY enables the V-register. (See ENX).

ENP 8 I Product Register Enable. ENP enables the product register. Both the MSP and LSP
sections are enabled by ENP. (See ENX).



Functional Description
The HMU 16/HMU 17 are high speed 16 X 16-bit multipliers
designed to perform very fast multiplication of two 16-bit
binary numbers. The two 16-bit operands (X and Y) may be
independently specified as either two's complement or
unsigned magnitude format by the two's complement
controls (TCX and TCY). When either of these control lines
is LOW, the respective operand is treated as an unsigned
16-bit value; and when it is HIG H, the operand is treated as
a signed value represented in two's complement format.
The operands along with their respective controls are
latched at the rising edge of the associated clock signal.
The HMU16 accomplishes this through the use of indepen-
dent clock inputs for each of the input registers (CLKX and
CLKY), while the HMU17 utilizes a single clock signal (CLK)
along with the X and Y register enable inputs (ENX and ENY).

Input controls are also provided for rounding and format
adjustment of the 32-bit product. The Round input (RND) is
provided to accomodate rounding of the most significant
portion of the product by adding one to the Most Significant
Bit (MSB) of the LSP register. The position of the MSB is
dependent on the state of the Format Adjust Control (See
Pin Descriptions and Multiplier Input/Output Format
Tables). The Round input is latched into the RND register
whenever either of the input registers is clocked. The
Format Adjust control (FA) allows the product output to be
formatted. When the FA control is HIGH, a full 32-bit
product is output; and when FA is LOW, a left-shifted
31-bit product is output with the sign bit replicated in bit
position 15 of the LSP. The FA control must be HIGH for
unsigned magnitude, and mixed mode multiplication

operations. It may be LOW for certain two's complement
integer and fractional operations only (See Multiplier Input!
Output Formats Table).

The HMU16/HMU17 multipliers are equipped with two
16-bit output registers (MSP and LSP) which are provided
to hold the most and least significant portions of the
resultant product respectively. The HMU16 uses indepen-
dent clocks (CLKM and CLKL) for latching the two output
registers, while the HMU17 uses a single clock input (CLK)
along with the Product Latch Enable (ENP). The MSP and
LSP registers may also be made transparent for asynchro-
nous output through the use of the Feedthrough control (FT).

There are two output configurations which may be selected
when using the HMU16/HMU17 mUltipliers. The first
configuration allows the simultaneous access of the most
and least significant halves of the product. When the
MSPSEL input is LOW, the Most Significant Product will be
available at the dedicated output port (P16-31/PO-15). The
Least Significant Product is simultaneously available at the
bi-directional port shared with the V-inputs (YO-15/PO-15)
through the use of the LSP output enable (OEL). The other
output configuration involves multiplexing the MSP and
LSP registers onto the dedicated output port through the
use of the MSPSEL control. When the MSPSEL control is
LOW, the Most Significant Product will be available at the
dedicated output port; and when MSPSEL is HIGH, the
Least Significant Product will be available at this port. This
configuration allows access of the entire 32-bit product by
a 16-bit wide system bus.



Multiplier Input/Output Formats Table
FRACTIONAL TWO'S COMPLEMENT NOTATION

SIGNAL

DIGIT VALUE I FA = 0 I

SIGNAL

DIQIT VALUE I fA :;:1 I
MANDATORY

1I0NAl.

DIOIT VALUt: I'A:;: 1 I
MANDATORY



Multiplier Input/Output Formats Table (Continued)

INTEGER TWO'S COMPLEMENT NOTATION

SIGNAL

OIGITYALUE I FA=O I

SIGNAL

DIGIT VALUE I FA = 1 I

SIGNAL

DIGIT VALUE IFA = 1 I
MANDATORY

SIGNAL
(TWO'S COMPLEMENT)
DIGIT VALUE

SIGNAL
(UNSIGNED MAGNITUDE)
DIGIT VALUE

SIGNAL

DIGIT VALUE I FA = 1 I
MANDATORY



Supply Voltage ......................•........•..................••..•.....•••••............................ +8.0 Volts
Input, Output or I/O Voltage Applied .....•••..........................•••........•.••••.•.•...... GND-O.5V to VCC+0.5V
Storage Temperature Range ..............................................................•...•••••••• -650C to +1500C
Gate Count .....••.••.•••••.........•...............•....•..•.•........................•.••..............• 4500 Gates
Sja .....................••••.•••.......................••.....••................... 43.2OCIW (PLCC), 42.690CIW (PGA)
Sjc •••............................••••.........................••..•.•.....•••••••.. 15.1 °CIW (PLCC), 1O.OoCIW (PGA)
Maximum Package Power Dissipation at 700C .........................................•••.•...... 1.7W (PLCC), 2.46 (PGA)
Junction Temperature ...............................•......••........................... +150oC (PLCC), +1750C (PGA)
Lead Temperature (Soldering, Ten Seconds) ...............................................•.••.•••...•...•••.... +3000C
CAUTION: Stresses above those listed in the 'IAbso/ute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress only rating,
and operation at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operations sections of this specification is not implied.

Operating Voltage Range .................•....•...••........•........•.............•................. +4.75V to +5.25V
Operating Temperature Range ••.•........................................................................ OoC to + 700C

SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

VIH Logical One Input Voltage 2.0 - V VCC=5.25V

VIL Logical Zero Input Voltage - 0.8 V VCC=4.75V

VOH Output High Voltage 2.6 - V 10H = -400~A, VCC = 4.75V

VOL Output Low Voltage - 0.4 V 10L = +4.0mA, VCC = 4.75V

II Input Leakage Current -10 10 ~ VI =VCC orGND. VCC = 5.25V

10 Output or I/O Leakage Current -10 10 ~ Vo = VCC or GND, VCC = 5.25V

ICCSS Standby Power Supply Current - 500 ~A VI = VCC or GND. VCC = 5.25V
Outputs Open

'CCOP Operating Power Supply Current - 7.0 mA VI = VCC or GND. VCC = 5.25V
f = 1MHz (Note 1)

SYMBOL PARAMETER TYPICAL UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

CIN Input Capacitance 15 pF Frequency = 1MHz.
All measurements referenced

COUT Output Capacitance 10 pF to device Ground.

CI/O I/O Capacitance 10 pF



HMU16/HMU17-35 HMU16/HMU17-45
TEST

SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS CONDITIONS

TMUC Unclocked MultiplyTime - 55 - 70 ns

TMC Clocked MultiplyTime - 35 - 45 ns

TS X, Y, RND Setup Time 15 - 18 - ns

TH X. Y, RND Hold Time 2 - 2 - ns

TpWH Clock Pulse Width High 10 - 15 - ns

TpWL Clock Pulse Width Low 10 - 15 - ns

TPDSEL MSPSEL to Product Out - 22 - 25 ns

TpDP Output Clock to P - 22 - 25 ns

TpDY Output Clock to Y - 22 - 25 ns

TENA 3-State Enable Time - 22 - 25 ns Note 1

TDiS 3-State Disable Time - 22 - 25 ns

TSE Clock Enable Setup Time 15 - 15 - ns
(HMU17 oniy)

THE Clock Enable Hold Time 2 - 2 - ns
(HMU17 only)

THCL Clock Low Hold Time CLKXY 0 - 0 - ns Note 2
Relative to CLKML
(HMU16 only)

TR Output Rise Time - 8 - 8 ns From 0.8V to 2.0V

TF Output Fall Time - 8 - 8 ns From 2.0V to 0.8V
-

2. To ensure the correct product is entered in the output registers, new data
may not be entered into the input registers before the output registers
have been clocked.
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mlHARRIS

• This Circuit is Processed in Accordance to Mil-Std-
883 and is Fully Conformant Under the Provisions
of Paragraph 1.2.1.

• 16 x 16-Bit Parallel Multiplier with Full 32-Bit
Product

• High-Speed (45ns) Clocked Multiply Time

• Low Power CMOS Operation:

•. ICCSB = 500~A Maximum

•. ICCOp = 7.0mA Maximum @ 1MHz

• HMU16 is compatible with the AM29516, LMU16,
IDT7216, and the CY7C516

• Supports Two's Complement, Unsigned Magnitude
and Mixed Mode Multiplication

• TTL Compatible Inputs/Outputs

• Three-State Outputs

• Available in a 68 Lead Pin Grid Array Package

HMU16/883

Description
The HMU16 is a high speed, low power CMOS 16 x 16-bil
parallel multiplier ideal for fast, real time digital signal
processing applications. The 16-bit X and Y operands may
be independently specified as either two's complement or
unsigned magnitude format, thereby allowing mixed mode
multiplication operations.

Additional inputs are provided to accommodate format
adjustment and rounding of the 32-bit product. The Format
Adjust control allows the user to select a 31-bit product
with the sign bit replicated in the LSP. The Round control
provides for rounding the most significant portion of the
result by adding one to the most significant bit of the LSP.

Two 16-bit output registers (MSP and LSP) are provided to
hold the most and least significant portions of the result,
respectively. These registers may be made transparent for
asynchronous operation through the use of the feedthrough
control (FT). The two halves of the product may be routed to
a single 16-bit three-state output port via the output
multiplexer control, and in addition, the LSP is connected to
the V-input port through a separate three-state buffer.

The HMU16 utilizes independent clock signals (CLKX.
CLKY, CLKL, CLKM) to latch the input operands and output
product registers. This configuration maximizes throughput
and simplifies bus interfacing. All outputs of the HMU16
also offer three-state control for multiplexing onto multi-use
system busses.

ClKM
CL.KL

MSPSEl



Absolute Maximum Ratings

Supply Voltage +8.0V
Inputor Output Voltage Applied GND-0.5VtoVCC+0.5V
Storage Temperature Range -650C to +1500C
Junction Temperature +1750C
Lead Temperature (Soldering 10 see) ....•.............. 3000C
ESD Classification Class 1

Reliability Information

Thermal Resistance Bja Bjc
Ceramic PGA Package. . . . . . . . . . . .. 42.690C/W 10.00C/W

Maximum Package Power Dissipation at +1250C
Ceramic PGA Package 1.17 Watt

Gate Count 4500 Gates

Operating Conditions
Operating Voltage Range .........•.... : +4.5V to +5.5V
Operating Temperature Range .......•....... -550C to +1250C

TABLE 1. HMU16/883 D.C. ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Device Guaranteed and 100% Tested

GROUP A
LIMITS

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS SUBGROUPS TEMPERATURE MIN MAX UNITS

Logical One Input VIH VCC= 5.5V 1,2,3 -55°C :s:TA:S:+1250C 2.2 - V
Voltage

Logical Zero Input VIL VCC=4.5V 1,2,3 -55°C :s:TA:S:+1250C - 0.8 V
Voltage

Output HIGH Voltage VOH 10H = -400~A 1,2,3 -55°C :s:TA:S:+1250C 2.6 - V
VCC = 4.5V (Note 1)

Output LOW Voltage VOL 10L= +4.0mA 1,2,3 -55°C :s:TA:S:+1250C - 0.4 V
VCC = 4.5V (Note 1)

Input Leakage Current II VIN = VCC or GND 1,2,3 -55°C :s:TA:S:+1250C -10 +10 ~
VCC= 5.5V

Output or 110Leakage 10 VOUT =VCC orGND 1,2,3 -55°C :s:TA:S:+1250C -10 +10 ~A
Current VCC=5.5V

Standby Power Supply ICCSS VIN = VCC or GND, 1,2,3 -55°C :s:TA:S:+1250C - 500 ~A
Current VCC = 5.5V, Outputs

Open

Operating Power ICCOp f= 1.0MHz, 1,2,3 -55°C :s:TA:S:+1250C - 7.0 mA
Supply Current VIN = VCC or GND

VCC = 5.5V (Note 2)

Functional Test FT (Note 3) 7,8 -55°C :s:TA < +1250C - -

,. Interchanging of force and sense conditions is permitted.

2. Operating Supply Current is proportional to frequency. typical rating is
SmA/MHz.



TABLE 2. HMU16/883 A.C. ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Device Guaranteed and 100% Tested

-45 -60
(NOTE 1) GROUP A

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS SUBGROUPS TEMPERATURE MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS

Unclocked Multiply TMUC 9,10,11 -550C~TA S +1250C - 70 - 90 ns
Time

Clocked MultiplyTime TMC 9,10,11 -55°C ~TA S +1250C - 45 - 60 ns

X, Y, RND setup Time TS 9,10,11 -550C~TA:$. +1250C 18 - 20 - ns

Clock HIGH Pulse TpWH 9,10,11 -55°C STA:$. +1250C 15 - 20 - ns
Width

Clock LOW Pulse TPWL 9,10,11 -55°C ~ TA ::;+1250C 15 - 20 - ns
Width

MSPSEL to Product TpDSEL 9,10,11 -55°C STA S +1250C - 25 - 30 ns
Out

Output Clock to P TPDP 9,10,11 -55°C ::;TA::; +1250C - 25 - 30 ns

Output Clock to Y TpDY 9,10,11 -55°C ::;TA S +1250C - 25 - 30 ns

3-State Enable Time TENA (Note 2) 9,10,11 -550C.::;TA S+1250C - 25 - 30 ns

Clock Low Hold Time THCL (Note 3) 9,10,11 -55°C 5TA::; +1250C 0 - 0 - ns
CLKXY Relative to
CLKML

1. AC Testing as follows: VCC - 4.5V and 5.5V. Input levels OV and 3.0V,
Timing reference levels = 1.5V, Output load pertest load circuit, with V, =

2.4V, R 1 = soon and CL = 40pF.

2. Transition is measured at ± 200 mV from steady state voltage, Output
loading pertest load circuit, with V, = 1.5V, R, = 500n and CL = 40pF.

3. To ensure the correct product is entered In the output registers, new data
may nol be entered into the input registers before the output registers
have been clocked.



-45 -60

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS NOTES TEMPERATURE MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS

Input Capacitance CIN VCC = Open, f = 1MHz 1 TA = +250C - 15 - 15 pF
All Measurements

Output Capacitance COUT ara referenced to 1 TA=+250C - 10 - 10 pF
deviceGNO.

I/O Capacitance CliO 1 TA = +250C - 10 - 10 pF

X, Y, RNO Hold Time TH 1,2 -55°C <TA <+1250C 3 - 3 - ns

3-State Disable Time TOIS 1,2,3 -55°C ~TA <+1250C - 25 - 30 ns

Output Rise Time TR From 0.8V to 2.0V 1,2,4 -550C <TA ~ +1250C - 10 - 10 ns

Output Fall Time TF From 2.0VtoO.8V 1,2,4 -550C~TA~+1250C - 10 - 10 ns

NOTES: 1. The parameters listed in table 3 are controlled via design or
process parameters and are not directly tested. These parame-
ters are characterized upon initial design and after major
process and/or design changes.

2. Guaranteed, but not 100% tested.

3. Transition is measured at ±200mV from steady state voltage,
Output loading per test load circuit, with V, = 1.5V, R, = 500n
and CL - 40pF.

4. Loading Is as specified in the test load circuit, with V, = 2.4V,
R, - 500n and CL - 40pF.

CONFORMANCE GROUPS METHOD SUBGROUPS

Initial Test 100%/5004 -
Interim Test 100%/5004 -
POA 100% 1

Final Test 100% 2,3,8A,88,10,11

Group A - 1,2,3,7,8A, 88,9,10,11

GroupsC&O Samples/5005 1,7,9



GNO FT
-

N!e X13 X15 RNO ley Vee OEP

-- - eLKM N!eXl1 X12 Xl. elKX lex Vee GNO MSPSE FA

X9 Xl0 P30! P311
Pl. P15

X7 X9
P28/ P29/
P12 P13

X5 XB
P26/ P27t
P10 Pl1

68 LEAD
X3 x. PIN GRID ARRAY P24/ P25!

TOP VIEW
PB P9

Xl X2
P22/ P23/
PB P7

-
XO

P20/ P21!
OEl P. P5

elKY elKL P18t P19t
P2 P3

N!e
YO! Y2/ Y'! YB! YB! Yl0/ Y12/ Y14! Plel P171
PO P2 P. PB PB Pl0 P12 Pl. PO Pl

YlI Y3! Y5! Y7! Y9! Yl1/ Y13! Y15/ N!ePl P3 P5 P7 P9 Pl1 P13 P15

PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN
PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL

B6 X4 F6 F1 Y9/P9 F11 K7 P10/P26 VCC/2 E11 RNo F1

A6 X3 F5 G2 Y10/P10 F12 L7 P11/P27 VCC/2 010 CLKX FO

B5 X2 F4 G1 Y11/P11 F13 K8 P12/P28 VCC/2 011 X15 F3

A5 X1 F3 H2 Y12/P12 F14 L8 P13/P29 VCC/2 C10 X14 F2

B4 XO F2 H1 Y13/P13 F15 K9 P14/P30 VCC/2 C11 X13 F15

A4 OEL VCC J2 Y14/P14 F4 L9 P15/P31 VCC/2 B10 X12 F14

B3 CLKL FO J1 Y15/P15 F5 K10 CLKM FO A10 X11 F13

A3 CLKY FO K2 PO/P16 VCC/2 K11 OEP F1 B9 X10 F12

B2 YO/PO F2 L2 P1/P17 VCC/2 J10 FA F14 A9 X9 F11

B1 Y1/P1 F3 K3 P2/P18 VCC/2 J11 FT F15 B8 X8 F10

C2 Y2/P2 F4 L3 P3/P19 VCC/2 H10 MSPSEL F14 A8 X7 F9

C1 Y3/P3 F5 K4 P4/P20 VCC/2 H11 GNo GNo B7 X6 F8

D2 Y4/P4 F6 L4 P5/P21 VCC/2 G10 GNo GNo A7 X5 F7

01 Y5/P5 F7 K5 P6/P22 VCC/2 G11 VCC VCC A2 N.C. NONE

E2 Y6/P6 F8 L5 P7/P23 VCC/2 F10 VCC VCC K1 N.C. NONE

E1 Y7/P7 F9 K6 P8/P24 VCC/2 F11 TCY F15 L10 N.C. NONE

F2 Y8/P8 F10 L6 P9/P25 VCC/2 E10 TCX F15 B11 N.C. NONE

NOTES:

1. VCC = 5.0V +O.5V/-O.OVwith O.1~F decoupling capacitor to GND.

2. FO= 100kHz. Fl = FO/2, F2 = Fl/2, .

3. VIH = VCC - 1V ± O.5V(Min), VIL = O.BV(Max)



Die Characteristics
DIE DIMENSIONS:

179 x 169 x 19 ±1 mils

METALLIZATION:
Type: Si-AI or Si-AI-Cu
Thickness: akA

GLASSIVATION:
Type: Nitrox
Thickness: 1akA

Metallization Mask Layout

DIE ATTACH:
Material: Si-Au Eutectic Alloy or Silver-Glass

WORST CASE CURRENT DENSITY: 1.2 x 1a5A/cm2

HMU16/883

>" ;2"
Z ...J
!!!. !:'.
> ...J

Ig 0 «:.: '" on <D r- oo 0> X X X...J ...J 0 X M " X X X X X
U U x x x x ;; M N 0" c;; co ;::-e E e §: ~ 12: ~ - e e e e e e e e

(56) X13

(55) X14
(9) YO, PO

(10) Y1, P1
(54) X15

(11) Y2, P2
(53) CLKX

(ENX)

(12) Y3, P3 (52) RND

(13) Y4, P4 (51) TCX

(14) Y5, P5 (50) TCY

(15) Y6, P6 (49) VCC

(16) Y7, P7

(17) Y8, P8 (48) vCC

(18) Y9, P9
(47) GND

(19) Y10, P10

(20) Y11, P11 (46) GND

(21) Y12, P12
(45) MSPSEL

(22) Y13, P13
(44) FT

(23) Y14, P14
(43) FA

(24) Y15, P15
(42) DEP

(41) CLKM
(END)
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Ell HARRIS

• This Circuit is Processed in Accordance to
Mil-Std-883 and is Fully Conformant
Under the Provisions of Paragraph 1.2.1.

• 16 x 16-Bit Parallel Multiplier with Full
32-Bit Product

• High-Speed (45ns) Clocked Multiply Time

• Low Power CMOS Operation:

~ ICCSB = 500flA Maximum

~ ICCOp = 7.0mA Maximum @ 1MHz

• HMU17 is compatible with the AM29517,
LMU17, IDT7217, and the CY7C517

• Supports Two's Complement, Unsigned
Magnitude and Mixed Mode Multiplication

• TTL Compatible Inputs/Outputs

• Three-State Outputs

• Available in a 68 Lead Pin Grid Array
Package

HMU17/883

Description
The HMU17 is a high speed, low power CMOS 16 x 16-bit parallel
multiplier ideal for fast, realtime digital signal processing applications.
The 16-bit X and Y operands may be independently specified as
either two's complement or unsigned magnitude format, thereby
allowing mixed mode multiplication operations.

Additional inputs are provided to accommodate format adjustment
and rounding of the 32-bit product. The Format Adjust control allows
the user the option of selecting a 31-bit product with the sign bit
replicated lSP. The Round control is provided to accommodate
rounding of the most significant portion of the result. This is accom-
plished by adding one to the most significant bit of the lSP.

Two 16-bit output registers (MSP and lSP) are provided to hold the
most and least significant portions of the result, respectively.These
registers may be made transparent for asynchronous operation
through the use of the feedthrough control (FT).The two halvesof the
product may be routed to a single 16-bit three-state output port via
the output multiplexercontrol, and in addition, the lSP is connected to
the V-input port through a separate three-state buffer.

The HMU17 utilizes a single clock signal (elK) along with three
registerenables (ENX,ENY,and ENP)to latch the input operands and
the output product registers. The ENX and ENY inputs enable the
X and Y input registers, while ENP enables both the lSP and MSP
output registers.This configuration facilitates the use of the HMU17
for micro-programmed systems.

All outputs of the HMU17also offer three-state control for multiplexing
onto multi-use system busses.

ENP
MSPSEL



Absolute Maximum Ratings

Supply Voltage , +8.0V
Input or Output Voltage Applied ..•..... GND-0.5V to VCC +0.5V
Storage Temperature Range -650C to +1500C
Junction Temperature +1750C
Lead Temperature (Soldering 10 see) 3000C
ESD Classification ..........................•......... Class 1

Reliability Information

Thermal Resistance Sja Sjc
Ceramic PGA Package. . . . . . . . . . . .. 42.690C/W 10.00C/W

Maximum Package Power Dissipation at +1250C
Ceramic PGA Package 1.17 Watt

Gate Count 4500 Gates

Operating Conditions
Operating Voltage Range +4.5V to +5.5V
Operating Temperature Range .........•..... -550C to +1250C

TABLE 1. HMU16/883 D.C. ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Device Guaranteed and 100% Tested

LIMITS
GROUP A

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS SUBGROUPS TEMPERATURE MIN MAX UNITS

Logical One Input VIH VCC= 5.5V 1,2,3 -55°C STA:$ +1250C 2.2 - V
Voltage

Logical Zero Input VIL VCC=4.5V 1,2,3 -550C :$TA:$ +1250C - 0.8 V
Voltage

Output HIGH Voltage VOH IOH=-400~ 1,2,3 -55°C :$TA:S:+1250C 2.6 - V
VCC = 4.5V (Note 1)

Output LOW Voltage VOL 10L= +4.0mA 1,2,3 -550C:$ TA:'5:+1250C - 0.4 V
VCC = 4.5V (Note 1)

Input Leakage Current II VIN = VCC or GND 1,2,3 -550C:$ TA:'5:+1250C -10 +10 ~
VCC = 5.5V

Output or I/O Leakage 10 VOUT =VCC orGND 1,2,3 -550C:s: TA:S:+1250C -10 +10 ~A
Current VCC = 5.5V

Standby Power Supply ICCSB VIN = VCC or GND, 1,2,3 -550C:s: TA:S:+1250C - 500 ~
Current VCC = 5.5V, Outputs

Open

Operating Power ICCOp f= 1.0MHz, 1,2,3 -550C:'5: TA:S:+1250C - 7.0 mA
Supply Current VIN = VCC or GND

VCC = 5.5V (Note 2)

Functional Test FT {Note 3) 7,8 -550C:'5: TA < +1250C - -

,. Interchanging of force and sense conditions is permitted.

2. Operating Supply Current is proportional to frequency. typical rating is
5mA/MHz.



TABLE 2. HMU17/883 A.C. ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Device Guaranteed and 100% Tested

-45 -60
(NOTE 1) GROUPA

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS SUBGROUPS TEMPERATURE MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS

Unclocked Multiply TMUC 9,10,11 -550C;:STA;:S +1250C - 70 - 90 ns
Time

Clocked MultiplyTime TMC 9,10,11 -550C <TA <+1250C - 45 - 60 ns

X,Y, RND Setup Time TS 9,10,11 -55°C <TA <+1250C 18 - 20 - ns

Clock HIGH Pulse TpWH 9,10,11 -550C :S..TAS+1250C 15 - 20 - ns
Width

Clock LOW Pulse TpWL 9,10,11 -550C;:STA:S..+1250C 15 - 20 - ns
Width

MSPSEL to Product TpDSEL 9,10,11 -550C;:STA:'>.+1250C - 25 - 30 ns
Out

Output Clock to P TpDP 9,10,11 -55°C sTA ::;+1250C - 25 - 30 ns

Output Clock to Y TpDY 9,10,11 -550C <TA <+1250C - 25 - 30 ns..

3-State Enable Time TENA (Note 2) 9,10,11 -550C;:STA <+1250C - 25 - 30 ns

Clock Enable Setup TSE 9,10,11 -550C;:STA S+1250C 15 - 15 - ns

NOTES:

,. AC Testing as follows: VCC = 4.5V and 5.5V. Input levels OV and 3.aV,
Timing reference levels = 1.5V, Output load pertest load circuit, with V, =
2.4V, R, - soon and CL = 40pF.



-45 -60

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS NOTES TEMPERATURE MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS

Input Capacitance CIN VCC = Open, f = 1MHz 1 TA = +2SoC - 1S - 1S pF
All Measurements

Output Capacitance COUT are referenced to 1 TA = +2S0C - 10 - 10 pF
device GND.

I/O Capacitance CI/O 1 TA=+2S0C - 10 - 10 pF

X, Y, RND Hold Time TH 1,2 -S'soC <TA < +12SoC 3 - 3 - ns

3-State Disabie Time TDIS 1,2,3 -SSoC .::::rA s. + 12SoC - 2S - 30 ns

Clock Enable THE
-

1,2,3 -SSoC S. TA S. + 12SoC 3 3- - ns
Hold Time

Output Rise Time TR From 0.8V to 2.0V 1,2,4 -SSoC S. TA S. +12SoC - 10 - 10 ns

Output Fall Time TF From 2.0V to 0.8V 1,2,4 -SSoC <TA < +12SoC - 10 - 10 ns

1. The parameters listed in Table 3 are controlled via design or process
parameters and are not directly tested. These parameters are character·
ized upon initial design and after major process and/or design changes.

2. Guaranteed, but not 100% tasted.

3. Transition is measured at ±200mV from steady state voltage, Output
loading per test load circuit, with V, = 1.5V, R, = 500n and Cl = 40pF.

4. Loading is as specified in the test load circuit, with V, = 2.4V, R, = 500n
and CL ~ 40pF.

CONFORMANCE GROUPS METHOD SUBGROUPS

Initial Test 100%/S004 -
Interim Test 100%/S004 -
PDA 100% 1

Final Test 100% 2, 3,8A, 88,10,11

Group A - 1,2,3,7,8A,88,9,10,11

GroupsC&D Samples/SOOS 1,7,9



I
FT

-
N/C XI3 X15 RND TCY VCC GND OEP

- --- - -
Xll XI2 X14 ENX TCX VCC GND MSPSEL FA ENP N/C

X9 XIO
P3D! P31!
PI4 P15

P28/ P29/
X7 X8 PI2 P13

X5 X6
P26/ P27!
Pl0 P11

68 LEAD
PIN GRID ARRAY P24/ P25/

X3 X4 P8 P9
lOP VIEW

XI X2
P22/ P23!

P6 P7

- P20/ P21/
OEl XO P4 P5

-
ClK

P18t P19/
ENY

P2 P3

YO/ Y2I Y4/ Y6/ Y8/ Y10/ Y12/ Y14/ P16/ PHI
N/C PO P2 P4 P6 P8 Pl0 P12 P14 PO Pl

YI/ Y3/ Y5/ Y7/ Y9/ Y11/ Y13! Y15/
N/C

Pl P3 P5 P7 P9 P11 P13 PI5

PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN
PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL

86 X4 F6 F1 Y9/P9 F11 K7 P10/P26 VCC/2 E11 RNO F1

A6 X3 F5 G2 Y10/P10 F12 L7 P11/P27 VCC/2 010 ENX FO

85 X2 F4 G1 Y11/P11 F13 K8 P12/P28 VCC/2 011 X15 F3

A5 X1 F3 H2 Y12/P12 F14 L8 P13/P29 VCC/2 C10 X14 F2

84 XO F2 H1 Y13/P13 F15 K9 P14/P30 VCC/2 C11 X13 F15

A4 OEL VCC J2 Y14/p14 F4 L9 P15/P31 VCC/2 810 X12 F14

83 CLK FO J1 Y15/P15 F5 K10 ENP FO A10 X11 F13

A3 ENY FO K2 PO/P16 VCC/2 K11 OEP F1 89 X10 F12

82 YO/PO F2 L2 P1/P17 VCC/2 J10 FA F14 A9 X9 F11

81 Y1/P1 F3 K3 P2/P18 VCC/2 J11 FT F15 88 X8 F10

C2 Y2/P2 F4 L3 P3/P19 VCC/2 H10 MSPSEL F14 A8 X7 F9

C1 Y3/P3 F5 K4 P4/P20 VCC/2 H11 GNO GNO 87 X6 F8

02 Y4/P4 F6 L4 P5/P21 VCC/2 G10 GNO GND A7 X5 F7

01 Y5/P5 F7 K5 P6/P22 VCC/2 G11 VCC VCC A2 N.C. NONE

E2 Y6/P6 F8 L5 P7/P23 VCC/2 F10 VCC VCC K1 N.C. NONE

E1 Y7/P7 F9 K6 P8/P24 VCC/2 F11 lCY F15 L10 N.C. NONE

F2 Y8/P8 F10 L6 P9/P25 VCC/2 E10 lCX F15 811 N.C. NONE

NOTES:

1. Vcc = 5.0V +O.5V/-O.OV with 0.1 J.lFdeCQupling capacitor 10 GND.

2. FO = 100kHz. F' = FO/2. F2 = Fl/2 •..

3. VIH = VCC - 1V ± O.5V (Min). VIL = O.8V (Max).



Die Characteristics
DIE DIMENSIONS:

179 x 169 x 19 ±1 mils
METALLIZATION:

Type: Si-AI or Si-AI-Cu
Thickness: akA

GLASSIVATION:
Type: Nitrox
Thickness: 1OkA

Metallization Mask Layout

DIE ATTACH:
Material: Si-Au Eutectic Alloy or Silver-Glass

WORST CASE CURRENT DENSITY: 1.2 x 105A/cm2

HMU17/883
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(56) X13

(9) YO, PO
(55) X14

(54) X15
(10) Yl, Pl

(11) Y2, P2
(53) CLKX

(ENX)

(12) Y3, P3
(52) RND

(13) Y4, P4
(51)TCX

(14) Y5, P5 (50) TCY

(15) Y6, P6 (49) VCC

(16) Y7, P7

(17) Y8, P8 (48) VCC

(18) Y9, P9
(47) GND

(19) Yl0, Pl0

(20) Yll, Pll (46) GND

(21) Y12, P12
(45) MSPSEL

(22) Y13, P13
(44) FT

(23) Y14, P14
(43) FA

(24) Y15, P15
(42) DEP

(41) CLKM
(END)
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mHARRIS

• Two Independent 8-Tap FIR Filters
Configurable as a Single 16- Tap FIR

• 10 Bit Data & Coefficients

• On-Board Storage for 32 Programmable
Coefficient Sets

• Up To: 256 FIR Taps, 16 x 16 2-D
Kernels, or lOx 19 Bit Data and
Coefficients

• Programmable Decimation to 16

• Programmable Rounding on Output

• Mixed Mode Arithmetic

• Standard Microprocessor Interface

• 33M Hz, 45MHz Versions

• 84-Pin PGA And PLCC Packages

• Quadrature Filtering

• Correlation

• Image Processing

• Complex Filtering

• PolyPhase Filtering

• Adaptive Filtering

HSP43168

Description
The HSP43168 Dual FIR Filter consists of two independent 8-tap FIR
filters. Each filter supports decimation from 1 to 16 and provides
on-board storage for 32 sets of coefficients. The Block Diagram shows
two FIR cells each fed by a separate coefficient bank and one of two
separate inputs. The outputs of the FIR cells are either summed or
multiplexed by the MUX/Adder. The compute power in the FIR Cells can
be configured to provide quadrature filtering, complex filtering, 2-D
convolution, 1-0/2-0 correlations, and interpolating/decimating filters.

The FIR cells take advantage of symmetry in FIR coefficints by pre-add-
ing data samples prior to multiplication. This allows an 8-tap FIR to be
implemented using only 4 multipliers per filter cell. These cells can be
configured as either a single 16-tap FIR filter or dual 8-tap FIR filters.
Asymmetric filtering is also supported.

Decimation of up to 16 is provided to boost the effective number of filter
taps from 2 to 16 times. Further, the decimtion registers provide the
delay necessary for fractional data conversion and 2-D filtering with
kernels to 16x 16.

The flexibility of the Dual is further enhanced by 32 sets of user pro·
grammable coefficients. Coefficient selection may be changed
asynchronously from clock to clock. The ability to toggle between
coefficient sets further simplifies applications such as polyphase or
adaptive filtering.

The HSP43168 is a low power fully static design implemented in an
advanced CMOS process. The configuration of the device is controlled
through a standard microprocessor interface. The Dual FIR Filter is
available in 84 pin PGA and 84 pin PLCC packages.

CINO ·9
AO ·6
WRit"

CSELO -4
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PIN
SYMBOL NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

VCC BS,D11,K10 VCC: +SV power supply pin.
K7,F1

GND A9, E10, L11 Ground.
K4,D2

CINO-9 E1-3,D1, I Control/Coefficient Data Bus. Processor interface for loading control data and coefficients.
C1-2, B1-3, CINO is the lSB.

A1

AO-S AS-S, B6-S, I Control/Coefficient Address Bus. Processor interface for addressing control and coefficient
C6-7 registers. AO is the lSB.

WR# A10 I Control/Coefficient Write Clock. Data is latched into the control and coefficient registers
on the rising edge of WR#.

CSElO-4 A2-4,B4,CS I Coefficient Select. This input determines which of the 32 coefficient sets are to be used by
FIR A and B. This input is registered and CSElO is the LSB.

INAO-9 K1,J1-2, I Input to FIR A.INAO is the LSB
H1-2,G1-3,

F2-3

INBO-9 L1-S,K2-3 I/O Bidirectionallnputfor FIR B. INBO is the lSB and is input only. When
KS-6,JS used as output, INB1-9 are the LSB's of the output bus, and INB9 is the MSB of these bits.

OUT9-27 F9-11,G9-11, 0 19 MSB's of Output Bus. Data format is either unsigned or two's complement depending
H10-11,J10-11 on configuration. OUT27 is the MSB.

J7,K11,
KS-9,L6-10

SHFTEN# B11 I Shift Enable. This active low input enables clocking of data into the part and shifting of data
through the decimation registers.

FWRD# C10 I Forward ALU Input Enable. When active low, data from the forward decimation path is input
to the ALU's through the "a" input. When high, the "a" inputs to the ALUs are zeroed.

RVRS# A11 I Reverse ALU Input Enable. When active low, data from the reverse decimation path is input
to the ALU's through the "b" input. When high, the "b" inputs to the ALUs are zeroed.

TXFR# C11 I Data Transfer Control. This active low input switches the LIFO being read into the reverse
decimation path with the LIFO being written from the forward decimation path
(see Figure 1).

MUXO-1 B9-10 I Adder/Mux Control. This input controls data flow through the output Adder/Mux. Table 3.0
lists the various configurations.

ClK E9 I Clock. All inputs except those associated with the processor interface (CINO-9, AO-S,
WR#) and the output enables (OEL#, OEH#)are registered by the rising edge of CLK.

OEL# J6 I Output Enable Low. This tristate control enables the LSB 's of the output bus
to INB1-9 when OEl# is low.

OEH# E11 I Output Enable High. This tristate control enables OUT9-27 when OEH# is low.

ACCEN D10 I Accumulate Enable. This active high input allows accumulation in the FIR Cell Accumulator.
A low on this input latches the FIR Accumulator contents into the Output Holding
Registers while zeroing the feedback path in the Accumulator.
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Functional Description
As shown in Figure 1.0, the HSP431 68 consists of two 4-
multiplier FIR filter cells which process 10 bit data and
coefficients. The FIR cells can operate as two independent
8-tap FIR filters or two 4-tap asymmetric filters at maximum
I/O rates. A single filter mode is provided which allows the
FIR cells to operate as one 16-tap FIR filter or one 8-tap
asymmetric filter. On board coefficient storage for up to 32
sets of 8 coefficients is provided. The coefficient sets are
user selectable and are programmed through a
microprocessor interface. Programmable decimation to 16
is also provided. By utilizing decimation registers together
with the coefficient sets, polyphase filters are realizable
which allow the user to trade data rate for filter taps. The
MUX/ Adder can be configured to either add or multiplex
the outputs of the filter cells depending upon whether the
cells are operating in single or dual filter mode. In addition, a
shilter in the MUX/Adder is provided for implementation of
filters with 10 bit data and 20 bit coefficients or vice versa.

Microprocessor Interface
The Dual has a 20 pin write only microprocessor interface
for loading data into the Control Block and Coefficient Bank.
The interface consists of a 1O-bit data bus (CINO-9), a 9 bit
address bus (AO-8), and a write input (WR#) to latch the
data into the on-board registers. The control and coefficient
data can be loaded asynchronously to CLK.

Control Block
The Dual FIR is configured by writing to the registers within
the Control Block. These registers are memory mapped to
address OOOH (H = Hexadecimal) and 001 H on AO-8. The
format of these registers is shown in Table 1 and Table 2.
Writing the Control/Configuration registers causes a reset
which lasts for 6 CLK cycles following the assertion of
WR#. The reset caused by writing registers in the Control
Block will not clear the contents of the Coefficient Bank.

CONTROL ADDRESS OOOH

BITS FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

3-0 Decimation Factor OOOO=NoDecimation
1111 =Decimation by 16

4 Mode Select 0= Single Filter Mode
1 = Dual Filter Mode

5 Odd/Even Symmetry 0= Even symmetric coefficients
1 = Odd symmetric coefficients

6 FIR A odd/even taps 0= Odd number of taps in filter
1 = Even number of taps in filter

7 FIR B odd/even taps (Defined same as FIR A above)

8 FIR B Input Source 0= Inputfrom INAO-9
1 = Inputfrom INBO-9

9 Not Used Set to 0 for proper operation

The 4 LSBs of the control word loaded at address OOOHare
used to select the decimation factor. For example, if the 4

LSBs are programmed with a value of 0010, the forward
and reverse shifting decimation registers are each
configured with a delay of 3. Bit 4 is used to select whether
the FIR cells operate as two independent filters or one
extended length filter. Coefficient symmetry is selected by
bit 5. Bits 6 and 7 are programmed to configure the FIR
cells for odd or even filter lengths. Bit 8 selects the FIR B
input source when the FIR cells are configured for indepen-
dent operation. Bit 9 must be programmed to O.

The 4 LSB's of the control word loaded at address 001 Hare
used to configure the format of the FIR cell's data and coef-
ficients. Bit 4 is programmed to enable or disable the rever-
sal of data sample order prior to entering the backward
shifting decimation registers. Bits 5-9 are used to support
programmable rounding on the output.

TABLE 2

CONTROL ADDRESS 001 H

BITS FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

0 FIR A Input Format 0= Unsigned
1 = Two's Complement

1 FIR A Coefficient (Defined same as FIR A input)
Format

2 FIR B Input Format (Defined same as FIR A input)

3 FIR B Coefficient (Defined same as FIR A input)

4 Data Reversal 0= Enabled
Enable 1 = Disabled

8-5 Round Position 0000 = 2-10
1011 =21

9 Round Enable 0= Enabled
1 = Disabled

Each FIR filter cell is based on an array of four 11xl0 bit
two's complement mUltipliers. The multipliers get one input
from the ALUs which combine data shifting through the
forward and backward decimation registers. The second
input comes from the user programmable coefficient bank.
The mUltiplier outputs feed an accumulator whose result is
passed to the output section where it is multiplexed or
added.

Decimation Registers

The forward and backward shifting registers are
configurable for decimation by 1 to 16 (see Table 1). The
backward shifting registers are used to take advantage of
symmetry in linear phase filters by aligning data at the
ALU's for pre-addition prior to multiplication by the
common coefficient. When the FIR cells are configured in
single filter mode, the decimation registers in each cell are
cascaded. This lengthened delay path allows computation
of a filter which is twice the size of that capable in a single
cell. The decimation registers also provide data storage for
poly-phase or 2-D filtering applications (See Applications
Examples section).



The Data Feedback Circuitry in each FIRcell is responsible
for transferring data from the forward to the backward shift-
ing decimation registers. This circuitry feeds blocks of sam-
ples into the backward shifting decimation path in either re-
versed or non-reversed sample order. The MUX/DEMUX
structure at the input to the Feedback Circuitry routes data
to the LIFO's or the delay stage depending on configuration.
The MUX on the Feedback Circuitry Output selects the stor-
age element which feeds the backward shifting decimation
registers.

In applications requiring reversal of sample order, such as
FIR filtering with decimation, the FIR cells are configured
with data reversal enabled (see Table 2). In this mode, data
is transferred from the forward to the backward shifting reg-
isters through a ping-ponged LIFO structure. While one
LIFO is being read into the backward shifting path, the other
is written with data samples. The MUX/DEMUX controls
which LIFO is being written, and the MUX on the Feedback
Circuitry output controls which LIFO is being read. A low on
TXFR# and SHIFTEN#, switches the LIFO's being read
and written, which causes the block of data read from the
structure to be reversed in sample order (See Example 4 in
the Application Examples section).

The frequency with which TXFR# is asserted determines
size of the data blocks in which sample order is reversed.
For example, if TXFR# is asserted once every three CLK's,
blocks of 3 data samples with order reversed,would be fed
into the backward decimation registers. Note: altering the
frequency or phase of TXFR# assertion once a filtering op-
eration has been started will cause unknown results.

In applications which do not require sample order reversal,
the FIR cells must be configured with data reversaldisabled
(see Table 2). In addition, TXFR# must be asserted to
ensure proper data flow. In this configuration, data to the
backward shifting decimation path is routed though a delay
stage instead of the ping-pong LIFO's. The number of
registers in the delay stage is based on the programmed
decimation factor. Note: data reversal must be disabled and
TXFR# must be asserted for filtering applications which do
not use decimation.

The shifting of data through the forward and reverse
decimation registers is enabled by asserting the SHFTEN#
input. When SHFTEN# transitions high, data shifting is
disabled, and the data sample latched into the part on the
previous clock is the last input to the forward decimation
path. When SHFTEN# is asserted, shifting of data through
the decimation paths is enabled. The data sample at the part
input when SHFTEN# is asserted will be the next data
sample into the forward decimation path.

When operating the FIRcells as two independent filters, FIR
A receives input data via INAO-9 and FIR B receives data
from either INAO-9 or INBO-9 depending on the configura-
tion (Table 1).When the FIRcells are configured as a single
extended length filter, the forward and backward
decimation paths are cascaded. In this mode, data is
transferred from the forward decimation path to the back-
ward decimation path by the Data Feedback Circuitry in FIR
B.Thus, the manner in which data is read into the backward
shifting decimation path is determined by FIRB's configura-
tion.

When the decimation paths are cascaded, data is routed
through the delay stage in FIRA's Data Feedback Circuitry.

The configuration of the FIR cells as even or odd length
filters determines the point in the forward decimation path
from which data is multiplexed to the Data Feedback
Circuitry. For example, if the FIR cell is configured as an
odd length filter, data prior to the last register in the third for-
ward decimation stage is routed to the Feedback Circuitry.
If the FIRcell is configured as an even length filter, data out-
put from the third forward decimation stage is multiplexed
to the Feedback Circuitry. This is required to insure proper
data alignment with symmetric filter coefficients (SeeAppli-
cation Examples).

ALUs
Data shifting through the forward and reverse decimation
path feeds the "a" and "b" inputs of the ALUs respectively.
The ALU's perform an "b+a" operation if the FIR cell is
configured for even symmetric coefficients or an "b-a"
operation if configured for odd symmetric coefficients.

For applications in which a pre-add or subtract is not re-
quired, the "a" or "b" input can be zeroed by disabling
FWRD# or RVRS# respectively.This has the effect of prod-
ucing an ALU output which is either "a","-a", or "b" de-
pending on the filter symmetry chosen. For example, if the
FIR cell is configured for an even symmetric filter with
FWRD# low and RVRS# high, the data shifting through the
forward decimation registers would appear on the ALU out-
put.

Coefficient Bank

The output of the ALU is multiplied by a coefficient from one
of 32 user programmable coefficient sets. Each set consists
of a coefficients (4 coefficients for FIR A and 4 for FIR B).
The active coefficient set is selected using CSELO-4. The
coefficient set may be switched every clock to support
polyphase filtering operations.

The coefficients are loaded into on-board registers using
the microprocessor interface, CINO-9, AO-a, and WR#.
Each multiplier within the FIR Cells is driven by a coefficient
bank with one of 32 coefficients. These coefficients are
addressed as shown in Table 3. The inputs AO-1 specify the
Coefficient Bank for one of the four multipliers in each FIR
Cell; A2 specifies FIR Cell A or B; Bits A7-3 specify one of
32 sets in which the coefficient is to be stored. For example,
an address of 10dH would access the coefficient for the
second multiplier in FIR B in the second coefficient set.

TABLE 3

A8 A7-3 A2 A1-0 FIR BANK

1 xxxxx 0 00 A 0

1 xxxxx 0 01 A 1

1 xxxxx 0 10 A 2

1 xxxxx 0 11 A 3

1 xxxxx 1 00 B 0

1 xxxxx 1 01 B 1

1 xxx xx 1 10 B 2

1 xxxxx 1 11 B 3



each accumulator's running sum and the latching of data
from the accumulator into the Output Holding Registers.
When ACCEN is low, feedback from the accumulator adder
is zeroed which disables accumulation. Also, output from
the accumulator is latched into the Output Holding Regi-
sters. When ACCEN is asserted, accumulation is enabled
and the contents of the Output Holding Registers remain
unchanged.

The contents of each FIR Cell's Output Holding Register is
summed or multiplexed in the Mux/Adder. The operation of
the Mux/Adder is controlled by the MUXO-1 inputs as
shown in Table 4. Applications requiring 10 bit data and 20
bit coefficients or 20 bit data and 10 bit coefficients are
made possible by configuring the MUX/Adder to scale FIR
B's output by 2-10 prior to summing with FIR A. When the
Dual FIR is configured as two independent filters, the
MUXO-1 inputs would be used to muWplex the filter outputs
of each cell. For applications in which FIR A and Bare
configured as a single filter, the MUX/Adder is configured to
sum the output of each FIR cell.

TABLE 4

MUXO-1 DECODING

MUX1-0 OUTO-27

00 FIRA+ FIRB (FIR B Scaled by2-1O)

01 FIRA+ FIRB

10 FIRA

11 FIRB

The Dual FIR supports mixed mode arithmetic with both
unsigned and two's complement data and coefficients. The
input and output formats for both data types is shown be-
low. If the Dual FIR is configured as an even symmetric filter
with unsigned data and coefficients, the output will be
unsigned. Otherwise, the output will be two's complement.

The MUX/Adder can be configured to implement program-
mable rounding at bit locations 2-10 through 21. The round
is implemented by adding a 1 to the specified location (see
Table 2.0). For example, to configure the part such that the
output is rounded to the 10 MSBs, OUT18-27, the round
position would be chosen to be 2-1.

In this section a number of examples which show even, odd,
symmetric, asymmetric and decimating filters are
presented. These examples are intended to show different
operational modes of the HSP43168. The examples are all
based on a dual filter configuration. However, the same
principles apply when the part is configured with both FIR
cells operating as a single filter.



Example 1. Even-Tap Symmetric Filter Example

The HSP43168 may be configured as two independent 8-
tap symmetric filters as shown by the block diagram in Fig-
ure 2. Each of the FIR cells takes advantage of symmetric
filter coefficients by pre-adding data samples common to a
given coefficient. As a result, each FIR cell can implement
an 8-tap symmetric filter using only four multipliers. Similar-
ly, when the HSP43168 is configured in single filter mode a
16-tap symmetric filter is possible by using the multipliers
in both cells.

The operation of the FIR cell is better understood by com-
paring the data and coefficient alignment for a given filter
output, Figure 3, with the data flow through the FIR cell, as
shown in Figure 4. The block diagrams in Figure 4 are a
simplification of the FIR cell shown In Figure 1. For simplici-
ty, the ALU's and FIR Cell Accumulators were replaced by
adders, and the pipeline delay registers were omitted.

In Figure 4, the order of the data samples within the filter cell
is shown by the numbers In the forward and backward shift-
ing decimation paths. The output of the filter cell is given by
the equation at the bottom of each block diagram. Figure 4a
shows the data sample alignment at the pre-adders for the
data/coefficient alignment shown in Figure 3.

The dual filter application Is configured by writing 1dOH to
address oOOH via the microprocessor interface, CINo-9.
Ao-8, and WR#. Since this application does not use
decimation, the 4th bit of the control register at address
001 H must be set to disable data reversal (see Table 2).
Failure to disable data reversal will produce erroneous
results.



Using this architecture, only the unique coefficients need to
be stored in the Coefficient Bank. For example, the above
filter would be stored in the first coefficient set for FIR A by
writing CO, C1, C2, and C3 to address 100H, 101 H, 102H,
and 103H respectively. To write the same filter to the first
coefficient set for FIR B, the address sequence would
change to 104H, 105H, 106H, and 107H.

To operate the HSP43168 in this mode, TXFR# is tied low
to ensure proper data flow; both FWRD# and RVRS# are
tied low to enable data samples from the forward and
reverse data paths to the AlU's for pre-adding; ACCEN is
tied low to prevent accumulation over multiple ClK's;
SHFTEN# is tied low to allow shifting of data through the
decimation registers; MUXO-1 is programmed to multiplex
the output the of either FIR A or FIR B; CSElO-4 is pro-
grammable to access the stored coefficient set, in this ex-
ample CSEl "" 0000.

Example 2. Odd-Tap Symmetric Filter Example

The HSP43168 may be configured as two independent
7-tap symmetric filters with a functional block diagram
resembling Figure 2. As in the 8-tap filter example, the
HSP43168 implements the filtering operation by summing
data samples sharing a common coefficient prior to mUltipli-
cation by that coefficient However, for odd length filters the
pre-addition requires that the center coefficient be scaled
by 1/2.

The operation of the FIR cell for odd length filters is better
understood by comparing the data/coefficient alignment in
Figure 5 with the data flow diagrams in Figure 6. The block
diagrams in Figure 6 are a simplification of the FIR cell
shown in Figure 1.

C3
C2 C2

For odd length filters, proper data/coefficient alignment is
ensured by routing data entering the last register in the third
forward decimation stage to the backward shifting regi-
sters. In this configuration, the center coefficient must be
scaled by 1/2 to compensate for the summation of the same
data sample from both the forward and backward shifting
registers.

0-t
<p <p <p

ro~/
(X8+ X2)Co+ (X7+ X3)C1+ (X6+ X4)C2+ (X5+ X5)C3w'2



In the data flow diagrams of Figure 6, the order of the data
samples input in to the filter cell is shown by the numbers in
the forward and backward shifting decimation paths. The
output of the filter cell is given by the equation at the bottom
of the block. The diagram in Figure 6a shows data sample
alignment at the pre-adders for the data/coefficient align-
ment shown in Figure 5.

This dual filter application is configu red by writing 11OHto
address ODOHvia the microprocessor interface, CINO-9,
AO-8, and WR#. Also, data reversal must be disabled by
setting bit 4 of the control register at address 0001 H. As in
the 8-tap example, only the unique coefficients need to be
stored in the Coefficient Bank. These coefficients are stored
in the first coefficient set for FIR A by writing CO, C1, C2,
and C3 to address 1DOH,101H, 102H, and 103H respec-
tively. To write the same filter to the first coefficient set for
FIR B, the address sequence would change to 104H, 105H,
106H, and 107H. The control signals TXFR#, FWRD#,
RVRS#, ACCEN, SHFTEN#, and CSELO-4 are controlled
as described in Example 1.

Example 3. Asymmetric Filter Example

The FIR cells within the HSP43168 can each calculate 4
asymmetric taps on each clock. Thus, a single FIR cell can
implement an 8-tap asymmetric filter if the HSP43168 is
clocked at twice the input data rate. Similarly, if the Dual is
configured as a single filter, a 16- tap asymmetric filter Is
realizable.

For this example, the FIR cells are configured as two 8- tap
asymmetric filters which are clocked at twice the input data
rate. New data is shifted into the forward and backward
decimation paths every other CLK by the assertion of
SHFTEN#. The filter output is computed by passing data
from each decimation path to the multipliers on alternating
clocks. Two sets of coefficients are required, one for data on
the forward decimation path, and one for data on the re-
verse path. The filter output is generated by accumulating
the multiplier outputs for two CLKs.

The operation of this configuration is better understood by
comparing the data/coefficient alignment in Figure 7 with
the data flow diagrams in Figure 8. The ALU's have been
omitted from the FIR cell diagrams because data is fed to
the multipliers directly from the forward and reverse
decimation paths. The data samples within the FIR cell are
shown by the numbers in the decimation paths.

C7 C6 C5 C4 C3
hen) C2

B. SHIFTING OF DATA SAMPLE 7 INTO FIR CELL
ENABLED, FORWARD SHIFTING REGISTERS FEEDING
MULTIPLIERS.

(XO)CO+(X1)C1+ (X2)C2+ (X3)C3
+ (X7)C7+ (X6)C6+ (X5)C5+ (X4)C4



(X1)CO+ (X2)C1+ (X3)C2+ (X4)C3
+ (X8)C7+ (X7)C6+ (X6)C5+ (X5)C4

For this application, each filter cell is configured as an odd
length filter by writing 110H to the control register at ad-
dress OOOH.Even though an even tap filter is being imple-
mented, the filter cells must be configured as odd length to
ensure proper data flow. Also, the 4th bit at control address
001 H must be set to disable data reversal, and TXFR# must
be tied low. Since an a-tap asymmetric filter is being imple-
mented, two sets of coefficients must be stored. These eight
coefficients could be loaded Into the first two coefficient
sets for FIR A by writing CO,C1, C2, C3, C7, C6, C5, and C4
to address 100H, 101H, 102H, 103H, 10aH, 109H, 10aH,
and 10bH respectively.

The sum of products required for this a-tap filter require dy-
namic control over FWRD#, RVRS#, ACCEN, and CSElO-
4. The relative timing of these signals is shown in Figure 9.

- ~is-reduced by a factor of N. As a result, N clock cycles can
be used for the computation of the filter output. For exam-
ple, each FIR cell can calculate a symmetric or 4
asymmetric taps In one clock. If the application requires
decimation by two, the filter output can be calculated over
two clocks thus boosting the number of taps per FIR cell to
16 symmetric or a asymmetric. For this example, each FIR
cell is configured as an independent 24-tap decimate x3
filter.

The alignment of data relative to the 24 filter coefficients for
a particular output is depicted graphically in Figure 10. As in
previous examples, the HSP4316a implements the filtering
operation by summing data samples prior to mUltiplication
by the common coefficient. In this example an output is re-
quired every third ClK which allows 3 ClK's for computa-
tion. On each ClK, one of three sets of coefficients are used
to calculate a of the filter taps. The block diagrams in Figure
12 show the data flow and accumulator output for the datal
coefficient alignment in Figure 10.

Proper data and coefficient alignment is achieved by assert-
ing TXFR# once every three ClK's to switch the LIFO's
which are being read and written. This has the effect of
feeding bloCks of three samples into the backward shifting
decimation path which are reversed in sample order. In ad-
dition, ACCEN is de-asserted once every three clocks to al-
low accumulation over three ClK's. The three sets of coeffi-
cients required in the calculation of a 24-tap symmetric fil-
ter are cycled through using CSElO-4. The timing relation-
ship between the CSElO-4, ACCEN, and TXFR# are
shown in Figure 12.



q> q>"y.~ q>Cl_~~/~
I ACCUMULATOR I

I
(X1+ X22)C1+ (X4X19)C4+ (X1+ Xl6)C7+ (X10+ X13)C'O

+ (X2+ X21)C2+ (X5+ X18)C5+ (X8+ Xl5)C8+ (Xl1+ Xl2)Cll

2 ~._~ q> q>co_~~/~
I ACCUMULATOR I

I
(XO+ X23)CO+ (X3+ X20)C3+ (X6+-Xl7)C6+ (X9+-X14)C9

+ (Xl+ X22)Cl+ (X4+ X19)C4+ (X7+ Xl6)C7+ (X10+ Xl3)CtO
+ (X2+ X21)C2+ (X5+ X18)C5+ (X8+ Xl5)C8+ (Xl1+ X12)Cl1

To operate in this mode the Dual is configured by writing
1d2 to address OOOH via the microprocessor interface,
CINO-9, AO-a, and WR#. Data reversal must be enabled
see (Table 2.0). The 12 unique coefficients for this example
are stored as three sets of coefficients for either FIR cell. For
FIR A, the coefficients are loaded into the Coefficient Bank
by writing C2, C5, ca, C11, C1, C4, C7, C10, CO, C3, C6,
and C9 to address 100H, 101 H, 102H, 103H, 10aH, 109H,
10aH, 10bH, 11OH, 111 H, 112H, and 113H respectively.

2 ~<.P q> q>C2_~~/~
I ACCUMULATOR I

I
(X5+ X24)CO+ (X8+ X21)C5+ (Xl1+ Xl8)C&+-(X14+ Xl5)Cl1

FIGURE 11. DATA FLOW DIAGRAMS FOR 24-TAP DECIMATE
BY 3 FIR FILTER

CLK~~23

INAO-9~~

CSELO-4 ###ti~
ACCEN~II III~n---t\! rr-t-\ I ,. ~ I

TXFR# .! I .,-: ! !""'Y: I 'r

Example 5. Odd-Tap Decimating Symmetric Filter

This example highlights the use of the HSP4316a as two In-
dependent, 23-tap, symmetric, decimate by 3 filters. In this
example, the operational differences in the control signals
and data reversal structure may be compared to the pre-
viously discussed even-tap decimating filter.

As in It e 24-tap example, an output is required every third
ClK which allows 3 ClK's for computation. On each ClK,
one of three sets of coefficients are used to calculate the fil-
ter taps. Since this is an odd length filter, the center coeffi-
cient must be scaled by 1/2 to compensate for the
summation of the same data sample from the forward and
backward shifting decimation paths.The block diagrams in
Figure 14 show the data flow and accumulator output for
the data coefficient alignment in Figure 13.

Proper data and coefficient alignment is achieved by assert-
ing TXFR# once every three ClK's to switch the LIFO's
which are being read and written. For odd length filters, data
prior to the last register in the forward decimation path is
routed to the Feedback Circuitry. As a result, TXFR# should
be asserted one cycle prior to the input data samples which
align with the center tap. The timing relationship between
the CSElO-5, ACCEN, and TXFR# are shown in
Figure 15.



<p ~. ~ ~a_2co_~~/~
FIGURE 13. DATA/COEFFICIENT ALIGNMENT FOR 23-TAP I ACCUMULATOR I

DECIMATE BY 3 SYMMETRIC FILTER I
(XG+ X22)CO+ (X3+ X19)C3+ (x&+- Xl6)C&t- (X!H-Xl3)C9

+ (X1+ X21)C1+ (X4+ X19)C4+ (X7+ Xl5)C7+ (X1C>t-Xl2)Cl0
+ (X2+ X(0)C2+ (X5+-Xl7)C5+ (X8+ X14jC&t-(Xl1+ Xl1)Cl1/2

<p <p <p <pC2_~~/~
I ACCUMULATOR I

I
(X2+ X(0)C2+ (X5+-Xl7)C5+ (X8+ X14jC&t-(Xl1+ Xl1)Cl1/2

<p <p "~.2 <pCl_~~/~
I ACCUMULATOR I

I
(X1+ X21)C1+ (X4X18)C4+ (X7+ Xl5)C7+ (X1C>t-Xl2)Cl0

+ (X2+ X(0)C2+ (XS+ Xl7)CS+ (X8+ X14jC&t-(Xl1+ Xll)Cl1/2

2 ~< j) ~ ~"n_2C2_~~/~
I ACCUMULATOR I

I
(X5+-X23)C2+ (X8+ X(0)CS+ (Xll+ Xl7)C8+ (X14+ X14)Cl1/2

To operate in this mode, the Dual is configured by writing
132H to address OOOHvia the microprocessor interface,
CINO-9, AO-a, and WR#. Data reversal must be enabled
(see Table 2.0). The 12 unique coefficients for this example
are stored as three sets of coefficients for either FIR cell. For
FIR A, the coefficients are loaded into the Coefficient Bank
by writing C2, C5, ca, (C11)1 2, C1, C4, C7, C10, CO, C3,
ce, and C9 to address 100H, 101H, 102H, 103H, 10aH,
109H, 10aH, 10bH, 11OH, 111 H, 112H, and 113H respec-
tively.



Supply Voltage ...................••.....•.•....•...............••..•...•...•.........................•.•....•.. +8.0V
Input, Output Voltage ............................•......•••.................................... GND -0.5V to VCC +0.5V
Storage Temperature ..•..•.................................•••••......................•...••••••....• -65°C to +1500C
ESD ...........•...•.•••...............•••••...•••••.•...................••.•................................ Class 1
Maximum Package Power Dissipation at + lOoC 2.4W (PLCC), 3.1 W (PGA)

::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·3~~~~~~~~~f.)3~:~~g~~:~~l
Gate Count .......................••••.•....•...••.......•••.......•.......•..•••••••..•....................... 32529
Junction Temperature ••••..•................................••••.•...••.••••............ + 175°C (PGA), +1SOoC (PLCC)
Lead Temperature (Soldering 10s) ...........•••••...••.••••...•••••........................................•... +3000C

CAUTION: Stresses above those listed in the "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress only rating and
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification is not implied.

Operating Voltage Range, Commercial ................•..•.......•••.•....•.••••..........................•..... 5V ± 5%
Operating Temperature Range

Commercial ..•..............................................•••••......•.•••.•..•..................•.• OoC to + lOoC

SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

ICCOp Power Supply Current - 363 mA VCC = Max
CLK Frequency 33M Hz
Note 2, Note 3, Note 4

ICCSB Standby Power Supply Current - SOO ~A VCC = Max, Outputs Not Loaded

II Input Leakage Current -10 10 ~A VCC = Max,lnput = OVorVCC

10 Output Leakage Current -10 10 ~ VCC = Max,lnput = OV or VCC

VIH Logical One Input Voltage 2.0 - V VCC = Max

VIL Logical Zero Input Voltage - 0.8 V VCC= Min

VOH Logical One Output Voltage 2.6 - V 10H = -400eA, VCC = Min

VOL Logical Zero Output Voltage - 0.4 V 10L = 2mA, VCC = Min

VIHC Clock Input High 3.0 - V Vcc=Max

VILC Clock input Low - 0.8 V VCC = Min

CIN Input Capacitance - 12 pF CLK Frequency 1MHz
All measurements referenced
toGND.

COUT Output Capacitance - 12 pF TA = +250C, Note 1

1. Controlled via design or process parameters and not directly tested. Char-
acterized upon initial design and after major process and/or changes.

2. Power Supply current is proportional to operating frequency. Typical
rating for ICCOp is 1, mAIM Hz.

3. Output load per test load circuit and Cl = 40pF.

4. Maximum junction temperature must be considered when operating part
at high clock frequencies.



33MHz 45MHz

SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN MAX MIN MAX COMMENTS

TCp ClKPeriod 30 - 22 - ns

TCH ClKHigh 12 - 8 - ns

TCl ClKlow 12 - 8 - ns

TWp WR# Period 30 - 22 - ns

TWH WR# High 12 - 10 - ns

TWl WR#low 12 - 10 - ns

TAWS Set-up Time AO-a to WR# Going low 10 - 8 - ns

TAWH Hold Time AO-8 from WR# Going High 0 - 0 - ns

TCWS Set-up Time CINO-9 to WR# Going High 12 - 10 - ns

TCWH Hold Time CINO-9 from WR# Going High 1 - 1 - ns

TWlCl Set-up Time WR# low to ClK low 5 - 3 - ns, Note 2

TCVCl Set-up Time CINO-9 to ClK low 7 - 7 - ns, Note 2

TECS Set-up Time CSElO-5, SHFTEN#, FWRD#, RVRS#, TXFR#,
MUXO-1 to ClK Going High 15 - 12 - ns

TECH Hold Time CSElO-5, SHFTEN#, FWRD#, RVRS#. TXFR#,
MUXO-1 to ClK Going High 0 - 0 - ns

TDO ClK to Output Delay OlJTO-27 - 14 - 12 ns

TOE Output Enable Time - 12 - 12 ns

TOD Output Disable Time - 12 - 12 ns, Note 3

TRF Output Rise, Fall Time - 6 - 6 ns, Note 3

NOTES:

1. AC tests performed w~h CL = 40pF,IOL = 2mA, and IOH = -400)JA, Input
reference level eLK = 2.0V. Input reference level for all other inputs is
, .5V. Test VIH = a.ov, VIHC = 4.0V, VIL = OV, VILC = OV.

2. Set-up time requirement for loading of data on CINO-9 to guarantee
recognition on the following clock.

3. Controlled via design or process parameters and not directly tested. Char-
acterized upon initial design and after major process and/or changes.
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HSP43168/883

Description
The HSP43168 Dual FIR Filter consists of two independent 8-tap
FIR filters. Each filter supports decimation from 1 to 16 and
provides on-board storage for 32 sets of coeffIcients. The Block
Diagram shows two FIR cells each fed by a separate coefficIent
bank and one of two separate inputs. The outputs of the FIR cells
are either summed or multiplexed by the MUXlAdder. The compute
power in the FIR Cells can be configured to provk:te quadrature
filtering, complex filtering, 2-D convolution. 1-012-0 correlations,
and interpolating/decImating filters.

The FIR cells take advantage of symmetry in FIR coefficients by
pre-adding data samples prior to multiplication. This allows an
a-tap FIR to be implemented using only 4 multiplIers per filter cell.
These cells can be configured as either a single 16-tap FIR filter or
dual a-tap FIR filters. Asymmetric filtering is also supported.

Decimation of up to 16 is provided to boost the effective number of
filter taps from 2 to 16 times. Further, the decimation registers
provide the delay necessary for fractional data conversion and 2-D
filtering with kernels to 16x16.

The flexibility of the Dual is further enhanced by 32 sets of user
programmable coefficients. CoeffICient selection may be changed
asynchronously from clock to clock. The ability to toggle between
coefficient sets further simplifies applications such as polyphase or
adaptive filtering.

The HSP43168 is a low power fully static design implemented in
an advanced CMOS process. The configuration of the device is
controlled through a standard microprocessor interface. The Dual
FIR Filter is available in 84 pin PGA

• Two Independent 8-Tap RR Rlters Conflgurable
as a Single 16-Tap RR

• 10 Bit Data & Coefficients

• On-Board Storage for 32 Programmable
Coefficient Sets

• Up To: 256 FIR Taps, 16 x 162·0 Kernels, or
10 x 20 Bit Data and Coefficients

• Programmable Decimation to 16

• Programmable Rounding on Output

• Mixed Mode Arlthmatlc

• Standard Microprocessor Interface

• 33MHz, 25.6MHz Versions

• 84-Pln PGA

• Quadrature FIltering

• Correlation

• Image Processing

• Complex FIltering

• PolyPhase Filtering

• Adaptive Rlterlng

ONM
AOolI
WA'

CSELG-4

OELI
OEH'

CAUTION: These d8llices ere sensijjye to electrostetic discherge. Users should lollow proper I.C. Hendling Procedur ••••

Copyright © Harris Corporation 1992



GND OUT1S OUT14 OUT12 OUTl0 OUTll INBl INB4 INBS INB6 INB9

OUT18 VCC OUT16 OUT13 VCC INBO INB2 GND INB7 INB8 INAl

OUT19 OUT17 OUT9 OELt INB3 INAO INA2

OUT21 OUT20 INA3 INA4

0UT24 0UT23 OUT2S INA7 INAS INA6

OUT27 OUT22 OUT26 INA8 INA9 VCC

OEH' GND ClK CIN2 CINl CINO

Vcc ACCEN GND CIN3

TXFR'
FWRD

AS A6 CSElO CIN6 CIN4•
SHFT

MUXO MUXl AO A3 A2 Vcc CSEL2 CIN9 CIN7 CINSEN'

RVRSI WR' GND Al A4 A7 A8 CSEll CSEL3 CSEl4 CINs

RVRS II,H:;
WR' GND Al A4 A7 A8 CSEll CSEL3 CSEL4 ClN8,

SHFT MUXO MUXl AO A3 A2 Vcc CSEL2 CIN9 CIN7 CINSEN'

TXFR'
FWRD AS A6 CSElO CIN6 CIN4,

Vcc ACCE~ GND CIN3

OEH' GND ClK CIN2 CIN1 CINO

OUT27 OUT22 OUT26 INA8 INA9 Vcc

OUT24 OUT23 OUT2S INA7 INAS INA6

OUT21 OUT20 INA3 INA4

OUT19 OUT17 OUT9 OEl' INB3 INAO INA2

OUT18 Vcc OUT16 OUT13 Vcc INBO INB2 GND INB7 INB8 INAl

GND OUT1S OUT14 OUT12 OUTll OUTll INBl INB4 INBS INB6 INB9



Absolute Maximum Ratings
Supply Voltage ......•.•.•.•...............•.......• +8.0V
Input, Output or VO Voltage GND-o.5V to Vcc+O.5V
Storage Temperature Range -65°C to +l50°C
Junction Temperature ......................•....... +175°C
Lead Temperature (Soldering lDs) +300°C
ESD Classification ....•........................... Class 1

Thermal Resistance OJ_
Ceramic PGA Package . . . • . . . . . . .. 33.5 cm

Maximum Package Power Dissipation at +125°C
Ceramic PGA Package ....•..••..• 1.49 W

Gate Count .........••................••.•••• 32529 Gates

CAUTION: StrsssBs BbOWl thoSB IiStBd in "AbsolutB MBXimum RBtings" may cause psrmanBnt damagB to the dBvice. This is a strsss only raling and opsration
01 thB dBvieB atthesB or any other conditions aboWl thosB indica tad in the opBrational ssetions 01 this speeilieation is not impliBd.

Operating Conditions
Operating Voltage Range ..•••.....•.......... +4.5V to +5.5V Operating Temperature Range .•..........•.•. ·55°C to +1250C

TABLE 1. DC ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Device Guaranteed and 100% Tested

GROUP A LIMITS
SUB-

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS GROUPS TEMPERATURE MIN MAX UNITS

Logical One Input VIH Vcc = 5.5V 1,2,3 -55° :s;TA:s;+ 125°C 2.2 · V
Voltage

Logical Zero Input VIL Vcc =4.5V 1,2,3 ·55°:S;TA:s;+ 125°C - 0.8 V
Voltage

Logical One Input VIHC Vcc = 5.5V 1,2,3 ·55°:S;TA:s;+ 125°C 3.0 · V
Voltage Clock

Logical Zero Input VILC Vcc = 4.5V 1,2,3 -55°:S;TA:s;+ 125°C · 0.8 V
Voitage Clock

OUlput HIGH Voltage VOH IOH=-400~ 1,2,3 -55° :s;TA:s;+ 125°C 2.6 · V
Vcc= 4.5V (Note 1)

OUlputLOW VOL 10L= +2.0mA 1,2,3 ·55° :s;TA:s;+ 125°C · 0.4 V
Voltage Vcc= 4.5V (Note 1)

Input Leakage Current II V1N= Vcc or GND 1,2,3 -55° :s;TA :s;+ 125°C ·10 +10 ~
Vcc = 5.5V

OUlput Leakage Current 10 V1N= Vcc or GND 1,2,3 -55° :s;TA :s;+ 125°C ·10 +10 ~
Vcc = 5.5V

Standby Power Supply Iccss VIN = Vcc or GND 1,2,3 ·55°:s; TA:s;+ 125°C · 500 IIA
Current Vcc = 5.5V,

Outputs Open

Operating Power Supply Iccop f = 25.6MHz, VIN= Vcc 1,2,3 ·55°:s; TA:s;+ 125°C · 281.6 mA
Current or GND, Vcc = 5.5V

(Note 2)

Functional Test FT (Note 3) 7,8 ·55°:S;TA:s;+ 125°C · .

NOTES:

1. Interchanging of force and sense conditions is permitted.

2. Operating Supply Current is proportional to frequency, typical rating is llmAlMHz.

3. Tested as follows: f = 1MHz, V1H(clock inputs) = 3.4V, V1H(all other inputs) = 2.6V, VIL = O.4V, VOH~ 1.5V, and VOL:S;1.5V.



TABLE 2. AC ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Device Guaranteed and 100% Tested

GROUP A (·33MHz) (·25MHz)
(NOTE 1) SUB·

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS GROUPS TEMPERATURE MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS

CLK Period Tcp 9,10,11 -55° ~ T•••~ +125°C 30 · 39 · ns

CLK High TCH 9,10,11 -55° ~ T•••~ +125°C 12 · 15 · ns

CLKLow TCL 9,10,11 ·55° ~ T•••~ +125°C 12 · 15 · ns

WR# Period Twp 9,10,11 ·55° ~ T•••~ +125°C 30 · 39 · ns

WR# High TWH 9,10,11 -55° ~ T•••~ +125°C 12 · 15 · ns

WR# Low TWL 9,10,11 ·55° ~ T•••~ +125°C 12 · 15 · ns

Set-up Time; T•••ws 9,10,11 ·55° ~ T•••~ +125°C 10 · 10 · ns
AO-8 to WR# Low

Hold Time; T"'WH 9,10,11 -55° ~ T•••~ +125°C 1 1 · ns
AO-8 to WR# High

Set-up Time; Tcws 9,10,11 ·55° ~ T•••~ +125°C 12 · 15 · ns
CINO-9 to WR# High

Hold Time; TCWH 9,10,11 -55° ~ T•••~ +125°C 1.5 - 1.5 · ns
CINO-9 to WR# High

Set-up Time; TWLCL Note 3 9,10,11 -55° ~ T•••~ +125°C 5 · 8 · ns
WR# Low to CLK Low

Set-up Time; TCVCL Note 3 9,10,11 ·55° ~ T•••~ +125°C 8 · 8 · ns
CINO-9to CLK Low

Set-up Time; TECS 9,10,11 -55° ~ T•••~ +125°C 15 · 17 - ns
CSELO-5, SHFTEN#,
FWRD#, RVRS#,
TXFR#, MUXO-1to
CLK High

Hold Time; TECH 9,10,11 _55° ~ T•••~ +125°C 0 · 0 · ns
CSELO·5, SHFTEN#,
FWRD#, RVRS#,
TXFR#, MUXO·1 to
CLKHigh

CLK to Output Delay Too 9,10,11 ·55° ~ T•••~ +125°C 15 - 17 · ns
OUTO-27

Output Enable Time TOE Note 2 9,10,11 ·55° ~ T•••~ +125°C 12 12 ns

NOTES:

1. AC testing is performed as follows: Input levels (CLK Input) 4.0V and OV; Input levels (all other inputs) 3.0V and OV; Timing reference
levels (CLK) 2.0V; All others 1.5V. Vcc = 4.5V and 5.5V. Output load per test load circuit with CL = 40 pF. Output transition is measured
at VOH > 1.5V and '(,L < 1.5V.

2. Transition is measured at ±200mV from steady state voltage, Output loading per test load circuit, CL = 40pF.

3. Set·up time requirements for loading of data on CINO-9 to guarantee recognition on the following clock.



(-33MHz) (-25MHz)

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS NOTES TEMPERATURE MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS

Input Capacitance CIN Vcc=Open,f=l MHz 1 T,,= +25°C - 12 - 12 pF
All measurements

Output Capacitance COUT are referenced to 1 T,,= +2SoC . 12 · 12 pF
device GND.

Output Disable TIme Too 1,2 -SSo~ T" s +12SoC - 12 12 ns

Output Rise TIme TR From 0.8V to 2.0V 1,2 -SSoS T" ~ +12SoC . 8 · 8 ns

Output Fall TIme TF From 2.0V to 0.8V 1,2 -SSos T" S +12SoC 8 · 8 ns

NOTE:

1. The parameters in Table 3 are controlled via design or process parameters and not directly tested. Characterized upon initial design and
alter major process and/or design changes.

2. loading is as specified in the test load circuit with CL = 40pF.

CONFORMANCE GROUPS METHOD SUBGROUPS

Initial Test 100%/5004 -
Interim Test 100%/5004

PDA 100% 1

Final Test 100% 2,3,8A,8B, 10, 11

Group A - l,2,3,7,8A,8B,9, 10, 11

Groups C and D Samples/SOOS 1,7,9

• INCLUDES STRAY
AND JIG
CAPACITANCE



CSEL0-4, MUXG-1
SHFTENt, FWRDt,
RVRSt, TXFRt,
INAG-e, INBll-8



84 PIN PGA
BOTTOM VIEW

RVRS Will GNO A1 M A7 M CSEL1 CSEU CSEU ClN8,
SHFT MUXO MUX1 AO A3 A2 Vcc CSEU ClNlI ClN7 ClN5
ENt

TXFR' FWRO AS AS CSELO CINe ClN4,
Vcc f'CCE~ GNO ClN3

DENt GNO CLK ClN2 ClN1 ClNO

OUT27 OUT22 DUm INM INAlI Vcc

OUT24 OUT23 0UT2! INA7 INAS INAS

OUT21 OUT20 INA3 INM

ounll OUT17 OUTII OEU INB3 INAO INA2

OUT18 Vcc 0UT16 0UT13 Vcc INBO INB2 GNO INB7 INB8 INA1

GNO OUT15 0UT14 OUT12 ounQ OUT11 INB1 IN84 INBS INB6 INB8

AP1N'A1'
10

B

C

0

E

F

G

H

J

K
U)
a:w

L ~
ii:
'?•..

NOTES:
1. VccJ2 (2.7V ±10%) used for outputs only.

2. 47Kn (±2O"k) reslstor connected to all pins except Vcc and GNO

3. Vcc = 5.5 ±0.5V.

4. O.l~f (Min) capacitor between Vcc and GNO per pos~ion.

5. FO= 100KHz ±10%, F1 = Fot2, F2 = Fll2 ••• , F16 = Fl5/2,
40 to 60% duty cycle.

6. Input voltage Iim~:
V1L= 0.8V Max, V1H = 4.5 ±10%

PGA PIN BURN·IN PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN·IN PGA PIN BURN·IN
PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL

A1 CIN8 F9 B11 SHFTEN F14 F9 SUM26 Vcc12 K2 INBB F9

A2 CSEl4 F12 C1 CIN4 F7 F10 SUM22 Vcc12 K3 INB7 F8

A3 CSEL3 F11 C2 CIN6 F9 F11 SUM27 VccJ2 K4 GNO GNO

A4 CSEL1 F9 C5 CSElO F8 G1 INA6 F7 K5 INB2 F3
A5 A8 F12 C6 A6 F11 G2 INA5 F6 K6 INBO F1

A6 A7 F10 C7 A5 F12 G3 INA7 F8 K7 Vcc Vcc
A7 A4 F11 C10 FWAO F13 G9 SUM25 Vcc12 K8 SUM13 Vcd2
A8 A1 F12 C11 TXFA F11 G10 SUM23 Vcc12 K9 SUM16 Vcd2
A9 GNO GNO 01 CIN3 F10 G11 SUM24 VccJ2 K10 Vcc Vcc
A10 WAB F6 02 GNO GNO H1 INA4 F5 K11 SUM18 Vcc12

A11 AVAS F12 010 ACCEN F13 H2 INA3 F4 l1 INB9 F10
B1 CIN5 F8 011 Vcc Vcc H10 SUM20 VccJ2 L2 INB6 F7

B2 CIN7 F10 E1 CINO F7 H11 SUM21 Vcc12 L3 INB5 F6

B3 CIN9 F10 E2 CIN1 F8 J1 INA2 F3 l4 INB4 F5
B4 CSEL2 F10 E3 CIN2 F9 J2 INAO F1 L5 INB1 F2
B5 Vcc Vcc E9 elK FO J5 INB3 F4 l6 SUM11 Vcd2
B6 A2 F11 E10 GNO GNO J6 OElB F13 l7 SUM10 Vcd2
B7 A3 F10 E11 OEHB F14 J7 SUM9 Vcc12 l8 SUM12 Vcd2
B8 AO F13 F1 Vcc Vcc J10 SUM17 Vcd2 19 SUM14 Vcd2
B9 MUX1 F13 F2 INA9 F10 J11 SUM19 Vcc12 L10 SUM15 VccJ2
B10 MUXO F12 F3 INAB F9 K1 INA1 F2 L11 GND GND



HSP43168/883

Metallization Topology
DIE DIMENSIONS: DIE ATTACH:

314 x 348 x 19 ± 1mils Material: Silver Glass

METALLIZATION: WORST CASE CURRENT DENSITY:
Type: Si-AI O~i-AI.CU 1.93x105Ncm2

Thickness: 8

GLASSIVATION:
Type: Nitrox
Thickness: 10kA

Metallization Mask Layout
HSP431681883
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mHARRIS

Features

• Single Chip Narrow Band Filter with up to 96dB
Attenuation

·16 Bit 2's Complement Input

• 20 Bit Coefficients in FIR

• 24 Bit Extended Precision Output

• Programmable Decimation up to a Maximum of
16,384

• Standard 16 Bit Microprocessor Interface

• Filter Design Software Available DECI·MATE~

• Available in 84 Pin PGA and PLCC

Applications

• Very Narrow Band Filters

• Zoom Spectral Analysis

• Large Sample Rate Converter

• Instrumentation

HSP43220

Description

The HSP43220 Decimating Digital Filter is a linear phase
low pass decimation filter which is optimized for filtering
narrow band signals in a broad spectrum of a signal
processing applications. The HSP43220 offers a single
chip solution to signal processing application which have
historically required severalboards of IC's.This reduction in
component count results in faster development times as
well as reduction of hardware costs.

The HSP43220 is implemented as a two stage filter
structure. As seen in the block diagram, the first stage is a
high order decimation filter (HDF)which utilizes an efficient
decimation (sample rate reduction) technique to obtain
decimation up to 1024 through a coarse low-pass filtering
process. The HDF provides up to 96dB aliasing rejection in
the signal pass band. The second stage consists of a finite
impulse response (FIR) decimation filter structured as a
transversal FIR filter with up to 512 symmetric taps which
can implement filters with sharp transition regions. The FIR
can perform further decimation by up to 16 if required while
preserving the 96dB aliasing attenuation obtained by the
HDF.The combined total decimation capability is 16,384.

The HSP43220 accepts 16 bit parallel data in 2's
complement format at sampling rates up to 33MSPS. It
provides a 16 bit microprocessor compatible interface to
simplify the task of programming and three-state outputs to
allow the connection of several IC's to a common bus. The
HSP43220 also provides the capability to bypass either the
HDF or the FIR for additional flexibility.

DECIMATION UP TO 1024

!
INPUT CLOCK

DATA INPUT
CONTROL

AND
COEFFICIENTS

HIGH ORDER
DECIMATION

FILTER

DECIMATION UP TO 16

!
DATA OUT

DATA
READY



HSP43220

Package Pinouts
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NAME PLCC PIN TYPE DESCRIPTION

VCC 13, 28, 42, 45, The +5V power supply pins.
60,75,78

GND 11,29,43,46, The device ground.
61,74,77

CK-IN 76 I Input sample clock. Operations in the HDF are synchronous with the rising edge of this
clock signal. The maximum clock frequency is 33MHz. CK-IN is synchronous with FIR_CK
and thus the two clocks may be tied together if required, or CK_IN can be divided down from
FIR CK. CK-IN is a CMOS level signal.

FIR_CK 44 I Input clock for the FIR filter. This clock must be synchronous with CK-IN. Operations in
the FIR are synchronous with the rising edge of this clock signal. The maximum clock
frequency is 33 MHz. FIR CK is a CMOS level signal.

DAT~INO-15 1-10,79-84 I Input Data bus. This bus is used to provide the 16-bit input data to the HSP43220. The data
must be provided in a synchronous fashion, and is latched on the rising edge of the
CK-IN signal. The data bus is in 2's complement fractional format.

C_BUSO-15 21-27,30-38 I Control Input bus. This input bus is used to load all the filter parameters. The pins WR#, CS#
and AO , A1 are used to select the destination of the data on the Control bus and write the
Control bus data into the appropriate register as selected by AOand A1.

DATA_OUT 48-59,62-73 0 Output Data bus. This 24-Bit output port is used to provide the filtered result in 2's
0-23 complement format. The upper 8 bits of the output, DAT~OUT16-23 will provide extension

or growth bits depending on the state of OUT_SELH and whether the FIR has been put in
bypass mode. Output bits DATA_OUTO-15 will provide bits 20 through 2-15 when the FIR
is not bypassed and will provide the bits 2-16 through 2-31 when the FIR is in bypass mode.

DATA_RDY 47 0 An active high output strobe that is synchronous with FIR_CK that indicates that the result
of the just completed FIRcycle is available on the Qatabus.

RESET# 16 I RESET# is an asynchronous signal which requires that the input clocks CK_IN and FIR_CK
are active when RESET# is asserted. RESET# disables the clock divider and clears all of the
internal data registers in the HDF. The FIR filter data path is not initialized. The control register
bits that are cleared are F_BYP, H_STAGES,and H_DRATE. The F_DIS bit is set. In order to
guarantee consistent operation of the part, the user must reset the DDF after power up.

WR# 19 I Write strobe. WR# is used for loading the internal registers of the HSP43220. When CS#
and WR# are asserted, the rising edge of WR# will latch the C_BUSO-15 data into the
register specified by AOand A1.

CS# 20 I Chip Select. The Chip Select input enables loading of the internal registers. When CS# and
WR# are low, the AO and A1 address lines are decoded to determine the
destination of the data on C_BUSO-15. The rising edge of WR# then loads the appropriate
register as specified by AOand A1.

AO,A1 18,17 I Control Register Address. These lines are decoded to determine which control register is the
destination for the data on C_BUSQ-15. Register loading is controlled by the AO and A1,
WR# and CS# inputs.

ASTARTIN# 15 I ASTARTIN# is an asynchronous signal which is sampled on the rising edge of CK-IN. It is
used to put the DDF in operational mode. ASTARTIN# is internally synchronized to CK-IN
and is used to generate STARTOUT#.

STARTOUT# 12 0 STARTOUT# is a pulse generated from the internally synchronized version of ASTARTIN#.
It is provided as an output for use in multi-chip configurations to synchronously start
multiple HSP43220's. The width of STARTOUT# is equal to the period of CK IN.

STARTIN# 14 I STARTIN# is a synchronous input. A high to low transition of this signal is required to start
the part. STARTIN# is sampled on the rising edge of CK-IN. This synchronous signal
can be used to start single or multiple HSP43220's.

OUT_SELH 39 I Output Select. The OUT_SELH input controis which bits are provided at output pins
DAT~OUT16-23. A HIGH on this control line selects bits 28 through 21 from the
accumulator output. A LOW on this control line selects bits 2-16 through 2-23 from the
accumulator output. Processing is not interrupted by this pin.

OUT_ENP# 40 I Output Enable. The OUT_ENP# input controls the state of the lower 16 bits of the output
data bus, DAT~OUTO-15. A LOW on this control line enables the lower 16 bits of the
output bus. When OUT_ENP# is HIGH, the output drivers are in the high impedance state.
Processing is not interrupted by this pin.

OUT_ENX# 41 I Output Enable. The OUT_ENX# input controls the state of the upper 8 bits of the output
data bus, DAT~OUT16-23. A LOW on this control line enables the upper 8 bits of the
output bus. When OUT_ENX# is HIGH, the output drivers are in the high impedance state.
Processing is not interrupted by this pin.



The first filter section is called the High Order Decimation
Filter (HDF)and is optimized to perform decimation by large
factors. It implements a low pass filter using only adders
and delay elements instead of a large number of multiplier/
accumulators that would be required using a standard FIR
filter.

The HDF is divided into 4 sections: the HDF filter section,
the clock divider, the control register logic and the start
logic (Figure 1).

Data Shifler
After being latched into the Input Register the data enters
the Data Shifter. The data is positioned at the output of the
shifter to prevent errors due to overflow occurring at the
output of the HDF. The number of bits to shift is controlled
by H_GROWTH.

Integrator Section
The data from the shifter goes to the Integrator section. This
is a cascade of 5 integrator (or accumulator) stages, which
implement a low pass filter. Each accumulator is

implemented as an adder followed by a register in the feed
forward path.The integrator is clocked by the sample clock,
CK.-IN as shown in Figure 2. The bit width of each
integrator stage goes from 66 bits at the first integrator
down to 26 bits at the output of the fifth integrator. Bit
truncation is performed at each integrator stage because
the data in the integrator stages is being accumulated and
thus is growing, therefore the lower bits become
insignificant, and can be truncated without losing significant
data.

There are three signals that control the integrator section;
they are H_STAGES, H_BYP and RESET#. In Figure 2
these control signals have been decoded and are labelled
INT_EN1 - INT_EN5. The order of the filter is loaded via
the control bus and is called H_STAGES. H_STAGES is
decoded to provide the enables for each integrator stage.
When a given integrator stage is selected, the feedback
path is enabled and the integrator accumulates the current
data sample with the previous sum. The integrator section
can be put in bypass mode by the H_BYP bit. When
H_BYP or RESET# is asserted, the feedback paths in all
integrator stages are cleared.

TQFIR

16



Decimation Register

The output of the Integrator section is latched into the
Decimation Register by CK-DEC. The output of the
Decimation register is cleared when RESET# is asserted.
The HDF decimation rate = H_DRATE +1, which is defined
as Hdec for convenience.

Comb Filter Section

The output of the Decimation Register is passed to the
Comb Filter Section. The Comb section consists of 5
cascaded Comb fillers or differentiators. Each Comb filter
section calculates the difference between the current and
previous integrator output. Each Comb filler consists of a
register which is clocked by CK-DEC, followed by an
subtractor, where the subtractor calculates the difference
between the input and output of the register. Bit truncations
are done at each stage as shown in Figure 3. The first stage
bit width is 26 bits and the output of the fifth stage is 19 bits.

There are three signals that control the Comb Filter; H_
STAGES, H_BYP and RESET#. In Figure 3 these control
signals are decoded as COMB_EN1 - COMB_EN5. The
order of the Comb filter is controlled by H_STAGES, which
is programmed over the control bus. H_BYP is used to put
the comb section in bypass mode. RESET# causes the
register output in each Comb stage to be cleared. The H_
BYP and RESET# control pins, when asserted force the
output of all registers to zero so data is passed through the
subtractor unaltered. When the H_STAGES control bits
enable a given stage the output of the register is subtracted
from the input.

It is important to note that the Comb filter section has a
speed limitation. The Input sampling rate divided by the
decimation factor in the HDF (CK-IN/Hdec) should not
exceed 4MHz. Violating this condition causes the output of
the filter to be incorrect. When the HDF is put in bypass
mode this limitation does not apply. Equation 1.0 describes
the relationship between F_TAPS, F_ORATE, H_DRATE,
CK-IN and FIR_CK.

Rounder

The filter accuracy is limited by the 16 bit data input. To
maintain the maximum accuracy, the output of the comb is
rounded to 16 bits.

The Rounder performs a 'symmetric round of the 19 bit
output of the last Comb stage. Symmetric rounding is done
to prevent the synthesis of a OHz spectral component by the
rounding process and thus causing a reduction in
spurious free dynamic range. Saturation logic is also
provided to prevent roll over from the largest positive value
to the most negative value after rounding. The output of the
last comb filter stage in the HDF section has a 16 bit integer
portion with a 3 bit fractional part in 2's complement format.

POSITIVE NUMBERS

Fractional Portion Greater Than or Round Up
Equal to 0.5

Fractional Portion Less Than 0.5 Truncate

NEGATIVE NUMBERS

Fractional Portion Less Than or Round Up
Equal to 0.5

Fractional Portion Greater Than 0.5 Truncate

The output of the rounder is latched into the HDF output
register with CK-DEC. CK-DEC is generated by the
Clock Divider section. The output of the register is cleared
when RESET# is asserted.

Clock Divider and Control Logic

The clock divider divides CK-IN by the decimation factor
Hdec to produce CK-DEC. CK_DEC clocks the
Decimation Register, Comb Filter section, HDF output
register. In the FIR filter CK-DEC is used to indicate that a
new data sample is available for processing. The clock
generator is cleared by RESET# and is not enabled until the
DDF is started by an internal start signal (see Start Logic).

The Control Register Logic enables the updating of the
Control registers which contain all of the filter parameter
data. When WR# and CS# are asserted, the control
register addressed by bits AO and A1 is loaded with the
data on the C_BUS.



DDF Control Registers
F_Register (A 1 = 0, AO = 0)

Bits TO- T8 are used to specify the number of FIR filter taps.
The number entered is one less than the number of taps re-
quired. For example, to specify a 511 tap filter F_TAPS
would be programmed to 510.

Bits 00-03 are used to specify the amount of FIR
decimation. The number entered is one less than the
decimation required. For example, to specify decimation of
16, F_ORATE would be programmed to 15. For no FIR
decimation, F_ORATE would be set equal to O. FDRATE
+1 is defined as Fdec.

F_ESYM

Bit ESO is used to select the FIR symmetry. F_ESYM is set
equal to one to select even symmetry and set equal to zero
to select odd symmetry. When F_ESYM is one, data is
added in the pre-adder; when it is zero, data is subtracted.
Normally set to one.

Bit FBO is used to select FIR bypass mode. FIR bypass
mode is selected by setting F_BYP=l. When FIR bypass
mode is selected, the FIR is internally set up for a 3 tap even
symmetric filter, no decimation (F_DRATE=O) and F_OAD
is set equal to one to zero one side of the preadder. In FIR
bypass mode all FIR filter parameters, except F_CLA, are
ignored, including the contents of the FIR coefficient RAM.
In FIR bypass mode the output data is brought output onthe
lower 16 bits of the output bus DATA_OUT 0-15. To disa-
ble FIR bypass mode, F_BYP is set equal to zero. When
F_BYP is returned to zero, the coefficients must be
reloaded.

Bit FAO is used to select the zero the preadder mode. This
mode zeros one of the inputs to the pre-adder. Zero
preadder mode is selected by setting F_OAD equal to one.
This feature is useful when implementing arbitrary phase
filters or can be used to verify the filter coefficients. To
disable the Zero Preadder mode F_OAD is set equal to
zero.



DDF Control Registers (Continued)

FC_Reglster (A 1 = 0, AO = 1)

7

L
Bits CO-C19 represent the coefficient data, where C19 is the MSB.
Two writes are required to write each coefficient which is 2's
complement fractional format. The first write loads C19 through C4;
C3 through CO are loaded on the second write cycle. As the
coefficients are written into this register they are formatted into a 20
bit coefficient and written into the Coefficient RAM sequentially
starting with address location zero. The coefficients must be loaded
sequentially, with the center tap being the last coefficient to be
loaded. See coefficient RAM, below.

FIGURE 5.

H_DRATE

Bits RO-R9 are used to select the amount of decimation in the HDF.
The amount of decimation selected is programmed as the required
decimation minus one; for instance to select decimation of 1024
H_DRATE is set equal to 1023. HDRATE +1 is defined as Hdec.

H_BYP

Bit HBO is used to select HDF bypass mode. This mode is selected
by setting H_BYP =1. When this mode is selected the input data
passes through the HDF unfiltered. Internally H_STAGES and
H_DRATE are both set to zero and H_GROWTH is set to 50.
H_REGISTER 2 must be reloaded when H_BYP is returned to O.
To disable HDF bypass mode H_BYP=O. The relationship between
CLIN and FIR_CK in this and all other modes is defined byequa-
tion 1.0.

F_CLA

Bit FCO is used to select the clear accumulator mode in the FIR. This
mode is enabled by setting F_CLA=1 and is disabled by setting
F_CLA=O. In normal operation this bit should be set equal to zero.
This mode zeros the feedback path in the accumulator of the
multiplier/accumualator (MAC). It also allows the multiplier output to
be clocked off the chip by FIR_CK, thus DATA_ROY has no
meaning in this mode. This mode can be used in conjunction with the
F_OAD bit to read out the FIR coefficients from the coefficient RAM.

F_DIS

Bit FDO is used to select the FIR disable mode. This feature enables
the FIR parameters to be changed. This feature is selected by setting
F_DIS=1. This mode terminates the current FIR cycle. While this
feature is selected, the HDF contines to process data and write it into
the FIR data RAM. When the FIR re-programming is completed, the
FIR can be re-enabled either by clearing F_DIS, or by asserting one
of the start inputs, which automatically clears F_DIS.

FIGURE 6



DDF Control Registers (Continued)

H_Reglster 2 (A1 = 1, AO = 1)

Bits NO-N2 are used to select the number of stages or order
of the HDF filter. The number that is programmed In is equal
to the required number of stages. For a 5th order filler,
H_STAGES would be set equal to 5.

Bits GO-G5 are used to select the proper amount of growth
bits. H_GROWTH is calculated using the following
equation:

H_GROWTH = 50 - CEILING (H_STAGES X log (Hdec)j
log(2)}

where the CEILING { } means use the next largest integer of
the result of the value in brackets and log is the log to the
base 10.
The value of H_GROWTH represents the position of the
lSB on the output of the data shlfter.



Start Logic

The Start Logic generates a start signal that is used
internally to synchronously start the DDF. If ASTARTIN# is
asserted (STARTIN# must be tied high) the Start Logic
synchronizes it to CK_IN by double latching the signal and
generating the signal STARTOUT#, which is shown in
Figure 8. The STARTOUT# signal is then used to
synchronously start other DDFs in a multi-chip configura-
tion (the STARTOUT# signal of the first DDF would be tied
to the STARTIN# of the second DDF). The NAND gate
shown in Figure 8 then passes this synchronized signal to
be used on chip to provide a synchronous start. Once
started, the chip requires a RESET# to halt operation.

When STARTIN# is asserted (ASTARTIN# must be tied
high) the NAND gate passes STARTIN# which is used to
provide the internal start, ISTART, for the DDF. When
RESET# is asserted the internal start signal is held
inactive, thus it is necessary to assert either ASTARTIN# or
STARTIN# in order to start the DDF. The timing of the first
valid DATA_IN with respect to START_IN# is shown in
the Timing Waveforms below.

In using ASTARTIN# or STARTIN# a high to low transition
must be detected by the rising edge of CK_IN, therefore
these signals must have been high for more than one
C~IN cycle and then taken low.

The second filter in the top level block diagram is a Finite
Impulse Response (FIR) filter which performs the final
shaping of the signal spectrum and suppresses the aliasing
components in the transition band of the HDF. This enables
the DDF to implement filters with narrow pass bands and
sharp transition bands.

The FIR is implemented in a transversal structure using a
single multiplier/accumulator (MAC) and RAM for storage of
the data and filter coefficients as shown in Figure 9. The FIR
can implement up to 512 symmetric taps and decimation up
to 16.

The FIR is divided into 2 sections: the FIR filter section and
the FIR control logic.

Coefficient RAM

The Coefficient RAM stores the coefficients for the current
FIR filter being implemented. The coefficients are loaded
into the Coefficient RAM over the control bus (C_BUS). The
coefficients are written into the Coefficient RAM
sequentially, starting at location zero. It is only necessary to
write one half of the coefficients when symmetric filters are
being implemented, where the last coefficient to be written
in is the center tap.

The coefficients are loaded into address 01 in two writes.
The first write loads the upper 16 bits of the 20 bit
coefficient, C4 through C19. The second write loads the
lower 4 bits of the coefficient, CO through C3, where C19 is
the MSB. The two 16 bit writes are then formatted into the
20 bit coefficient that is then loaded into the Coefficient
RAM starting at RAM address location zero, where the
coefficient at this location is the outer tap (or the first
coefficientlialue).

To reload coefficients, the Coefficient RAM Address pointer
must be reset to location zero so that the coefficients will be
loaded in the order the FIR filter expects. There are two
methods that can be used to reset the Coefficient RAM
address pointer. The first is to assert RESET#, which
automatically resets the pointer, but also clears the HDF
and alters some of the control register bits. (RESET# does
not change any of the coefficient values.) The second
method is to set the F_DIS bit in control register
H_ REGISTER1. This control bit allows any of the FIR
control register bits to be re-programmed, but does not
automatically modify any control registers. When the
programming is completed, the FIR is re-started by clearing
the F_DIS bit or by asserting one of the start inputs
(ASTARTIN# or STARTIN#). The F_DIS bit allows the filter
parameters to be changed more quickly and is thus the
recommended reprogramming method.

Data RAM

The Data RAM stores the data needed for the filter
calculation. The format of the data is:

20.2-12-2r32-42-52-62-7r82-92-1 °2-112-122-132-142-15

where the sign bit is in the 20 location.

The 16 bit output of the HDF Output Register is written into
the Data Ram on the rising edge of C~DEC.

RESET# initializes the write pointer to the data RAM. After a
RESET# occurs, the output of the FIR will not be valid until
the number of new data samples written to the Data RAM
equals TAPS.

The filter always operates on the most current sample and
the taps-1 previous samples. Thus if the F_DIS bit is set,
data continues to be written into the data RAM coming from
the HDF section. When the FIR is enabled again the filter
will be operating on the most current data samples and thus
another transient response will not occur.

The maximum throughput of the FIR filter is limited by the
use of a single Multiplier/Accumulator (MAC). The data
output from the HDF being clocked into the FIR filter by
C~DEC must not be at a rate that causes an erroneous
result being calculated because data is being overwritten.

The equation shown below describes the relationship
between, FIR_CK, C~DEC, the number of taps that can
be implemented in the FIR, the decimation rate in the HDF
and the decimation rate in the FIR. (In the Design Consider-
ations section of the OPERATIONAL SECTION there is a
chart that shows the tradeoffs between these parameters.)

C~IN[(TAPS/2)+4+FdecJ
FIR_CK> ----------

- Hdec Fdec



This equation expresses the minimum FIR_CK. The mini-
mum FIR_CK is the smallest integer multiple of C~IN
that satisfies equation 1.0. In addition, the TSK specification
must be met (see A.C. Electrical Specifications). Fdec is the
decimation rate in the FIR (Fdec = F_ORATE +1), where
TAPS = the number of taps in the FIR for even length filters
and equals the number of taps+l for odd length filters.

Solving the above equation for the maximum
taps:

TAPS = 2 ( FIR_CK Hdec Fdec _ Fd _)
C~IN ec 4

In using this equation, it must be kept in mind that C~IN/
Hdec must be less than or equal to 4MHz (unless the HDF is
in bypass mode in which case this limitation in the HDF
does not apply). In the OPERATIONAL SECTION under the
Design Considerations, there is a table that shows the
trade-offs of these parameters. In addition, Harris provides
a software package called DECI· MATE~ which designs
the DDF filter from System specifications.

The registered outputs of the data RAM are added or
subtracted in the 17 bit pre-adder. The F_OAD control bit
allows zeros to be input into one side of the pre-adder. This
provides the capability to implement non-symmetric filters.

The selection of adding the register outputs for an even
symmetric filter or for subtracting the register outputs for
odd symmetric filter is provided by the control bit F_ESYM,
which is programmed over the control bus. When
subtraction is selected, the new data is subtracted from the
old data. The 17 bit output of the adder forms one input of
the multiplier/accumulator.

A control bit F_CLA provides the capability to clear the
feedback path in the accumulator' such that multiplier
output will not be accumulated, but will instead flow directly
to the output register. The bit weightings of the data and
coefficients as they are processed in the FIR is shown
below.

Input Data (from HDF) 2°.2-1 ... 2-15

Pre-adder Output 212°.2-1 ..• 2-15

Coefficient 2°.2-1 2-19

Accumulator 28 20.21 ... 2-34

FIR Output

The 40 most significant bits of the accumulator are latched
into the output register. The lower 3 bits are not brought to
the output. The 40 bits out of the output register are
selected to be output by a pair of multiplexers. This register
is clocked by FIR_CK (see Figure 9).

There are two multiplexers that route 24 of the 40 output
bits from the output register to the output pins. The first
multiplexer selects the output register bits that will be
routed to output pins DAT~OUT16-23 and the second
multiplexer selects the output register bits that will be
routed to output pins DATA_OUTO-15.

The multiplexers are controlled by the control signal F_
BYP and the OUT_SELH pin. F_BYP and OUT_SELH
both control the first multiplexer that selects the upper 8 bits
of the output bus, DATA_OUT16-23. F_BYP controls the
second multiplexer that selects the lower 16 bits of the out-
put bus, DATA_OUTO-15. The output formatter is shown in
detail in Figure 10.

FIR Control Logic

The DATA_ROY strobe indicates that new data is available
on the output of the FIR. The rising edge of DAT~RDY can
be used to load the output data into an external register or
RAM.

Data Format

The DDF maintains 16 bits of accuracy in both the HDF and
FIR filter stages. The data formats and bit weightings are
shown in Figure 11.

Operational Section
Start Configurations

The scenario to put the DDF into operational mode is: reset
the DDF by asserting the RESET# input. configure the DDF
over the control bus, and apply a start signal, either by
ASTARTIN# or STARTIN#. Until the DDF is put in
operational mode with a start pulse, the DDF ignores all
data in'puts.

To use the asynchronous start, an asynchronous active low
pulse is applied to the ASTARTIN# input. ASTARTIN# is
internally synchronized to the sample clock, CK_IN, and
generates STARTOUT#. This signal is also used internally
when the asynchronous mode is selected. It puts the DDF in
operational mode and allows the DDF to begin accepting
data. When the ASTARTIN# input is being used, the
STARTIN# input must be tied high to ensure proper
operation.

To start the DDF synchronously. the STARTIN# is asserted
with a active low pulse that has been externally
synchronized to CK_IN. Internally the DDF then uses this
start pulse to put the DDF in operate mode and start accept-
ing data inputs. When STARTIN# is used to start the DDF
the ASTARTIN# input must be tied high to prevent false
starts.
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INPUT DATA FORMAT
Fractional Two's Complement Input

OUTPUT DATA FORMAT
Fractional Two's Complement Output

FOR: OUT_SELH = X
F_BYP = 1

~
2-162-172-182-192-2°2-212-222-23



Multi-Chip Start Configurations

Since there are two methods to start up the DDF, there are
also two configurations that can be used to start up
multiple chips.

The first method is shown in Figure 12. The timing of the
STARTOUT# circuitry starts the second DDF on the same
clock as the first. If more DDF's are also to be started
synchronously, STARTOUT# is connected to their
STARTIN#'s.

The second method to start up DDF's in a multiple chip
configu ration is to use the synch ronous start scenario.

The STARTIN# input is wired to all the chips in the chain,
and is asserted by a active low synchronous pulse that has
been externally synchronized to CK.-IN. In this way all
DDF's are synchronously started. The ASTARTIN# input on
all the chips is tied high to prevent false starts. The
STARTOUT# outputs are all left unconnected. This
configuration is illustrated in Figure 13.

+sv- STARTIN# +sv-- ASTARTIN# STARTOUT# -

I ASTARTIN# DDF STARTOUT# STARTIN#
DDF

CICIN CICIN

FIR_CK I FIR_CK

II I

+sv
CICIN



Chip Set Application

The HSP43220 is ideally suited for narrow band filtering in
Communications, Instrumentation and Signal Processing
applications. The HSP43220 provides a fully integrated
solution to high order decimation filtering.

The combination of the HSP43220 and the HSP45116
(which is a NCOM Numerically Controlled Oscillator/
Modulator) provides a complete solution to digital receivers.
The diagram in Figure 14 illustrates this concept.

The HSP45116 down converts the signal of interest to
baseband, generating a real component and an imaginary

component. A HSP43220 then performs low pass filtering
and reduces the sampling rate of each of the signals.

The system scenario for the use of the DDF involves a
narrow band signal that has been over-sampled. The signal
is over-sampled in order to capture a wide frequency band
containing many narrow band signals. The NCOM is
"tuned" to the frequency of the signal of interest and
performs a complex down conversion to baseband of this
signal, which results in a complex signal centered at
baseband. A pair of DDF's then low pass filters the NCOM
output, extracting the signal of interest.

Jl

\&1DDF-- ,- ~

SAMPLED
INPUT
DATA



Design Trade-Off Considerations

Equation 2.0 in the Functional Description section
expresses the relationship between the number of TAPS
which can be implemented in the FIR as a function of
C"--IN, FIR_CK, Hdec, Fdec. Figure 15 provides a

tradeoff of these parameters.For a given speed grade and
the ratio of the clocks, and assuming minimum decimation
in the HDF,the numberof FIRtaps that can be implemented
is given in equation 2.0.

FIR_CK TAPS
SPEED --- MIN

GRADE (MHz) CILJN Hdec Fdec= 1 Fdec= 2 Fdec=4 Fdec = 8 Fdec = 16

33 1 9 8 24 56 120 248
25.6 1 7 4 16 40 88 184

15 1 4 · 4 16 40 88

33 2 5 10 28 64 136 280
25.6 2 4 6 20 48 104 216

15 2 2 · 4 16 40 88
33 4 3 14 36 80 168 344

25.6 4 2 6 20 48 104 216
15 4 1 · 4 16 40 88
33 8 2 22 52 112 232 472

25.6 8 1 6 20 48 104 216
15 8 1 6 20 48 104 216

Harris provides a development system which assists the
design engineer to utilizing this filter. The DECI. MATE
software package provides the user with both filter design
and simulation environments for filter evaluation and
design. These tools are integrated within one standard
DSP CAD environment, The Athena Group's Monarch
Professional DSP Software package.

The software package is designed specifically for the DDF.
It provides all the filter design software for this proprietary
architecture. It provides a user-friendly menu driven
interface to allow the user to input system level filter
requirements. It provides the frequency response curves
and a data flow simulation of the specified filter design
(Figure 16). It also creates all the information necessary to
program the DDF, including a PROM file for programming
the control registers.

This software package runs on an IBM~ PC~, XT~, AT~,
PS/2~ computer or 100% compatible with the following
configuration:

640K RAM
5.25" or 3.5" Floppy drive
hard disk
math co-processor
MS/PC-DOS 2.0 or higher
CGA, MCGA, EGA,VGA and
Hercules graphics adapters

For more information,see the description of DECI-MATEin
the DevelopmentTools Section of this databook.



Filter File
Input Sample Rate:
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Passband
Transition Band
Passband Atten
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vectors\example.DDF
33 MHz Design Mode

100 kHz Generate Report
20 kHz Display Response
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0.5 dB Save FIR Response
80 dB

AUTO
YES
LOG
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HDF Order
HDF Decimation
HDF Scale Factor

4
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Supply Voltage ...................................................•••...........................••••••••••••••.. +8.0V
Input, Output or I/O Voltage Applied .......•...........•...•.....................•............... GND -0.5V to VCC +0.5V
Storage Temperature Range ...........................•............................•....•.••...••.... -650C to +1500C
Maximum Package Power Dissipation ....••...................•.....•........................... 2.4W (PLCC), 3.2W (PGA)
0jc ..••.•••.•.•..........................•................•••.......•................ 10.90C/W (PLCC), 7.20CIW (PGA)
Oja .................................•.....................................•......... 33.80CIW (PLCq , 32.90CIW (PGA)
Device Count .••.......................•............•......................•••.•............•..... 193,000 Transistors
Junction Temperature ..•.•.•.••...................................•.•..................... 1500C (PLCq, + 1750C (PGA)
Lead Temperature (Soldering,Ten Seconds) ............................•.•....................................... +3000C
ESD Classification ...............•...........•.......................................•..................••••••• Class 1

Operating Voltage Range .............................................••........•..••.•............... +4.75V to +5.25V
Operating Temperature Range ..........................................•...........••••.•.•.............. OoC to + 700C

D.C. Electrical Specifications VCC = +4.75V to +5.25V (VCC = 5.0V ± 5%), TA = Ooc to HOoC

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX UNITS TEST CON DITIONS

Logical One Input Voltage VIH 2.0 V VCC= 5.25V

Logical Zero Input Voltage VIL 0.8 V VCC=4.75V

High Level Clock Input VIHC 3.0 V VCC=5.25V

Low Level Clock Input VILC 0.8 V VCC= 4.75V

Output HIGH Voltage VOH 2.6 V IOH=-400~A
VCC=4.75V

Output LOW Voltage VOL 0.4 V IOL=+2.0mA
VCC=4.75V

Input Leakage Current -10 10 ~A VIN = VCC or GND
VCC=5.25V

I/O Leakage Current 10 -10 10 ~A VOUT=VccorGND
VCC= 5.25V

Standby Power Supply Current ICCSB 500 ~ VIN = VCC or GND,
VCC = 5.25V, Note 3

Operating Power Supply Current ICCOp 120 mA f= 15 MHz,VIN =VccorGND
VCC = 5.25V, Note 1, Note 3

SYMBOL

CIN

MAX
12

UNITS

pF

TEST CONDITIONS

FREQ = 1 MHz, VCC = Open,
all measurements are referenced
to device ground.

NOTES:
1. Power supply current is proportional to operating frequency. Typical rat- 3. Output load per test load circuit and CL = 40pF.

ing for ICCOp is 8mNMHz.

2. Not tested, but characterized at initial design and al major
process/design changes.



-15 -25 -33 TEST
PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS CONDITIONS

Input Clock Frequency FCK 0 15 0 25.6 0 33 MHz

AR Clock Frequency FFIR 0 15 0 25.6 0 33 MHz

Input Clock Period TCK 66 - 39 - 30 - ns

AR Clock Period TAR 66 - 39 - 30 - ns

Clock Pulse Width Low TSPWL 26 - 16 - 13 - ns

Clock Pulse Width High TSPWH 26 - 16 - 13 - ns

Clock Skew Between FIR_CK and TSK 0 TFIW25 0 TFIW15 0 TFIW15 ns
CK.-IN

CK.-IN Pulse Width Low TCH1L 29 - 19 - 19 - ns Note 1, Note 4

CK.-IN Pulse Width High TCH1H 29 - 19 - 19 - ns Note 1, Note 4

CK.-I N Setup to FIR_CK TCIS 27 - 17 - 17 - ns Note 1, Note 4

CK.-IN Hold from FIR_CK TCIH 2 - 2 - 2 - ns Note 1, Note 4

RESET# Pulse Width Low TRSPW 4TCK - 4TCK - 4TCK - ns

Recovery Time on RESET# TRTRS 8TCK - 8TCK - 8TCK - ns

ASTARTIN# Pulse Width Low TAST TCK+10 - TCK+10 - TCK+10 - ns

STARTOUT# Delay from CK.-IN TSTOD - 35 - 20 - 18 ns

STARTIN# Setup to CK.-IN TSTIC 25 - 15 - 10 - ns

Setup Time on DATA-IN TSET 20 - 15 - 14 - ns

Hold.Time on All inputs THOLD 0 - 0 - 0 - ns

Write Pulse Width Low TWL 26 - 15 - 12 - ns

Write Pulse Width High TWH 26 - 20 - 18 - ns

Setup Time on Address Bus Before TSTADD 26 - 20 - 20 - ns
the Rising Edge of Write

Setup Time on Chip Select Before TSTCS 26 - 20 - 20 - ns
the Rising Edge of Write

Setup Time on Control Bus Before TSTCB 26 - 20 - 20 - ns
the Rising Edge of Write

DATA-RDY Pulse Width Low TDRPWL 2TFIR-20 - 2TFIR-10 - 2TFIR-10 - ns

DATA-OUT Delay Relative TFIRDV - 50 - 35 - 28 ns
toFIR_CK

DATA RDY Valid Delay Relative TFIRDR - 35 - 25 - 20 ns
toFIR_CK

DATA-OUT Delay Relative TOUT - 25 - 20 - 20 ns
toOUT_SELH

Output Enable to Data Out Valid TOEV - 15 - 15 - 15 ns Note 2

Output Disable to Data Out TOEZ - 15 - 15 - 15 ns Note 1
Three State

Output Rise, Output Fall Times TR,TF - 8 - 8 - 6 ns from .8V to 2V,
Note 1

NOTES:
1. Controlled by design or process parameters and not directly tested. Charac4

terized upon initial design and after major process and/or design changes.

2. Transition is measured at ±200mVfrom steady state voltage with loading as
specified in test load circuit with and CL = 40pF.

3. A.C. Testing is performed as follows: Input levels (eLK Input) 4.QV and av,
Input levels (all other Inputs) OV and 3.0V, Timing reference
levels (eLK) = 2.QV, (Others) = 1.5V, Output load per test load circuit and
CL ~ 40pF.

4. Applies only when H_BYP = 1 or H_DRATE :z O.
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mHARRIS HSP43220/883

• This Circuit is Processed in Accordance to Mil-Std-
883 and is Fully Conformant Under the Provisions of
Paragraph 1.2.1.

• Single Chip Narrow Band Filter with up to 96dB
Attenuation

• 16 Bit 2's Complement Input

• 20 Bit Coefficients in FIR

• Programmable Decimation up to a Maximum of
16,384

• Standard 16 Bit Microprocessor Interface

• Filter Design Software Available DECI.MATE 1M

• Available in 84 Pin PGA

• Very Narrow Band Filters

• Zoom Spectral Analysis

• Sample Rate Converter

• Instrumentation

Description
The HSP43220/883 Decimating Digital Filter is a linear
phase low pass decimation filter which is optimized for fil-
tering narrow band signals in a broad spectrum of a signal
processing applications. The HSP43220/883 offers a
single chip solution to signal processing application which
have historically required several boards of IC's. This
reduction in component count results in faster development
times as well as reduction of hardware costs.

The HSP43220/883 is implemented as a two stage filter
structure. As seen in the block diagram, the first stage is a
high order decimation filter (HDF) which utilizes an efficient
decimation (sample rate reduction) technique to obtain
decimation up to 1024 through a coarse low-pass filtering
process. The HDF provides up to 96 dB aliasing rejection in
the signal pass band. The second stage consists of a finite
impulse response (FIR) decimation filter structured as a
transversal FIR filter with up to 512 symmetric taps which
can implement filters with sharp transition regions.The FIR
can perform further decimation by up to 16 if required while
preserving the 96 dB aliasing attenuation obtained by the
HDF. The combined total decimation capability is 16,384.

The HSP43220/883 accepts 16 bit parallel data in 2's
complement format at sampling rates up to 30MSPS. It
provides a 16 bit microprocessor compatible interface to
simplify the task of programming and three-state outputs to
allow the connection of several IC's to a common bus. The
HSP43220/883 also provides the capability to bypass
either the HDF or the FIR for additional flexibility.

DECIMATION UP TO 1024 DECIMATION UP TO 16

i i
INPUT CLOCK

DATA INPUT

CONTROL
AND

COEFFICIENTS

HIGH ORDER
DECIMATION

FILTER

DATA OUT

DATA
READY



Absolute Maximum Ratings
Supply Voltage +8.0V
Input, Output Voltage Applied GND-0.5V to VCC+0.5V
Storage Temperature Range .............•••• -650C to +1500C
Junction Temperature .......•••••••••.............•.• +1750C
Lead Temperature (Soldering, Ten Seconds) •••..•...•.. +3000C
ESD Classification •........................•••........ Class 1

Reliability Information
Thermal Resistance eja ejc

Ceramic PGA Package. • •. . . . . . . . .. 32.90CIW 7.20CIW
Maximum Package Power Dissipation at + 1250C

Ceramic PGA Package ...••.•••••.•••••..........• 1.52 Watt
Gate Count •.•...••••...•.••................... 48,250 Gates

Operating Conditions
Operating Voltage Range ...............••...... +4.5V to +5.5V
Operating Temperature Range .•............. -550C to +1250C

TABLE 1. D.C. ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Devices Guaranteed and 100% Tested

LIMITS
GROUP A

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS SUBGROUPS TEMPERATURE MIN MAX UNITS

Logical One Input VIH VCC; 5.5V 1,2,3 -55°C 5.TA 5. +1250C 2.2 - V
Voltage

Logical Zero Input VIL VCC;4.5V 1,2,3 -55°C 5.TA 5. +1250C - 0.8 V
Voltage

Output HIGH Voltage VOH 10H ;-400 ••A 1,2,3 -55°C 5.TA 5. + 125°C 2.6 - V
VCC; 4.5V (Note 1)

Output LOW Voltage VOL IOL;+2.0mA 1,2,3 -55°C 5.TA 5. + 125°C - 0.4 V
VCC; 4.5V(Note 1)

Input Leakage Current II VIN; VCC or GND 1,2,3 -55°C 5.TA 5. +1250C -10 +10 ••A
VCC;5.5V

Output Leakage 10 VOUT; VCC or GND 1,2,3 -55°C 5.TA 5.+1250C -10 +10 f!A
Current VCC;5.5V

Clock Input High VIHC VCC;5.5V 1,2,3 -55°C 5.TA 5. +1250C 3.0 - V

Clock Input Low VILC VCC;4.5V 1,2,3 -55°C 5.TA 5. +1250C - 0.8 V

Standby Power Supply ICCSB VIN; VCC or GND 1,2,3 -55°C 5.TA 5. +1250C - 500 f!A
Current VCC;5.5V,

Outputs Open

Operating Power ICCOp f; 15.0MHz 1,2,3 -550C :£TA 5.+1250C - 120.0 mA
Supply Current VCC; 5.5V (Note 2)

Functional Test FT (Note 3) 7,8 -55°C 5.TA 5. +1250C - -
NOTES:
1. Interchanging of force and sense conditions Is permitted.

2. Operating Supply Current is proportional to frequency. typical rating is
8mNMHz.



TABLE 2. A.C. ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Device Guaranteed and 100% Tested

LIMITS

(NOTE 1) GROUPA -15 (15MHz) -25 (25.6MHz)
CONDI- SUB-

PARAMETER SYMBOL TIONS GROUPS TEMPERATURE MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS

Input Clock Period TCK 9,10,11 -550C <TA<+1250C 66 - 39 - ns

FIR Clock Period TFIR 9,10,11 -55°C <TA <+1250C 66 - 39 - ns

Clock Pulse Width Low TSPWL 9,10,11 -550C < TA < +1250C 26 - 16 - ns

Clock Pulse Width High TSPWH 9,10,11 -55°C < TA < +1250C 26 - 16 - ns

Clock Skew Between TSK 9,10,11 -55°C 5 TA::; +1250C 0 TFIR 0 TFIR ns
FIR_CK and CK_IN - 25 -19

RESET# Pulse TRSPW 9,10,11 -550C:5. TA ::;+1250C 4TCK - 4TCK - ns
.Width Low

RecoveryTime TRTRS 9,10,11 -550C:;>.TA5+1250C BTCK - 8TCK - ns
OnRESET#

ASTARTlN# Pulse TAST 9,10,11 -550C :;>.TA::;+1250C TCK - TCK - ns
Width Low +10 +10

STARTOUT# Delay TSTOD 9,10,11 -55°C 5TA:> +1250C - 35 - 20 ns
From CK.-IN

STARTIN# Setup TSTIC 9,10,11 -550C::s;TA5+1250C 25 - 15 - ns
ToCK.-IN

Setup Time on DATA_JN TSET 9,10,11 -550C.;S;TA.;S;+1250C 20 - ·16 - ns

Hold Time on All Inputs THOLD 9,10,11 -550C5TA5+1250C 0 - 0 - ns

Write Pulse Width Low TWL 9,10,11 -55°C ::;TA < +1250C 26 - 15 - ns

Write Pulse Width High TWH 9,10,11 -550C ::;TA:> +1250C 26 - 20 - ns

Setup Time on Address TSTADD 9,10,11 -55°C ::;TA:5.+1250C 28 - 24 - ns
Bus Before the Rising
Edge of Write

Setup Time on Chip TSTCS 9,10,11 -55°C ::;TA :5.+1250C 28 - 24 - ns
Select Before the
Rising Edge of Write

Setup Time on Control TSTCB 9,10,11 -55°C ::s;TA5 +1250C 28 - 24 - ns
Bus Before the Rising
EdgeofWrile

DATA-RDY Pulse TDRPWL 9,10,11 -55°C ::s;TA::;+1250C 2TFIR - 2TFIR - ns
Width Low - 20 -10

DATA-OUT Delay TFIRDV 9,10,11 -550C.;S;TA:>+1250C - 50 - 35 ns
Relative to FIR_CK

DATA-RDYValid Delay TFIRDR 9,10,11 -550C.$ TA.;S;+1250C - 35 - 25 ns
Relative to FIR_CK

DATA-OUT Delay TOUT 9,10,11 -55°C:> TA:£ +1250C - 30 - 25 ns
Relative to OUT_SELH

Output Enable to TOEV Note 2 9,10,11 -550C:> TA::; +1250C - 20 - 20 ns
Data Out Valid

NOTES:
1. A.C. Testing: VCC = 4.5V and 5.5V. Inputs are driven at 3.eV for a Logic

"1" and O.QVfor a Logic "0". Input and output timing measurements are
made at 1.5V for both a Logic "1" and "0", elK is driven at 4.QV and OV
and measured at 2.0V.



LIMITS

-15 (15MHz) -25 (25.6MHz)

PARAMETERS SYMBOL CONDITIONS NOTES TEMPERATURE MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS

CIC..IN Pulse Width Low TCH1L 1,3 550C :s:TA:S:+1 250C 29 - 19 - ns

CIC..IN Pulse Width High TCH1H 1,3 550C:S:TA:S:+1250C 29 - 19 - ns

CIC..IN Setup to FIR_CK TCIS 1,3 550C::;TA:S: +1250C 27 - 17 - ns

CIC..IN Hold from FIR_CK TCIH 1,3 55°C :s:TA:S:+1 25°C 2 - 2 - ns

Input Capacitance CIN Vcc=Open, 1 TA=+250C - 12 - 12 pF
f= 1MHz, All
measurements are
referenced to
deviceGND.

Output Capacitance COUT VCC = Open, 1 TA=+250C - 10 - 10 pF
f= 1MHz, All
measurements are
referenced to
deviceGND.

Output Disable TOEZ 1,2 550C::;TA:S: +1250C - 20 - 20 ns
Delay

Output Rise Time TOR 1,2 55°C :s:TA.$ +1250C - 8 - 8 ns

Output Fall Time TOF 1,2 550C.$ TA.$ +1 250C - 8 - 8 ns

NOTES:
1. Parameters listed in Table 3 are controlled via design or process parame-

ters and are not directly tested. These parameters are characterized upon
initial design and after major process and/or design changes.

2. Loading is as specified in the test load circuit with CL = 40pF.

3. Applies only when H_BYP = 1 or H_DRATE = O.

CONFORMANCE GROUPS METHOD SUBGROUPS

Initial Test 100%/5004 -
Interim Test 100%/5004 -
PDA 100% 1

FinalTest 100% 2,3, 8A, 88, 10, 11

Group A - 1,2,3, 7,8A, 88, 9,10,11

GroupsC&D Samples/S005 1,7,9
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___ DATA-
DATA- DATA.- DATA..- DATA.- DATA- DATA-

VCC GND GND
IN' IN 2 IN < IN 7 IN. IN 11 IN 14

• START STAAT DATA... DATA..- DATL OA1L DATA- DATA....
CILIN VCC

DATA-
IN# OU1.zr IN. IN 3 IN. IN 13 IN 12 IN 15 OUT'

C
ASTART

VCC
DATA... DATA.- DATA.... DAT"-- DATA...

IN# IN. IN. IN 10 OUTD 0UT2

0 A' RESET DATA.- DATA...
# OUT 3 OUT<

E cs""' -... AD DATA.- DATA.- DATA....

OUT. OUTS CXJT7

F
C-l\US C-BUS CJUS DATA....

VCC
DATA-

'0 '5 .. CXJT. OUTS

G
C--BUS CJUS C_BUS DATA...

GND
DATA...

'2 11 '3 OUT 10 OUT 11

H
C_BUS

VCC
DATA... OATA...

• OUT '3 OUT '2

J GND CJUS OU",-
GND

F1"_ DATA.... DATA-

7 SELH CK OUT HI OUT '4

K
C_BUS C-BUS CJUS CJUS OU",-

VCC GND
OATL DATA...- DATA.... DATA....

• 5 < , ENP# OUT 22 OUT 19 OUT 17 OUT 16

L
C_DUS CJUS C_BUS C_DUS OU1_ DATA....

VCC
OAT"- DATA- DATA...- DATA....

S 3 2 0 ENX# "DY OUT 23 OUT 21 CXJT2D OUT 18

PIN PIN BURN-IN PIN PIN BURN-IN PIN PIN BURN-IN
LEAD NAME SIGNAL LEAD NAME SIGNAL LEAD NAME SIGNAL

A1 GND GND Cl ASTARTIN# F15 F11 DATA.-OUT3 VCC/2

A2 DATA.-IN 1 F2 C2 VCC VCC G1 C_BUS12 F5

A3 DATA.-IN2 F3 C5 DATA.-IN 5 F6 G2 C_BUS11 F4

A4 DATA.-IN4 F5 C6 DATA.-IN9 F2 G3 C_BUS13 F'"6

A5 DATA.-IN7 F8 C7 DATA.-IN 10 F3 G9 DATA.-OUT10 VCC/2

A6 DATA.-IN8 Fl Cl0 DATA.-OUTO VCC/2 G10 GND GND

A7 DATA.-IN 11 F4 Cll DATA.-OUT2 VCC/2 G11 DATA.-OUT 11 VCC/2

A8 DATA.-IN 14 F7 Dl Al F14 Hl C_BUS9 F2

A9 VCC VCC D2 RESET# F16 H2 VCC VCC

A10 GND GND Dl0 DATA.-OUT3 VCC/2 H10 DATA.-OUT13 VCC/2

Al1 GND GND Dll DATA.-OUT4 VCC/2 Hll DATA.-OUT 12 VCC/2

Bl STARTIN# F15 El CS# Fll Jl GND GND

B2 STARTOUT# VCC/2 E2 WR# Fl1 J2 C_BUS7 F5

B3 DATA.-INO Fl E3 AO F13 J5 OUT_SELH Fl0

B4 DATA.-IN3 F4 E9 DATA.-OUT5 VCC/2 J6 GND GND

B5 DATA.-IN6 F7 El0 DATA.-OUT6 VCC/2 J8 FIR_CK FO

B6 DATA.-IN 13 F6 Ell DATA.-OUT7 VCC/2 Jl0 DATA.-OUT 16 VCC/2

B7 DATA.-IN 12 F5 Fl C_BUS10 F3 Jll DATA.-OUT14 VCC/2

B8 DATA_IN 16 F8 F2 C_BUS15 F8 Kl C_BUS8 Fl

B9 CIC-IN FO F3 C_BUS14 F7 K2 C_BUS5 F6

Bl0 VCC VCC F9 DATA.-OUT9 VCC/2 K3 C_BUS4 F5

Bll DATA.-OUT1 VCC/2 Fl0 VCC VCC K4 C_BUS1 F2

NOTES:
,. VCC/2 (2.7V ±10%) used for outputs only. 5. FO= 100kHz ±10'lb. F1 = FO/2. F2 - F112 ....• F1e - F1 5/2. 40%- 60%

2. 47K,o (±20%) resistor connected to all pins except VCC and GND. Duty Cycle.

3. VCC = 5.5 ±0.5V. 6. Input voltage limits: VIL = 0.8 max, VIH - 4.5V ±10CMl.

4. O.1..-F (min) capacitor between Vcc and GND per position.



PIN PIN BURN-IN
LEAD NAME SIGNAL

K5 OUT_ENP# F9

K6 VCC VCC

K7 GND GND

K8 DATA-OUT 22 VCC/2

K9 DATA-OUT 19 VCC/2

K10 DATA-OUT 17 VCC/2

PIN PIN BURN-IN
LEAD NAME SIGNAL

K11 DATA-OUT 15 VCC/2

L1 C_BUS6 F7

L2 C_BUS3 F4

L3 C_BUS2 F3

L4 C_BUSO F1

L5 OUT_ENP# F9

NOTES:

1. VCCf2 (2.7V ±1 0%) used for outputs only.

2. 47KO (±20%) resistor connected to all pins except VCC and GND.

3. VCC = 5.5 ±0.5V.

4. O.1jlF (min) capacitor between VCC and GND per position.

PIN PIN BURN-IN
LEAD NAME SIGNAL

L6 DATA_RDY# VCC/2

L7 VCC VCC

L8 DATA-OUT 23 VCC/2

L9 DATA-OUT 21 VCC/2

L10 DATA-OUT 20 VCC/2
L11 DATA-OUT 18 VCC/2

5. FO= l00kHz±10%. Fl = FOf2. F2 ~ Flf2 ..... F1S = F1Sf2.40%-SO%
Duty Cycle.

6. Input voltage limits: VIL" 0.8 max, VIH = 4.5V ±10%.



HSP43220/883

Metal Topology
DIE DIMENSIONS: WORST CASE CURRENT DENSITY:

348 x 349.2 x 19±1 mils 1.18 x 105A/cm2

METALLIZATION: GLASSIVATION:
Type: SI - AI or Si - AI - Cu Type: Nitrox
Thickness: 8kA Thickness: 10kA

DIE ATTACH:
Material: Silver-Glass

Metallization Mask Layout
HSP43220/883
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Features
• Four Filter Cells

• 0 to 30MHz Sample Rate

• 8 Bit Coefficients and Signal Data

• 26 Bit Accumulator per Stage

• Filter Lengths Up to 1032 Tap

• Shlft-And-Add Output Stage for Combining Filter
Outputs

• Expandable Coefficient Size, Data Size and Filter
Length

• Decimation by 2, 3 or 4

• CMOS Power Dissipation Characteristics

Applications
.1-0 and 2-D FIR Filters

• Radar/Sonar

• Digital Video and Audio

• Adaptive Filters

• Echo Cancellation

• Correlation/Convolution

• Complex Multiply-Add

• Butterfly Computation

• Matrix Multiplication

• Sample Rate Converters

HSP43481

Description
The HSP43481 is a video-speed Digital Filter (OF)
designed to efficiently implement vector operations such as
FIR digital filters. It is comprised of four filter cells cascaded
internally and a shift-and-add output stage. all in a single
integrated circuit. Each filter cell contains an 8x8 multiplier,
three decimation registers and a 26 bit accumulator which
can add the contents of any filter cell accumulator to the
output stage accumulator shifted right by eight bits. The
HSP43481 has a maximum sample rate of 30M Hz. The
effective mUltiply-accumulate (MAC) rate is 120M Hz.

The HSP43481 can be configured to process expanded
coefficient and word sizes. Multiple devices can be
cascaded for larger filter lengths without degrading the
sample rate or a single device can process larger filter
lengths at less than 30MHz with multiple passes. The archi-
tecture permits processing filter lengths of over 1000 taps
with the guarantee of no overflows. In practice, most filter
coefficients are less than 1.0. making even larger filter
lengths possible. The HSP43481 provides for unsigned or
two's complement arithmetic. independently selectable for
coefficients and signal data.

Each OF filter cell contains three resampling or decimation
registers which permit output sample rate reduction at rates
of 1/2, 1/3 or 1/4 the input sample rate. These registers also
provide the capability to perform 2-D operations such as
NxN spatial correlations/convolutions for image processing
applications.
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Pinouts
68 PIN CERAMIC PIN GRID ARRAY (PGA)
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PIN
SYMBOL NUMBER TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION

VCC 61 +5V Power Supply Input

VSS 27 Power Supply Ground Input

ClK 19 I The ClK input provides the OF system sample clock. The maximum clock frequency is
is30MHz.

DINo-7 64-68 I These eight inputs are the data sample input bus. Eight bit data samples are synchronously
1-3 loaded through these pins to the X register of each filter cell simultaneously.

The DIENB signal enables loading, which is synchronous on the rising edge of the clock signal.

TCS 4 I The TCS input determines the number system interpretation of the data input samples
on pins DINO-7 as follows:

TCS = low -+ Unsigned Arithmetic
TCS = High -+ Two's Complement Arithmetic

The TCS signal is synchronously loaded into the X register in the same way
asthe DINO-7 inputs.

DIENB 5 I A low on this enables the data sample input bus (DINO-7) to all the filter cells. A rising
edge of the ClK signal occurring while DIEN B is low will load the X register of
every filter cell with the 8 bit value present on DINO-7. A high on this inputforces
all the bits of the data sample input bus to zero; a rising ClK edge when DIENB is high
will load the X register of every filter cell with all zeros. This signal is latched inside
the OF, delaying its effect by one clock intemal to the OF. Therefore, it must be low
during the clock cycle immediately preceding presentation of the desired data on the
DINo-7 inputs. Detailed operation is shown in later timing diagrams.

CINo-7 53-60 I These eight inputs are used to input the 8 bit coefficients. The coefficients are synchronously
synchronously loaded into the C register of filter Cell 0 if a rising edge of ClK
occurs while CIENB is low. The CIENB signal is delayed byone clock as discussed below.

TCCI 62 I The TCCI input determines the number system interpretation of the coefficient
inputs on pins CINo-7 as follows: --

TCCI = lOW -+ Unsigned Arithmetic
TCCI = HIGH -+ Two's Complement Arithmetic

The TCCI signal is synchronously loaded into the C register in the same way as
the CINo-7 inputs.

CIENB 63 I A low on this input enable the C register of every filter cell and the 0 registers (decimation)
of every filter cell according to the state of the DCMO-1 inputs. A rising edge of
the ClK signal occurring while CIENB is low will load the C register and appropriate
o registers with the coefficient data present at their inputs. This privides the mechanism
for shifting the coefficients from cell to cell through the device. A high on this input
freezes the contents of the C register and the 0 registers, ignoring the ClK signal.
This signal is latched and delayed by one clock intemal to the OF. Therefore, it must be
low during the clock cycle immediately preceding presentation of the desired coefficient
on the CINO-7 inputs. Detailed operation is shown in the Timing Diagrams section.

COUTO-7 10-17 0 These eight three-state outputs are used to output the 8 bit coefficients from filter cell 7.
These outputs are enabled by the COENB signal low. These outputs may be tied to the CINO-7
inputs of the same OF to recirculate the coefficients, or they may be tied to the
CINO-7 inputs of another OF to cascade DFs for longer filter lengths.

TCCO 9 0 The TCCO three-state output determines the number system representation of the coefficients
output on COUTO-7. It tracks the TCCI signal to this same OF. It should be tied to the TCCI
input of the next OF in a cascade of DFs for increased filter lengths. This signal is enabled
by COENB low.



PIN
SYMBOL NUMBER TYPE NAME FUNCTION

---
I A low on the COENB input enables the COUTO-7 and the TCCO output. A high on this inputCOENB 8

places all these outputs in their high impedance state.

DCMO-1 20-21 I These two inputs determine the use of the internal decimation registers as follows:
DCM1 DCMO Decimation Function

0 0 Decimation registers not used
0 1 One decimation register is used
1 0 Two decimation registers are used
1 1 Three decimation registers are used

The coefficients pass from cell to cell at a rate determined by the number of decimation
registers used. When no decimation .registers are used, coefficients move from cell to cell
on each clock. When one decimation register is used, coefficients move from cell to cell on
every other clock, etc. These signals are latched and delayed by one clock internal to the DF.

SUMO-25 25,26, 0 These 26 three-state outputs are used to output the results of the internal filter cell
28-51 computations. Individual filter cell results or the result of the shift-and-add output stage

can be output. If an individual fiiter cell result is to be output, the ADRO-1 signals select
the filter cell result. The SHADD signal determines whether the selected filter cell result
or the output stage adder result is output. The signals SENB Hand SENBL enable the most
significant and least significant bits of the SUMO-25 result, respectively. Both SENBH
and SENBL may be enabled simultaneously if the system has a 26 bit or iarger bus. However,
individual enables are provided to facilitate use with a 16 bit bus.

SENBH 24 I A low on this input enables result bitsSUM16-25. A high on this input places these
bits in their high impedance state.

SENBL 52 I A low on this input enables result bits SUMO-15. A high on this input places these
bits on their high impedance state.

ADRO-1 22,23 I These two inputs select the one cell whose accumulator will be read through the output bus
(SUMO-25) or added to the output stage accumulator. They also determine which accumulator
will be cieared when ERASE is low. For selection of which accumulator to read through the
output bus (SUMO-25) or which to add of the output stage accumulator, these inputs are
latched in the DF and delayled by one clock internal to the device. If the ADRO-1 lines remain
at the same address for more than one clock, the output at SUMO-25 will not change to reflect
any subsequent accumulator updates in the addressed cell. Only the result available during
the first clock, when ADRO-1 selects the cell, will be output. This does not hinder normal
operation since the ADRO-1 lines are changed sequentially. This feature facilitates the
interface with slow memories where the output is required to be fixed for mdl"e than one clock.

SHADD 18 I The SHADD input controls the activation of the shift-and-add operation in the output stage.
This signal is latched in the DF and delayed by one clock internal to the device. A detailed
explanation is given in the DF Output Stage section.

RESET 6 I A low on this input synchronously clears all the internal registers, except the cell accumulators.
It can be used with ERASE to also clear all the accumulators simultaneously. This signal is
latched in the DF and delayed by one clock internal to the DF.

ERASE 7 I A low on this input synchronously clears the cell accumulator selected by the ADRQ-1 signals.
If RESET is also low simultaneously, all cell accumulators are cleared.



Functional Description
The Digital Filter (DF) is composed of four filter cells
cascaded together and an output stage for combining or
selecting filter cell outputs (see Block Diagram). Each filter
cell contains a multiplier-accumulator and several registers
(Figure 1). Each 8 bit coefficient is multiplied by a 8 bit data
sample, with the result added to the 26 bit accumulator
contents. The coefficient output of each cell is cascaded to
the coefficient input of the next cell to its right.

DF Filter Cell
An 8 bit coefficient (CINO-7, TCCI) enters each cell through
the C register on the left and exits the cell on the right as
signals COUTO-7 and TCCO. With no decimation, the coef-
ficient moves directly from the C register to the output, and
is valid on the clock following its entrance. When
decimation is selected the coefficient exit is delayed by 1, 2
or 3 clocks by passing through one or more decimation reg-
isters (D1, D2 or D3).

The combination of D registers through which the coeffi-
cient passes is determined by the state of DCMO and
DCM1. The output signals (COUTO-7, TCCO) are con-
nected to the CINO-7 and TCCI of the next cell to its right.
The COENB input signal enables the COUTO-7 and TCCO
outputs of the right-most cell to the COUTO-7 and TCCO
pins of the DF.

The C and D registers are enabled for loading by CIENB.
loading is synchronous with ClK when CIENB is low. Note
that CIENB is latched internally. It enables the register for
loading after the next ClK following the onset of CIENB low.
Actual loading occurs on the second ClK following the
onset of CIENB low. Therefore, CIENB must be low during
the clock cycle immediately preceding presentation of the
coefficient on the CINO-7 inputs. In most basic FIR opera-
tions, CIENB will be low throughout the process, so this
latching and delay sequence is only important during the
initialization phase. When CIENB is high, the coefficients
are frozen.

These registers are cleared synchronously under control of
RESET,which is latched and delayed exactly like CIENB.

The output of the C register is one input of the multiplier.

The other input of the multiplier comes from the output of
the X register. This register is loaded with a data sample
from the DF input signals. DINO-7 and TCS discussed
above. The X register is enabled for loading by DIENB.
loading is synchronous with ClK when DIENB is low. Note
that DIENB is latched internally. It enables the register for
loading after the next ClK following the onset of DIENB low.
Therefore, DIENB must be low during the clock cycle imme-
diately preceding presentation of the sample on the DINO-7
inputs. In most basic FIR operations, DIENB will be low
throughout the process, so this latching and delay
sequence is only important during the initialization phase.
When DIENB is high, the X register is loaded with all zeros.

The multiplier is pipelined and is modeled as a mUltiplier
core followed by two pipeline registers, MREGO and
MREG1. The mUltiplieroutput is sign extended and input as
one operand of the 26 bit adder. The other adder operand is
the output of the 26 bit accumulator. The adder output

is loaded synchronously into both the accumulator and
the TREG.

The TREG loading is disabled by the cell select signal,
Celln, where n is the cell number. The cell select is decoded
from the ADRO-1 signals to generate the TREG load enable.
The cell select is inverted and applied as the load enable to
the TREG.Operation is such that the TREG is loaded when-
ever the cell is not selected. Therefore, TREG is loaded
every other clock except the clock following cell selection.
The purpose of the TREG is to hold the result of a sum-of-
products calculation during the clock when the accumulator
is cleared to prepare for the next sum-of-products calcula-
tion. This allows continuous accumulation without wasting
clocks.

The accumulator is loaded with the adder output every
clock unless it is cleared. It is cleared synchronously in two
ways. When RESETand ERASEare both low, the accumu-
lator is cleared along with all other registers in the DF.Since
both ERASEand RESETare latched and delayed one clock
internally, clearing occurs on the second ClK following the
onset of both ERASE and RESET low.

The second accumulator clearing mechanism clears a
single accumulator in a selected cell. The cell select signal,
Celln, decoded from ADRO-1 and ERASEsignal, Celln ena-
ble clearing of the accumulator on the next ClK.

The ERASE and RESET signals clear the DF internal regi-
sters and states as follows:

ERASE RESET CLEARING EFFECT

1 1 No clearing occurs, internal state
remains same.

1 0 RESET only active, all registers except
accumulators are cleared, including
the internal pipeline registers.

0 1 ERASE only active, the accumulator
whose address is given by the ADRQ-1
inputs is cleared.

0 0 Both RESET and ERASE active, all
accumulators as well as all other reg-
isters are cleared.

The DF Output Stage
The output stage consists of a 26 bit adder, 26 bit register,
feedback multiplexer from the register to the adder, an
output multiplexer and a 26 bit three-state driver stage
(Figure 2).

The 26 bit output adder can add any filter cell accumulator
result to the 18 most significant bits of the outupt buffer.
This operation takes place in one clock period. The eight
lSBs are lost. The filter cell accumulator is selected by the
ADRO-1 inputs.

The 18 MSBs of the output buffer actually pass through the
zero mux on their way to the output adder input. The zero
mux is controlled by the SHADD input signal and selects
either the 18 MSBs of the output buffer or all zeros for the
adder input. A low on the SHADD input selects zero. A high
on the SHADD input selects the output buffer MSBs, thus
activating the shift-and-add operation. SHADD signal is
latched and delayed by one clock internally.
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The 26 Least Significant Bits (LSBs) from either a cell accu-
mulator or the output buffer are output on the SUMO-25
bus. The output mux determines whether the cell accumula-
tor selected by ADRO-1 or the output buffer is output to the
bus. The mux Is controlled by the SHADD Input signal.
Control Is based on the state of the SHADD during two
successive clocks; in other words, the output mux selection
contains memory. If SHADD is low during a clock cycle and
was low during the previous clock, the output mux selects
the contents of the filter cell accumulator addressed by
ADRO-1. Otherwise the output mux selects the contents of
the output buffer.

If the ADRO-1 lines remain at the same address for more
than one clock, the output at SUMO-25 will not change to
reflect any subsequent accumulator updates in the
addressed cell. Only the result available during the first
clock when ADRO-1 selects the cell will be output. This
does not hinder normal FIR operations since the ADRO-1

lines are changed sequentially. This feature facilitates the
interface wtith slow memories where the output Is required
to be fixed for more than one clock.

The SUMO-25 output bus is controlled by the SENBH and
SENBL signals. A low on SENBL enables bits SUMO-15. A
low on SENBH enables bits SUM16-25. Thus all 26 bits
can be output simultaneously if the external system has a
26 bit or larger bus. If the external system bus is only 16
bits, the bits can be enabled in two groups of 16 and 9 bits
(sign extended).

DF Arithmetic
Both data samples and coefficients can be represented as
either unsigned or two's complement numbers. The TCS
and TCCI input signals determine the type of arithmetic
representation. Internally all values are represented by a 9
bit two's complement number. The value of the additional
ninth bit depends on arithmentic representation selected.
For two's complement arithmetic, the sign is extended into
the ninth bit. For unsigned arithmetic, bit 9 is O.

The multiplier output is 18 bits and the accumulator is 26
bits. The accumulator width determines the maximum
possible number of terms in the sum-of-products without
overflow. The maximum number of terms depends also on
the number system and the distribution of the coefficient
and data values. As a worst case assume the coefficients
and data samples are always at their absolute maximum
values.

Then the maximum numbers of terms in the sum products
are:

MAX #
NUMBER SYSTEM OFTERMS

Two unsigned vectors 1032
Two two's complement vectors:
• Two positive vectors 2080
• Two negative vectors 2047
• One positive and one negative vector 2064

One unsigned and one two's complement
vector:
• Positive two's complement vector 1036
• Negative two's complement vector 1028

For practical FIR filters, the coefficients are never all near
maximum value, so even larger vectors are possible in
practice.



Basic FIR Operation
A simple 30MHz 4 tap filter example serves to illustrate
more clearly the operation of the OF. Table 1 shows the
results of the multiply accumulate In each cell after each
clock. The coefficient sequence, en, enters the OF on the
left and moves from left to right through the cells. The data
sample sequence, Xn, enters the OF from the top, with each
cell receiving the same sample simultaneously. Each cell

DATA
SEQUENCE

INPUT

COEFFICIENT
SEQUENCE

INPUT

accumulates the sum-of-products for one output point.
Four sums-of-products are calculated simUltaneously, but
staggered in time so that a new output Is available every
system clock.
Oetailed operation of the OF to perform a basic 4 tap, 8 bit
coefficient, 8 bit data, 30MHz FIR filter is best understood
by observing the schematic (Figure 3) and timing diagram

ClK CEllO CEll 1 CEll 2 CEll 3 SUM/CLR

0 CaxXo 0 0 0 -
1 +C2 XXI CaXXl 0 0 -
2 +Cl XX2 +C2XX2 CaXX2 0 -
a +CoxXa +Cl xXa +C2XXa CaxXa Cell O(Ya)
4 CaxX4 +COxX4 +Cl XX4 +C2xX4 CellI (Y4)
S +C2XXS CaxXs +COxXS +ClxXS Cell 2 (YS)
e +Cl xXe +C2xXe CaxXe +CoxXe Cella(Ye)
7 +COXX7 +Cl XX7 +C2xX7 CaXX7 CeIlO(Y7)

SAMPLE
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(x.)

SYSTEM
RESET

ffiAsE

RESET
28IT

COUNTER

Yl Yo
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00-7
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(Figure 4). The internal pipeline length of the OF is four (4)
clock cycles, corresponding to the register levels CREG (or
XREG), MREGO, MREG1, and TREG (Figures 1 and 2).
Therefore, the delay from presentation of data and coeffi-
cients at the OINO-7 and CINO-7lnputs to a sum appearing
at the SUMO-25 output is:
k + Td where
k = filter length
Td = 4, the internal pipeline delay of OF

After the pipeline has filled, a new output sample is available
every clock. The delay to last sample output from last
sample input Is Td.

The output sums, Y(n), shown in the timing diagram are
derived from the sum-of-products equation:
Y(n) = C(O) x X(n) + C(1) x X(n-1) + C(2) x X(n-2) + C(3) x X(n-3)
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Extended FIR Filter Length
Filter lengths greater than four taps can be created by either
cascading together multiple OFs or "reusing" a single OF.
Using multiple devices, an FIR filter of over 1024 taps can
be constructed to operate at a 30MHz sample rate. Using
a single OF clocked at 30M Hz, an FIR filter of over 1024
taps can be constructed to operate at less than a 30MHz
sample rate. Combinations of these two techniques are also
possible.

Cascade Configuration
To design a filter length L> 4, L/4 OFs are cascaded by
connecting the COUTO-7 outputs of the (i)th OF to the
CINO-7 inputs of the (i + 1)th OF. The OINO-7 inputs and
SUMO-25 outputs of all the OFs are slso tied together. A
specific example of two cascaded OFs illustrates the tech-
nique (Figure 5). Timing (Figure 6) is similar to the simple 4
tap FIR, except the ERASE and SENBL/SENBH signals
must be enabled independently of the two OFs in order to
clear the correct accumulators and enable the SUMO-25
output signals at the proper times.

Single OF Configuration
Using a OF, a filter of length L > 4 can be constructed by
processing in L/4 passes as illustrated in Table 2 for an a
tap FIR. Each pass is composed of Tp = 7+L cycles and
computes four output samples. In pass i, the samples with
indices i x 4 to i x 4 + (L+2) enter the OINO-7 inputs. The
coefficients CO-CL-1 enter the CINO-7 inputs, followed by
three zeros. As these zeros are entered, the result samples
are output and the accumulators reset. Initial filling of the
pipeline is not shown in this sequence table. Filter outputs
can be put through a FIFO to even out the sample rate.

Extended Coefficient And
Data Sample Word Size
The sample and coefficient word size can be extended by
utilizing several OFs in parallel to get the maximum sample
rate or a single OF with resulting lower sample rates. The
technique is to compute partial products of ax a and
combine these partial products by shifting and adding to
obtain the final result. The shifting and adding can be
accomplished with external adders (for full speed) or with
the OFs shift-and-add mechanism contained in its output
stage (at reduced speed).

DATA
SEQUENCE

INPUT

COEFFICIENT
SEQUENCE

INPUT

ClK CEllO CEll1 CEll2 CEll3 SUM/ClR

0 C7X Xo 0 0 0 -
1 +C6xX1 C7XX1 0 0 -
2 +CS XX2 +C6xX2 C7XX2 0 -
3 +C4 xX3 +CSxX3 +C6 xX3 C7 xX3 -
4 +C3xX4 +C4XX4 +CSxX4 +C6xX4 -
S +C2 xXs +C3xXS +C4 xXs +CS xXs -
6 +C1 xX6 +C2 xX6 +C3 xX6 +C4XX6 -
7 +COXX7 +C1 XX7 +C2 XX7 +C3 x X7 Cell O(V7)
a 0 +CoxXa +C1 xXa +C2 xXa Cell 1 (Va)
9 0 0 +CoxXg +C1 xXg Cell 2 (Vg)
10 0 0 0 +CO x XlO Cell 3 (YlO)
11 C7 XX4 0 0 0 -
12 +C6xXS C7 x Xs 0 0 -

13 +CS xX6 +C6xX6 C7xX6 0 -
14 +C4 x X7 +CSXX7 +C6 XX7 C7 XX7 -
1S +C3xXa +C4XXa +Cs xXa +C6xXa -
16 +C2 xXg +C3xX9 +C4 xXg +CS xXg -
17 +C1 xXlO +C2 x XlO +C3xXlO +C4XXlO -
1a +COxX11 +C1 xXl1 +C2 x Xl1 +C3xXl1 CeIlO(Yll)
19 0 +COXX12 +ClxX12 +C2xX12 Cell 1 (Y12)
20 0 0 +COXX13 +ClxX13 CeIl2(Y13)
21 0 0 0 +COXX14 CeIl3(Y14)
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FIGURE 8. 30MHz 8 TAP FIR FILTER TIMING

Decimation/Resampling
The HSP43481 provides a mechanism for decimating by sequence table (Table 3) for a decimate-by-two filter
factors of 2, 3 or 4. From the OF filter cell block diagram illustrates the technique.
(Figure 1),note the three 0 registers and two multiplexers In Detailed timing for a 30MHz input sample rate, 15MHz
the coefficient pass through the cell. These allow the coeffi- output sample rate (Le.,decimate-by-two), 8 tap FIR filter,
cients to be delayed by 1, 2 or 3 clocks through the cell. The including pipelining, is shown in Figure 7.



DATA
SEQUENCE

INPUT

COEFFICIENT
SEQUENCE

INPUT

CLK CELLO CELL 1 CELL2 CELL3 SUM/CLR

0 C7xXO 0 -
1 +CeXX1 0 -
2 +CSXX2 C7xX2 -
3 +C4XX3 +CexX3 -
4 +C3xX4 +CSXX4 C7XX4 -
S +C2xXS +C4xXS +CexXs -
6 +C1 xXe +C3xXe +CsxXe +C7xXe -
7 +COxX7 +C2 xX7 +C4xX7 +CexX7 Cell 0(Y7)

8 C7xX8 +C1 xX8 +C3xX8 +CSxX8 CeIl0(Y7)

9 +CexXg +COxXg +C2 xXg +C4xX9 Cell 1 (Yg)

10 +CS x X10 C7XX1Q +C1 XX10 +C3xX10 Cell 1 (Yg)

11 +C4 XX11 +CeXX11 +COXX11 +C2 XX11 Cell 2 (Y11)

12 +C3xX12 +C5XX12 C7 XX12 +C1 xX12 Cell 2 (Y11)

13 +C2xX13 +C4XX13 +CeXX13 +CoxX13 Cell 3 (Y13)

14 +C1 XX14 +C3xX14 +CSXX14 C7XX14 Cell 3 (Y13)

1S +COXX15 +C2XX15 +C4XX15 +CexX1S Cell o (Y1S)

ClK

iiEill L-J
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CIENB _~ _

SHADD~A
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Supply Voltage ...•..•...............................•.......................................................... +8.0V
Input, Output Voltage ...........•.................•....................•...•................... GND -0.5V to VCC +0.5V
Storage Temperature ...................................................•............................. -65°C to +1500C
ESD ........•.•••................................••......................................•••..•••............ Class 1
Maximum Package Power Dissipation at700C ............................................•....•. 1.9W (PLCC), 2.6W (PGA)
8jc ...........................•.•..•............•.•......................•....•..•.. 15.0W/OC (PLCC), 9.92WjOC (PGA)
8ja .....................................•............•....................•........ 43.0W/oC (PLCC), 36.44WjOC (PGA)
Gate Count .•••..•............•........................................•.....................•....•.•••••••••••• 9371
Junction Temperature ..................................•..........•••.•.................... 1500C (PLCC), 1750C (PGA)
Lead Temperature (Soldering 1Os) ......................•..•........•.•.•..................•...•.......••.••••••• 3000C

Operating Voltage Range ........................•...............•.........•..............••.••........•••••••• 5V ±5%

Operating Temperature Ranges ....................................•.•.............•.•.•••..•.•.•..••••••• OoC to + 700C

SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

ICCOp Power Supply Current - 110 mA VCC; Max
CLK Frequency 20MHz
Note 1, Note 3

ICCSB Standby Power Supply Current - 500 ~A VCC; Max. Note 3

II Input Leakage Current -10 10 ~A VCC; Max, Input; OVorVCC

10 Output Leakage Current -10 10 ~A VCC; Max, Input; OV orVCC

VIH Logical One Input Voltage 2.0 - V VCC; Max

VIL Logical Zero Input Voltage 0.8 V VCC; Min

VOH Logical One 2.6 - V 10H ; -400~A. VCC ; Min

VOL Logical Zero Output Voltage - 0.4 V 10L; 2mA, VCC = Min

VIHC Clock Input High 3.0 - V VCC= Max

VILC Clock Input Low - 0.8 V VCC= Min

CIN Input Capacitance PLCC - 10 pF CLK Frequency 1MHz
PGA - 15 pF All Measurements

COUT Output Capacitance PLCC 10 pF
Referenced to GND- TA = +250C Note 2

PGA - 15 pF

NOTES: 1. Operating supply current is proportional to frequency. Typical
rating is 5.5mAlMHz.

2. Controlled via design or process parameters and not directly
tested. Characterized upon initial design and after major process
and/or design changes.

3. Output load per test circuit and CL - 40pF.



-20 (20MHz) -25 (25.6MHz) -30 (30M Hz)
TEST

SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS CONDITIONS

TCp Clock Period 50 - 39 - 33 - ns

TCl Clock low 20 - 16 - 13 - ns

TCH Clock High 20 - 16 - 13 - ns

TIS Input Setup 16 - 14 - 13 - ns

TIH Input Hold 0 - 0 - 0 - ns

TODC ClK to Coefficient - 26 - 22 - 19 ns
Output Delay

TOED Output Enable Delay - 20 - 15 - 15 ns

TODD Output Disable Delay - 20 - 15 - 15 ns Note 1

TOOS CLKtoSUM - 30 - 26 - 21 ns
Output Delay

TOR Output Rise - 6 - 6 - 6 ns Note 1

TOF Output Fall - 6 - 6 - 6 ns Note 1

NOTE: 1. Controlled by design or process parameters and not directly
tested. Characterized upon initial design and after major process
and/or design changes.

r---------------
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I I
I 1.5V 'OL II
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HSP43481

CLKJ

• Input includes: DINO-7.CINQ-7, DIENB.CIENB. ERASE. RESET. DCMO-l.
ADRO-l. TCS. TCCI. SHADD

INPUT SETUP AND HOLD

~SUMO: r=TODC. TODS ~~~~~~~

COUTO - 7 )I( 1.5V
TCCO ---- ------- - - - - --

i;{:VIL

TOR
OUTPUT

A.C. Testing: Inputs are driven at 3.0V for a Logic "1" and OV for a Logic "0",
Input and output timing measurements are made at 1.5V for both a Logic ","

and "0". elK is driven at 4.QV and O.OV and measured at 2.0V.

A.C. TESTING INPUT, OUTPUT WAVEFORM



mHARRIS HSP43481/883

Features
• This Circuit is Processed In accordance to Mil-Std-883C

and is Fully Conformant Under the Provisions of
Paragraph 1.2.1

• 0 to 25.6MHz Sample Rate

• Four Filter Cells

• 8 Bit Coefficients and Signal Data

• Low Power CMOS Operation

~ ICCSB = 500llA Maximum
~ ICCOp = 11 OIJA Maximum @ 20MHz

• 26 Bit Accumulator Per Stage

• Filter Lengths Up To 1032 Taps

• Shift-And-Add Output Stage for Combining Filter Outputs

• Expandable Coefficient Size, Data Size and Filter Length

• Decimation by 2, 3 or 4

Applications
• 1-D and 2-D FIR Filters

• Radar/Sonar

• Digital Video and Audio

• Adaptive Filters

• Echo Cancellation

• Correlation/Convolution

• Complex Multiply-Add

• Butterfly Computation

• Matrix Multiplication

• Sample Rate Converters

Description
The HSP43481/883 is a video-speed Digital Filter
(OF) designed to efficiently implement vector
operations such as FIR digital filters. It is comprised of
four filter ceils cascaded internally and a shift-and-
add output stage, all in a single integrated circuit.
Each filter cell contains an 8x8 multiplier, three
decimation registers and a 26 bit accumulator which
can add the contents of any filter ceil accumulator to
the output stage accumulator shifted right by eight
bits. The HSP43481/883 has a maximum sample rate
of 25.6MHz. The effective multiply-accumulate (MAC)
rate is 102MHz.

The HSP43481/883 can be configured to process
expanded coefficient and word sizes. Multiple
devices can be cascaded for larger filter lengths
without degrading the sample rate or a single device
can process larger filter lengths at less than 25.6MHz
with multiple passes. The architecture permits
processing filter lengths of over 1000 taps with the
guarantee of no overflows. In practice, most filter
coefficients are less than 1.0, making even larger
filter lengths possible. The HSP43481/883 provides for
unsigned or two's complement artthmetic, independently
selectable for coefficients and signal data.

Each OF filter cell contains three resampling or
decimation registers which permit output sample rate
reduction at rates of 1/2, 1/3 or 1/4 the input sample
rate. These registers also provide the capability to
perform 2-D operations such as NxN spatial correla-
tions/convolutions for image processing applications.
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Absolute Maximum Ratings
Supply Voltage +8.0V
Input, Output Voltage Applied GND-0.5V to VCC+0.5V
Storage Temperature Range -650C to +1500C
Junction Temperature ..............................•. +1750C
Lead Temperature (Soldering, Ten Seconds) +3000C
ESD Classification Class 1

Reliability Information
Thermal Resistance Sja Sjc

Ceramic PGA Package 38.440C/W 9.920C/W
Maximum Package Power Dissipafion at +1250C

Ceramic PGA Package 1.30 Watt
Gate Count •.•.....................•..••......... 9370 Gates

Operating Conditions
Operating Voltage Range +4.5V to +5.5V
Operating Temperature Range -550C to +1250C

TABLE 1. HSP43481/883 D.C. ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Devices Guaranteed and 100% Tested

LIMITS
GROUP A

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS SUBGROUPS TEMPERATURE MIN MAX UNITS

Logical One Input VIH VCC; 5.5V 1,2,3 -550C ::;TA $ +1250C 2.2 - V
Voltage

Logical Zero Input VIL VCC;4.5V 1,2,3 -55°C $TA::; +1250C - 0.8 V
Voltage

Output HIGH Voltage VOH IOH ;-400~A 1,2,3 -550C~TA::; +1250C 2.6 - V
VCC; 4.5V (Note 1)

Output LOW Voltage VOL IOL;+2.0mA 1,2,3 -550C 5TA~ +1250C - 0.4 V
VCC ; 4.5V (Note 1)

Input Leakage Current I) VIN; VCC or GND 1,2,3 -550C~TA::;+1250C -10 +10 ~A
VCC;5.5V

Output Leakage 10 VOUT; VCC or GND 1,2,3 -55°C :SoTA5 +1250C -10 +10 ~A
Current VCC; 5.5V

Clock Input High VIHC VCC;5.5V 1,2,3 -550C <TA < +1250C 3.0 - V

Clock Input Low VILC VCC;4.5V 1,2,3 -55°C < TA < +1250C - 0.8 V

Standby Power Supply ICCSS VIN ;VCC orGND 1,2,3 -550C:::;TA::; +1250C - 500 ~A
Current VCC;5.5V,

Outputs Open

Operating Power ICCOp f; 20.0MHz 1,2,3 -550C ~ TA~ +1250C - 110.0 mA
Supply Current VCC; 5.5V (Note 2)

Functional Test FT (Note 3) 7,8 -550C.:s;TA.:s;+1250C - -
NOTES: 1. Interchanging of force and sense conditions is permitted.

2. Operating Supply Current is proportional to frequency, typical
rating is 5.5mNMHz.



TABLE 2. HSP43481/883 A.C. ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Device Guaranteed and 100% Tested

GROUP A
-20 {20MHz) -25 (25.6MHz)

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS SUBGROUPS TEMPERATURE MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS

Clock Period TCp Note 1 9,10,11 -550C ~TA < +1250C 50 - 39 - ns

Clock low TCl Note 1 9,10,11 -550C~TA <+1250C 20 - 16 - ns

Clock High TCH Note 1 9,10,11 -55°C oSTAoS+ 125°C 20 - 16 - ns

Input Setup TIS Note 1 9,10,11 -55°C oSTA~+1250C 20 - 17 - ns

Input Hold TIH Note 1 9,10,11 -55°C oSTA~ +1250C 0 - 0 - ns

ClK to Coefficient TODC Note 1 9,10,11 -55°C oSTAoS+ 125°C - 24 - 20 ns
Output Delay

Output Enable Delay TOED Note 1 9,10,11 -550C~TA oS+1250C - 20 - 15 ns

ClKtoSUM TODS Note 1 9,10,11 -550C ~ TA~ +1250C - 31 - 25 ns
Output Delay

NOTE: 1. A.C. Testing: VCC = 4.5V and 5.5V. Inputs are driven at 3.QV for a
Logic "1" and O.OVfor a Logic "0". Input and output timing measure-
ments are made at 1.5V for both a Logic "1" and "0". elK is driven at
4.QV and OV and measured at 2.0V.

-20 {20MHz) -25 (25.6MHz)

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS NOTES TEMPERATURE MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS

Input Capacitance CIN VCC=Open, f=l MHz 1 TA = +250C - 15 - 15 pF
All measurements
are referenced to

Output Capacitance COUT deviceGND. 1 TA = +250C - 15 - 15 pF

Output Disable Delay TODD 1,2 -550C ~TA ~ +1250C - 20 - 15 ns

Output Rise Time TOR 1,2 -55°C oSTA.s + 125°C - 7 - 6 ns

Output Fall Time TOF 1,2 -550C~TAoS +1250C - 7 - 6 ns

NOTES: 1. The parameters listed in Table 3 are controlled via design or pro-
cess parameters and are not directly tested. These parameters
are characterized upon initial design and after major process
and/or design changes.

2. Loading is as specified in the test load circuit, CL = 40pF.

CONFORMANCE GROUPS METHOD SUBGROUPS

Initial Test 100%/5004 -
Interim Test 100%/5004 -
PDA 100% 1

Final Test 100% 2,3, 8A, 88,10,11

Group A - 1,2,3,7, 8A, 88, 9,10,11

GroupsC& D Samples/5005 1,7,9



COUT7 COUT5 COUT3 COUT1 COUTO eLK ADDR1 ADDRO SUM25

TCCO COENB COUTe COUT4 COUT2 SHADD DCM1 DCMO SENBH SUM24 SUM23

ERASE Vee SUM21 SUM22

RESET DIENB SUM18 SUM20

Tes DIN7 SUM17 SUM18

68 LEAD
DIN5 DINe PIN GRID ARRAY SUM15 SUM1e

SOTIOMVlEW

DIN3 DIN4 vss SUM14

DIN1 DIN2 SUM12 SUM13

DINO CIENa SUM10 SUM11

TCCI CINe CIN4 CIN2 CINO SUMO SUM2 SUM" SUM8 SUM8 SUM9

CIN7 CIN5 CIN3 CIN1 SENBL SUM1 SUM3 SUM5 SUM7

PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN
PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL

K1 TCCO VCC/2 C2 CIENB F10 B6 SUMO VCC/2 H10 SUM19 VCC/2

J1 ERASE F10 B2 CIN6 F6 A6 SENBL F10 G10 SUM17 VCC/2

H1 RESET F11 A2 CIN7 F7 L7 CLK FO F10 SUM1S VCC/2

G1 TCS F7 L3 COUTS VCC/2 K7 DCM1 F6 E10 VSS GND

F1 DINS FS K3 COUT6 VCC/2 B7 SUM2 VCC/2 D10 SUM12 VCC/2

E1 DIN3 F3 B3 CIN4 F4 A7 SUM1 VCC/2 C10 SUM10 VCC/2

D1 DIN1 F1 A3 CINS FS L6 ADDR1 F1 B10 SUM8 VCC/2

C1 DINO FO L4 COUT3 VCC/2 K8 DCMO FS A10 SUM7 VCC/2

B1 TCCI F8 K4 COUT4 VCC/2 B8 SUM4 VCC/2 K11 SUM23 VCC/2

L2 COUT7 VCC/2 84 CIN2 F2 AS SUM3 VCC/2 J11 SUM22 VCC/2

K2 COENB F10 A4 CIN3 F3 L9 ADDRO FO H11 SUM20 VCC/2

J2 VCC VCC LS COUT1 VCC/2 K9 SENBH F10 G11 SUM18 VCC/2

H2 DIENB F10 KS COUT2 VCC/2 B9 SUM6 VCC/2 F11 SUM16 VCC/2

G2 DIN7 F8 BS CINO FO A9 SUMS VCC/2 E11 SUM14 VCC/2

F2 DIN6 F6 AS CIN1 F1 L10 SUM2S VCC/2 D11 SUM13 VCC/2

E2 DIN4 F4 L6 COUTO VCC/2 K10 SUM24 VCC/2 C11 SUM11 VCC/2

D2 DIN2 F2 K6 SHADD F9 J10 SUM21 VCC/2 B11 SUM9 VCC/2

NOTES: 1. VCC/2 (2.7V ±10'lb) used for outputs only.

2. 47KO (±20%) resistor connected to all pins except VCC and
GND.

3. VCC = 5.5 ±0.5V.

4. O.1~F (min) capacrtor between VCC and GNO per position.

5. FO = 100KHz ±10'lb, F1 = FO/2, F2 = F1/2 ..... , F11 = F10/2,

40% - 60'lb Duty Cycle.

6. Input vo~age limits: VIL = O.SV max., VIH = 4.5V ±10'lb.



HSP43481/883

Metallization Topology
DIE DIMENSIONS:

253 x 230 x 19 ±1 mils

METALLIZATION:
Type: Si - AI or Si - AI - Cu
Thickness: 8k.8.

GLASSIVATION:
Type: Nitrox
Thickness: 10M

DIE ATTACH:
Material: Gold/Silicon Eutectic Alloy or Silver-Glass

WORST CASE CURRENT DENSITY:
1.2 x 105A/cm2

Metallization Mask Layout
HSP43481/883
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SUM18
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Vcc
DINS

DINS
SUM1&

SUM15 OlN4
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mlHARRIS

• Eight Filter Cells
• 0 to 30MHz Sample Rate
• 8-Bit Coefficients and Signal Data
• 26-Bit Accumulator Per Stage
• Filter Lengths Over 1000 Taps
• Shift and Add Output Stage for Combining Filter

Outputs
• Expandable Coefficient Size, Data Size and Filter

Length
• Decimation by 2, 3 or 4
• CMOS Power Dissipation Characteristics

Applications

• 1-0 and 2-D FIR Filters
• Radar/Sonar
• Digital Video and Audio
• Adaptive Filters
• Echo Cancellation
• Correlation/Convolution
• Complex Multiply-Add
• Butterfly Computation
• Matrix Multiplication
• Sample Rate Converters

HSP43881

Description

The HSP43881 is a video speed Digital Filter (DF)
designed to efficiently implementvector operations such as
FIR digital filters. It is comprised of eight filter cells
cascaded internally and a shift and add output stage,all in a
single integrated circuit. Each filter cell contains a 8x8 bit
multiplier, three decimation registers and a 26-bit
accumulator.Theoutput stagecontains an additional 26-bit
accumulator which can add the contents of any filter cell
accumulator to the output stage accumulator shifted right
by 8 bits. The HSP43881 has a maximum sample rate of
30MHz. The effective multiply accumulate (mac) rate is
240MHz.The HSP43881 DF can be configured to process
expanded coefficient and word sizes. Multiple DFs can be
cascaded for larger filter lengths without degrading the
sample rate or a single DF can process larger filter lengths
at less than 30MHz with multiple passes. The architecture
permits processing filter lengths of over 1000 taps with the
guarantee of no overflows. In practice, most filter
coefficients are less than 1.0, making even larger filter
lengths possible. The DF provides for 8-bit unsigned or
two's complement arithmetic, independently selectable for
coefficients and signal data.

Each DF filter cell contains three resampling or decimation
registerswhich permit output sample rate reduction at rates
of 1/2, 1/3 or 1/4 the input sample rate.Theseregistersalso
provide the capability to perform 2-D operations such as
matrix multiplication and NxN spatial correlations/convolu-
tions for image processing applications.
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PIN
SYMBOL NUMBER TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION

VCC A3,Al0,Bl, +SV Power Supply Input
Dll,Fl0,Jl,

K4,l7

VSS Al,All,E2,Fl, Power Supply Ground Input
Ell, Hl1, K3,

K6,l9

ClK G3 I The ClK inpul provides the OF system sample clock. The maximum clock frequency is
is30MHz.

DINQ-7 AS-8, B6-7, I These eight inputs are the data sample input bus. Eight bit data samples are synchronously
C6-7 loaded through these pins to the X register of each filter cell simultaneously.

The .5iEriiB signal enables loading, which is synchronous on the rising edge 9f the clock signal.

TCS BS I The TCS input determines the number system interpretation of the data input samples
on pins DINO-7 as follows:

TCS = low ..• Unsigned Arithmetic
TCS = High ..• Two's Complement Arithmetic

The TCS signal is synchronously loaded into the X register in the same way
as the DINO-7 inputs.

·DIENB CS I A low on this enables the data sample input bus (DINO-7) to all the filter cells. A rising
edge of the ClK signal occurring while BiEiiiB is low will load the X register of
every filter cell with the 8 bit value present on DINO-7. A high on this input forces
all the bits of the data sample input bus to zero; a rising ClK edge when DIENB is high
will load the X register of every filter cell with all zeros. This signal is latched inside
the OF, delaying its effect by one clock internal to the OF. Therefore, it must be low
during the clock cycle immediately preceding presentation of the desired data on the
DINO-7 inputs. Detailed operation is shown in later timing diagrams.

CINO-7 B9--11, C1Q-ll, I These eight inputs are used to input the 8 bit coefficients. The coefficients are synchronously
010, E9--10 synchronously loaded into the C register of filter CEllO if a rising edge of ClK

occurs while CiEiiiB is low. The CIENB signal is delayed by one clock as discussed below.

TCCI A9 I The TCCI input determines the number system interpretation of the coefficient
inputs on pins CINO-7 as follows:
TCCI = lOW ..• Unsigned Arithmetic
TCCI = HIGH ..• Two's Complement Arithmetic

The TCCI signal is synchronously loaded into the C register in the same way as
the CINO-7 inputs.

CIENB B8 I A low on this input enable the C register of every filter cell and the 0 registers (decimation)
of every filter cell according to the state of the DCMO-l inputs. A rising edge of
the ClK signal occurring while CIENB is low will load the C register and appropriate
o registers with the coefficient data present at their inputs. This privides the mechanism
for shifting the coefficients from cell· 0 cell through the device. A high on this input
freezes the contents of the C registei and the 0 registers, ignoring the ClK signal.
This signal is latched and delayed by one clock internal to the OF. Therefore, it must be
low during the clock cycle immediately preceding presentation of the desired coefficient
on the CINO-7 inputs. Detailed operation is shown in the Timing Diagrams section.

eOUTO-7 B2,Cl-2,Dl-2 0 These eight three-state outputs are used to output the 8 bit coefficients from filter cell 7.
El,E3,F2 These outputs are enabled by the COENB signal low. These outputs may be tied to the CINQ-7

inputs of the same OF to recirculate the coefficients, or they may be tied to the
CINO-7 inputs of another DFto cascade DFs for longer filter lengths.

TCCO B3 0 The TCeO three-state output determines the number system representation of the coefficients
output on COUTO-7.1t tracks the TCCI signal to this same OF. It should be tied to the TCCI
input of the next OF in a cascade of DFsfor increased filter lengths. This signal is enabled
by COENB low.

COENB A2 I A low on the COENB input enables the COUTO-7 and the TCCO output. A high on this input
places all these outputs in their high impedance state.



PIN
SYMBOL NUMBER TYPE NAME FUNCTION

DCMO-1 G2,L1 I These two inputs determine the use of the internal decimation registers as follows:
DCM1 DCMO Decimation Function---- ----

0 0 Decimation registers not used
0 1 One decimation register is used
1 0 Two decimation registers are used
1 1 Three decimation registers are used

The coefficients pass from cell to cell at a rate determined by the number of decimation
registers used. When no decimation registers are used, coefficients move from cell to cell
on each clock. When one decimation register is used, coefficients move from cell to cell on
every other clock, etc. These signals are latched and delayed by one clock internal to the DF.

SUMO-25 J2,J5-B, 0 These 26 three-s1ateoutputs are used to output the results of the internal filter cell
J10,K2, computations. Individual filter cell results or the result of the shift-and-add output stage
K5-11, can be output. If an individual filter cell result is to be output, the ADRO-2 signi'ls select

L2-6, LB, the filter cell result. The SHADD signal determines whether the selected filter cell result
L10-11 or the output stage adder result is output. The signals SENBH and SENBL enable the most

significant and least significant bits of the SUMO-25 result, respectively. Both SENBH
and SENBL may be enabled simultaneously if the system has a 26 bit or larger bus. However,
individual enables are provided to facilitate use with a 16 bit bus.

SENBH K1 I A low on this input enables result bits SUM16-25. A high on this input places these
bits in their high impedance state.

SENBL E11 I A low on this input enables result bits SUMO-15. A high on this input places these

ADRQ--2 G1,H1-2 I These inputs select the one cell whose accumulator will be read through the output bus
(SUMQ--25)or added to the output stage accumulator. They also determine which accumulator
will be cleared when ERASE is low. For selection of which accumulator to read through the
output bus (SUMO-25) or which to add of the output stage accumulator, these inputs are
latched in the DF and delayed by one clock Internal to the device. If the ADRO-2Iines remain
at the same address for more than one clock, the output at SUMO-25 will not change to reflect
any subsequent accumulator updates in the addressed cell. Only the result available during
the first clock, when ADRO-1 selects the cell, will be output. This does not hinder normal
operation since the ADRO-1 lines are changed sequentially. This feature facilitates the
interface with slow memories where the output is required to be fixed for more than one clock.

SHADD F3 I The SHADD input controls the activation of the shift-and-add operation in the output stage.
This signal is latched in the DF and delayed by one clock internal to the device. A detailed
explanation is given in the DF Output Stage section.

RESET A4 I A low on this input synchronously clears all the intemal registers, except the cell accumulators.
It can be used with ERASE to also clear all the accumulators simultaneously. This signal is
latched in the DF and delayed by one clock internal to the DF.

ERASE B4 I A~ this input synchronously clears the cell accumulator selected by the ADRQ--1signals.
If RESET is also low simultaneously, all cell accumulators are cleared.

ALIGN PIN C3 Used for aligning chip in socket or printed circuit board. Must be left as a no connect in circuit.



Functional Description
The Digital Filter Processor (OF) is composed of eight filter
cells cascaded together and an output stage for combining
or selecting filter cell outputs (See Block Diagram). Each
filter cell contains a multiplier-accumulator and several
registers (Figure 1). Each 8-bit coefficient is multiplied by a
8- bit data sample, with the result added to the 26-bit
accumulator contents. The coefficient output of each cell is
cascaded to the coefficient input of the next cell to its right.

A 8-bit coefficient (CINO-7) enters each cell through the C
register on the left and exits the cell on the right as signals
COUTO-7. With no decimation, the coefficient moves direct-
ly from the C register to the output, and is valid on the clock
following its entrance. When decimation is selected the
coefficient exit is delayed by 1, 2 or 3 clocks by passing
through one or more decimation registers (01,02 or 03).

The combination of 0 registers through which the
coefficient passes is determined by the state of DCMO and
DCM1. The output signals (COUTO-7) are connected to the
CINO-7 inputs of the next cell to its right. The COENB input
signal enables the COUTO-7 outputs of the right most cell
to the COUTO-7 pins of the device.

The C and 0 registers are enabled for loading by CIENB.
Loading is synchronous with CLK when CIENB is low. Note
that CIENB is latched internally. It enables the register for
loading after the next CLK following the onset of CIENB low.
Actual loading occurs on the second CLK following the
onset of CIENB low. Therefore CIENB must be low during
the clock cycle immediately preceding presentation of the
coefficient on the CINO-7 inputs. In most basic FIR
operations, CIENB will be low throughout the process, so
this latching and delay sequence is only important during
the initialization phase. When CIENB is high, the
coefficients are frozen.

These registers are cleared synchronously under control of
RESET, which is latched and delayed exactly like CIENB.

The output of the C register (CO-8) is one input to 8 x 8 mul-
tiplier.

The other input to the 8x8 multiplier comes from the output
of the X register. This register is loaded with a data sample
from the device input signals DINO-7 discussed above. The
X register is enabled for loading by DIENB. Loading is
synchronous with CLK when DIENB is low. Note that
DIENB is latched internally. It enables the register for load-
ing after the next CLK following the onset of DIENB low. Ac-
tual loading occurs on the second CLK following the onset
of DIENB low; therefore, DIENB must be low during the
clock cycle immediately preceding presentation of the data
sample on the DINO-7 inputs. In most basic FIR operations,
DIENB will be low throughout the process, so this latching
and delay sequence is only important during the
initialization phase. When DIENB is high, the X register is
loaded with all zeros.

The multiplier is pipelined and is modeled as a multiplier
core followed by two pipeline registers, MREGO and
MREG1 (Figure 1). The multiplier output is sign extended
and input as one operand of the 26-bit adder. The other

adder operand is the output of the 26-bit accumulator. The
adder output is loaded synchronously into both the
accumulator and the TREG.

The TREG loading is disabled by the cell select signal,
CELLn, where n is the cell number. The cell select is
decoded from the ADRO-2 signals to generate the TREG
load enable. The cell select is inverted and applied as the
load enable to the TREG. Operation is such that the TREG is
loaded whenever the cell is not selected. Therefore, TR EG is
loaded every clock except the clock following cell selection.
The purpose of the TREG is to hold the result of a sum-of-
products calculation during the clock when the accumulator
is cleared to prepare for the next sum-of-products
calculation. This allows continuous accumulation without
wasting clocks.

The accumulator is loaded with the adder output every
clock unless it is cleared. It is cleared synchronously in two
ways. When RESET and ERASE are both low, the
accumulator is cleared along with all other registers on the
device. Since ERASE and RESET are latched and delayed
one clock internally, clearing occurs on the second CLK
following the onset of both ERASE and RESET low.

The second accumulator clearing mechanism clears a
single accumulator in a selected cell. The cell select signal,
CELLn, decoded from ADRO-2 and the ERASE signal
enable clearing of the accumulator on the next CLK.

The ERASE and RESET signals clear the OF internal
registers and states as follows:

ERASE RESET CLEARING EFFECT

1 1 No clearing occurs, internal state
remains same

1 0 RESET only active, all registers except
accumulators are cleared, including
the internal pipeline registers.

0 1 ERASE only active, the accumulator
whose address is given by the ADRO-2
inputs is cleared.

0 0 Both RESET and ERASE active, all
accumulators as well as all other
registers are cleared.

The DF Output Stage
The output stage consists of a 26-bit adder, 26-bit register,
feedback multiplexer from the register to the adder, an
output multiplexer and a 26-bit three-state driver stage
(Figure 2).

The 26-bit output adder can add any filter cell accumulator
result to the 18 most significant bits of the output buffer.
This result is stored back in the output buffer. This operation
takes place in one clock period. The eight LSBs of the out-
put buffer are lost. The filter cell accumulator is selected by
the ADRO-2 inputs.

The 18 MSBs of the output buffer actually pass through the
zero mux on their way to the output adder input. The zero
mux is controlled by the SHADD input signal and selects
either the output buffer 18 MSBs or all zeros for the adder
input. A low on the SHADD input selects zero. A high on the
SHADD input selects the output buffer MSBs, thus
activating the shift-and-add operation. The SHADD signal
is latched and delayed by one clock internally.
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CLK

18 MSB'S SHIFTED
8 BITS TO RIGHT

(BITS 0 - 17)

The 26 least significant bits (LSBs) from either a cell
accumulator or the output buffer are output on the
SUMO-25 bus. The output mux determines whether the cell
accumulator selected by ADRO-2 or the output buffer is
output to the bus. This mux is controlled by the SHADD
input signal. Control is based on the state of the SHADD
during two successive clocks; in other words, the output
mux selection contains memory. If SHADD is low during a
clock cycle and was low during the previous clock, the
output mux selects the contents of the filter cell
accumulator addressed by ADRO-2. Otherwise the output
mux selects the contents of the output buffer.

If the ADRO-2 lines remain at the same address for more
than one clock, the output at SUMO-25 will not change to
reflect any subsequent accumulator updates in the
addressed cell. Only the result available during the first
clock when ADRO-2 selects the cell will be output. This
does not hinder normal FIR operation since the ADRO-2
lines are changed sequentially. This feature facilitates the
interface with slow memories where the output is required
to be fixed for more than one clock.

The SUMO-25 output bus is controlled by the SENBH and
SENBL signals. A low on SENBL enables bits SUMO-15. A
low on SENBH enables bits SUM16-25. Thus all 26 bits
can be output simultaneously if the external system has a
26-bit or larger bus. If the external system bus is only 16
bits, the bits can be enabled in two groups of 16 and 10 bits
(sign extended).

Both data samples and coefficients can be represented as
either unsigned or two's complement numbers. The TCS
and TCCI inputs determine the type of arithmetic
representation. Internally all values are represented by a
9-bit two's complement number. The value of the additional
ninth bit depends on the arithmetic representation selected.
For two's complement arithmetic, the sign is extended into
the ninth bit. For unsigned arithmetic, bit 9 is O.

The multiplier output is 18 bits and the accumulator is 26
bits. The accumulator width determines the maximum
possible number of terms in the sum of products without
overflow. The maximum number of terms depends also on
the number system and the distribution of the coefficient
and data values. Then maximum numbers of terms in the
sum products are:

MAX #
NUMBER SYSTEM OFTERMS

Two unsigned vectors 1032
Two two's complement
• Two positive vectors 2080
• Negative vectors 2047
• One positive and one negative vector 2064

One unsigned and one two's complement
vector:
• Positive two's complement vector 1036
• Negative two's complement vector 1028

For practical FIR filters, the coefficients are never all near
maximum value, so even larger vectors are possible in
practice.

A simple, 30MHz 8-tap filter example serves to illustrate
more clearly the operation of the DF. The sequence table
(Table 1) shows the results of the multiply accumulate in
each cell after each clock. The coefficient sequence, en,
enters the DF on the left and moves from left to right through
the cells.The data sample sequence, Xn,enters the DF from
the top, with each cell receiving the same sample
simultaneously. Each cell accumulates the sum of products
for one output point. Eight sums of products are calculated
simultaneously, but staggered in time so that a new output
is available every system clock.
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CLK CELLO CELL 1 CELL2 CELL3 CELL4 CELL5 CELL6 CELL 7 SUM/CLR

0 C7XXO 0 0 0 -
1 +CeXX1 C7xX1 0 0 -
2 +C5xX2 +CeXX2 C7XX2 0 -
3 +C4XX3 +C5XX3 +CexX3 C7XX3 -
4 +C3xX4 +C4xX4 +C5xX4 +CexX4 C7xX4 -
5 +C2xX5 C3xX5 +C4XX5 +C5XX5 +CeXX5 C7XX5 -
e +C1 xXe +C2 x Xe +C3XXe +C4xXe +C5XXe +CexXe C7XXe -
7 +COxX7 +C1 xX7 +C2XX7 +C3xX7 +C4XX7 +C5XX7 +CeXX7 C7XX7 Cell o (Y7)
a C7 xXa +CoxXa +C1 xXa +C2XXa +C3xXa +C4XXa +C5XXa +CexXa Cell 1 (Ya)
9 +CexXg C7xX9 +COxXg +C1 xXg +C2xX9 +C3xX9 +C4xX9 +C5xX9 Cell 2 (yg)
10 +C5XX10 +CeXX10 C7XX10 +COXX10 +C1 xXlO +C2 xXlO +C3xX10 +C4XXlO Cell 3 (Y10)
11 +C4 x Xll +C5xX11 +CeXXll C7 x Xll +COXXll +C1 xXll +C2 x Xll +C3 x Xll CeIl4(Y11)
12 +C3xX12 +C4XX12 +C5XX12 +CeXX12 C7XX12 +COXX12 +C1XX12 +C2XX12 CeIl5(Y12)
13 +C2xX13 +C3xX13 +C4xX13 +C5xX13 +CexX13 C7xX13 +COxX13 +C1 xX13 Celle(Y13)
14 +C1 xX14 +C2 xX14 +C3xX14 +C4xX14 +C5xX14 +CexX14 +C7xX14 +COxX14 Cell 7 (Y14)
15 +COXX15 +C1 XX15 +C2XX15 +C3xX15 +C4XX15 +C5XX15 +CeXX15 C7XX15 CeIl0(Y15)
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Detailed operation of the OF to perform a basic a-tap, a-bit
coefficient, a-bit data, 30MHz FIR filter is best understood
by observing the schematic (Figure 3) and timing diagram
(Figure 4). The internal pipeline length of the OF Is four (4)
clock cycles, corresponding to the register levels CREG (or
XREG), MREGO, MREG1, and TREG (Figures 1 and 2).
Therefore the delay from presentation of data and
coefficients at the DINO-7 and CINO-7 inputs to a sum
appearing at the SUMO-2S output is:

k +Td

where

k = filter length

Td = 4, the internal pipeline delay of OF

After the pipeline has filled, a new output sample is available
every clock. The delay to last sample output from last
sample input is Td.

The output sums, Yn, shown in the timing diagram are
derived from the sum-of-products equation:

Yen)= C(O) x X(n) + C(l) x X(n-1) + C(2) x X(n-2) + C(3)
x X(n-3) + C(4) x X(n-4) + C(S) x X(n-S) + C(6) x X(n-6)
+ C(7) x X(n-7)

Extended FIR Filter Length
Filter lengths greater that eight taps can be created by
either cascading together multiple OF devices or "reusing"
a single device. Using multiple devices, an FIR filter of over
1000 taps can be constructed to operate at a 30MHz
sample rate. Using a single device clocked at 30M Hz, an
FIR filter of over 1000 taps can be constructed to operate at
less than a 30MHz sample rate. Combinations of these two
techniques are also possible.
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Cascade Configuration
To design a filter length L>8, L/8 OFs are cascaded by
connecting the CQUTO-7 outputs of the (i)th OF to the
CINO-7 inputs of the (i+1)th OF. The OINO-7 inputs and
SUMO-25 outputs of all the OFs are also tied together. A
specific example of two cascaded OFs illustrates the
technique (Figure 5). Timing (Figure 6) is similar to the
simple 8-tap FIR, except the ERASE and SENBUSENBH

signals must be enabled independently for the two OFs in
order to clear the correct accumulators and enable the
SUMO-25 output signals at the proper times.

Single DF Configuration
Using a single OF,a filter of length L>8 can be constructed
by processing in L/8 passes as illustrated in the following
table (Table 2) for a 16-tap FIR. Each pass is composed of

Coefficient
Sequence

Input

Data
Sequence X30'" X9. X8.X22' .. X1'X~

Input

CO," C14.C15,O ... O.CO··· C14.C15 HSP43881 ... O,Y3O'" Y23'O .•• 0.Y22'" Y15.0 ••• 0

CLK CELLO CELL 1 CELL2 CELL 3 CELL 4 CELL5 CELL 6 CELL 7 SUM/CLR

6 C15xXO 0 0 0 -
7 +C14 x X1 C15 xX1 0 0 -
a +C13xX2 C15xX2 0 -
9 +C12XX3 C15XX3 -
10 +Cll xX4 +C14xX4 C15xX4 -
11 +ClOxX5 +C13 x X5 C15XX5 -
12 +C9xX6 +C12XX6 C15xX6 -
13 +CaxX7 +C11 XX7 C15xX7 -
14 +C7xXa +ClOxX8 +C14xXa -
15 +C6xX9 +C9xX9 +C13xX9 -,
16 +C5xX10 +Ca x XlO +C12XX10 -
H +C4xX11 +C7XX11 +C11XXll -
18 +C3xX12 +C6xX12 +C10xX12 -
19 +C2XX13 +C5xX13 +C9xX13 -
20 +C1 XX14 +C4XX14 +CaXX14 -
21 +COXX15 +C3XX15 +C7xX15 CELLO(Y15)
22 0 COxX16 +C2xX16 +C6xX16 CELL 1(Y16)
23 0 0 COxXH +C1 XXH +C5XXH CELL 2 (YH)
24 0 0 0 +COxX18 +C4xX18 CELL3(Y18)
25 0 0 0 0 COxX19 +C3xX19 CELL4(Y19)
26 0 0 0 0 0 COxX20 +C2xX20 CELL 5 (Y20)
27 0 0 0 0 0 0 COXX21 +C1 xX21 CELL6(Y21)
28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 +COxX22 CELL7 (Y22)
29 C15XXa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
30 +C14XX9 C15XX9 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
31 +C13 x X10 C15XXlO 0 0 0 0 0 -
32 +C12xX11 C15XXll 0 0 0 0 -
33 +C11 XX12 C15xX12 0 0 0 -
34 +C10XX13 C15XX13 0 0 -
35 +C9xX14 C15XX14 0 -
36 +C8xX15 C15xX15 -
37 +C7XX16 +C14xX16 -
38 +C6xXH +C13xXH -
39 +C5XX1a +C12 XX1a -
40 +C4XX19 +Cll XX19 -
41 +C3xX20 +C10XX20 -
42 +C2xX21 +C9xX21 -
43 +C1 xX22 +C8xX22 -
44 +COxX23 +C7XX23 CELL0 (Y23)
45 0 COXX24 +C6xX24 CELL 1(Y24)
46 0 0 COxX25 +C5XX25 CELL 2 (Y25)
47 0 0 0 COxX26 +C4xX26 CELL3 (Y26)
48 0 0 0 0 COXX27 +C3xX27 CELL4 (Y27)



Tp = 7 + L cycles and computes eight output samples. In
pass i, the sample with indices i*8 to i*8 +(L-1) enter the
DINO-7 inputs. The coefficients Co - CL - 1 enter the
CINO-7 inputs, followed by seven zeros. As these zeros are
entered, the result samples are output and the accumula-
tors reset. Initial filing of the pipeline is not shown in this
sequence table. Filter outputs can be put through a FIFO to
even out the sample rate.

Extended Coefficient and
Data Sample Word Size
The sample and coefficient word size can be extended by
utilizing several DFs in parallel to get the maximum sample
rate or a single DF with resulting lower sample rates. The
technique is to compute partial products of 8x8 and
combine these partial products by shifting and adding to
obtain the final result. The shifting and adding can be

accomplished with external adders (at full speed) or with the
DF's shift-and-add mechanism contained in its output
stage (at reduced speed).

Decimation/Resampling
The HSP43881 DF provides a mechanism for decimating
by factors of 2, 3, or 4. From the DF filter cell block diag ram
(Figure 1), note the three D registers and two multiplexers in
the coefficient path through the cell. These allow the coeffi-
cients to be delayed by 1, 2, or 3 clocks through the cell.
The sequence table (Table 3) for a decimate-by-two- filter
illustrates the technique (internal cell pipelining ignored for
simplicity).

Detailed timing for a 30MHz input sample rate, 15MHz
output sample rate (Le., decimate-by-two), 16-tap FIR filter,
including pipelining, is shown in Figure 7. This filter requires
only a single HSP43881 DF.
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Data
Sequence

Input

CLK CELLO CELL 1 CELL 2 CELL 3 CELL 4 CELL 5 CELL 6 CELL 7 SUM/CLR

6 C15xXO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
7 +C14 x Xl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
8 +C13xX2 C15XX2 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
9 +C12XX3 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
10 +C11 xX4 C15XX4 0 0 0 0 0 -
11 +ClOxX5 0 0 0 0 0 -
12 +C9xX6 C15XX6 0 0 0 0 -
13 +C8xX7 0 0 0 0 -
14 +C7XX8 C15 xX8 0 0 0 -
15 +C6xX9 0 0 0 -
16 +C5xXl0 C15xXlO 0 0 -
17 +C4XX11 0 0 -
18 +C3xX12 C15XX12 0 -
19 +C2XX13 0 -
20 +Cl XX14 C15XX14 -
21 +COXX15 +C14XX15 CELLO(y15)
22 C15xX16 +C13xX16 -
23 +C14XX17 +C12XX17 CELL 1 (Y17)
24 +C13xX18 +C11 xX18 -
25 +C12 x X19 +Cl0XX19 CELL2 (Y19)
26 +C11 xX20 +C9xX20 -
27 +ClOxX21 +C8xX21 CELL3(Y21)
28 +C9xX22 +C7xX22 -
29 +C8xX23 +C6xX23 CELL4 (Y23)
30 +C7XX24 +C5XX24 -
31 +C6xX25 +C4xX25 CELL 5 (Y25)
32 +C5xX26 +C3xX26 -
33 +C4xX27 +C2xX27 CELL6 (Y27)
34 +C3XX28 +Cl xX28 -
35 +C2 XX29 +COXX29 CELL7 (Y29)
36 +Cl xX30 C15xX30 -
37 +COxX31 +C14XX31 +C14 x X31 +C14xX31 +C14XX31 +C14XX31 +C14XX31 +C14XX31 CELL8 (Y31)
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Supply Voltage .............•.•....•....................................................•...................•... +8.0V
Input, Output Voltage ......................•.......•...........................••••............ GND -0.5V to VCC +0.5V
Storage Temperature .............•...........................•.....•................................. -650C to +1500C
ESD ...............................................•.....................•................................... Class 1
Maximum Package Power Dissipation at 700C ..........•.......•.............•.••.•............ 2.4W (PLCC), 2.88W (PGA)
8ic ...............................................•.........................•.••.... 11.10C/W (PLCC), 7.780C/W (PGA)
8ja ...............•......•..•.........•..........•.......•......................... 33.70C/W (PLCC), 34.660C/W (PGA)
Gate Count ...................•..•.....•...•.....•............................................•................ 17763
Junction Temperature .......................•..........................•................... 1500C (PLCC), 1750C (PGA)
Lead Temperature (Soldering 1Os) 3000C

Operating Voltage Range ...................•.......•.......•..........•............•................•......... 5V ±5%

Operating Temperature Range ......•...............................•....•..•............•....•....•...... OoCto + 700C

SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

ICCOp Power Supply Current - 160 mA VCC = Max
CLK Frequency 20MHz
Note 1, Note 3

ICCSB Standby Power Supply Current - 500 ~A VCC = Max, Note 3

II Input Leakage Current -10 10 ~A VCC = Max, Input = OVorVCC

10 Output Leakage Current -10 10 ~A VCC = Max,lnput = OVorVcC

VIH Logical One Input Voltage 2.0 - V VCC= Max

VIL Logical Zero Input Voltage 0.8 V VCC = Min

VOH Logical One OutputVoitage 2.6 - V 10H = -400~A, VCC = Min

VOL Logical Zero Output Voltage - 0.4 V 10L = 2mA, VCC = Min

VIHC Clock Input High 3.0 - V VCC = Max

VILC Clock Input Low - 0.8 V VCC = Min

CIN Input Capacitance PLCC - 10 pF CLK Frequency 1MHz
PGA - 15 pF All measurements referenced

PLCC
toGND

COUT Output Capacitance - 10 pF TA = +250C, Note 2
PGA - 15 pF

NOTES:
1. Operating supply current is proportional to frequency. Typical rating is

8mNMHz.

2. Controlled via design or process parameters and not directly tested. Char-
acterized upon initial design and after major process and/or design
changes.

3. Output load per teslload circuit and CL = 40pF.



-20 (20MHz) -25 (25.6MHz) -30 (30MHz)
TEST

SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS CONDITIONS

TCp Clock Period 50 - 39 - 33 - ns

TCl Clock low 20 - 16 - 13 - ns

TCH Clock High 20 - 16 - 13 - ns

TIS Input Setup 16 - 14 - 13 - ns

TIH Input Hold 0 - 0 - 0 - ns

TODC ClK to Coefficient - 24 - 20 - 18 ns
Output Delay

TOED Output Enable Delay - 20 - 15 - 15 ns

TODD Output Disable Delay - 20 - 15 - 15 ns Note 1

TODS CLKtoSUM - 27 - 25 - 21 ns
Output Delay

TOR Output Rise - 6 - 6 - 6 ns Note 1

TOF Output Fall - 6 - 6 - 6 ns Note 1

NOTE:
,. Controlled by design or process parameters and not directly tested. Char-

acterized upon initial design and after major process and/or design
changes.

r---------------
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1

1

1
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1 1.5V IOL:

"INCLUDES STRAY AND I I
JIG CAPACITANCE 1 EQUIVAL~~T ~IRCUIT J



~SUMO: ~ r..TOOC'TOOS~~~~~~~

COUTO-7 ~5V
TCCO---- -------------

SUMO -25
COUTO -7

TCCO HIGH
IMPEDANCE

- CLK -/ '----J I '--- O.OV

3.0V------ ~TIS-r-TIH1_

INPUT· ~5V ~
O.OV -------

aov
INPUT

O.OV

HIGH A.C. Testing: Inputs are driven at 3.0V for Logic "1" and O.OVfor Logic "0".
IMPEDANCE Input and output timing measurements are made at 1.5V for both a logic ","

and "0", elK is driven at 4.0V and OV and measured at 2.0V.



mI HARRIS HSP43881/883

• This Circuit is Processed in Accordance to Mil-Std-
883C and is Fully Conformant Under the Provisions
of Paragraph 1.2.1.

• 0 to 25.6MHz Sample Rate

• Eight Filter Cells

• 8-Bit Coefficients and Signal Data

• Low Power CMOS Operation

~ ICCSB 500flA Maximum

~ ICCOp 160flA Maximum @ 20MHz

• 26-Bit Accumulator Per Stage

• Filter Lengths Up to 1032 Taps

• Shift and Add Output Stage for Combining Filter
Outputs

• Expandable Coefficient Size, Data Size and Filter
Length

• Decimation by 2, 3 or 4

Applications

• 1-0 and 2-D FIR Filters

• Radar/Sonar

• Digital Video and Audio

• Adaptive Filters

• Echo Cancellation

• Correlation/Convolution

• Complex Multiply-Add

• Butterfly Computation

• Matrix Multiplication

• Sample Rate Converters

Description
The HSP43881/883 is a video speed Digital Filter (DF)
designed to efficiently implement vector operations such as
FIR digital filters. It is comprised of eight filter cells
cascaded internally and a shift and add output stage, all in a
single integrated circuit. Each filter cell contains a 8x8 bit
multiplier, three decimation registers and a 26-bit
accumulator. The output stage contains an additional 26-bit
accumulator which can add the contents of any filter cell
accumulator to the output stage accumulator shifted right
by 8 bits. The HSP43881/883 has a maximum sample rate
of 25.6MHz. The effective multiply accumulate (mac) rate is
204M Hz. The HSP43881/883 DF can be configured to
process expanded coefficient and word sizes. Multiple DFs
can be cascaded for larger filter lengths without degrading
the sample rate or a single DF can process larger filter
lengths at less than 25.6MHz with multiple passes. The
architecture permits processing filter lengths of over 1000
taps with the guarantee of no overflows. In practice, most
filter coefficients are less than 1.0, making even larger filter
lengths possible. The DF provides for 8-bit unsigned or
two's complement arithmetic, independently selectable for
coefficients and signal data.

Each DF filter cell contains three resampling or decimation
registers which permit output sample rate reduction at rates
of 1/2,1/3 or 1/4 the input sample rate. These registers also
provide the capability to perform 2-D operations such as
matrix multiplication.and NxN spatial correlations/convolu-
tions for image processing applications.
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HSP43881/883

Pinouts
85 PIN GRID ARRAY lPGAl

10 11

1\ Vss COENB Vcc RESET DIN7 DINS OlN3 DINO TCGI Vcc Vss

B Vcc COUT7 lcee ERIISE TCS OINl OlN2 CIENB CIN7 CIN6 CIN .•

C COUTS COUT6
ALIGN OIENB DINS DIN" CINS CIN3

PIN

0 COUl3 COUT .• ClN2 Vcc

E COUTl Vss COUT2 CIN1 CINO SENBl

Vss COUTO SHADD SUMO Vcc Vss

G ADA2 DCMO CLK SUM1 8UM3 8UM2

H ADAl AOAO SUMS SUM4

Vcc SUM25 SUM20 SUM17 SUM16 SUM] Vss

K SENBH 8UM2 .• Vss Vcc 8UM19 Vss SUM15 SUM12 SUM10 SUMB SUM6

oeMl SUM23 SUM22 8UM21 SUM18 SUM1. Vcc SUM13 Vss SUMll $UM9

3 4 S 6 7 6 '0 11

a a a a a a a a a a a
oeM1 SUM23 SUM22 8UM21 SUMIS SUM14 Vcc SUM13 VSS SUM11 SUMS

a a a a a a a a a a a
SENBH 8UM24 VSS Vcc SUM19 VSS SUM'S SUM12 SUM1Q SUMS SUM6

a a a a a a a
VCC SUM2S SUM20 SUM17 SUM16 SUM7 VSS

a a a a
ADRl ADRO SUMS SUM4

a a a HSP43881 a a a
ADR2 DCMO CLK SUM1 SUM3 8UM2

a a a BOTTOM VIEW a a a
VSS COUTO SHADD SUMO VCC vss

PINS UPa a a a a a
COUTl vss COUT2 CIN' CINO SENBL

a a a a
COUT3 COUT4 CIN2 VCC

a a a a a a a a
COUTS COUT6 ALIGN DIENB DINs DIN4 CINS CIN3

PINa a a a a a a a a a a
VCC COUT7 TCCO ERASE TCS OlN1 DJN2 elENS CIN7 CIN6 CIN4

a ~ a a a a a a a a a
Vss COENS Vcc RESET DIN7 DIN6 DIN3 DINO TCCI VCC VSS



Absolute Maximum Ratings
Supply Voltage +8.0V
Input, Output Voltage Applied ......•..• GND-0.5VtoVCC+0.5V
Storage Temperature Range , -650C to +1500C
Junction Temperature ....•........................... +1750C
Lead Temperature (Soldering, Ten Seconds) +3'000C
ESD Classilication Class 1

Reliability Information
Thermal Resistance Sja Sjc

Ceramic PGA Package 34.660C/W 7.780C/W
Maximum Package Power Dissipation at + 125°C

Ceramic PGA Package ....................•....... 1.44 Watt
Gate Count 17762 Gates

Operating Conditions
Operating Voltage Range ..........•..•......... +4.5V to +5.5V
Operating Temperature Range .....•....... ,. -550C to +1250C

TABLE 1. HSP43881/883 D.C. ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Devices Guaranteed and 100% Tested

GROUP A
LIMITS

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS SUBGROUPS TEMPERATURE MIN MAX UNITS

Logical One Input VIH VCC= 5.5V 1,2,3 -55°C::: TA::: +1250C 2.2 - V
Voltage

Logical Zero Input VIL VCC=4.5V 1,2,3 -55°C::: TA::: +1250C - 0.8 V
Voltage

Output HIGH Voltage VOH 10H =-40011A 1,2,3 -55°C STA::: +1250C 2.6 - V
VCC = 4.5V (Note 1)

Output LOW Voltage VOL IOL=+2.0mA 1,2,3 -55°C::: TA ~ +1250C - 0.4 V
VCC = 4.5V (Note 1)

Input Leakage Current II VIN=VccorGND 1,2,3 -550C~TA~ +1250C -10 +10 llA
VCC=5.5V

Output Leakage 10 VOUT=VccorGND 1,2,3 -550C ~ TA ~ +1250C -10 +10 llA
Current VCC=5.5V

Clock Input High VIHC VCC= 5.5V 1,2,3 -550C::: TA ~ +1250C 3.0 - V

Clock Input Low VILC VCC=4.5V 1,2,3 -550C::: TA::: +1250C - 0.8 V

Standby Power Supply ICCSS VIN = VCC or GND 1,2,3 -55°C::: TA::: +1250C - 500 llA
Current VCC=5.5V,

Outputs Open

Operating Power ICCOp 1= 20.0MHz 1,2,3 -550C:::TA::: +1250C - 160.0 mA
Supply Current VCC = 5.5V (Note 2)

Functional Test FT (Note 3) 7,8 -550C::: TA::: +1250C - -
NOTES:
1. Interchanging of force and sense conditions is permitted.

2. Operating Supply Current is proportional to frequency, typical rating is
8.0mA/MHz.



GROUP A
-20 (20MHz) 25 (25.6MHz)

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS SUBGROUPS TEMPERATURE MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS

Clock Period TCp Note 1 9,10,11 -550C sTA $,+1250C 50 - 39 - ns

Clock low TCl Note 1 9,10,11 -55°C STA $,+1250C 20 - 16 - ns

Clock High TCH Note 1 9,10,11 -55°C S.TA$,+ 125°C 20 - 16 - ns

Input Setup TIS Note 1 9,10,11 -55°C STA S +1 :!C°C 20 - 17 - ns

Input Hold TIH Note 1 9,10,11 -550CSTAS +1250C 0 - 0 - ns

ClK to Coefficient TODC Note 1 9,10,11 -55°C STAS. +1250C - 24 - 20 ns
Output Delay

Output Enabie Delay TOED Note 1 9,10,11 -550CS.TA <+1250C - 20 - 15 ns

ClKtoSUM TODS Note 1 9,10,11 -55°C S.TAS. + 125°C - 31 - 25 ns
Output Delay

NOTE: 1. A.C. Testing: VCC = 4.5V and 5.5V. Inputs are driven at 3.QV for a
Logic "," and O.QVfor a Logic "Olt.lnput and output timing measure-
ments are made at 1.5V for both a Logic "'" and "0". eLK is driven at
4.QV and OVand measured at 2.DV.

-20 -25

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS NOTES TEMPERATURE MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS

Input Capacitance CIN VCC=Open, f=l MHz 1 TA=+250C - 15 - 15 pF
All measurements
are referenced to

Output Capacitance COUT device GND. 1 TA=+250C - 15 - 15 pF

Output Disable Delay TODD 1,2 -550C ~TA~ +1250C - 20 - 15 ns

Output Rise Time TOR 1,2 -55°C :5..TAS. + 125°C - 7 - 6 ns

Output Fall Time TOF 1,2 -550CS.TA S +1250C - 7 - 6 ns

NOTES:
1. The parameters listed in Table 3 are controlled via design or process

parameters and are not directly tested. These parameters are character-
ized upon initial design and after major process and/or design changes.

2. Loading is as specified in the test load circuit, CL = 40pF.

CONFORMANCE GROUPS METHOD SUBGROUPS

Initial Test 100%/5004 -
Interim Test 100%/5004 -
PDA 100% 1

FinalTest 100% 2,3,8A,8B, 10, 11

Group A - 1,2,3,7,8A,8B,9,10,ll

GroupsC&D Samples/5005 1,7,9



a a a a a a a a a a a
DCM1 BUM23 BUN22 8UM21 8UM.S 8UMt. "cc BUM13 "88 SUM" SUMIl

a a a a a a a a a a a
SENBH 9UM2 •• "88 "cc SUM1D "88 SUMH5 8UM12 8UM10 SUM8 8UM8

a a a a a a a
"cc 8UM26 SUM20 8UW17 SUM'S SUM7 "88

a a a a
AORt AORO SUNil 8UM4

a a a HSP43881 a a a
ADAa DeMO CLX 8UM1 SUM3 8UM2

a a a BOTTOM VIEW a a a
"88 COUTO SHADD

PINS UP
SUMO "cc "88

a a a a a a
coun "88 coun CIN' CINO SENBL

a a a a
COUT3 COUT4 CIN2 "cc

a a a Q a a a a
coun COUTS ALIGN DIENB DIN II DIN" CINS CIH3

PINa a a a a a a a a a a
"cc coun Teco ERASE TC8 DIN' DIN2 CIENB ClN7 CINS CIN"

a a a a a a a a a a a
"88 COENB "cc iiE8Ei' DIN1 DINS OlN3 DINO TeCt "cc "88

PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN
PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL

A1 VSS GND C1 COUT5 VCC/2 F10 VCC VCC K4 VCC VCC
A2 COENB F10 C2 COUT6 VCC/2 F11 VSS GND K5 SUM19 VCC/2

A3 VCC VCC C3 ALIGN NC G1 ADR2 F2 K6 VSS GND

A4 RESET F11 C5 DIENB F10 G2 DCMO F5 K7 SUM15 VCC/2

A5 DIN7 F8 C6 DIN5 F5 G3 CLK FO K8 SUM12 Vcct2

A6 DIN6 F6 C7 DIN4 F4 G9 SUM1 Vcct2 K9 SUM10 Vcct2

A7 DIN3 F3 C10 CIN5 F5 G10 SUM3 Vcct2 K10 SUM8 Vcct2

A8 DINO FO C11 CIN3 F3 G11 SUM2 Vcct2 K11 SUM6 VCct2

A9 CIN8/TCCI F8 01 COUT3 VCC/2 H1 ADR1 F1 L1 DCM1 F6

A10 VCC VCC 02 COUT4 VCC/2 H2 ADRO FO L2 SUM23 VCC/2

A11 VSS GND 010 CIN2 F2 H10 SUM5 VCC/2 L3 SUM22 VCC/2

B1 VCC VCC 011 VCC VCC H11 SUM4 VCC/2 L4 SUM21 VCC/2

B2 COUT? VCC/2 E1 COUT1 VCC/2 J1 VCC VCC L5 SUM18 Vcct2

B3 COUT8/TCCO Vcct2 E2 VSS GND J2 SUM25 Vcct2 L6 SUM14 VCct2

B4 ERASE F10 E3 COUT2 Vcct2 J5 SUM20 VCC/2 L7 VCC VCC
B5 DIN8/TCS F7 E9 CIN1 F1 J6 SUM17 VCC/2 L8 SUM13 Vcct2

B6 DIN1 F1 E10 CINO FO J7 SUM16 VCC/2 L9 VSS GND

B7 DIN2 F2 E11 SENBL F10 J10 SUM7 VCC/2 L10 SUM11 VCct2

B8 CIENB F10 F1 VSS GND J11 VSS GND L11 SUM9 Vcct2

B9 CIN7 F7 F2 COUTO Vcct2 K1 SENBH F10

B10 CIN6 F6 F3 SHADD F9 K2 SUM24 Vcct2

B11 CIN4 F4 F9 SUMO VCC/2 K3 VSS GND

NOTES:
1. VCC/2 (2.7V ± 10%) used for outputs only.

2. 47KO (±20%) re8istor connected to all pins except VCC and GND.

3. Vcc = S.SV ± O.SV.

4. 0.1 J.lF(min) capacitor between VCC and GNO per device.

S. FO = 100kHz ± 10%, F1 = FO/2, F2 = Fl/2 .... Fll = Fl0/2. 40% - 60%
Duty Cycle.

6. Input "oltage Limits: VIL = 0.8V Max. VIH = 4.SV ±10%



Die Characteristics
DIE DIMENSIONS:

328 x 283 x 19 ±1 mils

METALLIZATION:
Type: Si-AI or Si-AI-Cu
Thickness: 8k)!.

GLASSIVATION:
Type: Nitrox
Thickness: 10k)!.

DIE ATTACH:
Material: Si-Au Eutectic Alloy or Silver-Glass

WORST CASE CURRENT DENSITY: 1.2 x 105A/cm2



m HARRIS

• Eight Filter Cells

• 0 to 30MHz Sample Rate

• 9-Bit Coefficients and Signal Data

• 26-Bit Accumulator per Stage

• Filter Lengths Over 1000 Taps

• Shift-and-Add Output Stage for Combining Filter
Outputs

• Expandable Coefficient Size, Data Size and Filler
Length

• Decimation by 2, 3 or 4

• CMOS Power Dissipation Characteristics

Applications
• 1-0 and 2-D FIR Filters

• Radar/Sonar

• Digital Video and Audio

• Adaptive Fillers

• Echo Cancellation

• Correlation/Convolution

• Complex Multiply-Add

• BUllerfly Computation

• Matrix Multiplication

• Sample Rate Converters

HSP43891

Description
The HSP43891 is a video-speed Digital Filter (OF)
designed to efficiently implement vector operations such as
FIR digital filters. It is comprised of eight filter cells
cascaded internally and a shift and add output stage, all in a
single integrated circuit. Each filter cell contains a 9x9 two's
complement multiplier, three decimation registers and a
26-bit accumulator. The output stage contains an
additional 26-bit accumulator which can add the contents
of any filter cell accumulator to the output stage accumula-
tor shifted right by 8 bits. The HSP43891 has a maximum
sample rate of 30M Hz. The effective mUltiply-accumulate
(mac) rate is 240MHz. The HSP43891 OF can be
configured to process expanded coefficient and word sizes.
Multiple OFs can be cascaded for larger filter lengths with-
out degrading the sample rate or a single OF can process
larger filter lengths at less than 30MHz with multiple
passes. The architecture permits processing filter lengths of
over 1000 taps with the guarantee of no overflows. In prac-
tice, most filter coefficients are less than 1.0, making even
larger filter lengths possible. The OF provides for 8-bit
unsigned or 9-bit two's complement arithmetic, indepen-
dently selectable for coefficients and signal data.

Each OF filter cell contains three re-sampling or decimation
registers which permit output sample rate reduction at rates
of 1/2, 1/3 or 1/4 the input sample rate. These registers also
provide the capability to perform 2-D operations such as
matrix multiplication and NxN spatial correlations/
convolutions for image processing applications.
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Vos COEN; "ce iiESEr e_ vee Vos

vee •••••• DIN2 Co5iiI e'NS co•••

AUGH 5iENB eoNO
P,"

D eOUT:! eOUT' C,N> Vcc

Vos SENIlL

Vss COUTO "cc Vos

su•• ,

ADAO SUNS SU'"

Vcc SUM'II SUM7 Vos

K lIENOH Vos Vcc 8U"'8 Vos

Vce 9U""3 Vss

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DC." 5U •.•23 5U.,22 SUN21 8UN,. 8UM14 Vcc SUNtS Vss 5UN11 SUNil

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SENOH SUMa. Vss Vcc SUNta Vss SUM'S 8U •• ,2 8U •• ,O $U"'S SUN'

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Vec SUM25 5U ••20 SUN,7 SUNt. SUM7 Vss

0 0 0 0
ADR' AD" SUNS SU'"
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PIN
SYMBOL NUMBER TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION

VCC B1,J1,A3, +S power supply input
K4,l7,A10,

F10, D11

VSS A1, F1, E2, Power supply ground input
K3,K6,l9,
A11,E11,

H11

ClK G3 I The ClK input provides the DF system sample clock. The maximum clock frequency is 30MHz.

DINO-8 AS-8, I These nine inputs are the data sample input bus. Nine-bit data samples are synchronously
BS-7 loaded through these pins to the X register of each filter cell of the DF simultaneously.

C6,C7 The DIENB signal enables loading, which is synchronous on the rising edge of the clock signal.

The data samples can be either 9-bit two's complement or 8-bit unsigned values. For 9-bit
two's complement values, DIN8 is the sign bit. For 8-bit unsigned values, DIN8 must be
held at logical zero.

DIENB CS I A low on this input enables the data sample input bus (DINO-8) to all the filter cells. A rising
edge of the ClK signal occurring while DIENB is low will load the X register of every
filter cell with the 9-bit value present on DINO-8. A high on this input forces all the
bits of the data sample input bus to zero; a rising ClK edge when DIENB is high will load
the X register of every filter cell with all zeros. This signal is latched inside the
device, delaying its effect by one clock internal to the device. Therefore it must be
low during the clock cycle immediately preceding presentation of the desired data
on the DINO-8 inputs. Detailed operation is shown in later timing diagrams.

CINO-8 A9, B9-11, I These nine inputs are used to input the 9-bit coefficients. The coefficients are synchronously
C10,C11, loaded into the C register of filter CEllO if a rising edge of ClK occurs while CIENB is low.
D10,E9, The CIENB signal is delayed by one clock as discussed below.

E10 The coefficients can be either 9-bit two's complement or 8-bit unsigned values. For 9-bit
two's complement values, CIN8 is the sign bit. For 8-bit unsigned values, CIN8 must be
held at logical zero.

ALIGN C3 Used for aligning chip on socket or printed circuit board. This pin must be left as a no connect
PIN in circuit.

CIENB B8 I A low on this input enables the C register of every filter cell and the D (decimation) registers
of every filter cell according to the state of the DCMO-1 inputs. A rising edge of the ClK
signal occurring while CIENB is low will load the C register and appropriate D registers with
the coefficient data present at their inputs. This provides the mechanism for shifting
coefficients from cell to cell through the device. A high on this input freezes the contents
of the C register and the D registers, ignoring the ClK signal. This signal is latched and
delayed by one clock internal to the DF. Therefore it must be low during the clock cycle
immediately preceding presentation of the desired coefficient on the CINO-8 inputs.
Detailed operation is shown in later timing diagrams.

COUTO-8 B2,B3,C1, 0 These nine three-state outputs are used to output the 9-bit coefficients from filter CEll7.
D1,E1,C2, These outputs are enabled by the COENB signal low. These outputs may be tied to the
D2, F2, E3 CING-8 inputs of the same DF to recirculate to coefficients, or they may be tied to the

CING-8 inputs of another DF to cascade DFs for longer filter lengths.

COENB A2 I A low on the COENB input enables the COUTO-8 outputs. A high on this input places all these
outputs in their high impedance state.

DCMO-1 l1,G2 I These two inputs determine the use of the internal decimation registers as follows:

DCM1 DCMO DECIMATION FUNCTION

0 0 Decimation registers not used

0 1 One decimation register is used

1 0 Two decimation registers are used

1 1 Three decimation registers are used



PIN
SYMBOL NUMBER TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION

DCMO-1 L1,G2 I The coefficients pass from cell to cell at a rate determined by the number of decimation
(Cont) registers used. When no decimation registers are used, coefficients move from cell to cell

on each clock. When one decimation register is used, coefficients move from cell to cell on
every other clock, etc. These signals are latched and delayed by one clock internal to the
device.

SUMO-25 J2,J5-8, 0 These 26 three-state outputs are used to output the results of the internal filter cell
J10,K2, computations. Individual filter cell results or the result of the shift-and-add output
K5-11 stage can be output If an individual filter cell result is to be output, the ADRO-2 signals

L2-6, L8, select the filter cell result. The SHADD signal determines whether the selected filter cell
L10,L11 result or the output stage adder result is output. The signals SENBH and SENBL enable

the most significant and least significant bits of the SUMO-25 result respectively. Both
SENBH and SENBL may be enabled simultaneously if the system has a 26-bit or larger bus.
However individual enables are provided to facilitate use with a 16-bit bus.

SENBH K1 I A low on this input enables result bits SUM16-25. A high on this input places these bits in
their high impedance state.

SENBL E11 I A low on this input enables result bits SUMD-15. A high on this input places these bits in
their high impedance state.

ADRD-2 G1,H1,H2 I These three inputs select the one cell whose accumulator will be read through the outpu1
bus (SUMD-25) or added to the output stage accumulator. They also determine which
accumulator will be cleared when ERASE is low. These inputs are latched in the OF and
delayed by one clock internal to the device. If ADRO-2 remains at the same address for
more than one clock, the output at SUMO-25 will not change to reflect any subsequent
accumulator updates in the addressed cell. Only the result available during the first clock,
when ADRO-2 selects the cell, will be output. This does not hinder normal operation
since the ADRO-2 lines are changed sequentially. This feature facilitates the interface
with slow memories where the output is required to be fixed for more than one clock.

SHADD F3 I The SHADD input controls the activation of the shift and add operation in the output stage.
This signal is latched on chip and delayed by one clock internal to the device. Detailed
explanation is given in the OFOutput Stage section.

RESET A4 I A low on this input synchronously clears all the internal registers, except the cell accum-
ulators It can be used with ERASE to also clear all the accumulators simultaneously. This
signal is latched in the OFand delayed by one clock intemal to the device.

ERASE B4 I A low on this input synchronously clears the cell accumulator selected by the ADRO-2
signals." RESETis also low simultaneously, all cell accumulators are cleared.



Functional Description
The Digital Filter Processor (DF) is composed of eight filter
cells cascaded together and an output stage for combining
or selecting filter cell outputs (See Block Diagram). Each
filter cell contains a multiplier-accumulator and several
registers (Figure 1). Each 9-bit coefficient is multiplied by a
9-bit data sample, with the result added to the 26-bit
accumulator contents. The coefficient output of each cell is
cascaded to the coefficient input of the next cell to its right.

DF Filter Cell
A 9-bit coefficient (CINO-8) enters each cell through the C
register on the left and exits the cell on the right as signals
COUTO-8. With no decimation, the coefficient moves direct-
ly from the C register to the output, and is valid on the clock
following its entrance. When decimation is selected the
coefficient exit is delayed by 1, 2 or 3 clocks by passing
through one or more decimation registers (D1, D2 or D3).

The combination of D registers through which the coeffi-
cient passes is determined by the state of DCMO and
DCM1. The output signals (COUTO-8) are connected to the
CINO-8 inputs of the next cell to its right. The COENB input
signal enables the COUTO-8 outputs of the right most cell
to the COUTO-8 pins of the device.

The C and D registers are enabled for loading by CIENB.
loading is synchronous with ClK when CIENB is low. Note
that CIENB is latched internally. It enables the register for
loading after the next ClK following the onset of CIEN Blow.
Actual loading occurs on the second ClK following the
onset of CIENB low. Therefore CIENB must be low during
the clock cycle immediately preceding presentation of the
coefficient on the CINO-8 inputs. In most basic FIR
operations, CIENB will be low throughout the process, so
this latching and delay sequence is only important during
the initialization phase. When CIENB is high, the
coefficients are frozen.

These registers are cleared synchronously under control of
RESET, which is latched and delayed exactly like CIENB.

The output of the C register (CO-8) is one input to 9x9 multi-
plier.

The other input to the 9x9 multiplier comes from the output
of the X register. This register is loaded with a data sample
from the device input signals DINO-8 discussed above. The
X register is enabled for loading by DIENB. loading is
synchronous with ClK when DIENB is low. Note that
DIENB is latched internally. It enables the register for
loading after the next ClK following the onset of DIENB low.
Actual loading occurs on the second ClK following the
onset of DIENB low; therefore, DIENB must be low during
the clock cycle immediately preceding presentation of the
data sample on the DINO-8 inputs. In most basic FIR
operations, DIENB will be low throughout the process, so
this latching and delay sequence is only important during
the initialization phase. When DIENB is high, the X register
is loaded with all zeros.

The mUltiplier is pipelined and is modeled as a multiplier
core followed by two pipeline registers, MREGO and
MREG1 (Figure 1). The multiplier output is sign extended
and input as one operand of the 26-bit adder. The other
adder operand is the output of the 26-bit accumulator. The

adder output is loaded synchronously into both the
accumulator and the TREG.

The TREG loading is disabled by the cell select signal,
CElln, where n is the cell number. The cell select is
decoded from the ADRO-2 signals to generate the TREG
load enable. The cell select is inverted and applied as the
load enable to the TREG. Operation is such that the TREG is
loaded whenever the cell is not selected. Therefore, TREG is
loaded every clock except the clock following cell selection.
The purpose of the TREG is to hold the result of a sum-of-
products calculation du ring the clock when the accumulator
is cleared to prepare for the next sum-of-products
calculation. This allows continuous accumulation without
wasting clocks.

The accumulator is loaded with the adder output every
clock unless it is cleared. It is cleared synchronously in two
ways. When RESET and ERASE are both low, the accumu-
lator is cleared along with all other registers on the device.
Since ERASE and RESET are latched and delayed one
clock internally, clearing occurs on the second ClK
following the onset of both ERASE and RESET low.

The second accumulator clearing mechanism clears a
single accumulator in a selected cell. The cell select signal,
CElln, decoded from ADRO-2 and the ERASE signal
enable clearing of the accumulator on the next ClK.

The ERASE and RESET signals clear the DF internal
registers and states as follows:

ERASE RESET CLEARING EFFECT

1 1 No clearing occurs, internal state
remains same.

1 0 RESET only active, all registers except
accumulators are cleared, including
the internal pipeline registers.

0 1 ERASE only active, the accumulator
whose address is given by the ADRQ-2
inputs is cleared.

0 0 Both RESET and ERASE active, all
accumulators as well as all other
registers are cleared.

The DF Output Stage
The output stage consists of a 26-bit adder, 26-bit register,
feedback multiplexer from the register to the adder, an output
multiplexer and a 26-bit three-state driver stage (Figure 2).

The 26-bit output adder can add any filter cell accumulator
result to the 18 most significant bits of the output buffer.
This result is stored back in the output buffer. This operation
takes place in one clock period. The eight lSBs of the
output buffer are lost. The filter cell accumulator is selected
by the ADRO-2 inputs.

The 18 MSBs of the output buffer actually pass through the
zero mux on their way to the output adder input. The zero
mux is controlled by the SHADD input signal and selects
either the output buffer 18 MSBs or all zeros for the adder
input. A low on the SHADD input selects zero. A high on the
SHADD input selects the output buffer MSBs, thus activat-
ing the shift-and-add operation. The SHADD signal is
latched and delayed by one clock internally.
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The 26 least significant bits (LS~s) from either a cell
accumulator or the output buffer are output on .the
SUMO-25 bus. The output mux determines whether the cell
accumulator selected by ADRO-2 or the output buffer is
output to the bl,ls. This mux is controlled by the SHADD
input signal. Control is based on the state of the SHADD
during two successive clocks; in other words, the output
mux selection contains memory. If SHADD is low during a
clock cycle and was low during the previous clock, the
output mux selects the contents of the filter cell accumula-
tor addressed by ADRO-2. Otherwise the output mux
selects the contents of the output buffer.

If the ADRO-2 lines remain at the same address for more
than one clock, the output at SUMO-25 will not change to
reflect any subsequent accumulator updates in the
addressed cell. Only the result available during the first
clock when ADRO-2 selects the cell will be output.

This does not hinder normal FIR operation since the
ADRO-2 lines are changed sequentially. This feature
facilitates the Interface with slow memories where the
output Is required to be fixed for more than one clock.

The SUMO-25 output bus is controlled by the SENBH and
SENBL signals. A low on SENBL enables bits SUMO-15. A
low on SENBH enables bits SUM16-.25. Thus all 26 bits
can be output simultaneously if the external system has a
26-bit or larger bus. If the external system bus is only 16
bits, the bits can be enabled in two groups of 16 and 10 bits
(sign extended).

DF Arithmetic
Both data sample!! and coefficients can be represented as
either 8-bit unsigned or 9-bit two's complement numbers.
The 9x9 bit multiplier in each cell expects 9-blt two's
complement operands. The binary format of 8-bit two's
complement Is shown below. Note that if the most signifi-
cant or sign bit Is held at logical zero, the 9-bit two's
complement multiplier can multiply 8-bit unsigned
pperands. Only the upper (positive) half of the two's
complement binary range is used.

The multiplier output is 18 bits and the accumulator is 26
bits. The accumulator width determines the maximum
possible number of terms in the sum of products without
overflow. The maximum number of terms depends also on
the number sYstem and the distribution of the coefficient
and data values. Then maximum numbers of terms in the
sum products are:

MAX # OF TERMS
NUMBER SYSTEM a-BIT 9-BIT

Two unsigned vectors 1032 N/A

Two two's complement vectors:
• Two positive vectors 2080 1032
• Negative vectors 2047 1024
• One posilive·snd one negative vector 2064 1028

One unsigned 8 bit vector and one two's
complement vector:
• Poslive two's complement vector 1036 1032
• Negative two's complement vector 1028 1028

For practical FIR filters, the coefficients are never all near
maximum value, so even larger vectors are possible in
practice.



Basic FIR Operation
A simple, 30MHz a-tap filter example serves to illustrate
more clearly the operation of the OF. The sequence table
(Table 1) shows the results of the multiply accumulate in
each cell after each clock. The coefficient sequence, en, en-
ters the OF on the left and moves from left to right through
the cells. The data sample sequence, Xn, enters the OF from

the top, with each cell receiving the same sample simulta-
neously. Each cell accumulates the sum of products for one
output point. Eight sums of products are calculated simulta-
neously. but staggered in time so that a new output is
available every system clock.

CLK CELLO CELL 1 CELL2 CELL 3 CELL4 CELLS CELL 6 CELL 7 SUM/CLR

0 C7XXO 0 0 0 - - - - -
1 +CexX1 C7xX1 0 0 - - - - -
2 +C5xX2 +CexX2 C7xX2 0 - - - - -
3 +C4XX3 +C5XX3 +CexX3 C7XX3 - - - - -
4 +C3XX4 +C4xX4 +C5xX4 +CexX4 C7 xX4 - - - -
5 +C2xX5 +C3xX5 +C4xX5 +C5xX5 +CexX5 C7xX5 - - -
e +C1 xXe +C2x Xe +C3xXe +C4xXe +C5xXe +CexXe C7xXe - -
7 +CoxX7 +C1 xX7 +C2xX7 +C3xX7 +C4xX7 +C5xX7 +CexX7 C7xX7 Cell o (Y7)
8 C7xX8 +COxX8 +C1 xX8 +C2XX8 +C3xX8 +C4XX8 +C5XX8 +CexX8 Cell 1 (Y8)
9 +CexXg C7xX9 +CoxXg +C1 xXg +C2xX9 +C3xX9 +C4xX9 +C5xX9 Cell 2 (yg)
10 +C5xXlO +CexXlO C7xXlO +COxXlO +C1 xXlO +C2 xXlO +C3xXlO +C4xXlO Cell 3 (Y10)
11 +C4xX11 +C5xXl1 +CexXl1 C7xX11 +COxXl1 +C1 xX11 +C2xX11 +C3xXl1 Cell 4 (Y11)
12 +C3xX12 +C4xX12 +C5xX12 +CeXX12 C7XX12 +COXX12 +C1 XX12 +C2XX12 CeIl5(Y12)
13 +C2XX13 +C3xX13 +C4XX13 +C5xX13 +CexX13 C7XX13 +COxX13 +C1 XX13 Celie (Y13)
14 +C1 xX14 +C2xX14 +C3xX14 +C4xX14 +C5XX14 +CeXX14 +C7XX14 +COXX14 Cell 7 (Y14)
15 +COxX15 +C1 xX15 +C2xX15 +C3xX15 +C4 x X15 +C5xX15 +CexX15 C7xX15 Cell 0 (Y15)
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Detailed operation of the DF to perform a basic 8-tap, 9-bit
coefficient, 9-bit data, 30MHz FIR filter is best understood
by observing the schematic (Figure 3) and timing diagram
(Figure 4). The internal pipeline length of the DF is four (4)
clock cycles, corresponding to the register levels CREG (or
XREG), MREGO, MREG1, and TREG (Figures 1 and 2).
Therefore the delay from presentation of data and
coefficients at the DINO-8 and CINO-8 inputs to a sum
appearing at the SUMO-2Soutput is: k + Td, where k = filter
length and Td = 4, the internal pipeline delay of the DF.

0123456789

After the pipeline has filled, a new output sample is available
every clock. The delay to last sample output from last
sample input is Td.

The output sums, Yn, shown in the timing diagram are
derived from the sum-of-products equation:

Y(n) = C(O)x X(n) + C(1) x X(n-1) + C(2) x X(n-2) + C(3)
x X(n-3) + C(4) x X(n-4) + C(S) x X(n-S) + C(6) x X(n-6)
+ C(7) x X(n-7)
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DATASEQUENCE
INPUT X30 ... Xg. X8' X22 .. ,X1. Xo

COEFFICIENTSEQUENCE
INPUT CO" ,C14,C15,O .•. O,CO .•. C14.C15

CascadeConfiguration
To design a filter length L>8. L/8 DFs are cascaded by
connecting the CQUTO-8 outputs of the (i)th DF to the
CINO-8 inputs of the (i+1 )th DF. The DINO-8 inputs and
SUMO-25 outputs of all the DFs are also tied together. A
specific example of two cascaded DFs illustrates the
technique (Figure 5). Timing (Figure 6) is similar to the
simple 8-tap FIR. except the ERASE and SENBUSENBH
signals must be enabled independently for the two DFs in
order to clear the correct accumulators and enable the
SUMO-25 output signals at the proper times.

TABLE 2.

~ ... O,Y30 ... Y23.0 ... O,Y22'" Y15.0 ... 0

Extended FIR Filter Length
Filter lengths greater that eight taps can be created by
either cascading together multiple DF devices or "reusing"
a single device. Using multiple devices. an FIRfilter of over
1000 taps can be constructed to operate at a 30MHz
sample rate. Using a single device clocked at 30MHz, an
FIRfilter of over 500 taps can be constructed to operate at
less than a 30MHz sample rate. Combinations of these two
techniques are also possible.

CLK CELLO CELL 1 CELL 2 CELL 3 CELL4 CELLS CELL6 CELL 7 SUM/CLR

6 C15XXo 0 0 0 - - - - -
7 +C14XX1 C15XX1 0 0 - - - - -
8 +C13xX2 C15xX2 0 - - - - -
9 +C12XX3 C15xX3 - - - - -
10 +C11 XX4 +C14XX4 C15XX4 - - - -
11 +ClOxX5 +C13xX5 C15XX5 - - -
12 +CgxX6 +C-12xX6 C15XX6 - -
13 +C8xX7 +C11xX7 C15xX7 -
14 +C7xX8 +ClOxX8 +C14XX8 -
15 +C6xX9 +CgxXg +C13xX9 -
16 +C5XXlO +C8xX10 +C12xXlO -
17 +C4 x X11 +C7XX11 +C11 xX11 -
18 +C3xX12 +C6xX12 +C10xX12 -
19 +C2XX13 +C5XX13 +CgxX13 -
20 +C1 xX14 +C4XX14 +C8xX14 -
21 +COXX15 +C3xX15 +C7XX15 CeIl0(Y15)
22 0 COxX16 +C2xX16 +C6xX16 Cell 1(Y16)
23 0 0 COxX17 +C1 XX17 +C5XX17 CeIl2(Y17)
24 0 0 0 +COxX18 +C4XX18 CeIl3(Y18)
25 0 0 0 0 COXX19 +C3xX19 CeIl4(Y19)
26 0 0 0 0 0 COXX20 +C2 xX20 CeIl5(Y20)
27 0 0 0 0 0 0 COxX21 +C1 xX21 CeIl6(Y21)
28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 +COxX22 CeIl7(Y22)
29 C15XX8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
30 +C14XX9 +C15xX9 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
31 +C13xXlO +C15XX10 0 0 0 0 0 -
32 +C12XX11 +C15XX11 0 0 0 0 -
33 +C11 xX12 +C15XX12 0 0 0 -
34 +ClOxX13 +C15 XX12 0 0 -
35 +C9xX14 +C15XX14 0 -
36 +C8xX15 C15xX15 -
37 +C7XX16 +C14XX16 -
38 +C6xX17 +C13xX17 -
39 +C5 x X18 +C12xX18 -
40 +C4xX19 +C11 xX19 -
41 +C3xX20 +C10XX20 -
42 +C2xX21 +C9xX21 -
43 +C1 xX22 +C8xX22 -
44 +COxX23 +C7x X23 CeIl0(Y23)
45 0 COxX23 +C6xX24 Cell 1(Y24)
46 0 0 COxX25 +C5xX25 CeIl2(Y25)
47 0 0 0 CoxX26 +C4XX26 CeIl3(Y26)
48 0 0 0 0 Co xX27 +C3xX27 CeIl4(Y27)
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Single DF Configuration
Using a single DF, a filter of length L>8 can be constructed
by processing in U8 passes, as illustrated in Table 2, for
a 16-tap FIR. Each pass is composed of Tp = 7 + L cycles
and computes eight output samples. In pass I, the sample
with indices i*8 to i*8 +(L-1) enter the DINO-8 inputs. The
coefficients Co - CL - 1 enter the CINO-8 Inputs, followed
by seven zeros. As these zeros are entered, the result
samples are output and the accumulators reset. Initial filing
of the pipeline is not shown in this sequence table. Filter
outputs can be put through a FIFO to even out the sample
rate.

Extended Coefficient and
Data Sample Word Size
The sample and coefficient word size can be extended by
utilizing several DFs in parallel to get the maximum sample
rate or a single DF with resulting lower sample rates. The
technique is to compute partial products of 9x9 and com-

bine these partial products by shifting and adding to obtain
the final result. The shifting and adding can be accom-
plished with external adders (at full speed) or with the DF's
shift-and-add mechanism contained in its output stage (at
reduced speed).

Decimation/Resampling
The HSP43891 DF provides a mechanism for decimating
by factors of 2, 3, or 4. From the DF filter cell block diagram
(Figure 1), note the three D registers and two multiplexers in
the coefficient path through the cell. These allow the
coefficients to be delayed by 1, 2, or 3 clocks through the
cell. The sequence table (Table 3) for a decimate-by-two-
filter illustrates the technique (internal cell pipellnlng Ig-
nored for simplicity).

Detailed timing for a 30MHz input sample rate, 15MHz out-
put sample rate (i.e.,declmate-by-two), 16-tap FIRfilter, in-
clUding pipellning, is shown in Figure 7. This filter requires
only a single HSP43891 DF.



DATA
SEQUENCE

INPUT

COEFFICIENT
SEQUENCE

INPUT

CLK CELLO CELL 1 CELL2 CELL 3 CELL4 CELLS CELL 8 CELL 7 SUM/CLR

6 C15xXO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
7 +C14XX1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
8 +C13xX2 C15XX2 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
9 +C12XX3 +'C14XX3 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
10 +Cll XX4 +C13XX4 C15xX4 0 0 0 0 0 -
11 +C10xX5 +C12xX5 +C14xX5 0 0 0 0 0 -
12 +C9xX6 +C11 xX6 +C13xX6 C15XX6 0 0 0 0 -
13 +C8xX7 +ClOx X7 +C12XX7 +C14XX7 0 0 0 0 -
14 +C7XX8 +C9xX8 +Cll xX8 +C13xX8 C15XX8 0 0 0 -
15 +C6xX9 +C8xX9 +ClOxX9 +C12xX9 +C14xX9 0 0 0 -
16 +C5XXlO +C7XXlO +C9xXlO +Cll xXlO +C13xXlO C15XX10 0 0 -
17 +C4XX11 +C6xX11 +C8xX11 +ClOxXll +C12 x Xll +C14XX11 0 0 -
18 +C3xX12 +C5 x X12 +C7XX12 +C9xX12 +C11 XX12 +C13 xX12 C15XX12 0 -
19 +C2XX13 +C4XX13 +C6xX13 +C8xX13 +ClOxX13 +C12 XX13 +C14 XX13 0 -
20 +C1 xX14 +C3xX14 +CSxX14 +C7xX14 +C9xX14 +C11 xX14 +C13xX14 C15xX14 -
21 +COXX15 +C2 XX15 +C4XX15 +C6xX15 +C8xX15 +C10XX15 +C12xX15 +C14XX15 CeIl0(Y15)
22 C15XX16 +C1 XX16 +C3xX16 +C5XX16 +C7xX16 +C9xX16 +C11XX16 +C13xX16 -
23 +C14XX17 +COXX17 +C2XX17 +C4XX17 +C6xX17 +C8xX17 +C10XX17 +C12XX17 Cell 1(Y17)
24 +C13XX18 C15XX18 +C1XX18 +C3xX18 +C5XX18 +C7XX18 +C9xX18 +C11 xX18 -
25 +C12xX19 +C14xX19 +COxX19 +C2xX19 +C4xX19 +C6xX19 +C8xX19 +C10XX19 CeIl2(Y19)
26 +C11 XX20 +C13xX20 C15xX20 +C1 xX20 +C3xX20 +CSXX20 +C7XX20 +C9xX20 -
27 +ClOx X21 +C12XX21 +C14XX21 +COxX21 +C2xX21 +C4xX21 +C6xX21 +C8xX21 Ce1l3(Y21)
28 +C9xX22 +C11 XX22 +C13xX22 C15 x X22 +C1 xX22 +C3xX22 +CSxX22 +C7XX22 -
29 +C8xX23 +ClOxX23 +C12xX23 +C14 x X23 +COxX23 +C2xX23 +C4xX23 +C6xX23 Ce1l4(Y23)
30 +C7xX24 +C9xX24 +C11 xX24 +C13xX24 +C15xX24 +C1 xX24 +C3xX24 +C5xX24 -
31 +C6xX25 +C8xX25 +C10X X25 +C12XX25 +C14 x X25 +COXX25 +C2XX25 +C4XX25 CeIl5(Y25)
32 +C5x X26 +C7xX26 +C9xX26 +C11 xX26 +C13xX26 +C15XX26 +C1 XX26 +C3xX26 -
33 +C4XX27 +C6xX27 +C8xX27 +C10XX27 +C12 x X27 +C14 XX27 +COXX27 +C2XX27 CeIl6(Y27)
34 +C3xX28 +C5xX28 +C7xX28 +C9xX28 +C11 xX28 +C13xX28 +C15xX28 +C1 xX28 -
35 +C2 xX29 +C4xX29 +C6xX29 +C8xX29 +ClOxX29 +C12 xX29 +C14xX29 +COxX29 Ce1l7(Y29)
36 +C1 xX30 +C3xX30 +C5xX30 +C7XX30 +C9xX30 +Cll xX30 +C13xX30 C15XX30 -
37 +CoxX31 +C2 xX31 +C4XX31 +C6xX31 +C8xX31 +C10 xX31 +C12XX31 +C14XX31 Ce1l8(Y31)

ERASE

DIN1-' I XcI I X, I X2 I I, I X. I 15 I X, 111 I X, 1xt IX10 1111 I Illl Xu 1 1141 XIS 1 X" Ilnl 11IIJtt I It.1 J2IIJuIJu 11241 12511%11121 IIzal121 IXul J:n IXu 11331 13. 1 X35 113' IX37 1
DiiNi"----, _

CIHO-I ICl5lc14lc131clZI c11lelol c, I c,lcl le,l c5lc.1 e31 e21 Ct I Co ICalc«lculc12lclllclllc.1 c,Ic71 e,l e,1 e.1 C, I ezl ell Co IC15lc,.lcI3Ic1Zlclllc,01
CIEH. ----, _

AORI-2 • I 1 I , I • I • I • I • I 7 I • I 1 I
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lUll _

IENIH ---- _

DCMO-1 11 I~---------------------- _



Absolute Maximum Ratings

Supply Voltage ..........................................................•...............................•..•... +8.0V
Input, Output Voltage .........•.......•........................................................ GND -0.5V to VCC +0.5V
Storage Temperature ..........................................•.•.......................•............ -65°C to +1500C
ESD ......................•.••................•.......•............................•....•....•............... Class 1
Maximum Package Power Dissipation at 700C .....................................•............ 2.4W (PLCC), 2.88W (PGA)
8jc 11.10CIW (PLCC), 7.780C/W (PGA)
8ja 33.70CIW (PLCC), 34.660C/W (PGA)
Gate Count , ....................................•................................ 17763
Junction Temperature ..................................................•................... 150°C (PLCC), 1750C (PGA)
Lead Temperature (Soldering 1Os) 3000C

CAUTION: Stresses above those listed in the "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress only rating
and operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification is not implied.

Operating Voltage Range .................•............................................•....•.................. 5V ±5%

Operating Temperature Range ....•............•..........................•.................•............. OoCto + 700C

SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

ICCOp Power Supply Current - 160 mA VCC= Max
CLK Frequency 20MHz
Note 1, Note 3

ICCSB Standby Power Supply Current - 500 ~A VCC = Max, Note 3

II Input Leakage Current -10 10 !JA VCC = Max, Input = OVor VCC

10 Output Leakage Current -10 10 ~A VCC = Max,lnput = OVor VCC

VIH Logical One Input Voltage 2.0 - V VCC= Max

VIL Logical Zero Input Voltage 0.8 V VCC = Min

VOH Logical One Output Voltage 2.6 - V 10H = -400~A, VCC = Min

VOL Logical Zero Output Voltage - 0.4 V 10L = 2mA, VCC = Min

VIHC Clock Input High 3.0 - V VCC = Max

VILC Clock Input Low - 0.8 V VCC = Min

CIN Input Capacitance PLCC - 10 pF CLK Frequency 1MHz
PGA - 15 pF All measurements referenced

COUT Output Capacitance
toGND

PLCC - 10 pF TA=250C. Note 2
PGA - 15 pF

NOTES: 1. Operating supply current is proportional to frequency. Typical
rating is 8mA/MHz.

2. Controlled via design or process parameters and not directly
tested. Characterized upon initial design and after major process
and/or design changes.

3. Output load per test load circuit and CL = 40pF.



-20 (20M Hz) -25 (25.6MHz) -30 (30M Hz)
TEST

SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS CONDITIONS

TCp Clock Period 50 - 39 - 33 - ns

TCl Clock low 20 - 16 - 13 - ns

TCH Clock High 20 - 16 - 13 - ns

TIS Input Setup 16 - 14 - 13 - ns

TIH Input Hold 0 - 0 - 0 - ns

TODC ClK to Coefficient - 24 - 20 - 18 ns
Output Delay

TOED Output Enable Delay - 20 - 15 - 15 ns

TODD Output Disable Delay - 20 - 15 - 15 ns Note 1

TODS ClKtoSUM - 27 - 25 - 21 ns
Output Delay

TOR Output Rise - 6 - 6 - 6 ns Note 1

TOF Output Fall - 6 - 6 - 6 ns Note 1

NOTE: 1. Controlled by design or process parameters and not directly
tested. Characterized upon initial design and after major process
and/or design changes.

r---------------
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I I
I I
I !

I
I
I
I

I 1.5V IOL:

'INCLUDES STRAY AND I I
JIG CAPACITANCE 1 EQUIVALENT ~IRCUrr J



~

.OV \
CLK -.----

!--TODC. Taos
SUMO - 25 ---~ 1/-
COUTO - 8 * 1.5V

TOED ~.7V ~TODD

OUTPUT 1.5'1 1.3V _

3.0V------
INPUT-

o.ov------

____ T_I_H1- o.ov

------~
•• Input includes: DINO-7, CINO-7, DIENS, CIENS, ERASE, RESET,

DCMO-l, ADRO-1, TCS, TCCI, SHADD

INPUT SETUP AND HOLD

TOR~-- :bF
OUTPUT

3.0V
INPUT

O.OV

AC. Testing: Inputs are driven at 3.QV for a Logic "1" and O.DV for a Logic
"0". Input and output timing measurements are made at 1.5V for both a Logic
", .. and "0". eLK is driven at 4.0V and OV and measured at 2.5V.



;:m HARRIS HSP43891/883

• This Circuit is Processed in Accordance to Mil-Std-883C
and is Fully Conformant Under the Provisions of
Paragraph 1.2.1

• 0 to 25.6MHz Sample Rate

• Eight Filter Cells

• 9-Bit Coefficients and Signal Data

• Low Power CMOS Operation

• ICCSB = 500~A Maximum
• ICCOp = 160~ Maximum @ 20MHz

• 26-Bit Accumulator per Stage

• Filter Lengths Up to 1032 Taps

• Shift-and-Add Output Stage for Combining Filter
Outputs

• Expandable Coefficient Size, Data Size and Filter Length

• Decimation by 2, 3 or 4

Applications

• 1-D and 2-D FIR Filters

• Radar/Sonar

• Digital Video and Audio

• Ada ptive Filters

• Echo Cancellation

• Correlation/Convolution

• Complex Multiply-Add

• Butterfly Computation

• Matrix Multiplication

• Sample Rate Converters

Description

The HSP43891/883 is a video-speed Digital Filter (DF)
designed to efficiently implement vector operations
such as FIR digital filters. It is comprised of eight filter
cells cascaded internally and a shift and add output
stage, all in a single integrated circuit. Each filter cell
contains a 9x9 two's complement multiplier, three
decimation registers and a 26-bit accumulator.
The output stage contains an additional 26-bit
accumulator which can add the contents of any filter
cell accumulator to the output stage accumulator
shifted right by 8 bits. The HSP43891/883 has
a maximum sample rate of 25.6MHz. The effective
multiply-accumulate (mac) rate is 204M Hz. The
HSP43891/883 DF can be configured to process
expanded coefficient and word sizes. Multiple DFs
can be cascaded for larger filter lengths without
degrading the sample rate or a single DF can process
larger filter lengths at less than 25.6MHz with multiple
passes. The architecture permits processing filter
lengths of over 1000 taps with the guarantee of no
overflows. In practice, most filter coefficients are less
than 1.0, making even larger filter lengths possible.
The DF provides for 8-bit unsigned or 9-bit two's
complement arithmetic, independently selectable for
coefficients and signal data.

Each DF filter cell contains three re-sampling or
decimation registers which permit output sample rate
reduction at rates of 1/2, 1/3 or 1/4 the input sample
rate. These registers also provide the capability to
perform 2-D operations such as matrix multiplication
and NxN spatial correlations/convolutions for image
processing applications.

iiifrii
illiii

DCMO-'
ERAsE

CINO-I

iiElli
CLK

ADRO-2

SHADD

SEN8L c:>
SENBH



HSP43891/883

Pinouts
85 PIN GRID ARRAY (PGA)

10 11

A Vss CGENE] Vee RESET DIN7 DIN6 DIN3 DINO CINS Vee Vss

Vee coun CoUT8 ERASE DIN8 DINl DIN2 elENB GIN7 CIN6 CIN4

e COUTS CoUT6 ALIGN DIEND DINS DIN4- CINS CIN3
PIN

0 COU13 CoUT4 CIN2 Vee

COUll Vss COU12 GIN1 CINO SENBL

Vss COUTO SHADD SUMO Vee Vss

G ADA2 DeMO eLK SUMl SUM3 8UM2

H ADRl ADRO SUMS 8UM4

Vee SUM25 SUM20 8UM17 SUMIS SUM7 Vss tJ)a:w
K SENBH 8UM24 Vss Vee SUM19 Vss SUM15 SUM12 SUM10 SUMB SUMB !:i

ii:
C

DCMl SUM23 SUM22 8UM21 SUM18 SUM14 Vee SUM13 Vss SUM11 SUM9
..•..

4 7 8 10 11

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
oeMl SUM23 SUM22 8UM21 SUM18 SUM14 Vcc SUM13 Vss SUM11 SUM9

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SENBH 5UM24 Vss Vcc SUM19 Vss SUM15 SUM12 SUM10 SUM8 SUM6

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
VCC SUM25 SUM20 8UM17 SUM16 SUM7 Vss

0 0 0 0
ADRl ADRO SUMS 8UM4

0 0 0 0 0 0
ADR2 DeMO CLK HSP43891/883 SUM1 SUM3 8UM2

0 0 0 0 0 0
Vss COUTO SHADD BOTTOM VIEW SUMO Vcc Vss

0 0 0 PINS UP 0 0 0
ClN1 CINO

--
COUT' Vss COUT2 SENBL

0 0 0 0
COUT3 COUT4 CIN2 VCC

0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0
COUTS COUT6 ALIGN DIENB DINS DIN4 GINS CIN3

PIN

0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Vcc COUT7 COUT8 ERASE DIN8 DIN1 DIN2 CIENB CIN7 CIN6 GIN4

0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
VSS COENB VCC RESET DIN? DIN6 DIN3 DINO CIN8 VCC VSS



Absolute Maximum Ratings
Supply Voltage +8.0V
Input, Output Voltage Applied GND-O.SV to VCC+O.SV
Storage Temperature Range .....••...•...... -6SoC to +1S00C
Junction Temperature ......••••.••.•..............••• +17SoC
Lead Temperature (Soldering, Ten Seconds) ..........•. +3000C
ESD Classification Class 1

Reliability Information
Thermal Resistance eja ejc

Ceramic PGA Package 34.660C/W 7.780C/W
Maximum Package Power Dissipation at +12SoC

Ceramic PGA Package 1.44 Watt
Gate Count .•................................... 17762 Gates

Operating Conditions
Operating Voltage Range .......•...••••.•.•.... +4.SV to +S.SV
Operating Temperature Range -SSoC to +12SoC

TABLE 1. HSP43891/883 D.C. ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Devices Guaranteed and 100% Tested

LIMITS
GROUP A

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS SUBGROUPS TEMPERATURE MIN MAX UNITS

Logical One Input VIH VCC=S.SV 1,2,3 -SSoC::;TA::;+12SoC 2.2 - V
Voltage

Logical Zero Input VIL VCC=4.SV 1,2,3 -SSoC S TA::; +12SoC - 0.8 V
Voltage

Output HIGH Voltage VOH 10H =-4001lA 1,2,3 -SSoC s TA S +12SoC 2.6 - V
VCC = 4.SV(Note 1)

Output LOW Voltage VOL IOL=+2.0mA 1,2,3 -SSoC sTA S +12SoC - 0.4 V
VCC = 4.SV(Note 1)

Input Leakage Current II VIN=VCCorGND 1,2,3 -SSoC sTA::; +12SoC -10 +10 ~A
VCC=S.SV

Output Leakage Current 10 VOUT = VCC or GND 1,2,3 -SSoC sTA $ +12SoC -10 +10 ~A
VCC=S.SV

Clock Input High VIHC VCC=S.SV 1,2,3 -SSoC.s TA::; +12Soe 3.0 - V

Clock Input Low VILC VCC=4.SV 1,2,3 -SSOC.s TA S +12soe - 0.8 V

Standby Power Supply Icess VIN = VCC or GND 1,2,3 -ssoe.::; TA::; +12SoC - SOO ~A
Current VCC=S.SV,

Outputs Open

Operating Power ICCOp f=20.0MHz 1,2,3 -SSoC sTA $ +12SoC - 160.0 mA
Supply Current VCC = S.SV(Note 2)

Functional Test FT (Note 3) 7,8 -SSoC.::; TA::; +12SoC - -
NOTES: 1. Interchanging of force and sense conditions is permitted.

2. Operating Supply Current is proportional to frequency, typical
rating is 8mA/MHz.



GROUP A
-20 (20MHz) -25 (25.6MHz)

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS SUBGROUPS TEMPERATURE MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS

Clock Period TCp Note 1 9,10,11 -550C~TA~+1250C 50 - 39 - ns

Clock Low TCL Note 1 9,10,11 -550C~TA $.+1250C 20 - 16 - ns

Clock High TCH Note 1 9,10,11 -55°C <TA < +1250C 20 - 16 - ns

Input Setup T,S Note 1 9,10,11 -550C~TA:S +1250C 20 - 17 - ns

Input Hold TIH Note 1 9,10,11 -550C~TA $+1250C 0 - 0 - ns

CLK to Coefficient TODC Note 1 9,10,11 -55°C :STA$.+ 125°C - 24 - 20 ns
Output Delay

Output Enable Delay TOED Note 1 9,10,11 -550C s.TA:S...+1250C - 20 - 15 ns

CLKtoSUM TODS Note 1 9,10,11 -55°C $.TA :S+ 125°C - 31 - 25 ns
Output Delay

NOTE: 1. A.C. Testing: VCC = 4.5V and 5.5V. Inputs are driven at 3.DV for a
Logic "," and O.DVfor a Logic "0". Input and output timing measure·
menls are made at 1.5V for both a Logic "," and "0", eLK is driven at
4.0V and OVand measured at 2.0V.

-20 (20MHz) -25 (25.6MHz)

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS NOTES TEMPERATURE MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS

Input Capacitance CIN VCC=Open, f=1 MHz 1 TA = +250C - 15 - 15 pF
All measurements
are referenced to

Output Capacitance COUT device GND. 1 TA=+250C - 15 - 15 pF

Output Disable Delay TODD 1,2 -550C~TA~+1250C - 20 - 15 ns

Output Rise Time TOR 1,2 -55°C $.TA :s;+1250C - 7 - 6 ns

Output Fall Time TOF 1,2 -550C,:s;TA $. +1250C - 7 - 6 ns

NOTES: 1. The parameters listed in Table 3 are controlled via design or
process parameters and are not directly tested. These
parameters are characterized upon initial design and after major
process and/or design changes.

2. Loading is as specified in the test load circuit, CL = 40pF.

CONFORMANCE GROUPS METHOD SUBGROUPS

Initial Test 100%/5004 -
Interim Test 100%/5004 -
PDA 100% 1

FinalTest 100% 2,3, 8A, 88,10,11

Group A - 1,2,3, 7,8A, 88,9,10,11

GroupsC &0 Samples/5005 1,7,9



a a a a a a a a a a a
DCM1 SUM23 SUM22 8UM21 SUM18 SUM1~ VCC SUM13 v" SUM11 SUMS

a a a a a a a a a a a
SENBH 5UM2 •• V" VCC SUW18 V" SUM1S SUM12 SUM10 SUMB SUMB

a a a a a a avcc SUM25 SUM20 SUM17 SUM1S, SUM7 V"

a a a a
ADR1 ADRO SUMS SUM"

a a a a a a
ADR2 DCMO ClJ( HSP43891/883 SUMl SUM3 8UM2

a a a a a a
v" COUTO SHADD BOTTOM VIEW SUMO vcc V"

a a a PINS UP a a a
coun v" caUT2 GIN1 CINO SENBL

a a a a
eOUl3 COUT4 CIN2 VCC

a a a a a a a a
COUTS COUT6 ALIGN DIENS DINS DIN.• GINS CIN3

PINa a a a a a a a a a a
VCC coun COUTa ERASE DIN8 DINl DIN2 CIENS CIN7 CINe elN4

a a a a a a a a a a a
v" eOENS Vcc RESET DIN7 DINe DIN3 DINO CIN8 Vcc v"

PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN
PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL

A1 VSS GND C1 COUT5 VCC/2 F10 VCC VCC K4 VCC VCC

A2 COENB F10 C2 COUT6 VCC/2 F11 VSS GND K5 SUM19 VCC/2

A:3 VCC VCC C3 ALIGN NC G1 ADR2 F2 K6 VSS GND

A4 RESET F11 C5 DIENB F10 G2 DCMO F5 K7 SUM15 VCC/2

A5 DIN7 F8 C6 DIN5 F5 G3 CLK FO K8 SUM12 VCC/2

A6 DIN6 F6 C7 D1N4 F4 G9 SUM1 VCC/2 K9 SUM10 VCC/2

A7 DIN3 F3 C10 CIN5 F5 G10 SUM3 VCC/2 K10 SUM8 VCC/2

AS DINO FO C11 CIN3 F3 G11 SUM2 VCC/2 K11 SUM6 VCC/2

A9 CIN8/TCCI F8 01 COUT3 VCC/2 H1 ADR1 F1 L1 DCM1 F6

A10 VCC VCC 02 COUT4 VCC/2 H2 ADRO FO L2 SUM23 VCC/2

A11 VSS GND 010 CIN2 F2 H10 SUM5 VCC/2 La SUM22 VCC/2

B1 VCC VCC 011 VCC VCC H11 SUM4 VCC/2 L4 SUM21 VCC/2

B2 COUT7 VCC/2 E1 COUT1 VCC/2 J1 VCC VCC L5 SUM18 VCC/2

B3 COUT8/ VCC/2 E2 VSS GND J2 SUM25 VCC/2 L6 SUM14 VCC/2
TCCO E3 COUT2 VCC/2 J5 SUM20 VCC/2 L7 VCC VCC

B4 ERASE F10 E9 CIN1 F1 J6 SUM17 VCC/2 L8 SUM13 VCC/2
B5 DIN8/TCS F7 E10 CINO FO J7 SUM16 VCC/2 L9 VSS GND
B6 DIN1 F1 E11 SENBL F10 J10 SUM7 VCC/2 L10 SUM11 VCC/2
B7 DIN2 F2 F1 VSS GND J11 VSS GND L11 SUM9 VCC/2
B8 CIENB F10 F2 CUTO VCC/2 K1 SENBH F10
B9 CIN7 F7 F3 SHADD F9 K2 SUM24 VCC/2
B10 CIN6 F6 F9 SUMO VCC/2 K3 VSS GND
B11 CIN4 F4

NOTES: 1. VCC/2 (2.7V ±1 0%) used for outputs only.
2. 47Kfi (±20%) resistor connected to all pins except

VCC and GND.
3. VCC = 5.5 ±0.5V.

4. O.1J.1F(min) capacitor between VCC and GNO per position.
5. FO = 100KHz ±10%, F1 = FO/2, F2 = F1/2 .•..• , F1 1 = F1012,

40% - 60% Duty Cycle.
6. Input vollagelimils: VIL = 0.8V max., VIH = 4.5V ±10'll>



HSP43897/883

Metallization Topology
DIE DIMENSIONS:

328 x 283 x 19 ±1 mils

METALLIZATION:
Type: Si - AI or Si-AI-Cu
Thickness: 8k.8.

GLASSIVATION:
Type: Nitrox
Thickness: 10k.8.

DIE ATTACH:
Material: Gold/Silicon Eutectic Alloy or Silver-Glass

WORST CASE CURRENT DENSITY:
1.2 x 105A1cm2

Metallization Mask Layout
HSP43891/883

. ~ :z: 0 ;: 0
N ;:- 0 ~ ;: ~ 1! ;! ~N i ; '" a: a: 0.• :E ~ 0 0 0 .. :E 0 z d " 0 :> :> .• :> :> :> :> 0

{f :> 0 :> 0 0 0 {f 0 ~ ~ ii 0 0 0 {f 0 0 0 0 0.• 0 .• > " " 0 > 0 u u u u u >

SUM23 COUTS l/)
SUM22 COUT7 a:w

Vcc Vss
!:i
ii:

SUM21 COUTS '?.•..
SUM20 COENS

SUM1g

Vcc
SUM1S

ERASE

vs.
RESET

SUM17 DIENB

DINS
SUM1S

OlN7
Vcc

DIN6

SUM15 DIN5

SUM14 DIN4

SUM13 DIN3

SUM12 OlN2

VS5
DIN1

O/NO

SUM11
elENB

SUM10
CINS

SUM9
Vcc

SUMB

SUM7 SELECT 891

" .• ~ . 0 " " i 0 .. oJ 0 Z U N M . ~ ti~ .. " ~
:E .• :E :E u :E :E {f '" z 0 z z z z .• z z
:> > :> :> > :> iil :> :> z U U > U U U U ~" > u u.• .• .• .• .• .• w w.• .•



HARRIS
SEMICONDUCTOR

• Sample Rates to 75MHz

• External Multiplexing Supported for Pro-
cessing of Sample Rates to 150MHz

• 67 Tap AR Filter with 20 Bit Coefficients

• 1.24:1 Filter Shape Factor, > 90dB Stopband
Attenuation, < 0.0005dB Stopband Ripple

• Four Modes of Operation:
• Interpolation by 2
- Decimation by 2
• Fsl4 Quadrature Up Conversion of a

Complex Signal with Real Output
- Fsl4 Quadrature Down Conversion of a

Real Input Signal with Complex Output

• Upper/Lower Sideband Selection In both
Down Convert and Up Convert Modes

• Dual 16-Blt Inputs and Outputs with Pro-
grammable Rounding on the Outputs

• Two's Complement or Offset Binary Output

• 85-Pln PGA, 84-Pln PLCC Package

Applications
I • Digital Down Conversion

• D/A and AID Pre/Post Altering

• Processing Bandwidth Expansion for
HSP45116 and HSP43220 Digital Down
Converter Chip Set

• Tuning Bandwidth Expansion for HSP45116
and HSP45106

HSP43216

Description
The HSP43216 Halfband Filter addresses a wide variety of applications
by combining quadrature up/down conversion circuitry with a fixed
coefficient halfband filter processor. The filter processor implements a
67 tap FIR filter with either interpolation or decimation by 2. As shown
in the block diagram, the filter processor may be configured to receive
output from the Fsl4 quadrature down converter or provide complex
input to the Fsl4 quadrature up converter. In either of these two config-
urations the halfband processor functions as a quadrature filter. Two
data inputs and outputs are provided so that an external multiplexer
may be used to effectively double the processing speed of the part.

The HSP43216 can be configured in one of the four following modes:
decimate by 2 filtering of a real input signal; interpolate by 2 filtering of
a real input signal; quadrature down conversion of a real input signal
followed by decimate-by-2 filtering of the resulting complex analytic
signal; interpolate-by-2 filtering of a complex analytic signal followed by
quadrature up conversion producing a real valued output.

Typical applications include the simplification of AID and D/A
subsystem design and extension of the operational envelope of certain
parts within the HSPXXXXX family. The first two modes simplify the
analog anti-aliasing and reconstruction filter requirements of an AID or
D/A subsystem by providing a mechanism to increase the converter
sample rate relative to the frequency content of the digitized signal. The
quadrature down convert mode doubles the signal bandwidth
processed by the HSP45116IHSP43220 digital down convert chipset
by providing quadrature samples at the maximum clock rate of the chip
set. Similarly, the quadrature up convert mode doubles the tuning
bandwidth of either the HSP45116 or HSP45106 by converting the
quadrature outputs of these parts to a real signal at twice the sample
rate.

The frequency response of the HSP43216's halfband filter has a shape
factor, (passband+transition band)/passband, of 1.24: 1 with 90dB of
stopband attenuation. The passband has less than .OOO5dBof ripple
from 0 to O.2Fs with stopband attenuation of greater than OOdBfrom
O.3Fs to Nyquist. At .25Fs the filter provides 6dB of attenuation.

. ---- -_ ..------- ----- _ .•-_ .•---_ •._ •.-_ •.•.•.•.------,,,,,,,,,,67 TAP FIRh-
Isl4

QUADRATURE
UP CONVERT

1M wi REAL OUTPUT

CAUTION: These d9\lices are sensitive to electrostatic discharge. Users should follow proper I.C. Handling Procedures.

Copyright © Harris Corporation 1992
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Features
• DC to 30MHz Clock Rate

• Configurable for 1-0 and 2-D Correlation/
Convolution.

• Dual Coefficient Mask Registers, Switchable in a
Single Clock Cycle

• Two's Complement or Unsigned a-Bit Input Data
and Coefficients

• 20 Bit Extended Precision Output

• Standard flP Interface

• TTL Compatible Inputs/Outputs

• Low Power CMOS

• Available in 68 Pin PGA and PLCC Packages

• Image Filtering

• Edge Detection/Enhancement

• Pattern Matching

• Real Time Video Filters

HSP48901

Description
The Harris HSP48901 is a high speed 9- Tap FIR Filter
which utilizes 8-bit wide data and coefficients. It can be
configured as a one dimensional (1-0) 9- Tap filter for a
variety of signal processing applications, 'or as a two
dimensional (2-D) filter for image processing. In the 2-D
configuration, the device is ideally suited for implementing
3 x 3 kernel convolution. The 30MHz clock rate allows a
large number of image sizes to be processed within the
required frame time for real-time video.

Data is provided to the HSP48901 through the use of
programmable data buffers such as the HSP9500 or any
other programmable shift register. Coefficient and pixel
input data are 8-bit signed or unsigned integers,and the 20
bit extended output guarantees no overflow will occur
during the filtering operation.

There are two internal register banks for storing indepen-
dent 3 x 3 filter kernels,thus facilitating the implementation
of adaptivefilters and multiple filter operations on the same
data.

The configuration of the HSP48901 Image Filter is con-
trolled through a standard microprocessor interface and all
inputs and outputs are TIL compatible. The HSP48901 is
available in 68 pin PGA and PLCC packages.

INTERNAL

CLK -I CLOCK ICLOCK

HOLD- GEN

rz:'l
~DOUTO.19
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NAME PLCCPIN TYPE DESCRIPTION

VCC 9,27,45,61 The +5V power supply pins. 0.1~F capacitors between the VCC and GND pins are
recommended.

GND 18,29,38,56 The device ground.

CLK 28 I Input and System clock. Operations are synchronous with the rising edge of this
clock signal.

DIN1(7-0) 1-8 I Pixel Data Input bus # 1. These inputs are used to provide 8-bit pixel data to

I
the HSP48901. The data must be provided in a synchronous fashion, and is
latched on the rising edge of the CLK signal. The DIN1(0-7) Inputs are also used to
input data when operating in the 9 Tap FIR mode.

DIN2(7-0) 10-17 I Pixel Data Input bus #2. Same as above. These inputs should be grounded when
operating in the 1D mode.

DIN3(7-0) 19-26 I Pixel Data Input bus # 3. Same as above. These inputs should be grounded when
operating in the 1D mode.

CIN7-0 30-37 I Coefficient Data Input bus. This input bus is used to load the Coefficient Mask
register(s) and the Initialization register. The register to be loaded is defined by
the register address bits AO-2. The CINO-7 data Is loaded to the addressed register
through the use of the LD# input.

DOUT19-0 46-55,57-60, 0 Output Data bus. This 20-8it output port is used to provide the convolution result.
62-67 The result is the sum of products of the input data samples and their corresponding

coefficients.

FRAME# 44 I Frame# Is an asynchronous new frame or vertical sync input. A low on this input
resets all internal circuitry except for the Coefficient and INT registers. Thus,
after a Frame# reset has occurred, a new frame of pixels may be convolved without
reloading these registers.

HOLD 40 I The Hold Input is used to gate the clock from all of the internal circuitry of the
HSP48901. This signal is synchronous, is sampled on the rising edge of CLK and
takes effect on the following cycle. While this signal is active (high), the clock will
have no effect on the HSP48901 and internal data will remain undisturbed.

A2-0 41-43 I Control Register Address. These lines are decoded to determine which register in
the control logic is the destination for the data on the CINO-7 inputs. Register
loading is controlled by the AO-2 and LD# inputs.

LD# 39 I Load Strobe. LD# is used for loading the internal registers of the HSP48901. The
rising edge of LD# will latch the CINQ-7 data into the register specified by AQ-2.
The Address on AQ-2 must be set up with respect to the falling edge of LD# and
must be held with respect to the rising edge of LD#.



Functional Description
The HSP4a901 can perform convolution of a 3 x 3 filter ker-
nel with a-bit image data. It accepts the image data in a ras-
ter scan, non-interlaced format, convolves it with the filter
kernel and outputs the filtered image. The input and filter
kernel data are both a-bits, while the output data is 20-bits
to prevent overflow during the convolution operation. Image
data is input via the DIN1, DIN2, and DIN3 busses. This data
would normally be provided by programmable data buffer
such as the HSP9501 as illustrated in the operations
section of this specification. The data is then convolved with
the 3 x 3 array of filter coefficients. The resultant output data
is then stored in the output register. The HSP48901 may
also be used in a one-dimensional mode. In this
configuration, it functions as a l-D 9-tap FIR filter. Data
would be input via the DIN1(O-7) bus for operation in this
mode.

Initialization of the convolver is done using the CINO-7 bus
to load configuration data and the filter kernel(s). The ad-
dress lines AO-2 are used to address the internal registers
for initialization. The configuration data is loaded using the
AO-2, CINO-7 and LD# controls as address, data and write
enable, respectively. This interface is compatible with
standard microprocessors without the use of any additional
glue logic.

Filtered image data is output from the convolver over the
DOUTO-19 bus. This output bus is 20-bits wide to provide
room for growth during the convolution operation.

ADDRESS
DECODE

The multiplier array consists of nine a x a multipliers. Each
multiplier forms the product of a filter coefficient with a cor-
responding pixel in the input image. Input and coefficient
data may be in either two's complement or unsigned integer
format. The nine coefficients form a 3 x 3 filter kernel which
is multiplied by the input pixel data and summed to form a
sum of products for implementation of the convolution oper-
ation as shown below:

FILTER KERNEL INPUT DATA

A 8 C P1 P2 P3

0 E F P4 P5 P6

G H I P7 P8 P9

OUTPUT = (Ax P1) + (8 x P2) + (Cx P3)
+ (0 x P4) + (E x P5) + (F x P6)
+ (G x P7) + (H x P8) + (I x P9)

Control Logic
The control logic (Figure 1) contains the Initialization
Register and the Coefficient Registers. The control logic is
updated by placing data on the CINO-7 bus and using the
AO-2 and LD# control lines to write to the addressed
register (see Address Decoder). All of the control logic
registers are unaffected by FRAME#.

ENCRO#
ENCR1#
CAS#
CR1#
CRO#

INITIALIZATION
DATA

COEFFICIENT
REGISTER 0

ENCR1#

ENCRO#

S Q
C Q

COEFFICIENT
REGISTER 1



Initialization Register
The initialization register is used to appropriately configure
the convolver for a particular application. It is loaded
through the use of the CINO-7 bus along with the LD# in-
put. Bit 0 defines the input data and coefficients format
(unsigned or two's complement); Bit 1 defines the mode of
operation (1-D or 2- D); and Bits 2 and 3 determine the type
of rounding to occur on the DOUTO-19 bus; The complete
definition of the initialization register bits is given in Table 1.

TABLE 1. INITIALIZATION REGISTERDEFINITION

INITIALIZATION REGISTER

FUNCTION= Input & Coefficient
BITO Data Format

0 UnsignedIntegerformat

1 Two's complementformat

BIT1 FUNCTION= Operating Mode

0 1-0 9-tap filter

1 2-D 3 x 3 filter

3 BIT 2 FUNCTION= Output Rounding

0 0 NoRounding

0 1 Roundto 16 bits (i.e.DOUT19-4)

1 0 Roundto 8 bits (Le.DOUT19-12)

1 1 NotVelid

Coefficient Registers (CREGO, CREG1)

The control logic contains two coefficient register banks,
CREGO and CREG1. Each of these register banks is capa-
ble of storing nine 8-bit filter coefficient values (3 x 3
Kernel). The output of the registers are connected to the
coefficient input of the corresponding multiplier in the 3 x 3
multiplier array (designated A through I). The register bank
to be used for the convolution is selectable by writing to the
approprite address (See address decoder). All registers in a
given bank are enabled simultaneously, and one of the
banks is always active.

For most applications, only one of the register banks Is nec-
essary. The user can simply load CREGO after power up,
and use it for the entire convolution operation. (CREGO is
the default register). The alternate register bank allows the
user to maintain two sets of filter coefficients and switch be-
tween them in real time. The coefficient masks are loaded
via the CINO-7 bus by using AO-2 and LD#. The selection
of the particular register bank to be used in processing is
also done by writing to the appropriate address (See
address decoder). For example, if CREGO is being used to
provide coefficients to the multipliers, CREG1 can be
updated at a low rate by an external processor; then, at the
proper time, CREG1 can be selected, so that the new coeffi-

cient mask is used to process the data. Thus, no clock
cycles have been lost when changing between alternate
3 x 3 filter kernels.

The nine coefficients must be loaded sequentially over the
CINO-7 bus from A to I. The address of CREGO or CREG1
is placed on AO-2, and then the coefficients are written to
the corresponding coefficient register one at a time by using
the LD# input.

Address Decoder

The address decoder (See Figure 1) is used for writing to
the control logic of the HSP48901. Loading an internal regi-
ster is done by selecting the destination register with the
AO-2 address lines, placing the data on CINO-7, and assert-
ing LD# control line. When LD# goes high, the data on
CINO-7 is latched into the addressed register. The address
map for the AO-2 bus is shown in Table 2.

While loading of the control logic registers is asynchronous
to CLK, the target register in the control logic is being read
synchronous to the internal clock. Therefore, care must be
taken when modifying the convolver setup parameters dur-
Ing processing to avoid changing the contents of the regi-
sters near a rising edge of CLK. The required setup time
relative to CLK is given by the specification TLCS. For ex-
ample, In order to change the active coefficient register from
CREGOto CREG1 during an active convolution operation, a
write will be performed to the address for selecting CREG1
for internal processing (AO-2 = 110). In order to provide
proper uninterrupted operation, LD# should be deasserted
at least TLCS prior to the next rising edge of CLK. Failure to
meet this setup time may result in unpredictable results on
the output of the convolver. Keep in mind that this require-
ment applies only to the case where changes are being
made in the control logic during an active convolution oper-
ation. In a typical convolver configuration routine, where the
configuration data is loaded prior to the actual convolution
operation, this specification would not apply.

TABLE 2. ADDRESSMAP

CONTROLLOGIC ADDRESSMAP

A2-0 FUNCTION

0 0 0 Reservedfor futureuse

0 0 1 Reservedfor futureuse

0 1 0 LoadCoefficientRegister0 (CREGO)

0 1 1 LoadCoefficientRegister1 (CREG1)

1 0 0 LoadInitializationRegister(INT)

1 0 1 SelaetCREGOfor InternalProcessing

1 1 0 SelectCREG1for InternalProcessing

1 1 1 NoOperation



Control Signals
Hold

The HOLD control input provides the ability to disable inter-
nal clock and stop all operations temporarily. HOLD is
sampled on the rising edge of CLK and takes effect during
the following clock cycle (Refer to Figure 2). This signal can
be used to momentarily ignore data at the input of the
convolver while maintaining its current output data and
operational state.

The FRAME# input initializes all internal flip flops and regi-
sters except for the coefficient and initialization registers. It
is used as a reset between video frames and eliminates the
need to re-initialize the entire HSP48901 or reload the coef-
ficients. The registers and flip flops will remain in a reset
state as long as FRAME# is active. FRAME# is an asyn-
chronous input and may occur at any time. However, it must
be deasserted at least tFS ns prior to the rising clock edge
that is to begin operation for the next frame in order to en-
sure the new pixel data is properly loaded.

Operation

A single HSP48901 can be used to perform 3 x 3 convolu-
tion on 8-bit image data. A block diagram of this configura-
tion is shown in Figure 3. The inputs of an external data
buffer (such as the HSP9501) are connected to the input
data in parallel with the DIN1 (0-7) lines; the outputs of the
data buffer are connected to the DIN2(O-7) bus. A second
external data buffer is connected between the outputs of the
first buffer and the DIN3(O-7) inputs. To perform the convo-
lution operation, a group of nine image pixels is multiplied
by the 3 x 3 array of filter coefficients and their products are
summed and sent to the output. For the example in figure 3,
the pixel value in the output image at location m,n is given
by:

OOUT(m,n)= A x Pm-1,n-1 + 8 x Pm-1 ,n + C x Pm-1 ,n+1
+ 0 x Pm,n-1 + Ex Pm,n + F x Pm,n+1
+ GxPm+1,n-1 +HxPm+1,n +lxPm+1,n+1

This process is continually repeated until the last pixel of the
last row of the image has been input. It can then start again
with the first row of the next frame. The FRAM E# pin is used
to clear the internal mUltiplier registers and DOUTO-19 regi-
sters between frames. The row length of the image to be
convolved is limited only by the maximum length of the ex-
ternal data buffers.

20 FILTERED
DOUT 0 -19 IMAGE

DATA

INITIALIZATION
DATA

A B C PM-1,N-1 PM-1,N PM-1,N+ 1

D E F PM,N ·1 PM,N PM,N+ 1

F H PM+ 1,N-1 PM+ 1,N PM+ 1,N+ 1

RLTER KERNEL IMAGE DATA

Multiple filter kernels can also be used on the same image
data using the dual coefficient registers CREGO and
CREG 1. This type of filtering is used when the
characteristics of the input pixel data change over the
image in such a way that no one filter produces satisfactory
results for the entire image. In order to filter such an image,
the characteristics of the filter itself must change while the
image is being processed. The HSP48901 can perform this
function with the use of an external processor. The
processor is used to calculate the required new filter
coefficients, loads them into the coefficient register not in
use, and selects the newly loaded coefficient register at the
proper time. The first coefficient register can then be loaded
with new coefficients in preparation for the next change.
This can be carried out with no interruption in processing,
provided that the new register is selected synchronous to
the convolver CLK signal.

The HSP48901 can also operate as a one dimensional 9 tap
FIR filter by programming the initialization register to 1-D
mode (Le. INT bit 1 = '0'). This configuration will provide for
nine sequential input values to be multiplied by the coeffi-
cient values in the selected coefficient register and provide
the proper filtered output. The input bus to be used when
operating in this mode is the DIN1(O-7) inputs.

The equation for the output in the 1-D 9-tap FIR case be-
comes:

OOUTn= A x On-8 + 8 x On-7 + ex On-6 + 0 x On-5
+ Ex On-4 + F x On-3 + G x On-2 + H x On-1
+ IxOn

The total time to process an image is given by the formula:

T= RxC/F

The setup is straightforward. The user must first setup the where:
HSP48901 by loading a new value into the initialization reg-
ister. The coefficients can now be loaded one at a time from
A to I via the CINO-7 coefficient bus, and the AO-2 and LD#
control lines.

T = Time to process a frame

R = number of rows in the image

C = number of pixels in a row

F = clock rate of the HSP48901



Supply Voltage ............•••••••.•••..••.....••..•.•..••••.•••••••.•.•.•••.••••..•••••••••••.•••••.•.•.•••.••• +8.0V
Input, Output or I/O Voltage Applied ••••.••........•..•••.•••••••••••••••••.•••.••••..••.•.•••••• GND -0.5Vto VCC +0.5V
Storage Temperature Range .........•.••••••....••••.........•••.•..••.•••••.•..•••....•.••.••••....• -650C to +1500C
Maximum Package Power Dissipation at +700C •..•...............•..•...•... PGA Package = 2.56W, PLCC Package = 1.9W
Thermal Impedance Junction To Ambient (Sja)' ••••.......•..••.......... PGAPackage = 410CIW, PLCC Package = 42.aoCIW
Thermal Impedance Junction To Case (Sjc) ......•.••••..•.•••.•••...••• PGA Package = 160CIW, PLCC Package = 14.90CIW
Gate Count ...................•.••.•.•••••...•.••••••..•.••••.•.••.••.••••••..•..•••.••..••••••.•...• '" 13,594 Gates
Junction Temperature (TJ) •..........••••••••..•..••••••..•••••.•.•••.• PGA Package = +1750C, PLCC Package = +1500C
Lead Temperature (Soldering, Ten Seconds) ••.••...•••••••.••••••••••••..•..•••••.••.•.••.•..•.••••...•.••••••.• +3000C
ESD Classification •...•.•..•.••••.••••.•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.••••••••••..•••••...•••.•••.• Class 1
CAUTION: Stresses above those listed in the "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress only rating
and operatJ"on of the device at these or any other conditions above those ind;cated in the operational sections of this specification ;s not implied.

Operating Voltage Range ............•........•...••••..••.•••..••......•.•.••.•.......••..••......... +4.75V to +5.25V
Operating Temperature Range .•...........•......•..••.•.••.....••..•.....••..•.•.••.••..••.....•.•...... OoC to + 700C

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

Logical One Input Vo~age VIH 2.0 - V VCC= 5.25V

Logical Zero Input Voltage VIL - 0.8 V VCC = 4.75V

High Level Clock Input VIHC 3.0 - V VCC= 5.25V

Low Level Clock Input VILC - 0.8 V VCC=4.75V

Output HIGH Voltage VOH 2.6 - V 10H = -400fJA, VCC = 4.75V

Output LOW Voltage VOL - 0.4 V tOL = +2.0mA, VCC = 4.75V

Input Leakage Current II -10 10 fJA VIN = VCC or GND, VCC = 5.25V

Standby Power Supply Current ICCSB - 500 pA VIN = VCC or GND, VCC = 5.25V,
Outputs Open

Operating Power Supply Current ICCOP - 120 mA f= 20MHz,VIN =VCCorGND
VCC = 5.25V (Note 1)

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

Input Capacitance CIN - 10 pF FREQ = 1 MHz, VCC = Open, all measurements

Output Capacitance CO - 15 pF
are referenced to device ground.

NOTES: 1. Power supply current is proportional to operating frequency. Typical rating fO( ICCOP is 6mA/MHz.

2. Not tested, but characterized at initial design and at major process/delign changes.
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PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

Clock Period TCYCLE 33 - 50 - ns

Clock Pulse Width High TPWH 13 - 20 - ns

Clock Pulse Width Low TpWL 13 - 20 - ns

Data Input Setup Time TDS 14 - 16 - ns

Data Input Hold Time TDH 0 - 0 - ns

Clock to Data Out TOUT - 21 - 30 ns

Address Setup Time TAS 5 - 5 - ns

Address Hold Time TAH 2 - 2 - ns

Configuration Data TCS 10 - 12 - ns
Setup Time

Configuration Data TCH 0 - 0 - ns
Hold Time

LD# Pulse Width TLPW 13 - 20 - ns

LD# Setup Time TLCS 31 TCYCLE+2 40 TCYCLE+2 ns Note 1

HOLD Setup Time THS 10 - 12 - ns

HOLD Hold Time THH 0 - 0 - ns

FRAME# Pulse Width TFPW TCYCLE - TCYCLE - ns

FRAME# Setup Time TFS 28 - 40 - ns Note 2

Output Rise Time TR - 8 - 8 ns From 0.8V to 2.0V

Output Fall Time TF - 8 - 8 ns From 2.0V to 0.8V

NOTES: 1. This specification applies only to the case where a change in the active coefficient register is being selected during a convolution operation. It
must be met in order to achieve predictable results at the next rising clock edge. In most applications, this selection will be made asynchronously,
and the TLCS specification may be disregarded.

2. While FRAME# is asynchronous with respect to eLK, it must be deasserted a minimum of TFS ns prior to the rising clock edge which is to begin
loading new pixel data for the next frame.

3. A.C. Testing is performed as follows: Input levels (eLK Input) = 4.0V and OV; Input levels (All other Inputs) = OV to 3.QV; Input timing reference
levels: (CLK) = 2.0V, (Others) = 1.5V; Other timing references: VOH a 1.5V, VOL So 1.5V; Output load per test load circuit with CL = 40pF.
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mHARRIS HSP48908

• Single Chip 3x3 Kernel Convolution

• Programmable On-Chip Row Buffers

• DC to 32MHz Clock Rate

• Cascadable for Larger Kernels and Images

• On-Chip 8-Blt ALU

• Dual Coefficient Mask Registers, Switch able In a
Single Clock Cycle

• 8-Blt Signed or Unsigned Input and Coefficient Data

• 20-Blt Extended Precision Output

• Standard IlP Interface

• TTL Compatible Inputs/Outputs

• Low Power CMOS

Applications
• Image Filtering

• Edge Detection

• Adaptive Filtering

• Real Time Video Filters

Description
The Harris HSP48908 is a high speed Two Dimensional
Convolverwhich provides a single chip implementationof a
video data rate 3 x 3 kernel convolution on two dimensional
data. It eliminates the need for external data storage
through the use of the on-chip row buffers which are
programmablefor row lengths up to 1024 pixels.

There are Internal register banks for storing two
independent 3 x 3 filter kernels, thus facilitating the
implementation of adaptive filters and multiple filter
operations on the same data. The pixel data path also
includes an on-chip ALU for performing real-time
arithmetic and logical pixel point operations.

Data is provided to the HSP48908 in a raster scan non-
interlaced fashion, and is internally buffered on images up
to 1024 pixels wide for the 3 x 3 convolution operation.
Imageswith larger rows and convolution with larger kernel
sizes can be accommodated by using external row buffers
and/or multiple HSP48908s. Coefficient and pixel input
data are 8-bit signed or unsigned integers, and the 20 bit
convolveroutput guaranteesno overflow for kernel sizes up
to 4 x 4. Larger kernel sizes can be implementedhowever,
since the filter coefficients will normally be less than their
maximum8-bit values.

The HSP48908 is manufacturedusing an advanced CMOS
process,and is a low power fully static design.Theconfigu-
ration of the device Is controlled through a standard
microprocessor Interface and all inputs/outputs are TIL
compatible. The 2-D convolver is available in 84 pin PGA
and PLCC packages.
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NAME PLCC PIN TYPE DESCRIPTION

VCC 21,42,63,84 The +5V power supply pins. 0.1flF capacitors between the VCC and GND pins
are recommended.

GND 19,48, 54, 61 The device ground.
69,76,82

CLK 20 I Input and System clock. Operations are synchronous with the rising edge of
this clock signal.

DINO-7 1-8 I Pixel Data input bus. This bus is used to provide the 8-bit pixel input
data to the HSP48908. The data must be provided in a synchronous fashion,
and is latched on the rising edge of the CLK signal.

CINQ-9 9-18 I Coefficient Input bus. This input bus is used to load the Coefficient
Mask register(s), the Initialization register, the Row Buffer length register
and the ALU microcode. It may also be used to provide a second operand input
to the ALU. The definition of the CINQ-9 bits is defined by the register
address bits AO-2. The CINO-9 data is loaded to the addressed register
through the use of the CS# and LD# inputs.

DOUTO-19 49-53,55-60, 0 Output Data bus. This 20-Bit output port is used to provide the convolution
62,64-68, result. The result is the sum of products of the input data samples and their

70-72 corresponding coefficients. The Cascade inputs CAS10-15 may also be added to
the result by selecting the appropriate cascade mode in the Initialization
register.

CAS10-15 29-41,43-45 I Cascade Input bus. This bus is used for cascading multiple HSP48908s to
allow convolution with larger kernels or row sizes. It may also be used
to interface to external row buffers. The function of this bus is
determined by the Cascade Mode bit (Bit 0) of the Initialization register.
When this bit is set to a '0', the value on CAS10-15 is left shifted and
added to DOUTO-19. The amount of the shift is determined by bits 7-8 of the
Initialization register. While this mode is intended primarily for cascading,
it may also be used to add an offset value, such as to increase the brightness
of the convolved image.

When the Cascade mode bit is set to a '1', this bus is used for interfacing to
external row buffers. In this mode the bus is divided into two 8-bit busses
(CASI0-7 and CASI8-15), thus allowing two additional pixel data inputs. The
cascade data is sent directly to the internal multiplier array which allows for
larger row sizes without using multiple HSP48908s.

CASOO-7 73-75,77-81 0 Cascade Output bus. This bus is used primarily during cascading to handle
larger frames and/or kernel sizes. This output data is the data on DINO-7
delayed by twice the programmed internal row buffer length.

FRAME# 46 I Frame# is an asynchronous new frame or vertical sync input. A low on this
input resets all internal circuitry except for the Coefficient, ALU, AMC,
EOR and INT registers. Thus, after a Frarne# reset has occurred, a new frame
of pixels may be convolved without reloading these registers.

EALU 28 I Enable ALU Input. This control line gates the clock to the ALU Register.
When it is high, the data on CINO-7 is loaded on the next rising clock
edge. When EALU is low, the last value loaded remains in the ALU
register.

HOLD 22 I The Hold Input is used to gate the clock from all of the internal circuitry of
the HSP48908. This signal is synchronous, is sampled on the rising edge of
CLK and takes effect on the following cycle. While this signal is active (high),
the clock will have no effect on the HSP48908 and internal data will remain
undisturbed.

RESET# 47 I Reset is an asynchronous signal which resets all internal circuitry of the
HSP48908. All outputs are forced low in the reset state.

OE# 83 I Output Enable. The OE# input controls the state of the Output Data bus
(DOUTO-19). A LOW on this control line enables the port for output. When
OE# is HIGH, the output drivers are in the high impedance state. Processing
is not interupted by this pin.



NAME PLCCPIN TYPE DESCRIPTION

AD-2 25-27 I ControlRegisterAddress.Theselinesare decodedto determinewhich register
in the control logic is the destinationfor the data on the CINO-9 inputs.
RegisterloadingiscontrolledbytheAO-2,LD# andCS# inputs.

LD# 23 I Load Strobe.LD# is usedfor loadingthe internalregistersof the HSP48908.
WhenCS# andLD# areactive,the risingedgeof LD# will latchthe CINO-7data
intotheregisterspecifiedbyAO-2.

CS# 24 I Chip Select.The Chip Select input enables loading of the internal registers.
WhenCS# is low,theAO-2addresslinesaredecodedto determinethe meaning
of the data on the CINO-7bus. The rising edge of LD# will then load the
addressedregister.

The HSP48908 two-dimensional convolver performs
convolution of 3 x 3 filter kernels. It accepts the image data
in raster scan, non-interlaced format, convolves it with the
filter kernel and outputs the filtered image. The input and fil-
ter kernel data are both 8-bits, while the output data is 20-
bits to prevent overflow during the convolution operation.
The HSP48908 has internal storage for two 3 x 3 filter ker-
nels and is capable of buffering two 1024 x 8-bit rows for
true single chip operation at video frame rates. An 8-bit ALU
in the input pixel data path allows the user to perform arith-
metic and logical operations on the input data in real time
during the convolution. Multiple devices can also be cas-
caded together for larger kernel convolution, larger frame
sizes and increased precision.

Image data is input to the convolver via the DINO-7 bus. The
data is then operated on by the ALU, stored in the row
buffers and convolved with the 3 x 3 array of filter coeffi-
cients. The resultant output data is then latched into the out-
put register. The row buffers are preprogrammed to the
length of one row of the input image to enable the user to
input the image data one pixel at a time in raster scan format
without having to provide external storage.

Initialization of the convolver is done using the CINO-7 bus
to load configuration data, such as the filter kernel(s) and
the length of the row buffers. The address lines AO-2 are
used to address the internal registers for initialization. The
configuration data is loaded using the AO-2, CINO-9, CS#
and LD# controls as address, data, chip select and write
enable, respectively. This interface is compatible with
standard microprocessors without the use of any additional
glue logic.

Filtered image data comes out of the convolver over the
DOUTO-19 bus. This output bus is 20-bits wide to provide
room for growth during the convolution operation. The
20-bit bus will allow the use of up to 4 x 4 kernels (using
multiple 48908's) without overflow. However, in practical
applications, much larger kernel sizes can be implemented
without overflow since the filter coefficients are typically
much smaller than 8-bit full scale values. DOUTO-19 is also
a registered, three state bus to facilitate cascading multiple
chips and to allow the HSP48908 to reside on a standard
microprocessor system bus.

Multiple convolvers can also be cascaded together for
kernel sizes larger than 3 x 3 and for convolution on images
with row lengths longer than 1024 pixels. The maximum
kernel size is dependent upon the magnitude of the image
data and the coefficients in a given application; care must
always be taken with very large kernel sizes to prevent
overflow of the 20-bit output.

Data Input

Image data coming into the 2D Convolver passes through a
programmable pipeline delay before being sent to the ALU.
The amount of delay (1 to 4 clock cycles) is set in the
initialization register during configuration setup (See
Control Logic). Delays greater than one are used primarily in
cascading multiple HSP48908s to align data sequences for
proper output (See Operation).

Arithmetic Logic Unit

The on-chip ALU provides the user with the capability of
performing pixel point operations on incoming image data.
Depending on the instruction in the ALU microcode register,
the ALU can perform anyone of 19 arithmetic and logical
functions, and shift the resulting number left or right by up
to 3 bits. Tables 1 and 2 show the available ALU functions
and the 10-bit associated microcode to be loaded into the
ALU microcode register. Note that the shifts take place on
the output of the ALU and are completely independent of
the logical or arithmetic operation being performed. The first
input (A) of the ALU is taken from the pixel input bus
(DINO-7). The second input (B) is taken from the ALU
Register. The ALU Register is loaded via the CINO-7 bus
while the EALU control line is valid (see EALU).

TABLE1. ALU SHIFTOPERATIONS

ALUMICROCODEREGISTER

REGISTERBIT

9 8 7 OPERATION

0 0 0 NoShift(Default)
0 0 1 ShiftRight1
0 1 0 ShiftRight2
0 1 1 ShiftRight3
1 0 0 ShiftLeft1
1 0 1 ShiftLeft2
1 1 0 ShiftLeft3
1 1 1 NotValid



REGISTER BIT

6 5 4 3 2 1 0 OPERATION

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Logical (00000000)

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 Logical (11111111)

0 0 1 1 0 0 0 Logical (A)(Default)

0 1 0 1 0 0 0 Logical (B)

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 Logical (A#)

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 Logical (B#)

0 1 1 0 0 0 1 Arithmetic (A + B)

1 0 0 1 0 1 0 Arithmetic (A - B)

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 Arithmetic (B - A)

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 Logical (A AND B)

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 Logical (A AND B#)

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 Logical (A# AND B)

0 1 1 1 0 0 0 Logical (A OR B)

1 0 1 1 0 0 0 Logical (A OR B#)

1 1 0 1 0 0 0 Logical (A# OR B)

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 Logical (A NAND B)

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 Logical (A NOR B)

0 1 1 0 0 0 0 Logical (A XOR B)

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 Logical (A XNOR B)

The EALU control pin enables loading of the ALU Register.
While the EALU line is high, the data on CINO-7 is latched
into the ALU Register on the rising edge of CLK. When
EALU goes low, the current value In the ALU register Is held
until EALU is again asserted. Note that the ALU loading
operation makes use of the CINO-7 Inputs, but Is
completely independent of CS# and LD#. Therefore, in
order to prevent overwriting an internal register, care must
be taken to ensure that CS# and LD# are not active during
an EALU cycle.

Programmable Row Buffers

The programmable row buffers are used for buffering raster
input data for the convolution operation. They can be
thought of as programmable shift registers which can each
store up to 1024 a-bit values, thus delaying each pixel by
up to 1024 clock cycles. Functionally, each row buffer can
be represented as a set of registers connected as a 1024 x
a-bit serial shift register. The output of each buffer can be

represented by the equation Q = D{n-r), where Q is the row
buffer output, D is the buffer input, n is the current clock
cycle and r Is the preprogrammed row length of the input
image. Since the two buffers are connected in series, the
data at the cascade outputs (CASOQ-7) is delayed by two
row delays and may be used for cascading multiple
convolvers for larger kernel sizes and/or row lengths. The
programmable row buffers can also be bypassed by
selecting the appropriate cascade mode in the Initialization
register. This mode allows the use of external row buffers
for convolving with row lengths longer than 1024 pixels.

8-Blt Multiplier Array

The multiplier array consists of nine a x 8 multipliers. Each
multiplier forms the product of a filter coefficient with a
corresponding pixel in the Input image. Input and coefficient
data may be in either two's complement or unsigned integer
format The nine coefficients form a 3 x 3 filter kernel which
Is multiplied by the Input pixel data and summed to form a
sum of products for Implementation of the convolution
operation as shown below:

INPUT DATA FILTER KERNEl

P1 P2 P3 ABC

P4 P5 P6 DEF

P7 P8 P9 GHI

OUTPUT= (Ax P1)+ (B xP2) + (C xP3)
+ (DxP4)+ (ExP5)+ (FxP6)
+ (G xP7)+ (H xP8) + (I x P9)

Control Logic

The control logic (Figure 1) contains the ALU Microcode
Register, the Initialization. Register, the Row Length
Register, and the Coefficient Registers. The control logic is
updated by placing data on the CINQ-9 bus and using the
AO-2, CS# and LD# control lines to write to the addressed
register (see Address Decoder). All of the control logic
registers are loaded with their default values on RESET#,
and are unaffected by FRAME#.

ALU Microcode Register

The ALU microcode register Is used to store the command
word for the ALU. The ALU command word is a 10-bit
instruction divided into two fields: the lower 7 bits determine
the ALU operation and the upper 3 bits specify the number
of shifts which occur. The ALU command words are defined
In Tables 1 and 2 (See ALU section).
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Initialization Register

The initialization register is used to appropriately configure
the convolver for a particular application. It is loaded
through the use of the CINO-7 bus along with the CS# and
LD# inputs. Bit 0 defines the type of cascade mode to be
used; Bits 1 and 2 select the number of delays to be
included in the input pixel data path; Bits 3 and 4 define the
input and coefficient data format; Bits 5 and 6 determine the
type of rounding to occur on the DOUTO-19 bus; Bits 7 and
8 define the shift applied to the cascade input data. The
complete definition of the initialization register bits is given
in Table 3.

TABLE 3. INITIALIZATION REGISTER DEFINITION

INITIALIZATION REGISTER

BITO FUNCTION = CASCADE MODE

0 Multiplier input from internal row buffers

1 Multiplier input from external buffers

2 BIT1 FUNCTION = INPUT DATA DELAY

0 0 No data delay registers used

0 1 One data delay register used

1 0 Two data delay registers used

1 1 Three data delay registers used

BIT3 FUNCTION = INPUT DATA FORMAT

0 Unsigned integer format

1 Two's complement format

BIT4 FUNCTION = COEFFICIENT DATA FORMAT

0 Unsigned integer format

1 Two's complement format

6BIT5 FUNCTION = OUTPUT ROUNDING

0 0 No Rounding

0 1 Round to 16 bits (i.e. DOUT19-4)

1 0 Round t08 bits (i.e. DOUT19-12)

1 1 Not Valid

8BIT7 FUNCTION = CAS10-15 INPUT SHIF,

0 0 No Shift

0 1 Shift CASIO-15 left two

1 0 Shift CASIO-15 left four

1 1 Shift CASIO-15 left eight

Row Length Register

The row length register is used to store the programmed
number of delays for the internal row buffers. The
programmed delay is set equal to the row length (r) of the
input image. The input pixel data is stored in the row buffers
to allow corresponding pixels of adjacent rows to be
synchronously sent to the mutiplier array for the convolution
operation. The row length register is programmable with
values from 0 to 1023, with 0 defined as a row length of
1024. Row lengths of 1 or 2 lead to meaningless results for
a 3 x 3 kernel convolution, while a row length of 3 defines a
1 x 9 filter (See Operation section). The Row Length register
is written through the use of AO-2, CS# and LD#. Once the
row length register has been loaded, the convolver must be
reset before a new row length can be entered; failure to tog-
gle RESET# before reloading the Row Length Register will
result in the new value being ignored. After RESET# returns
high, the user has 1024 cycles of CLK to load the Row
Length Register. After 1024 CLK cycles, the Row Length
Register is automatically set to 0 (row length = 1024) and
further writes to this register are ignored.

Coefficient Registers (CREGO, CREG1)

The control logic contains two coefficient register banks,
CREGO and CREG1. Each of these register banks is capa-
ble of storing nine 8-bit filter coefficient values (3 x 3 Ker-
nel). The output of the registers are connected to the coeffi-
cient input of the corresponding multiplier in the 3 x 3 multi-
plier array (designated A through I). The register bank to be
used for the convolution is selectable by writing to the
appropriate address (See address decoder). All registers in
a given bank are enabled simultaneously, and one of the
banks is always active.

For most applications, only one of the register banks is
necessary. The user can simply load CREGO after power
up, and use it for the entire convolution operation. (CREGO
is the default register). The alternate register bank allows
the user to maintain two sets of filter coefficients and switch
between them in real time. The coefficient masks are loaded
via the CIN bus by using AO-2, CS# and LD#. The
selection of the particular register bank to be used in
processing is also done by writing to the appropriate
address (See address decoder). For example, if CREGO is
being used to provide coefficients to the mUltipliers, CREG1
can be updated at a low rate by an external processor; then,
at the proper time, CREG1 can be selected, so that the new
coefficient mask is used to process the data. Thus, no clock
cycles have been lost when changing between alternate 3 x
3 filter kernels.

The nine coefficients must be loaded sequentially over the
CINO-7 bus from A to I. The address of CREGO or CREG1
is placed on AO-2, and then the nine coefficients are written
to the corresponding coefficient register one at a time by
using the CS# and LD# inputs.



Address Decoder

The address decoder (See Figure 1) is used for writing to
the control logic of the HSP48908. Loading an internal
register is done by selecting the destination register with the
AO-2 address lines, placing the data on CINO-9, and
asserting the CS# and LD# control lines. When either CS#
or LD# goes high, the data on the CINO-9 lines is latched
into the addressed register. The address map for the AO-2
bus is shown in Table 4.

While loading of the control logic registers is asynchronous
to CLK, the target register in the control logic is being read
synchronous to the internal clock. Therefore, care must be
taken when modifying the convolver setup parameters
during processing to avoid changing the contents of the
registers near a rising edge of CLK. The required setup time
relative to CLK is given by the specification TLCS. For ex-
ample, in order to change the active coefficient register from
CREGOto CREG1 during an active convolution operation, a
write will be performed to the address for selecting CREG1
for internal processing (A2-0=110). In order to provide
proper uninterrupted operation, LD# should be deasserted
at least TLCS prior to the next rising edge of CLK. Failure to
meet this setup time may result in unpredictable results on
the output of the convolver for one clock cycle. Keep in
mind that this requirement applies only to the case where
changes are being made in the control logic during an ac'
tive convolution operation. In a typical convolver configura-
tion routine, this specification would not be applicable.

CONTROL LOGIC ADDRESS MAP

A2-0 Function

000 Load Row Length Register (RLR)

001 Load ALU Microcode Register (AMC)

010 Load Coefficient Register a (CREGO)

011 Load Coefficient Register 1 (CREG1)

100 Load Initialization Register (INT)

101 Select CREGO for Internal Processing

110 Select CREG1 for Internal Processing

11 1 No Operation

Cascade Input

The cascade input lines (CASI0-15) have two primary
functions. The first is used to allow convolutions with kernel
sizes larger than 3 x 3. This can be implemented by
connecting the DOUT bus of one convolver to the cascade
inputs of another. The second function is for convolution on
images wider than 1024 pixels. This type of operation can
be implemented by using external row buffers to suppiy the
pixel input data to the CAS10-15 inputs. The cascade input
functions are determined by Initialization Register bit O.
When this bit is set to a '0', the cascade input data Is added

to the convolver output. In this manner, multiple convolvers
can be used to Implement larger kernel convolution. When
Initialization Register bit 0 is a '1', the data on CASIO-15 is
divided into two 8-bit portions and is sent to the 3 x 3
multiplier array (Refer to Block Diagram). This mode of
operation allows the use of external row buffers for
convolution of images with row sizes larger than 1024.
Examples of these configurations are given in the
Operations section of this specification.

The data on the cascade inputs (CASIO-15) can also be left
shifted by 0,2,4, or 8 bits. The amount of shift is determined
by bits 7 and 8 of the Initialization Register (See Table 3).
CAS10-15 is shifted by the specified number of bits and is
added to the 20-bit output DOUT 0-19. The shifting func-
tion provides a method for cascading multiple HSP48908s
and allowing a selectable amount of output growth while
maximizing the resolution of the convolver result.

The cascade inputs can also be used as a simple way to
add an offset to the convolved image. Bit 0 of the
configuration register would be set to '0', and the desired
offset placed on the CAS10-15 inputs. While multiple offets
can be used and changed during the convolution operation,
note that the required data setup and hold times with
respect to CLK (TDS and TDH) must be met.

Cascade Output

The cascade output lines (CASOO-7) are outputs from the
second row buffer. Data at these outputs is the input pixel
data delayed by two times the preprogrammed value in the
row length register. The cascade outputs are used to
cascade multiple convolvers by connecting the cascade
outputs of one device to the data inputs of another (See
Operation section).

Control Signals
HOLD

The HOLD control Input provid~s the ability to disable
internal clock and stop all operations temporarily. HOLD is
sampled on the rising edge of CLK and takes effect during
the fo'iowing clock cycle (Refer to Figure 2).This signal can
be u~ed to momentarily ignore data at the input of the
convolver while maintaining its current output data and
operational state.

__I \_--



The RESET# signal initializes all internal flip flops and
registers in the HSP48908. It is an asynchronous signal,
and the convolver will remain in the reset state as long as
RESET# is asserted. On reset, all internal registers are set
to zero or their default values, and all outputs are forced low.
Following a reset, the default values in the internal registers
will define the following mode of operation: internal row
buffers used, line length = 1024, no input data delay, logical
A operation: output of AlU = A input (DINO-7) output round-
ing and unsigned input data format.

The convolver can be reset at any time, but must be reset
before updating the Row length register in order to provide
proper operation. After RESET# returns high, the user has
1024 cycles of ClK to load the Row length Register. After
1024 ClK cycles, the Row length Register is automatically
set to 0 (row length = 1024) and further writes to this regi-
ster are ignored.

This FRAME# input initializes all internal flip flops and
registers except for the coefficient, AlU, AlU microcode,
row length, and initialization registers. It is used to reset the
convolver between video frames and eliminates the need to
re-initialize the entire convolver or reload the coefficients.
FRAME# is an asynchronous input and may occur at any
time. However, it must be deasserted at least TFS ns prior to
the rising clock edge that is to begin operation for the next
frame. While FRAME# is asserted, the registers and flip-
flops will remain in the reset state.

The HSP48908 has three basic modes of operation: single
chip mode, operation with external row buffers and multiple
devices cascaded together for larger convolution kernels
and/or longer row lengths. The mode of operation is defined
by the contents of the initialization register, and can be
modified at any time by a microprocessor or other external
means.

A single HSP48908 can be used to perform 3 x 3 convolu-
tion on 8-bit image data with row lengths up to 1024. A
block diagram of this configuration is shown in Figure 3. In
this mode of operation, the image data is input into the
DINO-7 bus in a raster scan order starting with the upper
left pixel. To perform the convolution operation, a group of
nine image pixels is multiplied by the 3 x 3 array of filter
coefficients and their products are summed and sent to the
output. For the example in Figure 3, the pixel value in the
output image at location (m, n) is given by:

POUT(m,n) (AxPm-l,n-l) + (BxPm-l n) + (CXPm-l n+l)
+ (OxPm,n-l) + (ExPm ni + (FxPm n~l)
+ (GxPm+l,n-l) + (HxPm'+l,n) + (lxPm~l,n+l)

This process is continually repeated until the last pixel of the
last row of the image has been input. It can then start again
with the first row of the next frame. The FRAME# pin is used

to clear the row buffers, multiplier input latches and
DOUTO-19 registers between frames.
The setup for single chip operation is straightforward. After
reset, the convolver is configured for row lengths of 1024
pixels, no input data delay, no AlU pixel point operations,
no output rounding, and an unsigned input format. The user
can change this default setup by loading new values into
the AlU microcode, initialization and row length registers.
RESET# also clears the coefficient registers and CREGOis
selected for internal processing. The user can now load the
coefficients one at a time from A to I via the CINO-7 inputs
and the lD# and CS# control lines.

Multiple filter kernels can also be used on the same image
data using the dual coefficient registers CREGO and
CREG1. This type of filtering is used when the characteris-
tics of the input pixel data change over the image in such a
way that no single filter produces satisfactory results for the
entire image. In order to filter such an image, the character-
istics of the filter itself must change while the image is being
processed. The HSP48908 can perform this function with
the use of an external processor. The processor is used to
calculate the required new filter coefficients, loads them into
the coefficient register not in use, and selects the newly
loaded coefficient register at the proper time. The first
coefficient register can then be loaded with new coefficients
in preparation for the next change. This can be carried out
with no interruption in processing, provided that the new
register is selected synchronous to the convolver ClK
signal.

The HSP48908 can also operate as a one dimensional 9 tap
FIRfilter by programming the row buffer length register with
a value of 3 and selting the initialization register bit 0 to a '0'.
This configuration will provide for nine sequential input
values in the input to be multiplied by the coefficient values
in the selected coefficient register and provide the proper
filtered output. The equation for the output then becomes:

00UTn = A x 0n-8 + Bx 0n-7 + Cx 0n-6 + °x 0n-5
+ Ex 0n-4+ FxOn-3 +G xOn-2+ HXOn-l
+lxOn

ABC
OEF
GHI

Pm-l,n-l
Pm n-l
Pm~l, n-l

Pm-l,n
Pm n
Pm~l, n

Pm-l n+l
Pm,n~l
Pm+l,n+l



Use Of External Row Buffers
External row buffers may be used when frames with row
sizes larger than 1024 pixels are desired. To use the
HSP48908 In this mode, the cascade mode control bit (bit
0) ofthe Initialization register is set to '1' to allow the data on
the cascade Inputs CAS10-15 to go to the multiplier array.
The inputs of one external row buffer (such as the
HSP9500) are connected to the input data in parallel with
the DINO-7 lines of the convolver; and its outputs are con-
nected to the CASI0-7 inputs (See Figure 4). A second ex'
temal row buffer Is connected between the outputs of the
first row buffer and the CAS18-15 inputs of the convolver.
The convolution operation can then be performed by the
HSP48908 In the same manner as the single chip mode.
The row length in this configuration is limited only by the
maximum length of the external row buffers. Note that when
using the convolver In this configuration, the programmable
Input data delays and ALU wlll only operate on the data
entering the DINO-7 inputs (i.e. the bottom row of the 3 x 3
sum of products). If higher order filters or pixel point
operations are required when using external row buffers,
these functions must be Implemented externally by the user.

FILTERED
IMAGE
DATA

Cascading Multiple HSP48908's

Multiple HSP48908s are capable of being cascaded to
perform convolution on Images with row lengths longer than
1024 pixels and with kernel sizes larger than 3 x 3. Figure 5
Illustrates the use of two HSP48908s to perform a 3 x 3
kernel convolution on a 2K x N frame. In this case, the
cascade mode control bit (Bit 0) of both initialization
registers are set to a '0'. The loading of the coefficients is

3x 3 FILTER COEFFICIENT MASKS
KERNEL CONVOLVER #1 CONVOLVER #2

ABC DEF ABC
DEF 000 000
GHI GHI 000

FILTERED
IMAGE
DATA
2.

accomplished just as before. However, the 3 x 3 mask is
divided into two portions for proper convolution output as
follows: Convolver #1 = DEFOOOGHIand Convolver #2 =
ABCOOOOOO.

The same configuration can be used to perform 3 x 5
convolution on a 1K x N frame simply by setting up the
coefficients of the convolvers to implement the 3 x 5 mask
as indicated below:

3x5FILTER COEFFICIENT MASKS
KERNEL CONVOLVER #1 CONVOLVER #2

ABC GHI ABC
DEF JKL DEF
GHI MNO 000
JKL
MNO

In addition to larger frames, larger kernels can also be
addressed through cascadability. An example of the
configuration for a 5 x 5 kernel convolution on a 1K x N
frame is shown in Figure 6. Note that in this configuration,
convolver #2 Incorporates a 3 clock cycle delay (z -3) and
convolvers 3 and 4 Incorporate 2 clock cycle delays (z -2)
at their pixel inputs. These delays are required to ensure
proper data alignment in the final sum of products output of
the cascaded convolvers. The number of delays required at
the pixel input is programmable through the use of bits 1
and 2 of the Initialization register (Refer to Table 3).

FILTERED
IMAGE
DATA

5X5 CONVOLVER
FILTER KERNEL COEFFICIENT MASKS

ABCDE OKL OAB
FGHIJ OPQ OFG

KLMNO OUV 000
PQRST
UVWXY MNO CDE

RST HIJ
WXY 000



In any of the cascade configurations, only 16 bits of the 20-
bit output (DOUTO-19) can be connected to the 16 cascade
inputs (CASI0-15) of another convolver. Which 16 bits are
chosen depends upon the amount of growth expected at
the convolver output. The amount of growth is dependent
on the input pixel data and the coefficients selected for the
convolution operation. The maximum possible growth is
calculated in advance by the user, and the convolvers are
set up to appropriately shift the cascade input data through
the use of bits 7 and 8 of the initialization register (See Cas-
cade I/O). Refering to Figure 6, if the maximum growth out
of convolver #1 extends into bit 16 or 17, then DOUT2-17
are connected to the cascade inputs of convolver #3, which
is programmed to shift the input data left by two bits.
Likewise, If the data out of convolver #3 grows into bit 18 or
19, then DOUT4-19 are connected to the CAS10-15 inputs
of convolver #2, which is programmed to shift the input left
by 4 bits.

Cascading For Row Sizes Larger Than 1024

Combining large images with large kernels is accomplished
by implementing external row buffers, external data delay
registers and external adders. Figure 7 illustrates a circuit

for implementation of a 5 x 5 convolution on a 2K x N image.
The 5 x 5 coefficient mask is again distributed among the
four HSP48908's. The width of the DOUT path to be used in
this case is dependent on the amount of resolution required
and the amount of growth expected at the output.

Frame Rate

The total time to process an image is given by the formula:

T=RxC/F

where:
T = time to process a frame
R = number of rows in the image
C = number of pixels in a row
F = clock rate of the HSP48908

Note that the size of the kernel does not enter into the
equation. Convolvers cascaded for larger kernels or larger
frame sizes, as in the examples shown, process the image
in the same amount of time as a single HSP48908
convolving the image with a 3 x 3 kernel. Therfore, there is
no performance degradation when cascading multiple
HSP4i\908s.

IMAGE
DATA

FilTERED
IMAGE
DATA



Absolute Maximum Ratings

Supply Voltage ........••..•••........•••.......•......•••......••••......•••••.•.........................•.•... +8.0V
Input, Output or I/O Voltage Applied ..•..•.•.••........................•.•.......•..•.•.......... GND -0.5V to VCC +0.5V
Storage Temperature Range .........•.•...........................•.......•.••.•.....••.............. -650C to +1500C
Maximum Package Power Dissipation @ 700C .•......•.•.....•.•......•......................• 2.46W (PLCCl, 3.04W (PGA)
Thermal Impedance Junction To Case (Bjel .....................•••.•.....•••..•.•..... 10.260CIW (PLCC), 7.73oCIW (PGA)
Thermal Impedance Junction To Ambient (Bia) •....•.............................•••••. 32.47OCIW (PLCC), 34.560CIW (PGA)
Gate Count . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . • •. . . . . . •. • . . . . . •. •. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . •. .. • .. •. ••. 190,000 Transistors
Maximum Junction Temperature {TJ) ...................••......•.••.........•................ 150°C (PLCC), 175°C (PGA)
Lead Temperature (Soldering, Ten Seconds) ....................................•.•.•.•..............•.•..•••.•.. +3000C
ESD Classification •..•.•.••.•.........••............................................•.••.•.••..•••.•.••.••.•.•• Class 1

Operating Voltage Range ......................•.......•.•.......•.........•.••...................•... +4.75V to +5.25V
Operating Temperature Range ...........................•.......•.•.........•..•.•.•..................... OoC to + 700C

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

Logical One Input Voltage VIH 2.0 - V VCC= 5.25V

Logical Zero Input Voltage VIL - 0.8 V VCC=4.75V

High Level Clock Input VIHC 3.0 - V VCC= 5.25V

Low Level Clock Input VILC - 0.8 V VCC=4.75V

Output HIGH Voltage VOH 2.6 - V 10H = -400flA, VCC = 4.75V

Output LOW Voltage VOL - 0.4 V 10L = +2.0mA, VCC = 4.75V

Input Leakage Current II -10 10 flA VIN = VCC or GND, VCC = 5.25V

I/O Leakage Current 10 -10 10 flA VOUT = VCC or GND

Standby Power Supply Current ICCSB - 500 flA VIN = VCC or GND, VCC = 5.25V,
Outputs Open

Operating Power Supply Current ICCOp - 160 mA f= 20M Hz, VIN =VCC orGND
Note 1

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

Input Capacitance CIN - 10 pF FREa = 1MHz, VCC = Open, all measurements

Output Capacitance Co - 12 pF
are referenced to device ground.

NOTES: 1. Power supply current is proportional to operating frequency.
Typical rating for ICCOp is 8.0mAlMHz.

2. Not tested, but characterized at initial design and at major
process/design changes.
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PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS CONDITIONS

Clock Period TCYCLE 31 - 50 - ns

Clock Pulse Width High TpWH 12 - 20 - ns

Clock Pulse Width Low TpWL 13 - 20 - ns

Data Input Setup Time TDS 13 - 14 - ns

Data Input Hold Time TDH 0 - 0 - ns

Clock to Data Out TOUT - 16 - 22 ns

Address Setup Time TAS 13 - 13 - ns

Address Hold Time TAH 0 - 0 - ns

Configuration Data Setup Time TCDS 14 - 16 - ns

Configuration Data Hold Time TCDH 0 - 0 - ns

LD# Pulse Width TLPW 12 - 20 - ns

LD# Setup Time TLCS 25 - 30 - ns Note 1
CINO-7 Setup to CLK TCS 14 - 16 - ns

CS# Setup To LD# TCSS 0 - 0 - ns

CINO-7 Hold Time From CLK TCH 0 - 0 - ns

CS# Hold From LD# TCSH 0 - 0 - ns

RESET# Pulse Width TRPW 31 - 50 - ns

FRAME# Setup To Clock TFS 21 - 25 - ns Note 2
FRAME# Pulse Width TFPW 31 - 50 - ns

EALU Setup Time TES 12 - 14 - ns

EALU Hold Time TEH 0 - 0 - ns

HOLD Setup Time THS 11 - 12 - ns

HOLD Hold Time THH 1 - 1 - ns

Output Enable Time TEN - 16 - 22 ns Note 3
Output Disable Time TOl - 28 - 32 ns Note 5
Output Rise Time TR - 6 - 6 ns From 0.8to 2.0V

Note 5
Output Fall Time TF - 6 - 6 ns From 2.0to 0.8V

Note 5

NOTES: 1. This specification applies only to the case where the HSP48908
is being written to during an active convolution cycle. It must be
met in order to acheive predictable results al the next rising
clock edge. In most applications. the configuration data and
coefficients are loaded asynchronously and the TLCS specifica·
tion may be disregarded.

2. While FRAME#" is an asynchronous signal, it must be
deasserted a minimum of TFS os prior to the rising clock edge
which is to begin loading pixel data for a new frame.

3. Transition is measured at ± 200 mV from steady slate voltage
with loading as specified In test load circuit with CL ,.. 40pF.

4. A.C.Testing is performedas follows: Input levels(CLK Input)4.0 and OV.
Input levels (All other Inputs) OV and 3.0V, Timing reference levels
(CLK) - 2.0V. (Others) - 1.5V. Output ioad per te.t load circuit w~h
CL - 4OpF.Output transition is measuredat VOH~ 1.5VandVOL$ 1.5V.

5. ControUed via design or process parameters and not directly tested.
Characterized upon initial design and after maJor process a";'d/or design
changes.
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;II HARRIS HSP48908/883

• This Circuit is Processed in accordance to Mil-Std-
883C and is Fully Conformant Under the Provisions of
Paragraph 1.2.1

• Single Chip 3x3 Kernel Convolution

• Programmable On-Chip Row Buffers

• DC to 27MHz Clock Rate

• Cascadable for Larger Kernels and Images

• On-Chip 8-Bit ALU

• Dual Coefficient Mask Registers, Switch able in a
Single Clock Cycle

• 8-Bit Signed or Unsigned Input and Coefficient Data

• 20-Bit Extended Precision Output

• Standard IJPInterface

• TTL Compatible InputS/Outputs

• Low Power CMOS

• Available in 84 Pin PGA Package

Applications
• Image Filtering

• Edge Detection

• Adaptive Filtering

• Real Time Video Filters

Description
The Harris HSP48908/883 is a high speed Two Dimensional
Convolver which provides a single chip implementation of a
video data rate 3 x 3 kernel convolution on two dimensional
data. It eliminates the need for external data storage through
the use of the on-chip row buffers which are programmable
for row lengths up to 1024 pixels.

There are internal register banks for storing two independent
3 x 3 filter kernels, thus facilitating the implementation of
adaptive filters and multiple filter operations on the same
data. The pixel data path also includes an on-chip ALU for
performing real-time arithmetic and logical pixel point
operations.

Data is provided to the HSP48908/883 in a raster scan non-
interlaced fashion, and is internally buffered on images up to
1024 pixels wide for the 3 x 3 convolution operation. Images
with larger rows and convolution with larger kernel sizes can
be accommodated by using external row buffers and/or
multiple HSP48908/883's. Coefficient and pixel input data
are 8-bit signed or unsigned integers, and the 20 bit
convolver output guarantees no overflow for kernel sizes up
to 4 x 4. Larger kernel sizes can be implemented however,
since the filter coefficients will normally be less than their
maximum 8-bit values.

The HSP48908/883 is manufactured using an advanced
CMOS process, and is a low power fully static design. The
configuration of the device is controlled through a standard
microprocessor interface and all inputs/outputs are TTL
compatible. The 2-D convolver is available in 84 pin PGA
package.

Pinout
HSP48908/883 (PGA)

TOP VIEW

CASCO DOUTD DOUT' OND DOUT" DOUT. DOUT. DOUT10 OOUT12 DOUT13 DOUT15

C1oS04 CAS06 CAS07 DOUT2 DOUT .• DOUTI OND DOUT11 DOUT1. OND COUT17

CASO> OND DOUTI DOUTT VCC DOUT16 DOUT18

CASO, CAS02 DOUT1S OND

OE# GND VCC CASI1 FRA.ME CAS"

84 PIN PGA #

OIN1 CASOD DING CAS •• VCC RESET

TOP VIEW #

0lN2 OIN3 0'" CAS •• CASH CASO

DIN5 DINS CAS.7 CAS18

OIN7 elNl CINe HOLD LD# CASll0 CASB

C ••• C •• 3 eiN .• elN7 OND VCC A2 EAW CASI13 CASlll CAS ••

CIN2 CIN6 CINS C ••• CU< A' C.# AD CASl16 CAS., .• CASl12



Reliability Information

Thermal Resistance eja ejc
Ceramic PGA Package ...............• 34.56OCIW 7.730CIW

Maximum Package Power Dissipation at +1250C
Ceramic PGA Package ••••...............•..••••••... 1.45W
Gate Count 190,000 Transistors

Absolute Maximum Ratings

Supply Voltage ......•••••............................. +8.0V
Input, Output or I/O Voltage Applied •... GND-0.5V to VCC+0.5V
Storage Temperature Range •••••.•••........ -650C to +1500C
Junction Temperature ........................•.••..•• +1750C
Lead Temperature (Soldering 10 see) •................. +3000C
ESD Classification .................•..........•••..... Class 1

CAUTION: Absolute maximum ratings are limiting values, applied individually beyond which the serviceability of the circuit may be impaired. Functional
operability under any of these conditions is not necessarily implied.

Recommended Operating Conditions

Operating Temperature Range ••..••••.....•.•• -550C to + 1250C
Operating Voltage Range ...•.......•.......•.•• +4.5V to +5.5V

GROUP A LIMITS

D.C. PARAMETERS SYMBOL CONDITIONS SUBGROUP TEMPERATURE MIN MAX UNITS

Logical 1 Input Voltage VIH VCC=5.5V 1,2,3 -55°C < TA < +1250C 2.2 - V

Logical 0 Input Voltage VIL VCC=4.5V 1,2,3 -550C <TA < +1250C - 0.8 V

Clock Input High VIHC VCC=5.5V 1,2,3 -55°C <TA <+1250C 3.0 - V

Clock Input Low VILC VCC= 4.5V 1,2,3 -55°C <TA < +1250C - 0.8 V

Output HIGH Voltage VOH IOH=-400mA 1,2,3 -550C STA S +1250C 2.6 - V
VCC=4.5V
(Note 1)

Output LOW Voltage VOL IOL=+2.0mA 1,2,3 -550CSTAS+1250C - 0.4 V
VCC=4.5V
(Note 1)

Input Leakage Current II VIN =VCC orGND 1,2,3 -55°C STA S+1250C -10 +10 IJA
VCC=5.5V

Output or I/O 10 VOUT = VCC or GND 1,2,3 -550C ::oTA::O+1250C -10 +10 IJA
Leakage Current VCC=5.5V

Standby Power ICCSB VIN = VCC or GND 1,2,3 -55°C ::oTA::O+1250C - 500 IJA
Supply Current VCC= 5.5V

Outputs Open (Note 4)

Operating Power ICCOp f=20.0MHz 1,2,3 -55°C sTA::O +1250C - 160.0 mA
Supply Current VCC=5.5V

Outputs Open,
(Notes 2,4)

Functional Test FT (Notes3,4) 7,8 -550C ::oTA::o+1250C - - -

NOTES: 1. Interchanging of force and sense conditions is permitted.

2. Operating Supply Current is proportional to frequency, typical
rating is 8.0mAIMHz.

3. Tested as follows: f -, MHz, VIH - 2.6, VIL ~ 0.4, VOH ~ '.5V, VOL :5.'.5V,
VIHC = 3.4V, and VILC = 0.4V.

4. Loading is a specifl&d in the test load circuit with Cl = 40pF.



LIMITS

CONDI- GROUP A
-27 (27MHz) -20 (20MHz)

PARAMETERS SYMBOL TlONS SUBGROUP TEMPERATURE MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS

Clock Period TCYCLE 9,10,11 -550C~TAS. +1250C 37 - 50 - ns

Clock Pulse Width High TpWH 9,10,11 -55°C ~TA $.+1250C 15 - 20 - ns

Clock Pulse Width Low TpWL 9,10,11 -550C~TA$. +1250C 15 - 20 - ns

Data Input Setup Time TDS 9,10,11 -550C~TA$. +1250C 16 - 17 - ns

Data Input Hold Time TDH 9,10,11 -550C~TA$. +1250C 0 - 0 - ns

Clock to Data Out TOUT 9,10,11 -55°C $.TA~ +1250C - 19 - 28 ns

Address Setup Time TAS 9,10,11 -550C~TA~+1250C 15 - 15 - ns

Address Hold Time TAH 9,10,11 -550C$.TA $.+1250C 0 - 0 - ns

Configuration Data TCDS 9,10,11 -550C $.TA~ +1250C 17 - 20 - ns
Setup Time

Configuration Data TCDH 9,10,11 -550C ~TA ~ +1250C 0 - 0 - ns
Hold Time

LD# PulseWidth TLPW 9,10,11 -550C $.TA~ +1250C 15 - 20 - ns

LD# Setup Time TLCS Note 1 9,10,11 -550C ~TA~.+1250C 30 - 37 - ns

CIN7-0 Setup to CLK TCS 9,10,11 -550C~TA~ +1250C 17 - 20 - ns

CIN7-0 Hold from CLK TCH 9,10,11 -550C~TA~ +1250C 0 - 0 - ns

CS# Setup to LD# TCSS 9,10,11 -55°C ~TA~ +1250C 0 - 0 - ns

CS# Hold from LD# TCSH 9,10,11 -55°C :$TA$. +1250C 0 - 0 - ns

RESET# Pulse Width TRPW 9,10,11 -550C~TA:$ +1250C 37 - 50 - ns

FRAME# Setup to CLK TFS Note 2 9,10,11 -55°C ~TA~ +1250C 25 - 30 - ns

FRAME# Pulse Width TFPW 9,10,11 -550C~TA$. +1250C 37 - 50 - ns

EALUSetup Time TES 9,10,11 -550C~TA < +1250C 15 - 17 - ns

EALU Hold Time TEH 9,10,11 -55°C $.TA $. +1250C 0 - 0 - ns

HOLD Setup Time THS 9,10,11 -55°C S.TA$. +1250C 13 - 14 - ns

HOLD Hold Time THH 9,10,11 -55°C $.TA $.+1250C 2 - 2 - ns

Output Enable Time TEN Note 3 9,10,11 -550C~TA$.+1250C - 19 - 28 ns

NOTES: 1. This specification applies only to the case where the HSP489081
883 is being written to during an active convolution cycle. It must
be met in order to achieve predictable results at the next rising
clock edge. In most applications, the configuration data and
coefficients are loaded asynchronously and the TLeS
specification may be disregarded.

2. While FRAME# is an asynchronous signal, it must be deasserted
a minimum of TFS ns prtor to the rising clock edge which is to
begin loading pixel data for a new frame.

3. Transition is measured at ±200mV from steady state voltage with loading as
specified in test load circuit with Cl - 40pF.

4. A.C. Testing is performed as follows: Input levels (elK Input) 4.0V and OV.
Input levels (All other Inputs) OV and 3.0V, Timing Reference levels
(eLK) - 2.0V, (Others) ~ 1.5V. Output load per test load circu~ with
Cl = 40pF. Output transition is measured atVOH2:. 1.5V and VOls' 1.5V.



UMITS

-27 -20

PARAMETERS SYMBOL CONDITIONS NOTES TEMPERATURE MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS

Input Capacitance CIN VCC = Open, 1 TA=+25OC - 10 - 10 pF
f=lMHz,AII
measurements are
referenced to
deviceGND.

Output Capacitance Co Vcc=Open, 1 TA=+250C - 12 - 12 pF
f=lMHz,AII
measurements are
referenced to
deviceGND.

Output Disable ToZ 1,2 -550C $TA $ +1250C - 35 - 40 na
Time

Output Rise Time TR From 0.8V to 2.0V 1,2 -550C <TA < +1250C - 6 - 6 na

Output Fall Time TF From 2.0V to 0.8V 1,2 -55°C <TA < +1250C - 6 - 6 na

NOTES: 1. Paramete", listed in Tabie 3 are controlled via design or process 2. Loading is as specified in the test load c~cull with CL • 4OpF.
parameters and are not directly tested. These parameters are
characterized upon initial design and after major process and/or
design changes.

CONFORMANCE GROUPS METHOD SUBGROUPS

InitialT est 100%/5004 -
Interim Test 100%/5004 -
PDA 100% 1

FinalTest 100% 2,3, 8A, 86, 10, 11

Group A - 1,2,3, 7,8A, 86, 9,10,11

GroupsC&D Samples/5005 1,7,9

81
DUT~
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CAS06 DOUTo ooUTl GND ooUT5 ooUT8 oOUT8 OOU110 oOUT12 ooUTl 00U115

CAl104 CAS05 CAS07 OOU12 OOUT" OOU19 GND 00UT11 00UT,4 GND ooUTl

CAS03 GND OOU13 ooUT7 VCC OOU116 OOU118

CASOl CAS02 OOU119 GND

oe# GND VCC CASI1 FRAME CABIO

84 PIN PGA #

DIN1 CASOO DINO CASt2 VCC RESET
TOP VIEW #

DIN2 OlN3 DIN4 CASI5 CASK CASl3

DINS DINS CASl7 CABle

DIN7 GIN1 GIN9 HOLD LD# CASnO CAS IS

CINO CIH3 CIN4 CIN7 GND VCC A2 EAW CASI13 CASl11 CAStO

CIN2 CINS CINS CINS CLK Al cs# AD CASI15 CASI14 CASI12

PIN PGA BURN-IN
NAME PIN SIGNAL

CIN2 Al F13
CINO A2 F12
DIN7 A3 F7
DINS A4 Fs
DIN2 AS F2
DINl A6 Fl
OE A7 Fl0
CASO.l AS VccJ2
CASO.3 IW VccJ2
CASO.4 A10 VccJ2
CASO.6 All VccJ2
CINs Bl F12
CIN3 B2 F13
CINl B3 F12
DIN6 B4 F6
DIN3 Bs F3
CASO.O B6 VccJ2
GND B7 GND
CASO.2 B8 VccJ2
GND B9 GND
CASO.S Bl0 VccJ2
POUTO Bll VccJ2
CIN6 Cl F13
CIN4 C2 F13
DIN4 CS F4
DINO C6 FO
VCC C7 VCC
CASO.7 Cl0 VCcJ2

I NOTES: ,. vcc/2 (2.7V ± 10%) used for outputs only.
2. 47KO (±20%) resistor connected to all pins

except VCC end GND.
3. VCC ~ 5.5 ± 0.5V.

PIN PGA BURN-IN
NAME PIN SIGNAL

POUTl Cll VCcJ2
CIN8 01 F14
CIN7 02 F12
POUT2 010 VCcJ2
GND 011 GND
CLK El FO
GND E2 GND
CIN9 E3 F14
POUT3 E9 VCcJ2
POUT4 El0 VCC/2
POUTS Ell VCcJ2
Al Fl F13
VCC F2 VCC
HOLD F3 F14
POUT7 F9 VCcJ2
POUT9 Fl0 VCcJ2
POUT6 Fll VCcJ2
CS Gl F12
A2 G2 F14
LOAD G3 Fll
VCC G9 VCC
GND Gl0 GND
POUT8 Gll VCcJ2
AO Hl F12
EALU H2 F8
POUTll Hl0 VCcJ2
POUT10 Hll VCcJ2
CASI.ls Jl F7

PIN PGA BURN-IN
NAME PIN SIGNAL

CASI.13 J2 Fs
CASl.s Js Fs
CASI.2 J6 F2
CASU J7 Fl
POUT14 Jl0 VCcJ2
POUT12 Jll VCcJ2
CASI.14 Kl F6
CASU 1 K2 F3
CASI.l0 K3 F2
CASI.7 K4 F7
CASI.4 Ks F4
VCC K6 VCC
FRAME K7 Fls
POUT19 K8 VCcJ2
POUT16 K9 VCcJ2
GND Kl0 GND
POUT13 Kll VCcJ2
CASI.12 L1 F4
CASI.9 L2 Fl
CASI.8 L3 FO
CASI.6 L4 F6
CASI.3 Ls F3
RESET L6 F16
CASI.O L7 FO
GND L8 GND
POUT18 L9 VCcJ2
POUT17 Ll0 VCcJ2
POUTls L11 VCcJ2

4. 0.1 ~F (min) capac~or between VCC end GND per pos~ion.
5. FO ~ 100kHz ± 10%, F1 = FO/2, F2 ~ F112 ... Fl1 ~ F1P/2,

40-60% Duly Cycle.

6. Input Voltage Limits: VII. ~ O.8V max., VIH ~ 4.5V ± '0%.



HSP489 08/883

Die Characteristics
DIE DIMENSIONS: GLASSIVATION:

341 x 322 x 19 ± 1 mils Type: Nilrox

METALLIZATION: Thickness: 10k.&.

Type: Si - AI or Si-AI-Cu DIE ATTACH:
Thickness: ak.&. Malerial: Silver Glass

WORST CASE CURRENT DENSITY:
2 x 105Ncm2

Metallization Mask Layout
HSP48908/883

0 0 N M ..• on
N C

0 0 0 0 c 0
z z 0 •... CD on ••• M N ~ 0 0 ~ Ul Ul Ul Ul Ul Ul
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CIN3 (12)
(74) CASOB

CIN4 (13)
(73) CAS07

CIN5 (14)
(72) DOUTO

CINB (15)
(71) DOUT1

CIN7 (1B)
(70) DOUT2 en
(B9) GND a:

CIN8 (17) W
(68) DOUT3 !J

CIN9 (18) u:
GND (19)

(B7) DOUT4 0
I

(BB) DOUT5 N

CLK (20) (85) DOUT8

VCC (21) (B4) DOUT7

HOLD (22) (63) VCC

LD# (23) . (62) DOUT8

CS# (24)
(61) GND

A2 (25)
(60) DOUT9

A1 (26)
(59) DOUT10

AO (27)
(58) DOUT11

EALU (28)

CASI15 (29)
(57) DOUT12

CASI14 (30)
(58) DOUT13

CASI13 (31)
(55) DOUT14

CASI12 (32) (54) GND
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DATA SHEETS

HSP45102

HSP45106

HSP45106/883

HSP45116

HSP45116/883

HSP50016

12 Bit Numerically Controlled Oscillator
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mHARRIS

• 32-Bit Frequency Control

• BFSK, QPSK Modulation

HSP45102

The Harris HSP45102 is Numerically Controlled Oscillator
with 32 bit frequency resolution and 12 bit output. With over
69dB of spurious free dynamic range and worst case
frequency resolution of 0.009Hz, the NC012 provides dra-
matic improvements in accuracy over other frequeny syn-
thesis solutions at a competitive price.

The frequency to be generated is selected from two
frequency control words. A single control pin selects which
word is used to determine the output frequency. Switching
from one frequency to another occurs in one clock cycle,
with a 6 clock pipeline delay from the time that the new
control word is loaded until the new frequency appears on
the output.

Two pins, PO-1, are provided for phase modulation. They
are encoded and added to the top two bits of the phase
accumulator to offset the phase in 900 increments.

• Offset Binary Output Format

• O.009Hz Tuning Resolution at 40MHz

The 13 bit output of the Phase Offset Adder is mapped to
the sine wave amplitude via the Sine ROM. The output data
format is offset binary to simplify interfacing to D/A
converters. Spurious frequency components in the output
sinusoid are less than -69dBc.

The NC012 has applications as a Direct Digital Synthesizer
and modulator in low cost digital radios, satellite terminals,
and function generators.
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OUT6

OUT7

OUT8

OUT9

OUT10

OUT11

GND

VCC

SELLJM#

SFTEN#

MSB/lSB#

ENPHAC#

so

LOAD#

TXFR#

PIN
NAME NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

VCC 8,22 +5V power supply pin.

GND 7,15,21 Ground

Po-1 19,20 I Phase modulation inputs (become active after a pipeline delay of four clocks). A phase shift
of 0, 90, 180, or 270 degrees can be selected (Table 1).

ClK 16 I NCO clock. (CMOS level)

SClK 14 I This pin clocks the frequency control shift register.

SELLlM# 9 I A high on this input selects the least significant 32 bits of the 64 bit frequency register as
the input to the phase accumulator; a low selects the most significant 32 bits.

SFTEN# 10 I The active low input enables the shifting of the frequency register.

MSB/LSB# 11 I This input selects the shift direction of the frequency register. A low on this input shifts in the
data lSB first; a high shifts in the data MSB first.

ENPHAC# 12 I This pin, when low, enables the clocking of the Phase Accumulator. This input has a pipe-
line delay of four clocks.

SO 13 I Data on this pin is shifted into the frequency register by the rising edge of SCLK when
SFTEN# is low.

TXFR# 17 I This active low input is clocked onto the chip by CLK and becomes active after a pipeline
delay of four clocks. When low, the frequency control word selected by SELl/M# is
transferred from the frequency register to the phase accumulator's input register.

LOAD# 18 I This input becomes active after a pipeline delay of five clocks. When low, the feedback in
the phase accumulator is zeroed.

OUTo-11 1-6,23-28 0 Output data. OUTOis lSB. Unsigned.

All inputs are TTL level, with the exception of eLK.

# sign designates active low signals.



Functional Description
The NC012 produces a 12 bit sinusoid whose frequency
and phase are digitally controlled. The frequency of the sine
wave is determined by one of two 32 bit words. Selection of
the active word is made by SEL_L/M#. The phase of the
output is controlled by the two bit input PO-1,which is used
to select a phase offset of 00, 900,1800, or 2700.

As shown in the Block Diagram, the NC012 consists of a
Frequency Control Section, a Phase Accumulator, a Phase
Offset Adder and a Sine ROM. The Frequency Control
section serially loads the frequency control word into the
frequency register. The Phase Accumulator and Phase
Offset Adder compute the phase angle using the frequency
control word and the two phase modulation inputs. The Sine
ROM generates the sine of the computed phase angle. The
format of the 12 bit output is offset binary.

Frequency Control Section

The Frequency Control Section (Figure 1l, serially loads the
frequency data into a 64 bit, bidirectional shift register. The
shift direction is selected with the MSB/LSB# input.
When this input is high, the frequency control word on the
SD input is shifted into the register MSB first. When
MSB/LSB# is low the data is shifted in LSB first. The
register shifts on the rising edge of SCLK when SFTEN# is
low. The timing of these signals is shown in Figure 2.

The 64 bits of the frequency register are sent to the Phase
Accumulator Section where 32 bits are selected to control
the frequency of the sinusoidal output.

Phase Accumulator Section

The phase accumulator and phase offset adder compute
the phase of the sine wave from the frequency control word
and the phase modulation bits PO-1. The architecture is
shown in Figure 1.The most significant 13 bits of the 32 bit
phase accumulator are summed with the two bit phase off-
set to generate the 13 bit phase input to the Sine Rom. A
value of 0 corresponds to 00, a value of 1000 hexadecimal
corresponds to a value of 1800.

The phase accumulator advances the phase by the amount
programmed into the frequency control register. The output
frequency is equal to N*Fclk/232 , where N is the selected
32 bits of the frequency control word. For example, if the
control word is 20000000 hexadecimal and the clock
frequency is 30Mhz, then the output frequency would be
Fclk/8 or 3.75Mhz.

The frequency control multiplexer selects the least
significant 32 bits from the 64 bit frequency control register
when SELL/M# is high, and the most significant 32 bits
when SELL/M# is low. When only one frequency word is
desired, SELL/M# and MSB/LSB# must be either both
high or both low. This is due to the fact that when a frequen-
cy control word is loaded into the shift register LSB first, it
enters through the most significant bit of the register. After
32 bits have been shifted in, they will reside in the 32 most
significant bits of the 64 bit register.

When TXFR# is asserted, the 32 bits selected by the fre-
quency control mUltiplexerare clocked into the phase accu-
mulator input register. At each clock, the contents of this
register are summed with the current contents of the accu-
mulator to step to the new phase. The phase accumulator
stepping may be inhibited by holding ENPHAC# high. The
phase accumulator may be loaded with the value in the in-
put register by asserting LOAD#, which zeroes the feed-
back to the phase accumulator.

The phase adder sums the encoded phase modulation bits
PO-1 and the output of the phase accumulator to offset the
phase by 0, 90, 180 or 270 degrees. The two bits are
encoded to produce the phase mapping shown in Table 1.
This phase mapping is provided for direct connection to the
in-phase and quadrature data bits for QPSK modulation.

TABLE 1

PO-1 CODING

P1 PO PHASE SHIFT (DEGREES)

0 0 0

0 1 90

1 0 270

1 1 180

ROM Section

The ROM section generates the 12 bit sine value from the
13 bit output of the phase adder. The output format is offset
binary and ranges from 001 to FFF hexadecimal, centered
around 800 hexadecimal.
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Supply Voltage •••............•.••••...............•.•••••.....•........••••••••••.......•....•.•••.•••••••••••• +8.0V
Input, Output or I/O Voltage Applied .•...........•..•...•••.....•....•.••...•••••..•.•........... GND -0.5V to VCC +0.5V
Storage Temperature Range .............•.....•••••.•........••.....••••.•..•.•.......•...••.•.•..••• -650C to +1500C
Junction Temperature ............................•••••.•.•.•.•.......••••....•...••.•••••.•......•........•... +1500C
Maximum Package Power Dissipation (Commercial) .•.•••......••••.•.....•..•.........•.•••••••••• 1.5W(DIP),1.1W(SOIC)
Maximum Package Power Dissipation (Industrial) ........•••.....•.............••.•.•......•• 1.30C/W (DIP), O.90C/W (SOIC)
ejc ......•.•...•....•......•..••••...........••......••••..••..••••......••.••••..•.. 20.30C/W (DIP), 21.60C/W (SOIC)
eja . . . . •• • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •• • •. . . . . . . . • . • . . . •• . . . . . •. . . . •• . •• . . . . . • •• •• • •••• 50.10C/W (DIP), 71.40C/W (SOIC)
Device Count ...................................••••...•.••••....•.••••.•...•••....••..........•.... 32,528 Transistors
Lead Temperature (Soldering, Ten Seconds) •••.....••••......................•...•.•••.••••••••••••••.••.•..•... +3000C
ESD Classification ............•...•......•••••.....••................•••••••......•.•..••••••••••••••••••••••.. Class 1

CAUTION: Stresses above those listed in the "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This;s a stress only rating and
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification is not implied.

Operating Voltage Range (Commercial, Industrial) ........•••••••.•.•.••••••.....•.•.•••••••••••••....... +4.75V to +5.25V
Operating Temperature Range (Commercial) .......•••••...............•...••........••..•.....•••••••...••• OoC to + 700C
Operating Temperature Range (Industrial) ..••........•••••...•.••.•....•.••••••.•...............•..•••.• -400Cto+850C

SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

VIH Logical One Input Voltage 2.0 - V VCC=5.25V

VIL Logical Zero Input Voltage - 0.8 V VCC= 4.75V

VIHC High Level Clock Input 3.0 - V VCC=5.25V

VILC Low Level Clock Input - 0.8 V VCC=4.75V

VOH Output HIGH Voltage 2.6 - V IOH = -400f!A, VCC = 4.75V

VOL Output LOW Voltage - 0.4 V 10L = +2.0mA, VCC = 4.75V

II Input Leakage Current -10 10 ~A VIN = VCC or GND, VCC = 5.25V

ICCSS Standby Power Supply Current - 500 ~A VIN = VCC or GND
VCC = 5.25V, Note 3

ICCOp Operating Power Supply Current - 99 mA f = 33M Hz, VIN = VCC or GND
VCC = 5.25V, Notes 1 and 3

SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

CIN Input Capacitance - 10 pF FREQ = 1MHz, VCC = Open,
All measurements are referenced

Co Output Capacitance - 10 pF
to device ground

1. Power supply current is proportional to operating frequency. TypicaJ 3. Output load per test load circu;t with switch open and CL - 40pF.
rating for 'CCOP is 3mAJMHz.

2. Not tested, but characterized at initial design and at maior process/design
changes.



-33 (33MHz) -40 (40MHz)

SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN MAX MIN MAX COMMENTS

TCp Clock Period 30 - 25 - ns

TCH Clock High 12 - 10 - ns

TCl Clock low 12 - 10 - ns

TSW SClK High/low 12 - 10 - ns

TDS Set-up Time SD to SClK Going High 12 - 12 - ns

TDH Hold Time SD from SClK Going High 0 - 0 - ns

TMS Set-up Time SFTEN#, MSB/lSB# 15 - 12 - ns
to SClK Going HGgh

TMH Hold Time SFTEN#, MSB/lSB# 0 - 0 - ns
from SClK Going High

TSS Set-up Time SClK High to ClK 16 - 15 - ns, Note 2
Going High

TPS Set-up Time PO-1 to ClK Going High 15 - 12 - ns

TPH Hold Time PO-1 from ClK Going High 1 - 1 - ns

TES Set-up Time lOAD#, TXFR#, 15 - 13 - ns
ENPHAC#, SELl/M# to ClK
Going High

TEH Hold Time lOAD#, TXFR#, 1 - 1 - ns
ENPHAC#, SELLlM# from ClK
Going High

TOH ClK to Output Delay 2 15 2 13 ns

TRF Output Rise, Fall Time 8 - 8 - ns, Note 3

1. A.C. testing is performed as follows: Input levels (eLK Input) 4.0V and OV;
Input levels (all other inputs) OV and 3.QV; Timing reference levels (eLK)
2.0V; All others 1.5V. Output load per test load circuit with switch closed
and CL = 40 pF. Output transition is measured at VOH .2:. , .5V and
VOL:S. 1.5V.

2. If TXFR# is active. care must be taken to not violate set-up and hold times
as data from the shift registers may not have settled before elK occurs.

3. Controlled via design or process parameters and not directly tested. Charac-
terized upon initial design and after major process and/or design changes.
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mHARRIS

• 25.6MHz, 33MHz Versions

• 32-Blt Center and Offset Frequency Control

• 16-Bit Phase Control

• 8 Level PSK Supported Through Three Pin Interface

• Simultaneous 16 Bit Sine and Cosine Outputs

• Output in Two's Complement or Offset Binary

• <O.008Hz Tuning Resolution at 33MHz

• Serial or Parallel Outputs

• Spurious Frequency Components < -90dBc

• 16 Bit Microprocessor Compatible Control Interface

• 85 Pin PGA, 84 Pin PLCC

Applications
• Direct Digital Synthesis

• Quadrature Signal Generation

HSP45106

Description
The Harris HSP45106 is a high performance 16-bit
quadrature numerically controlled oscillator (NC016). The
NC016 simplifies applications requiring frequency and
phase agility such as frequency-hopped modems, PSK
modems, spread spectrum communications, and precision
signal generators. As shown in the block diagram, the
HSP45106 is divided into a Phase/Frequency Control
Section (PFCS) and a Sine/Cosine Section.

The inputs to the Phase/Frequency Control Section consist
of a microprocessor interface and individual control lines.
The frequency resolution is 32 bits, which provides for
resolution of better than 0.OO8Hzat 33MHz. User program-
mable center frequency and offset frequency registers give
the user the capability to perform phase coherent switching
between two sinusoids of different frequencies. Further, a
programmable phase control register allows for phase
control of better than 0.0060• In applications requiring up to
8-level PSK, three discrete inputs are provided to simplify
implementation.

The output of the PFCS is a 32-bit phase which is input to
the Sine/Cosine Section for conversion into sinusoidal
amplitude. The outputs of the sine/cosine section are two
16-bit quadrature signals. The spurious free dynamic range
of this complex vector is greater than gOdBe.

For added flexibility when using the NC016 in conjunction
with DAC's, a choice of either parallel of serial outputs with
either two's complement or offset binary encoding is provid-
ed. In addition, a synchronization signal is available which
signals serial word boundaries.

MICROPROCESSOR
INTERFACE

DISCRETE
CONTROL SIGNALS

CLOCK

SIN,(;OS SINE /16PHASE! ARGUMENT
FREQUENCY 32

SINE! /
COSINECONTROL / SECTION COSINE/16

SECTION /



HSP45106
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PGAPIN
NAME NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

VCC B5, 011, F1, +5 power supply pin.
K7,K10

GNO A9,02,E10, Ground
K4,l11

CQ-15 A1-8, B3-4 I Control input bus for loading phase, frequency, and timer data into the PFCS. CO is lSB.
B6-8,C5-7

AQ-2 A10, Blr10 I Address pins for selecting destination of CQ-15 data (Table 2).

CS# E11 I Chip select (Active low). Enables data to be written into control registers by WR#.

WR# E9 I Write enable (Active low). Data is clocked into the register selected by AQ-2 on the rising edge
of WR# when CS# is low.

CLK K9 I Clock. All registers, except the control registers clocked with WR#, are clocked (when
enabled) by the rising edge of CLK.

ENPOREG# F10 I Phase Offset Register Enable (Active low). Registered on chip by CLK. When active, after being
clocked onto chip, ENPOREG# enables the clocking of data into the Phase Offset Register. Allows
ROM address to be updated regardless of ENPHAC#.

NOFREG# F9 I Offset Frequency Register Enable (Active low). Registered on chip by ClK. When active, after being
clocked onto chip, ENOFREG# enables the clocking of data into the Offset Frequency Register.

ENCFREG# F11 I Center Frequency Register Enable (Active low). Registered on chip by ClK. When active, after being
clocked onto chip, ENCFREG# enables the clocking of data into the Center Frequency Register.

ENPHAC# H11 I Phase Accumulator Register Enable (Active low). Registered on chip by CLK. When active, after
being clocked onto chip, ENPHAC#enables the clocking of data into the Phase Accumulator Register.

ENTIREG# G11 I Timer Increment Register Enable (Active low). Registered on chip by CLK. When active, after being
clocked onto chip, ENTIREG# enables the clocking of data into the Timer Increment Register.

INHOFR# G9 I Inhibit Offset Frequency Register Output (active low). Registered on chip by ClK. When active, after
being clocked onto chip, INHOFR# zeroes the data path from the Offset Frequency Register to the
Frequency Adder. New data can be still clocked into the Offset Frequency Register. INHOFR# does
not affect the contents of the register.

INITPAC# J11 I Initialize Phase Accumulator (Active low). Registered on chip by CLK. Zeroes the feedback path in the
Phase Accumulator. Does not clear the Phase Accumulator Register.

MOOO-2 B11, I Modulation Control Inputs. When selected with the PMSEl line, these bits add an offset of 0, 45, 90,
C1Q-11 135,180,225,270, or 315 degrees to the current phase (i.e., modulate the output). The lower 13 bits

of the phase control are set to zero. These bits are registered when the Phase Offset Register is
enabled.

PMSEl A11 I Phase Modulation Select input. Registered on chip by ClK. This input determines the source of the
data clocked into the Phase Offset Register. When high, the Phase Input Register is selected. When
low, the extemal modulation pins (MOOQ-2) control the three most significant bits of the Phase
Offset Register and the 13 least significant bits are set to zero.

PACI# H10 I Phase Accumulator Carry Input (Active low). Registered on chip by ClK.

INITTAC# G10 I Initialize Timer Accumulator (Active low). This input is registered on chip by CLK. When ective, after
being clocked onto chip, INITTAC# enables the clocking of data into the Timer increment Register,
and also zeroes the feedback path in the Timer Accumulator.

TEST 010 I Test select input. Registered on chip by CLK. This input is active high. When active, this input enables
test busses to the outputs instead of the sine and cosine data.

PAR/SER# J10 I Parallel/Serial Output Select. This input is registered on chip by ClK. When low, the sine and cosine
outputs are in serial mode. The output shift registers will load in new data after ENPHAC# goes low
and will start shifting the data out after ENPHAC# goes high. When this input is high, the output
registers are loaded every clock and no shifting takes place.

BINFMT# K11 I Format. This input is registered on chip by CLK. When low, the MSB of the SIN and COO are inverted
to form an offset binary (unsigned) number.

OES# K2 I Three-state control for bits SINQ-15. Outputs are enabled when OES# is low.

OEC# J2 I Three-state control for bits COSO-15. Outputs are enabled when OEC# is low.

TICO# B2 ° Timer Accumulator Carry Output. Active low, registered. This output goes low when a carry is
generated by the Timer Accumulator.



PGAPIN
NAME NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

DACSTRB# L1 0 DAC Strobe (Active low). In serial mode, this output will go low when the first bit of a new output
word is valid at the shill register output. This pin is active only in serial mode.

SINO-15 J5-7, K3, 0 Sine output data. When parallel mode is enabled, data is output on SINO-15. When serial mode is
K5-6, K8, enabled, output data bits are shilled out of SIN15 and SINO.The bit stream on SIN 15 is provided

L2-10 MSB first while the bit stream on SINO is provided LSB first.

COSO-15 B1,C1-2, 0 Cosine output data. When parallel mode is enabled, data is output on COSO-15. When serial
D1,E1-3, mode is enabled, output data bits are shilled out of COS15 and COSO.The bit stream on COS15

F2-3, G1-3, is provided LSB first.
H1-2,J1, K1

Index Pin C3 Used to align chip in socket or on circuit board. Must be left as a no connect in circuit.

Functional Description
The 16-bit Numerically Controlled Oscillator (NC016)
produces a digital complex sinusoid waveform whose
frequency and phase are controlled through a standard
microprocessor interface and discrete inputs. The NC016
generates 16-bit sine and cosine vectors at a maximum
sample rate of 40MHz. The NC016 can be preprogrammed
to produce a constant (CW) sine and cosine output for
Direct Digital Synthesis (ODS) applications. Alternatively,
the phase and frequency inputs can be updated in real time
to produce a FM, PSK, FSK, or MSK modulated waveform.
To simplify PSK generation, a 3 pin interface is provided to
support modulation of up to 8 levels.

As shown in the Block Diagram, the NC016 is comprised of
a Phase and Frequency Control Section (PFCS) and Sine/
Cosine Section. The PFCS stores the phase and frequency
control inputs and uses them to calculate the phase angle of
a rotating complex vector. The Sine/Cosine Section
performs a lookup on this phase and generates the
appropriate amplitude values for the sine and cosine. These
quadrature outputs may be configured as serial or parallel
with either two's complement or offset binary format.

Phase/Frequency Control Section
The phase and frequency of the quadrature outputs are
controlled by the PFCS (Figure 1). The PFCS generates a
32 bit word which represents the instantaneous phase
(Sin/Cos argument) of the sine and cosine waves being
generated. This phase is incremented on the rising edge of
each ClK by the preprogrammed amounts in the phase and
frequency control registers. As the instantaneous phase
steps from 0 through full scale (232 - 1), the phase of the
quadrature outputs proceeds from 00 around the unit circle
counter clockwise.

The PFCS is comprised of a Phase Accumulator Section,
Phase Offset adder, Input Section, and a Timer Accumulator
Section. The Phase Accumulator computes the
instantaneous phase angle from user programmed values
in the Center and Offset Frequency Registers. This angle is
then fed into the Phase Offset adder where it is offset by the
preprogrammed value in the Phase Offset Register. The
Input Section routes data from a microprocessor
compatible control bus and discrete input signals into the
appropriate configuration registers. The Timer Accumulator

supplies a pulse to mark the passage of a user programmed
period of time.

Input Section

The Input Section loads the data on CO-15 into one of the
seven input registers, the lSB and MSB Center Frequency
Input Registers, the lSB and MSB Offset Frequency
Registers, the lSB and MSB Timer Input Registers, and the
Phase Input Register. The destination depends on the state
of AO-2 when CS# and WR# are low (Table 1).

TABLE 1

A2-0 DECODING

A2 A1 AD CS# WR# FUNCTION

0 0 0 0 t Load least significant bits of
Center Frequency input.

0 0 1 0 t Load most significant bits of
Center Frequency input.

0 1 0 0 t Load least significant bits of
Offset Frequency input.

0 1 1 0 t Load most significant bits of
Offset Frequency input.

1 0 0 0 t Load least significant bits of
Timing Interval input.

1 0 1 0 t Load most significant bits of
Timing Interval input.

1 1 0 0 t Load Phase Register

1 1 1 0 t Reserved

X X X 1 X Input Disabled

Once the input registers have been loaded, the control in-
puts ENCFREG#, ENOFREG#, ENTIREG#, ENCTIREG#,
and ENPOREG# will allow the input registers to be
downloaded to the PFCS control registers with the input
ClK. The control inputs are latched on the rising edge of
ClK and the control registers are updated on the rising
edge of the following ClK. For example, to load the Center
Frequency Register, the data is loaded into the lSB and
MSB Center Frequency Input Register, and ENCFREG# is
set to zero; the next rising edge of ClK will pass the
registered version of ENCFREG#, R.ENCFREG#, to the
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clock enable of the Center Frequency Register; this register
then gets loaded on the following rising edge of ClK. The
contents of the input registers are downloaded to the
control registers every clock if the control inputs are
enabled.

Phase Accumulator Section

The Phase Accumulator adds the 32 bit output of the
Frequency Adder with the contents of a 32 bit Phase
Accumulator Register on every clock cycle. When the sum
causes the adder to overflow, the accumulation continues
with the least significant 32 bits of the result.

Initializing the Phase Accumulator Register is done by
putting a low on the INITPAC# and ENPHAC# lines. This
zeroes the feedback path to the accumulator, so that the
register is loaded with the current value of the Frequency
Adder on the next clock.

The frequency of the quadrature outputs is based on the
number of clock cycles required to step from 0 to full scale.
The number of steps required for this transition depends on
the phase increment calculated by the frequency adder. For
example, if the Center and Offset Frequency registers are
programmed such that the output of the Frequency Adder Is
4000 0000 hex, the Phase Accumulator will step the phase
from 0 to 360 degrees every 4 clock cycles. Thus, for a 30
MHz ClK, the quadrature outputs will have a frequency of
30/4 MHz or 7.5MHz. In general, the frequency of the
quadrature output is determined by N x FClK/232, where N
is the output of the Frequency Adder and FClK Is the
frequency of ClK.

The Frequency Adder sums the contents of both the Center
and Offset Frequency Registers to produce a phase
increment. By enabling INHOFR#, the output of the Offset
Frequency Register is disabled so that the output frequency
is determined from the Center Frequency Register alone.
For BFSK modems, INHOFR# can be asserted/
de-asserted to toggle the quadrature outputs between
two programmed frequencies. Note: enabling/disabling
INHOFR# preserves the contents of the Offset Frequency
Register.

Phase Offset Adder

The output of the Phase Accumulator goes to the Phase
Offset Adder, which adds the 16 bit contents of the Phase
Offset Register to the 16 MSB's of the phase. The resulting
32-bit number forms the instantaneous phase which is fed
to the Sine/Cosine Section.

The user has the option of loading the Phase Offset
Registers with the contents of the Phase Input Register or
the MODO-2 inputs depending on the state of PMSEL.
When PMSEl Is high, the contents of the Phase Input
Register are loaded. If PMSEl is low, MODO-2 encode the
upper 3 bits of the Phase Offset Register while the lower
13 bits are cleared. The MODO-2 inputs simplify PSK
modulation by providing a 3 input interface to phase
modulate the carrier as shown in Table 2. The control
input ENPOREG# acts as a clock enable and must be
low to enable clocking of data into the Phase Offset
Register.

MOD2-o DECODING

PHASE SHIFT
MOD2 MOD1 MODO (DEGREES)

0 0 0 0

0 0 1 45

0 1 0 90

0 1 1 135

1 0 0 270

1 0 1 315

1 1 0 180

1 1 1 225

Timer Accumulator Section

The Timer Accumulator consists of a register which is
incremented on every clock. The amount by which It incre-
ments is loaded into the Timer Increment Input
Registers and is latched into the Timer Increment Register
on rising edges of ClK while ENTIREG# Is low. The output
of the Timer Accumulator is the accumulator carry out,
TICO#. TICO# can be used as a timer to enable the
periodic sampling of the output of the NCO-1 6. The number
programmed into this register equals (232 x ClK period)/
(desired time interval).

Sine/Cosine Section
The Sine/Cosine Section (Agure 2) converts the Instanta-
neous phase from the PFCS Section into the appropriate
amplitude values for the sine and cosine outputs. It takes
the most significant 20 bits of the PFCS output and passes
them through a Sine/Cosine look up to form the 16 bit
quadrature outputs. The sine and cosine values are
computed to reduce the amount of ROM needed. The
magnitUde of the error In the computed value of the
complex vector is less than -90.2dB. The error in the sine or
cosine alone is approximately 2dB better. The 20 bit phase
word maps Into 2lTradians so that the angular resolution is
(2lT)/220.An address of zero corresponds to 0 radians and
an address of hex FFFFF corresponds to 2lT-«2lT)/220)
radians. The outputs of the Sine/Cosine Section are two's
complement sine and cosine values. The ROM contents
have been scaled by (216-1)1(216+1) for symmetry about
zero.

To simplify Interfacing with D/A converters, the format of the
sine/cosine outputs may be changed to offset binary by
enabling BINFMT#. When BINFMT# is enabled, The MSB
of the Sine and Cosine outputs (SIN15 and COS15 when
the outputs are in parallel mode) are inverted. Depending
upon the state of BINFMT#, the output is centered around
midscale and ranges from 8001 H to 7FFFH (two's comple-
ment mode) or 0001 H to FFFFH (offset binary mode).

Serial output mode may is chosen by enabling PAR/SER#.
In this mode the user loads the output shift registers with
Sine/Cosine ROM output by enabling ENPHAC#. After
ENPHAC# goes Inactive the data is shifted out serially. For
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example, to clock out one 16 bit sine/cosine output,
ENPHAC# would be active for one cycle to load the output
shift register, and would then go inactive for the following
15 cycles to clock the remaining bits out. Output bit streams
are provided in formats with either MSB first or LSB first.
The MSB first format is available on the SIN15 and COS15
output pins. The LSB first format is available on the SINO
and COSO output pins. In MSB first format, zero's follow the
LSB if a new output word is not loaded into the shift register.
In LSB first format, the sine extension bit follows the MSB if

a new data word Is not loaded. The output signal
DACSTRB# is provided to signal the first bit of a new output
word is valid (Figure 3). Note: all unused pins of SINO-15
and COSO-15 should be left floating.

A test mode is supplied which enables the user to access
the phase input to the Sine/Cosine ROM. If TEST and PAR/
SER# are both high, the 28 MSB's of the phase input to the
Sine/Cosine Section are made available on SINO-15 and
COS4-15. The SINO-15 outputs represent the MSW of the
address.

-1 H I 16COSINESINICOS ADDRESS SINEICOSINE
ARGUMENT DECODE ROM: 16SINE

_

__ ~CC60'15BINFMT#'

ENPHAC#'.TEST,PARISER#------------------ ----
DES#,

OEC#

CLK~O~8910

ENPHAC#'

------------ ------DACSTRB#,



Supply Voltage ....................................•............................................................ +8.0V
Input, Output or I/O Voltage Applied ......•..•••..........................•...................... GND -0.5V to VCC +0.5V
Storage Temperature Range ........••••...................•......••.................................. -650C to +1500C
Maximum Package Power Dissipation ..............•...........•.......•.......•................ 2.3W (PLCC), 2.9W (PGA)
ejc ......................••................................••.............•......... 11.30C/W (PLCC), 1O.OoC/W (PGA)
eja ...........................••••........................................•........... 34.00C/W (PLCC), 360C/W (PGA)
Component Count .......................................•....••...............•..................... 75,000 Transistors
Junction Temperature ...............••••........•....................................... +150oC (PLCC), + 1750C (PGA)
Lead Temperature (Soldering, Ten Seconds) ..............•...............•......•.•.....................••..•••. +3000C
ESD Classification .•.....................•..................................................................... Class 1

CAUTION: Stresses above those listed in the "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress only rating and
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification is not implied.

Operating Voltage Range .....•.........••.........••................................................. +4.75V to +5.25V
Operating Temperature Range ...................................•....••..........•...........•........... OoC to + 700C

SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

VIH Logical One Input Voltage 2.0 - V VCC= 5.25V

VIL Logical Zero Input Voltage - 0.8 V VCC=4.75V

VIHC High Level Clock Input 3.0 - V VCC=5.25V

VILC Low Level Clock Input - 0.8 V VCC=4.75V

VOH Output HIGH Voltage 2.6 - V 10H = -400I'A, VCC = 4.75V

VOL Output LOW Voltage - 0.4 V 10L = +2.0mA, VCC = 4.75V

II Input Leakage Current -10 10 I'A VIN = VCC or GND, VCC = 5.25V

10 I/O Leakage Current -10 10 I'A VOUT = VCC or GND,
VCC= 5.25V

ICCSS Standby Power Supply Current - 500 l!A VIN = VCC or GND
VCC = 5.25V, Note 3

'CCOP Operating Power Supply Current - 205 mA f = 25.6MHz, VIN = VCC or GND
VCC = 5.25V, Notes 1 and 3

SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

CIN Input Capacitance - 10 pF FREQ = 1MHz, VCC = Open,
All measurements are referenced

Co Output Capacitance - 10 pF
to device ground

1. Power supply current is proportional to operating frequency. Typical 3. Output load per test load circuit with switch open and CL - 40pF.
rating for ICCOp is SmA/MHz.

2. Not tested, but characterized at initial design and at major process/design
changes.
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25.6MHz 33MHz

SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN MAX MIN MAX COMMENTS

TCp ClKPeriod 39 - 30 - ns

TCH ClKHigh 15 - 12 - ns

TCl ClKlow 15 - 12 - ns

TWp WR#Period 39 - 30 - ns

TWH WR# High 15 - 12 - ns

TWl WR#low 15 - 12 - ns

TAWS Set-up Time AO-2, CS# to WR# Going High 13 - 13 - ns

TAWH Hold Time AO-2, CS# from WR# Going High 1 - 1 - ns

TCWS Set-up Time CO-15 to WR# Going High 15 - 15 - ns

TCWH Hold Time CO-15 from WR# Going High 0 - 0 - ns

TWC Set-up Time WR# High to ClK High 16 - 12 - ns, Note 2

TMCS Set-up Time MOOO-2 to ClK Going High 15 - 15 - ns

TMCH Hold Time MOOO-2 from ClK Going High 0 - 0 - ns

TECS Set-up Time ENPOREG#, ENOFREG#, ENCFREG#, ENPHAC#, 12 - 12 - ns
ENTIREG#,INHOFR#, PMSEl#,INITPAC#, BINFMT#,
TEST,PAR/SER#, PACI#,INITIAC# to ClK Going High

TECH Hold Time ENPOREG#, ENOFREG#, ENCFREG#, ENPHAC#, 0 - 0 - ns
ENTIREG#, INHOFR#, PMSEl#,INITPAC#, BINFMT#,
TEST,PAR/SER#, PACI#,INITIAC# from ClK Going High

TOO ClK to Output Delay SINO-15, COSD-15, TICO# - 18 - 15 ns

TOSO ClK to Output Delay OACSTRB# 2 18 2 15 ns

TOE Output Enable Time - 12 - 12 ns

TOO Output Disable Time - 15 - 15 ns, Note 3

TRF Output Rise, Fail Time - 8 - 8 ns, Note 3

1. A.C. testing is performed as follows: Inpuileyeis (elK Input) 4.0V and OV;
Inpul levels (all other inputs) OV and 3.0V; Timing reference ievels (CLK)
2.0V; All others 1.5V. Output load per test load circuit with switch closed
and CL - 40 pF. Output tfansition is measur'ed at VOH 2:.1.5V and VOL ~
1.5V.

2. If ENOFREG#, ENCFREG#, ENTIREG#, OR ENPOREG# are aclive,
care must be taken to not violate set-up and hold times to these registers
when writing data into the chip via the CO-15 port.

3. Controlled via design or process parameters and not directly tested. Char-
acterized upon initial design and after major process and/or changes.
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mHARRIS HSP451 06/883

• This Circuit is Processed in Accordance to Mil-Std-
883 and is Fully Conformant Under the Provisions of
Paragraph 1.2.1

• 25.6MHz Clock Rate

• 32-Bit Center and Offset Frequency Control

• 16-Bit Phase Control

• 8 Level PSK Supported Through Three Pin Interface

• Simultaneous 16 Bit Sine and Cosine Outputs

• Output in Two's Complement or Offset Binary

• <O.006Hz Tuning Resolution at 25.6MHz

• Serial or Parallel Outputs

• Spurious Frequency Components < -90dBc

• 16 Bit Microprocessor Compatible Control Interface

·85 Pin PGA

Applications
• Direct Digital Synthesis

Description
The Harris HSP45106/883 is a high performance 16-bit
quadrature numerically controlled oscillator (NC016). The
NC016 simplifies applications requiring frequency and
phase agility such as frequency-hopped modems, PSK
modems, spread spectrum communications, and precision
signal generators. As shown in the block diagram, the
HSP45106/883 is divided into a Phase/Frequency Control
Section (PFCS)and a Sine/Cosine Section.

The inputs to the Phase/Frequency Control Section consist
of a microprocessor interface and individual control lines.
The frequency resolution is 32 bits, which provides for
resolutionof better than 0.OO6Hzat 25.6MHz. Userprogram-
mablecenter frequency and offset frequency registers give
the user the capability to perform phase coherent switching
between two sinusoids of different frequencies. Further, a
programmable phase control register allows for phase
control of better than 0.0060. In applications requiring up to
8 level PSK, three discrete inputs are provided to simplify
implementation.

The output of the PFCS is a 32-bit phase argument which
is input to the sine/cosine section for conversion into sinus-
oidal amplitude. The outputs of the sine/cosine section are
two 16-bit quadrature signals. The spurious free dynamic
range of this complex vector is greater than 90dSc.

For added flexibility when using the NC016 in conjunction
with DAC's, a choice of either parallel of serial outputs with
either two's complement or offset binary encoding is provid-
ed. In addition, a synchronization signal is available which
signals serial word boundaries.

MICROPROCESSOR
INTERFACE

DISCRETE
CONTROL SIGNALS

CLOCK

PHASE! PHASE SINE /16
SINE!FREQUENCY /32 COSINE

/

CONTROL / SECTION COSINE/16
SECTION /



Absolute Maximum Ratings
Supply Voltage ...•....•.••••.•.................•...... +8.0V
Input, Output Voltage Applied GND-0.5VtoVCC+0.5V
Storage Temperature Range -65°C to +1500C
Junction Temperature •...•........................... +1750C
Lead Temperature (Soldering, Ten Seconds) +3000C
ESD Classification •.•.•..••..•..•.•................... Class 1

Reliability InformatIon
Thermal Resistance Sja Sjc

Ceramic PGA Package. . . . . . • • • • • •• 36.00CIW 11.60CIW
Maximum Package Power Dissipation at +1250C

Ceramic PGA Package 1.39 Watt
Gate Count 18,750 Gates

Operating Conditions
Operating Voltage Range +4.5V to +5.5V
Operating Temperature Range -550C to +1250C

TABLE 1. HSP45106/883 D.C. ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Devices Guaranteed and 100% Tested

LIMITS
GROUP A

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS SUBGROUPS TEMPERATURE MIN MAX UNITS

Logical One Input VIH VCC=5.5V 1,2,3 -55°C $.TA'::; +1250C 2.2 - V
Voltage

Logical Zero Input VIL VCC=4.5V 1,2,3 -55°C '::;TA~ +1250C - 0.8 V
Voltage

Output HIGH Voltage VOH 10H =-400~A 1,2,3 -55°C.::; TA$. +1250C 2.6 - V
VCC = 4.5V (Note 1)

Output LOW Voltage VOL IOL=+2.0mA 1,2,3 -550C :5TA ~ +1250C - 0.4 V
VCC = 4.5V (Note 1)

Input Leakage Current II VIN=VCCorGND 1,2,3 -550C.::;TA'::; +1250C -10 +10 ~
VCC=5.5V

Output Leakage 10 VOUT = VCC or GND 1,2,3 -550CSTA.:5.+1250C -10 +10 ~
Current VCC=5.5V

Clock Input High VIHC VCC=5.5V 1,2,3 -55°C :5TA S +1250C 3.0 - V

Clock Input Low VILC VCC=4.5V 1,2,3 -550CSTA $.+1250C - 0.8 V

Standby Power Supply 'ccss VIN=VCCorGND 1,2,3 -550C:S TA $.+1250C - 500 ~
Current VCC=5.5V,

(Note 4)

Operating Power ICCOp f=25.6MHz 1,2,3 -550C.::; TA ~ +1250C - 205 mA
Supply Current VCC = 5.5V (Notes 2, 4)

Functional Test FT (Note 3) 7,8 -550C .::;TA$. +1250C - - -

1. Interchanging of force and sense conditions is permitted.

2. Operating Supply Current is proportional to frequency, typical rating is
BmA/MHz.

3. Tested as follows: f ~ 1MHz, VIH = 2.6. VIL = 0.4, VOH ~ 1.5V,
VOL S 1.5V, VIHC = 3.4V, and VILC = 0.4V.

4. Loading is as specified in the test load circuit with CL '"" 40pF.
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LIMITS

{NOTE 1) -25

CONDI- GROUP A (25.6MHz)

PARAMETERS SYMBOL TIONS SUBGROUP TEMPERATURE MIN MAX UNITS

ClKPeriod TCp 9,10,11 -550CSTAS +1250C 39 - ns

ClKHigh TCH 9,10,11 -55°C :5TAS +1250C 15 - ns

ClKlow TCl 9,10,11 -550C:::;TA:::;+1250C 15 - ns

WR# Period TWp 9,10,11 -550CSTA:::; +1250C 39 - ns

WR# High TWH 9,10,11 -550CSTA:::; +1250C 15 - ns

WR#low TWl 9,10,11 -55°C sTA:5 +1250C 15 - ns

Set-up Time AO-2, CS# to WR# TAWS 9,10,11 -550C,S.TAS +1250C 13 - ns
Going High

Hold Time AO-2, CS# from WR# TAWH 9,10,11 -550CSTAS +1250C 2 - ns
Going High

Set-up Time CO-15 to WR# TCWS 9,10,11 -55°C STA:::; +1250C 15 - ns
Going High

Hoid Time CO-15 from WR# TCWH 9,10,11 -550C,S.TAS +1250C 1 - ns
Going High

Set-up Time WR# High to ClK High TWC Note 3 9,10,11 -550C:::;TAS +1250C 16 - ns

Set-up Time MOOO-2 to ClK TMCS 9,10,11 -550C ::;TAS +1250C 15 - ns
Going High

Hold Time MOOO-2 from ClK TMCH 9,10,11 -55°C ::;TA:::; +1250C 1 - ns
Going High

Set-up Time ENPOREG#, TECS 9,10,11 -550C :::;TA::; +1250C 12 - ns
ENOFREG#, ENCFREG#,
ENPHAC#, ENTIREG#, INHOFR#,
PMSEl#,INITPAC#, BINFMT#,
TEST, PAR/SER#, PACI#,
INITI AC# to ClK Going High

Hold Time ENPOREG#, TECH 9,10,11 -550CSTAS +1250C 1 - ns
ENOFREG#, ENCFREG#,
ENPHAC#, ENTIREG#,INHOFR#,
PMSEl#,INITPAC#, BINFMT#,
TEST,PAR/SER#, PACI#,
INITI AC# from ClK Going High

ClK to Output Delay SINO-15, TOO 9,10,11 -55°C :::;TA::; +1250C - 18 ns
COSQ-15,TICO#

ClK to Output Delay OACSTRB# TOSO 9,10,11 -550C :::;TAS +1250C 2 18 ns

Output Enable Time TOE Note 2 9,10,11 -55°C <TA < +1250C - 12 ns

1. A.C. Testing: VCC = 4.5Vand 5.5V.lnputs are driven to 3.QVfora Logic ","
and O.QV for a Logic "0", Input and output timing measurements are made at

1.5V for both a Logic ",,, and "0", eLK is driven at 4.QV and OV and meas-
ured at 2.QV. Output load per test load circuit with switch closed and
CL = 40pF.

2. Transition is measured at ±200mV from steady state voltage with loading as
specified by test load circuit and CL = 40pF.

3. If ENOFRCTL#, ENCFRCTL#, ENTICTL# or ENPHREG# are active, care
must be taken to not violate set-up and hold times to these registers when
writing dala into the chip via the CO-15 port.



LIMITS

-25 (25.6MHz)

PARAMETERS SYMBOL CONDITIONS NOTES TEMPERATURE MIN MAX UNITS

Input Capacitance CIN VCC=Open, 1 TA=+250C - 10 pF
f=1MHz,AII
measurements are
referenced to
deviceGND.

Output Capacitance COUT VCC=Open, 1 TA=+250C - 10 pF
f=1MHz,AII
measurements are
referenced to
deviceGND.

Output Disable TOEZ 1,2 -550C ~ TA~ +1250C - 15 ns
Delay

Output Rise Time TOR From O.8Vto 2.0V 1,2 -55OC.$ TA.$ +1250C - 8 ns

Output FallTime TOF From 2.0V to 0.8V 1,2 -55OC~TA~ +1250C - 8 ns

1. Parameters listed in Table 3 are controlled via design or process parameters
and are not directly tested. These parameters are characterized upon initial
design and after major process and/or design changes.

CONFORMANCE GROUPS METHOD SUBGROUPS

InitialT est 100%/5004 -
Interim Test 100%/5004 -
PDA 100% 1

FinalTest 100% 2,3, 8A, 88,10,11

Group A - 1,2,3, 7,8A,8B, 9,10,11

GroupsC&D Samples/5005 1,7,9
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DAC
GND SINO SIN1 SIN3 SINS SIN. SINg SIN12 SIN13 SIN1. STRB

#

FMT VCC ClK SIN2 VCC SINB SIN10 GND SlN15 OES COSO
#

INITPAC PARI OEC
SEl SINe SIN7 SlN11 COSl

# # #

ENPHAC PAC I COS2 COS3
# #

ENTI INITT INHOF
REG AC# R# cose CO•.• coss
#

ENCF ENPQ ENOF 85 LEAD PGA
REG# REG# REG# TOP VIEW COS7 COS8 vcc

CS# GND WR# COS11 COS1O COS9

Vcc TEST GND COS12

MQ02 MODO Clo C9 c. INDEX COS1S COS13PIN

MOOl A2 AI C1S C12 C1' VCC C4 C, TICO://: COSl4

Pt.4SEl Ao GND C •• Cll c. C7 CS C. C2

PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN
PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL

A1 CO F7 B11 MOD1 F13 F9 ENOFREG# F8 K2 OES# F14

A2 C2 F7 C1 COS13 VCC/2 F10 ENPOREG# F4 K3 SIN15 VCC/2

A3 C3 F7 C2 COS15 VCC/2 F11 ENCFREG# F7 K4 GND GND

A4 C5 F8 C5 C6 F8 G1 COSS VCC/2 K5 SIN10 Vccl2

A5 C7 F8 C6 C9 F10 G2 COS4 VCC/2 K6 SIN8 Vccl2

A6 C8 F10 C7 C10 F10 G3 COS6 VCC/2 K7 VCC VCC
A7 C11 F10 C10 MODO F12 G9 INHOFR# F11 K8 SIN2 Vccl2

A8 C14 F11 C11 MOD2 F14 G10 INITIAC# F13 K9 ClK FO

A9 GND GND 01 COS12 VCC/2 G11 ENTIREG# F12 K10 VCC VCC
A10 AO F8 02 GND GND H1 (.OS3 VCC/2 K11 BINFMT# F6

A11 PMSEl F14 010 TEST F14 H2 COS2 Vccl2 l1 DACSTRB# Vccl2

B1 COS14 VCc/2 011 VCC VCC H10 PACI# F11 L2 SIN14 VCC/2
B2 TICO# Vccl2 E1 COS9 Vccl2 H11 ENPHAC# F10 L3 SIN13 Vccl2
B3 C1 F7 E2 COS10 Vccl2 J1 COS1 VCC/2 L4 SIN12 Vccl2

B4 C4 F8 E3 COS11 Vccl2 J2 OEC# F14 L5 SIN9 Vccl2

B5 VCC VCC E9 WR# F4 J5 SIN11 VCC/2 L6 SIN4 VCC/2

B6 C13 F11 E10 GND GND J6 SIN7 Vccl2 l7 SIN5 VCC/2

B7 C12 F11 E11 CS# F6 J7 SIN6 VCC/2 L8 SIN3 vccl2

B8 C15 F11 F1 VCC VCC J10 PAR/SER# F13 L9 SIN1 VCcl2

B9 A1 F7 F2 COS8 VCC/2 J11 INITPAC# F12 L10 SINO Vccl2

B10 A2 F10 F3 COS7 VCC/2 K1 COSO VCC/2 L11 GND GND

NOTES:
1. Vcc/2 (2.7V ±'O%) used for outputs only.
2. 47KO (±20%) resistor connected to all pins except VCC and GND.
3. VCC = 5.5V ±0.5V.

4. 0.' JlF (min) capacitor' between VCC and GND per position.
5. FO = 100kHz ±10%. Fl = FO/2. F2 = Fl/2 ...• Fll = F10/2, 40% - 60%

Duty Cycle.
6. Input voltage limits: VIL = O.8V Max VIH = 4.5V ±10%



Die Characteristics
DIE DIMENSIONS:

251 x 240 x 19 ±1 mils
METALLIZATION:

Type: Si-AI or Si-AI-Cu
Thickness: 8kA

GLASSIVATION:
Type: Nitrox
Thickness: 1akA

DIE ATTACH:
Material: Silicon Au (Gold) Eutectic Alloy or Silver-Glass

WORST CASE CURRENT DENSITY: 0.8 X 105 Ncm2
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;I) HARRIS

Features
• NCO and CMAC on One Chip

Applications
• Frequency Synthesis

HSP45116
Numerically Controlled

Oscillator/Modulator

Description
The Harris HSP45116 combines a high performance quad-
rature numerically controlled oscillator (NCO) and a high
speed 16-bit Complex Multiplier/Accumulator (CMAC) on a
single IC. This combination of functions allows a complex
vector to be multiplied by the internally generated (cos, sin)
vector for quadrature modulation and demodulation. As
shown in the block diagram, the HSP45116 is divided into
three main sections. The Phase/Frequency Control Section
(PFCS) and the Sine/Cosine Section together form a
complex NCO. The CMAC multiplies the output of the Sine/
Cosine Section with an external complex vector.

The inputs to the Phase/Frequency Control Section consist
of a microprocessor interface and individual control lines.
The phase resolution of the PFCS is 32 bits, which results in
frequency resolution better than O.008Hz at 33M Hz. The
output of the PFCS is the argument of the sine and cosine.
The spurious free dynamic range of the complex sinusoid is
greater than 90dSc .

The output vector from the Sine/Cosine Section is one of the
Inputs to the Complex Multiplier/Accumulator. The CMAC
multiplies this (cos, sin) vector by an external complex vec-
tor and can accumulate the resuft. The reSUlting complex
vectors are available through two 20-bit output ports which
maintain the gOdS spectral purity. This result can be accu-
mulated internally to implement an accumulate and dump
filler.

A quadrature down converter can be implemented by
loading a center frequency into the Phase/Frequency
Control Section. The signal to be downconverted is the
Vector Input of the CMAC, which multiplies the data by the
rotating vector from the Sine/Cosine Section. The resulting
complex output is the down converted signal.

MICROPROCESSOR
INTERFACE

INDIVIDUAL
CONTROL SIGNALS

PHASE!
FREQUENCY

CONTROL
SECTION

SINEI
COSINE

ARGUMENT SINEI
COSINE

SECTION

R I
VECTOR OUTPUT



Pinouts
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NAME NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

VCC A1,A9,A15,G1, +5 Power supply input
J15,01,07,015

GND A8,A14, B1, H1, Power supply ground input
H15, P15, 02, 08

CO-15 N8-11, P8-13, I Control input bus for loading phase and.frequency data into the PFCS. C15 is the MSB.
09-14

ADO-1 N7,P7 I Address pins for selecting destination of CO-15 data

CS# P6 I Chip select (Active Low)

WR# 06 I Write enable. Data is clocked into the register selected by ADO-1 on the rising edge of
WR# when the CS# line is low.

CLK 05 I Clock. All registers, except the control registers clocked with WR#,are clocked (when
enabled) by the rising edge of CLK.

ENPHREG# M1 I Phase register enable. (Active low) Registered on chip by CLK. When active, after being
clocked onto chip, ENPHREG# enables the clocking of data into the phase register.

ENOFREG# N1 I Frequency offset register enable. (Active Low) Registered on chip by CLK. When active,
after being clocked onto chip, ENOFREG# enables clocking of data into the frequency
offset register.

ENCFREG# N5 I Center frequency register enable. (Active low) Registered on chip by CLK. When active,
after being clocked onto chip, ENCFREG# enables clocking of data into the center
frequency register.

ENPHAC# 03 I Phase accumulator register enable. (Active low) Registered on chip by CLK. When active,
after being clocked onto chip, ENPHAC# enables clocking of the phase accumulator
register.

ENTIREG# P5 I Time interval control register enable. (Active low) Registered on chip by CLK. When active,
after being clocked onto chip, ENTIREG# enables clocking of data into the time
accumulator register.

ENI# 04 I Real and imaginary data input register (RIR, IIR) enable. (Active low) Registered on chip by
CLK. When active, after being clocked onto chip, ENI# enables clocking of data into the
real and imaginary input data register.

MODPII N6 I Modulo n/2n select. When low, the Sine and Cosine ROMs are addressed modulo 2n (360
2PI# degrees). When high, the most significant address bit is held low so that the ROMs are

addressed modulo n (160 degrees). This input is registered on chip by clock.

CLROFR# P4 I Frequency offset register output zero. (Active low) Registered on chip by CLK. When active,
after being clocked onto chip, CLROFR# zeros the data path from the frequency offset
register to the frequency adder. New data can still be clocked into the frequency offset
register; CLROFR# does not affect the contents of the register.

LOAD# N4 I Phase accumulator load control. (Active low) Registered on chip by CLK. Zeroes feedback
path in the phase accumulator without clearing the phase accumulator register.

MODO-1 M3,N3 I External modulation control bits. When selected with the PMSEL line, these bits add a 0, 90,
180, or 270 degree offset to the current phase in the phase accumulator. The lower 14 bits
of the phase control path are set to zero.

These bits are loaded into the phase register when ENPHREG# is low.

PMSEL P3 I Phase modulation select line. This line determines the source of the data clocked into the
phase register. When high, the phase control register is selected. When low, the external
modulation pins (MODO-1) are selected for the most significant two bits and the least
significant two bits and the least significant 14 bits are set to zero. This control is registered
byCLK.

RBYTILD# L3 I ROM bypass, timer load. Active low, Registered by CLK. This input bypasses the sinel
cosine ROM so that the 16 bit phase adder output and lower 16 bits of the phase
accumulator go directly to the CMAC's sine and cosine inputs, respectively. It also enables
loading of the timer accumulator register by zeroing the feedbeck in the accumulator.



NAME NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

PACI# P2 I Phase accumulator carry input. (Active low) A low on this pin causes the phase
accumulator to increment by one in addition to the values in the phase accumulator
register and Irequency adder.

PACO# L13 0 Phase accumulator carry output. Active low and registered by CLK A low on this output
indicates that the phase accumulator has overflowed, I.e., the end of one sine/cosine cycle
has been reached.

TICO# P1 0 Time interval accumulator carry output. Active low, registered by CLK. This output goes low
when a carry is generated by the time interval accumulator. This function is provided to time
out control events such as synchronizing register clocking to data timing.

RINO-18 C1, C2, 01, 02, I Real input data bus. This is the external real component into the complex multiplier. The bus
E1-3, F1-3, is clocked into the real input data register by CLK when ENI# is asserted.
G2,G3,H2,

H3,J1-3,K1,K2

IMINO-18 A2-7,B2-7, I Imaginary input data bus. This is the extemal imaginary compenent into the complex
C3-8,D3 multiplier. The bus is clocked into the real input data register by CLK when ENI# is

asserted.

SHO-1 K3,L1 I Shift control inputs. These lines control the input shifters of the RIN and UN inputs 01 the
complex multiplier. The shill controls are common to the shillers on both of the busses.

ACC L2 I Accumulate/dump control. This input controls the complex accumulators and their holding
registers. When high, the accumulators accumulate and the holding registers are disabled.
When low, the leedback in the accumulators is zeroed to cause the accumulators to
load.

The holding registers are enabled to clock in the results 01 the accumulation. This input is
registered by CLK

BINFMT# N2 I This input is used to convert the two's complement output to offset binary (unsigned) lor
applications using DIA converters. When low, bits R019 and 1019 are inverted from the
intemal two's complement representation. This input is registered by CLK

PEAK# M2 I This input enables the peak detect feature 01 the block floating point detector. When high,
the maximum bit growth in the output holding registers is encoded snd output on the
DETO-1 pins. When the PEAK# input is asserted, the block floating point detector output
will track the maximum growth in the holding registers, including the data In the holding
registers at the time that PEAK# is activated.

::>UTMUXo-1 N12,N13 I These inputs select the data to be output on ROO-19 and 100-19.

ROO-19 C15,D14,D15 0 Real output data bus. These three state outputs are controlled by OER# and OEREXT#.
E14,E15,F13-15, OUTMUXO-1 select the data output on the bus.
G13-15, H13, H14,
J13, J14, K13-15,

L15,M15

100-19 A10-13,B8-15, 0 Imaginary output data bus.These three state outputs are controlled by OEI# and OEIEXT#.
C9-14,D13,E13 OUTMUXO-1 select the data output on the bus.

DETO-1 N15, L14 0 These output pins indicate the number of bits 01 growth In the accumulators. While PEAK#
is low, these pins indicate the peak growth. The detector examines bits 15-18, real
and imaginary accumulator holding registers and bits 30-33 01 the real and Imaginary
CMAC holding registers. The bits indicate the largest growth of the four registers.

OER# P14 I Three state control lor bits ROO-15. Outputs are enabled when the line is low.

OEREXT# M13 I Three state control lor bits R016-19. Outputs are enabled when the line is low.

OEI# M14 I Three state control lor bits 100-15. Outputs are enabled when the line is low.

OEIEXT# N14 I Three state control lor bits 1016-19. Outputs are enabled when the line Is low.
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Functional Description
The Numerically Controlled Oscillator/Modulator (NCOM)
produces a digital complex sinusoid waveform whose
amplitude, phase and frequency are controlled by a set of
input command words. When used as a Numerically
Controlled Oscillator (NCO), it generates 16 bit sine and
cosine vectors at a maximum sample rate of 33MHz. The
NCOM can be preprogrammed to produce a constant (CW)
sine and cosine output for Direct Digital Synthesis (DDS)
applications. Alternatively, the phase and frequency inputs
can be updated in real time to produce a FM, PSK, FSK,or
MSK modulated waveform. The Complex Multiplier/
Accumulator (CMAC) can be used to multiply this waveform
by an input signal for AM and QAM signals. By stepping the
phase input, the output of the ROM becomes an FFT
twiddle factor; when data is input to the Vector Inputs (see
Block Diagram), the NCOM calculates an FFT butterfly.

As shown in the Block Diagram, the NCOM consists of
three parts: Phase and Frequency Control Section (PFCS),
Sine/Cosine Generator, and CMAC. The PFCS stores the
phase and frequency inputs and uses them to calculate the
phase angle of a rotating complex vector. The Sine/Cosine
Generator performs a lookup on this phase and outputs the
appropriate values for the sine and cosine. The sine and
cosine form one set of inputs to the CMAC, which multiplies
them by the input vector to form the modulated output.

ADO-1;ffi=2 ffi
CS# §

UJ
WR# 0

PHEN#

MSEN#

lSEN#

ENCFREG# - R.ENCFREG#

ENOFREG# R.ENOFREG#

ClROFR# R.CLROFR#

lOAD# R. lOAD #

PMSEl R.PMSEl

ENPHREG# REG R.ENPHREG#

ENPHAC# R.ENPHAC#

MODPlIlPI# R.MODPl/2P1#

ENTlREG# R.ENTlREG#

RBYTllD# R.RBYTILD#
CLK -

Phase and Frequency Control Section
The phase and frequency of the internally generated sine
and cosine are controlled by the PFCS (Figure 1).The PFCS
generates a 32 bit word that represents the current phase of
the sine and cosine waves being generated: the Sine/
Cosine Argument. Stepping this phase angle from
o through full scale (232 - 1) corresponds to the phase
angle of a sinusoid starting at 00 and advancing around the
unit circle counterclockwise. The PFCS automatically
increments the phase by a preprogrammed amount
on every rising edge of the external clock. The value of the
phase step (which is the sum of the Center and Offset
Frequency Registers) is:

PhaseStep = Signal Frequency x 232
Clock Frequency

The PFCSis divided into 2 sections: the PhaseAccumulator
uses the data on CO-15 to compute the phase angle that is
the input to the Sine/Cosine Section (Sine/Cosine
Argument); the Time Accumulator supplies a pulse to mark
the passage of a preprogrammed period of time.

The PhaseAccumulator and Time Accumulator work on the
same principle: a 32 bit word is added to the contents of a
32 bit accumulator register every clock cycle; when the sum

PHASE
ACCUMULATOR

ADDER

PHASE
ACCUMULATOR

32 REGISTER

R.EN
PHAC

#
CLK

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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causes the adder to overflow. the accumulation continues
with the 32 bits of the adder going into the accumulator
register. The overflow bit is used as an output to indicate the
timing of the accumulation overflows. In the Time
Accumulator. the overflow bit generates TICO#, the Time
Accumulator carry out (which is the only output of the Time
Accumulator). In the Phase Accumulator. the overflow is
inverted to generate the Phase Accumulator Carry Out.
PACO#.

The output of the Phase Accumulator goes to the Phase
Adder. which adds an offset to the top 16 bits of the phase.
This 32 bit number forms the argument of the sine and
cosine, which is passed to the Sine/Cosine Generator.

Both accumulators are loaded 16 bits at a time over the
CO-15 bus. Data on CO-15 is loaded into one of the three
input registers when CS# and WR# are low. The data in the
Most Significant Input Register and least Significant Input
Register forms a 32 bit word that is the input to the Center
Frequency Register. Offset Frequency Register and Time
Accumulator. These registers are loaded by enabling the
proper register enable signal; for example. to load the
Center Frequency Register. the data is loaded into the lS
and MS Input Registers. and ENCFREG# is set to zero; the
next rising edge of ClK will pass the registered version of
ENCFREG#. R.ENCFREG#, to the clock enable of the
Center Frequency Register; this register then gets loaded
on the following rising edge of ClK. The contents of the
Input Registers will be continuously loaded into the Center
Frequency Register as long as R.ENCFREG# is low.

The Phase Register is loaded in a similar manner.Assuming
PMSEl is high, the contents of the Phase Input Register is
loaded into the Phase Register on every rising clock edge
that R.ENPHREG is low. If PMSEl is low. MODO-1 supply
the two most significant bits into the Phase Register (MOD1
is the MSB) and the least significant 14 bits are loaded with
O.MODO-1 are used to generate a Quad Phase Shift Key-
ing (QPSK) signal (Table 2).

TABLE 1. ADO-1 DECODING

AD1 ADO CS# WR# FUNCTION

0 0 0 t Load least significant bits of
frequency input

0 1 0 t Load most significant bits of
frequency input

1 0 0 t Load phase register

1 1 X X Reserved

X X 1 X Reserved

The Phase Accumulator consists of registers and adders
that compute the value of the current phase at every clock. It
has three inputs: Center Frequency, which corresponds to
the carrier frequency of a signal; Offset Frequency. which is
the deviation from the Center Frequency; and Phase,which
is a 16 bit number that is added to the current phase for

PSK modulation schemes. These three values are used by
the PhaseAccumulator and Phase Adder to form the phase
of the internally generated sine and cosine.

The sum of the values in Center and Offset Frequency
Registers corresponds to the desired phase increment
(modulo 232) from one clock to the next. For example. load-
ing both registers with zero will cause the Phase
Accumulator to add zero to its current output; the output of
the PFCS will remain at its current value; i.e., the output of
the NCOM will be a DC signal. If a hexadecimal 00000001
is loaded into the Center Frequency Control Register. the
output of the PFCS will increment by one after every clock.
This will step through every location in the Sine/Cosine
Generator. so that the output will be the lowest frequency
above DC that can be generated by the NCOM. i.e., the
clock frequency divided by 232. If the input to the Center
Frequency Control Register is hex .ooסס8000 the PFCSwill
step through the Generator with half of the maximum step
size. so that frequency of the output waveform will be half of
the sample rate.

The operation of the Offset Frequency Control Register is
identical to that of the Center Frequency Control Register;
having two separate registers allows the user to generate an
FM signal by loading the carrier frequency in the Center
Frequency Control Register and updating the Offset
Frequency Control Register with the value of the frequency
offset - the difference between the carrier frequency and
the frequency of the output signal. A logic low on
ClROFR# disables the output of the Offset Frequency
Register without clearing the contents of the register.

MOD1 MODO PHASE SHIFT (DEGREES)

0 0 0

0 1 90

1 0 270

1 1 180

Initializing the Phase Accumulator Register is done by
putting a low on the lOAD# line. This zeroes the feedback
path to the accumulator, so that the register is loaded with
the current value of the phase increment summer on the
next clock.

The final phase value going to the Generator can be ad-
justed using MODPI/2PI# to force the range of the phase to
be 00 to 1800 (modulo IT)or 00 to 3600 (modulo 2lT).
Modulo 2lTis the mode used for modlJlation,demodulation.
direct digital synthesis, etc. Modulo ITis used to calculate
FFTs.This is explained in greater detail in the Applications
section.

The Phase Register adds an offset to the output of the
Phase Accumulator. Since the Phase Register is only 16
bits. it is added to the top 16 bits of the Phase Accumulator.



The Time Accumulator consists of a register which is
incremented on every clock. The amount by which it
increments is loaded into the Input Registers and is latched
into the Time Accumulator Register on rising edges of ClK
while ENTIREG# is low. The output of the Time
Accumulator is the accumulator carry out, TICO#. TICO#
can be used as a timer to enable the periodic sampling of
the output of the NCOM. The number programmed into this
register equals 232 x ClK period/desired time interval.
TICO# is disabled and its phase is initialized by zeroing the
feedback path of the accumulator with RBYTllD#.

The Sine/Cosine Section (Figure 2) converts the output of
the PFCS into the appropriate values for the sine and
cosine. It takes the most significant 20 bits of the PFCS
output and passes them through a look up table to form the
16 bit sine and cosine inputs to the CMAC.

SIN

"'!Z "''''1!:00'" 32 20 "'>- cos\,2:! 0<
z=> \,2'"_Cl WW
"'''' Zz< _W

"'Cl

The 20 bit word maps into 2rr radians so that the angular
resolution is 2rr/220. An address of zero corresponds to 0
radians and an address of hex FFFFF corresponds to 2rr-
(2rr/220) radians. The outputs of the Generator section are
2's complement sine and cosine values. The sine and
cosine outputs range from hexadecimal 8001, which
represents negative full scale, to 7FFF, which represents
positive full scale. Note that the normal range for two's com-
plement numbers is 8000 to 7FFF; the output range of the
SIN/COS generator is scaled by one so that it is symmetric
about O.

The sine and cosine values are computed to reduce the
amount of ROM needed. The magnitude of the error in the
computed value of the complex vector is less than -90.2dB.
The error in the sine or cosine alone is approximately 2dB
better.

If RBYTllD# is low, the output of the PFCSgoes directly to
the inputs of the CMAC. If the real and imaginary inputs of
the CMAC are programmed to hex 7FFF and 0 respectively,
then the output of the PFCS will appear on output bits 0
through 15 of the NCOM with the output multiplexers set to
bring out the most significant bits of the CMAC output
(OUTMUX = 00). The most significant 16 bits out of the
PFCS appears on IOUTO-15 and the least significant bits
come out on ROUTO-15.

Complex Multiplier/Accumulator

The CMAC (Figure 3) performs two types of functions:
complex multiplication/accumulation for modulation and
demodulation of digital signals, and the operations neces-
sary to implement an FFT butterfly. Modulation and
demodulation are implemented using the complex multipli-
er and its associated accumulator; the rest of the circuitry in
this section, i.e., the complex accumulator, input shifters
and growth detect logic are used along with the complex
multiplier/accumulator for FFTs. The complex multiplier
performs the complex vector multiplication on the output of
the Sine/Cosine Section and the vector represented by the
real and imaginary inputs RIN and IIN. The two vectors are
combined in the following manner:
ROUT = COS x RIN - SIN x IIN
lOUT = COS x IIN + SIN x RIN

RIN and IIN are latched into the input registers and passed
through the shift stages. Clocking of the input registers is
enabled with a low on ENI#. The amount of shift on the
latched data is programmed with SHO-l (Table 3). The out-
put of the shifters is sent to the CMAC and the auxiliary ac-
cumulators.

SH1 SHO SELECTED BITS

0 0 RINo-15,IMINo-15

0 1 RINl-16,IMINl-16

1 0 RIN2-17,IMIN2-17

1 1 RIN3-18,IMIN3-18

The 33 bit real and imaginary outputs of the Complex
Multiplier are latched in the Multiplier Registers and then go
through the accumulator section of the CMAC. If the ACC
line is high, the feedback to the accumulators is enabled; a
low on ACC zeroes the feedback path, so that the next set
of real and imaginary data out of the complex multiplier is
stored in the CMAC Output Registers.

The data in the CMAC Output Registers goes to the
MUltiplexer, the output of which is determined by the
OUTMUXO- 1 lines (Table 4). BINFMT# controls whether
the output of the Multiplexer is presented in two's
complement or unsigned format; BINFMT# = 0 inverts
ROUT19 and IOUT19 for unsigned output, while BINFMT#
= 1 selects two's complement.

TABLE 4. OUTPUT MULTIPLEXER SELECTION

OUT OUT
MUX MUX

1 0 R016-19 ROO-15 1016-19 100-15

0 0 Real RealCMAC Imag ImagCMAC
CMAC 15-30 CMAC 15-30
31-34 31-34

0 1 Real o,Real Imag o,lmag
CMAC CMAC CMAC CMAC
31-34 0-14 31-34 0-14

1 0 RealAce Real Ace ImagAcc ImagAcc
16-19 0-15 16-19 0-15

1 1 Reserved Reserved Reserved Reserved
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The Complex Accumulator duplicates the accumulator in
the CMAC. The input comes from the data shifters, and its
20 bit complex output goes to the Multiplexer. ACC controls
whether the accumulator is enabled or not. OUTMUXO-1
determines whether the accumulator output appears on
ROUT and lOUT.

icant bit, while the binary point of RO and 10 is to the right of
the fifth most significant bit. These CMAC external
input and output busses are aligned with each other to
facilitate cascading NCOM's for FFT applications.

The Growth Detect circuitry outputs a two bit value that
signifies the amount of growth on the data in the CMAC and
Complex Accumulator. Its output, DETO-1, is encoded as
shown in Table 5. If PEAK# is low, the highest value of
DETO-1 is latched in the Growth Detect Output Register.

The relative weighting of the bits at the inputs and outputs of
the CMAC is shown in figure 4. Note that the binary point of
the sine, cosine, RIN and \IN is to the right of the most signif-

DET1 DETO NUMBER OF BITS OF GROWTH ABOVE 20

0 0 0

0 1 1

1 0 2

1 1 3

14

-20 . 2-1
t

Radix Point

20 . 2-1 2-2 2-3 2-4 2-5 2-6 2-7 2-8 2-9 2-10 2-11

t
Radix Point

22 21 20. 2-1 2-2 2-3 2-4 2-5 2-6 2-7 2-8 2-9 2-10 2-11 2-12

t
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Applications
The NCOM can be used for Amplitude, Phase and
Frequency modulation, as well as in variations and
combinations of these techniques, such as QAM. It is most
effective in applications requiring mUltiplication of a rotating
complex sinusoid by an external vector. These include AM
and QAM modulators and digital receivers. The NCOM
implements AM and QAM modulation on a single chip, and
is a element in demodulation, where it performs complex
down conversion. It can be combined with the Harris
HSP43220 Decimating Digital Filter to form the front end of
a digital receiver.

Modulation/Demodu lation

Figure 5 shows a block diagram of an AM modulator. In this
example, the phase increment for the carrier frequency is
loaded into the center frequency register, and the modulat-
ing input is clocked into the real input of the CMAC, with the
imaginary input set to O.The modulated output is obtained
at the real output of the CMAC. With a sixteen bit, two's
complement signal input, the output will be a 16 bit real
number, on ROUTO-15 (with OUTMUX = 00).

SIGNAL INPUT-------1~fN____,
321

1
I~(5 I

I l3 < I,,'"I w~ 16 I-+ ~UJ

I (I'"
1 NCo~ ~1

16 RO

MODULATED OUTPUT '" ~
c x

LO

By replacing the real input with a complex vector, a similar
setup can generate QAM signals (Figure 6). In this case, the
carrier frequency is loaded into the center frequency regi-
ster as before, but the modulating vector now carries both
amplitude and phase information. Since the input vector
and the internally generated sine and cosine waves are both
16 bits, the number of states is only limited by the charac-
teristics of the transmission medium and by the analog elec-
tronics in the transmitter and receiver.

The phase and amplitude resolution for the Sine/Cosine
section (16 bit output), delivers a spectral purity of greater
than 90dBc. This means that the unwanted spectral compo-
nents due to phase uncertainty (phase noise) will be greater
than 90dB below the desired output (dBc, decibels below
the carrier). With a 32 bit phase accumulator in the Phase/

Frequency Control Section, the frequency tuning resolution
equals the clock frequency divided by 232. For example, a
~5MHz clock gives a tuning resolution of 0.006Hz.

The NCOM also works with the HSP43220 Decimating Dig-
ital Filter to implement down conversion and low pass filter-
ing in a digital receiver (Figure 7). The NCOM performs
complex down conversion on the wideband input signal by
multiplying the input vector and the internally generated
complex sinusoid. The resulting signal has components at
twice the center frequency and at DC. Two HSP43220's,
one each on the real and imaginary outputs of the
HSP45116, perform low pass filtering and decimation on
the down converted data, resulting in a complex baseband
signal.
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FFT Butterfly

Figure 8 shows a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)implementa-
tion. The FFT is a highly efficient way of calculating the Dis-
crete Fourier Transform [1). The basic building block in
FFTs is called the butterfly. The butterfly calculation in-
volves adding complex numbers and multiplying by com-
plex sinusoids. The Phase/Frequency Control Section and
Sine/Cosine Generator provide the complex sinusoids and
the CMAC performs the complex multiplies and adds.

The NCOM circuit shown implements the butterfly shown in
Figure 9. The two complex inputs A and B produce two
complex outputs A' and B' using the equations A' = A + B,
B' = (A - B)Wk where Wk = e-jwk = cos(wk) + jsin(wk).
Two clock cycles are required to calculate the butterfly. A is
clocked into the chip first and then B is clocked in.The com-
plex accumulator in the CMAC section adds A and B. The

CMAC calculates (A - B)Wk as AWk + B(-Wk). -Wk is gen-
erated by phase shifting the ROM address 180 degrees us-
ing the phase modulation inputs. For radix-2 decimation in
frequency FFTs,the phase of the complex sinusoid starts at
o degrees and increments by a fixed step size (for each
pass) after each butterfly. The phase/frequency section is
initialized to 0 degrees and the frequency control loaded
with the appropriate phase step size for the pass. The re-
sulting words, A' and B', are held in output registers and
multiplexed through the output pins for writing to memory.
Using a single NCOM clocked at 25MHz, a 1024 point
radix-2 FFT can be computed in (CLK period) x (NI092N),
or 410 microseconds.

Circuitry is included to implement block floating point FFTs.
In block floating point, an exponent is generated for an en-
tire block of data. To implement block floating point, the
maximum bit growth during a set of calculations is de-
tected. The number of bits of growth is used to adjust the
block's exponent and to scale the block on the next set of
calculations to maintain a desired number of bits of preci-
sion. This technique requires less memory than true floating
point and yields better performance than fixed point imple-
mentations, though its resolution does not meet that of true
floating point implementations.

References

[1] Oppenheim, A. V. and Schafer, R. W., Discrete Time
Signal Processing, Prentice Hall



Supply Voltage ............................•..................••................•.....................•.•••..... +8.0V
Input, Output or I/O Voltage Applied ..............•••..................•••.............•••••••... GND -0.5V to VCC +0.5V
Storage Temperature Range ..............•••...................•.•..•.......•............•.......•... -65°C to +1500C
Maxim um Package Power Dissipation ••............•.......•....................•.•..........•.............•....•. 4.55W
ejc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.30CIW
eja .............•.....................•••.................•.••........•..............••.•.••.••.•.......... 23.10CIW
Component Count •..•.••.•••••......................•.........•................................... 103,000 Transistors
Junction Temperature ..........•..•••......••............•.................••.•.•.......................••.•.• +1750C
Lead Temperature (Soldering, Ten Seconds) .....•.•.......•.....•................•.•.•.......................... +3000C
ESD Classification .......................................••.......••..........................•................ Class 1

CAUTION: Stresses above those listed in the "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress only rating and
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification is not implied.

Operating Voltage Range ............................................••.•............................. +4.75V to +5.25V
Operating Temperature Range ..........................................•................................. OoC to + 700C

SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

VIH Logical One Input Voltage 2.0 - V VCC=5.25V

VIL Logical Zero Input Voltage - 0.8 V VCC=4.75V

VIHC High Level Clock Input 3.0 - V VCC=5.25V

VILC Low Level Clock Input - 0.8 V VCC= 4.75V

VOH Output HIGH Voltage 2.6 - V 10H = -400~A, VCC = 4.75V

VOL Output LOW Voltage - 0.4 V 10L = +2.0mA, VCC = 4.75V

II Input Leakage Current -10 10 ~A VIN = VCC or GND, VCC = 5.25V

10 I/O Leakage Current -10 10 ~A VOUT=VCCorGND,
VCC= 5.25V

ICCSB Standby Power Supply Current - 500 ~A VIN = VCC or GND
VCC = 5.25V, Note 3

ICCOp Operating Power Supply Current - 150 mA f= 15MHz, VIN =VCCorGND
VCC = 5.25V, Notes 1 and 3

SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

CIN Input Capacitance - 15 pF FREQ = 1MHz, VCC = Open,
All measurements are referenced

Co Output Capacitance - 15 pF
to device ground

,

1. Power supply current is proportional to operating frequency. Typical 3. Output load per test load circuit with switch open and Cl = 40pF.
rating for 'ecop is 10mAJMHz.

2. Not tested, but characterized at initial design and at major process/design
changes.
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-15 (15MHz) -25 (25.6MHz) -33 (33MHz) TEST
SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS CONDITIONS

TCp ClKPeriod 66 39 30 ns

TCH ClK High 26 15 12 ns

TCl CLKLow 26 15 12 ns

TWl WR#low 26 15 12 ns

TWH WR# High 26 15 12 ns

TAWS Set-up Time; ADO-1, 18 13 13 ns
CS# to WR# Going High

TAWH Hoid Time; ADO, AD 1, 0 0 0 ns
CS# from WR# Going High

TCWS Set-up Time CO-15 20 15 15 ns
from WR# Going High

TCWH Hold Time CO-15 from 0 0 0 ns
WR# Going High

TWC Set-up time WR# High to 20 16 12 ns Note 3
ClK High

TMCS Set-up Time MODO-1 to 20 15 15 ns
CLK Going High

TMCH Hold Time MODO-1 from 0 0 0 ns
ClK Going High

TpCS Set-up Time PACI# to CLK 25 15 1t ns
Going High

TPCH Hold Time PACI# from CLK 0 0 0 ns
Going High

TECS Set-up ENPHREG#, ENCFREG#, 18 12 12 ns
ENOFREG#, ENPHAC#,
ENTIREG#, ClROFR#, PMSEL,
lOAD#, ENI#,ACC, BINFMT#,
PEAK#, MODPI/2P1#,SHO-1,
RBYTllD# from CLK Going High

TECH Hold Time ENPHREG#, ENCFREG# 0 0 0 ns
ENOFREG#, ENPHAC#,
ENTIREG#, CLROFR#, PMSEL,
LOAD#, ENI#, ACC, BINFMT#,
PEAK#, MODPI/2PI#, SHO-1,
RBYTllD# from CLK Going High

TDS Set-up Time RlNO-18, 18 12 12 ns
IMINQ-18 to ClK Going High

TDH Hold Time RlNO-18, 0 0 0 ns
IMINO-18 from CLK Going High

TDO CLK to Output Deiay ROO-19, 40 24 19 ns
100-19

TDEO ClK to Output Delay DETO-1 40 27 20 ns

TpO CLK to Output Delay PACO# 30 20 12 ns

TTO CLK to Output Delay TICO# 30 20 12 ns

TOE Output Enable Time OER#, OEI#, 25 20 20 ns
OEREXT#,OEIEXT#

TMD OUTMUXO-1 to Output Delay 40 28 26 ns

T"n Output Disable Time 20 15 15 ns Note 2

TRF Output Rise, Fall Time 8 8 6 ns Note 2

NOTES:

1. AC. testing is performed as follows: Input levels (CLK Input) 4.0V and OV;
Input levels (all other inputs) OV and 3.0V; Timing reference levels (CLK) 2.0V;
All others 1.5V. Output load per test load circuit with switch closed and CL =
4OpF. Output transition is measured at VOH.2:. 1.5V and VOL.s. 1.5V.

2. Controlled via design or process parameters and not directly tested.
Characterized upon initial design and after major process and/or design
changes.

3. Applicable only when outputs are being monitered and ENCFREG#.
ENPHREG#, or ENTIREG# is active.
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mHARRIS HSP45116/883

• This Circuit is Processed in Accordance to Mil-Std-883
and is Fully Conformant Under the Provisions of
Paragraph 1.2.1

• NCO and CMAC on One Chip

• Fully Static CMOS

• 145 Pin PGA

Applications
• Frequency Synthesis

Numerically Controlled
Oscillator/Modulator

Description
The Harris HSP45116/883 combines a high performance
quadrature numerically controlled oscillator (NCO) and a
high speed 16-bit Complex Multiplier/Accumulator (CMAC)
on a single IC. This combination of functions allows a com-
plex vector to be multiplied by the internally generated (cos,
sin) vector for quadrature modulation and demodulation. As
shown in the block diagram, the HSP45116/883 is divided
into three main sections. The Phase/Frequency Control
Section (PFCS)and the Sine/Cosine Section together form
a complex NCO. The CMAC multiplies the output of the
Sine/Cosine Section with an external complex vector.

The inputs to the Phase/Frequency Control Section consist
of a microprocessor interface and individual control lines.
The phase resolution of the PFCS is 32 bits, which results in
frequency resolution better than O.006Hz at 25.6MHz. The
output of the PFCS is the argument of the sine and cosine.
The spurious free dynamic range of the complex sinusoid is
greater than 90dSc .

The output vector from the Sine/Cosine Section is one of the
inputs to the Complex Multiplier/Accumulator. The CMAC
multiplies this (cos, sin) vector by an external complex vec-
tor and can accumulate the result. The resulting complex
vectors are available through two 20-bit output ports which
maintain the 90dS spectral purity. This result can be accu-
mulated internally to implement an accumulate and dump
filter.

A quadrature down converter can be implemented by load-
ing a center frequency into the Phase/Frequency Control
Section. The signal to be downconverted is the Vector Input
of the CMAC, which multiplies the data by the rotating vec·
tor from the Sine/Cosine Section. The resulting complex
output is the down converted signal.
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Absolute Maximum Ratings

Supply Voltage ...........•........•..•..•....•••.....• +8.0V
Input or Output Voltage Applied ..••.••• GND-O.SV to VCC+O.SV
Storage Temperature Range ••••••.•......... -6SoC to +1S00C
Junction Temperature .........•...................... +17SoC
Lead Temperature (Soldering 10 see) ........•....•..... 3000C
ESD Classification .•..........•....•..•..•.•....•....• Class 1

CAUTION: Stresses above those listed in uAbsolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This ;s a stress only rating and operation
of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification is not implied.

Reliability Information

Thermal Resistance 8ja 8jc
Ceramic PGA Package. • • • • • • • . . . . . . .• 23.10CIW 8.30CIW

Maximum Package Power Dissipation at +12SoC
Ceramic PGA Package .•....•....•..•...•........• 2.16 Watt

Device Count ••....•.....•...•....•..•..• 103,000 Transistors

Operating Conditions
Operating Voltage Range ..•........•..•....•..• +4.SV to +S.SV
Operating Temperature Range ....•..•....... -5SoC to +12SoC

TABLE 1. HSP45116/883 D.C. ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Device Guaranteed and 100% Tested

LIMITS
GROUP A

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS SUBGROUPS TEMPERATURE MIN MAX UNITS

Logical One Input VIH VCC= 5.5V 1,2,3 -SSoC $.TA':s' +1250C 2.2 - V
Voltage

Logical Zero Input VIL VCC=4.5V 1,2,3 -SSoC.:s.TA':s' +12SoC - 0.8 V
Voltage

Logical One Input VIHC VCC= S.5V 1,2,3 -SSoC ,:S,TA':s'+12SoC 3.0 - V
Voltage Clock

Logical Zero Input VILC VCC=4.5V 1,2,3 -550C.:s.TA.:s. +1250C - 0.8 V
Voltage Clock

Output HIGH Voltage VOH IOH = -400flA 1,2,3 -55°C SoTA So +12SoC 2.6 - V
VCC = 4.SV (Note 1)

Output LOW Voltage VOL IOL=+2.0mA 1,2,3 -5SoC SoTA.:s.+12SoC - 0.4 V
VCC = 4.SV (Note 1)

Input Leakage Current II VIN = VCC or GND 1,2,3 -SSoC,:S,TA S.+1250C -10 +10 flA
VCC=S.SV

Output or 110Leakage 10 VOUT=VccorGND 1,2,3 -SSOC,:S,TA.:s.+12S0C -10 +10 flA
Current VCC = S.SV

Standby Power Supply ICCSB VIN = VCC or GND, 1,2,3 -SSoC,:S,TA S.+12SoC - SOO flA
Current VCC=S.SV,

(Note 4)

Operating Power ICCOp f= 1SMHz, 1,2,3 -SSOC,:S,TA,:S,+12S0C - 1S0 mA
Supply Current VIN = VCC or GNO

VCC = S.SV(Notes 2, 4)

FunctionalTest FT (Note 3) 7,8 -SSoC <TA:S +12SoC - -

1. Interchanging of force and sense conditions is permitted.

2. Operating Supply Current Is proportional to frequency, typicel rating Is
10mA/MHz.

3. Tested as follow.: f • 1MHz, VIH (clock Inputs) - 3.4V. VIH (ell other
Inputs). 2.6V.VIL· O.4V.VOH ~ 1.5V.and VOL oS 1.5V.

4. Oulput per test load circu~ w~h sw~chopen and CL • 4OpF.



TABLE 2. HSP45116/883 ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Device Guaranteed and 100% Tested

(NOTE 1) GROUP A
15 (15MHz) -25 (25.6MHz)

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS SUBGROUPS TEMPERATURE MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS

ClKPeriod TCp 9,10,11 -550C <TA < +1250C 66 - 39 - ns

ClKHigh TCH 9,10,11 -550C ~T A :$+ 125°C 26 - 15 - ns

ClKlow TCl 9,10,11 -550C~TA~.+1250C 26 - 15 - ns

WR#low TWl 9,10,11 -550C.$TA~+125OC 26 - 15 - ns

WR# High TWH 9,10,11 -550C < TA < +1250C 26 - 15 - ns

Set-up Time; ADO-1, CS# TAWS 9,10,11 -550C .$TA.$ +1250C 20 - 18 - ns
to WR# Going High

Hold Time; ADO,AD1, CS# TAWH 9,10,11 -550C.$TA.$.+1250C 0 - 0 - ns
from WR# Going High

Set-up Time CO-15 TCWS 9,10,11 -550C.$TA.$+1250C 20 - 18 - ns
from WR# Going High

Hold Time CO-15 TCWH 9,10,11 -550C~TA~+1250C 0 - 0 - ns
from WR# Going High

Set-up Time WR# TWC (Note 2) 9,10,11 -550C.$TA.$. +1250C 20 - 16 - ns
toClKHigh

Set-up Time MODQ-1 TMCS 9,10,11 -550C.$TA.$.+1250C 20 - 18 - ns
to ClK Going High

Hold Time MODO-1 TMCH 9,10,11 -55°C ~TA~ +1250C 0 - 0 - ns
from ClK Going High

Set-up Time PACI# TPCS 9,10,11 -55°C .$TA.$ +1250C 25 - 18 - ns
to ClK Going High

Hold Time PACI# TpCH 9,10,11 -55°C .$TA ~ +1250C 0 - 0 - ns
from ClK Going High

Set-up Time ENPHREG# TECS 9,10,11 -550C.$ TA.$.+1250C 20 - 15 - ns
ENCFRCTl#,
ENPHAC#, ENTICTL#
ClROFR#, PMSEl#,
lOAD#, ENI#, ACC,
BINFMT#, PEAK#,
MODPI/2PI#, SHO-1,
RBYTllD# from ClK
Going High

Hold Time ENPHREG#, TECH 9,10,11 -55°C ~TA.$ +1250C 0 - 0 - ns
ENCFRCTl#,
ENPHAC#, ENnCTL#
ClROFR#, PMSEl#,
lOAD#, ENI#, ACC,
BINFMT#, PEAK#,
MODPI/2PI#,SHO-1,
RBYTllD# from ClK
Going High

Set-up Time RINQ-18, TDS 9,10,11 -550C~TA~+1250C 20 - 15 - ns
IMINO-18 to ClK
Going High

Hold Time RINO-18, TDH 9,10,11 -55°C ~TA:$ +1250C 0 - 0 - ns
IMINO-18, to CLK
Going High
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TABLE 2. HSP45116/883 ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Device Guaranteed and 100% Tested

-15 -25
(NOTE 1) GROUPA

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS SUBGROUPS TEMPERATURE MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS

ClK to Output Delay TDO 9,10,11 -550C .$TA:::' +1250C - 40 - 25 ns
ROQ-19,IOO-19

ClK to Output Delay TDEO 9,10,11 -550C:::.TA.$.+1250C - 40 - 27 ns
DETQ-1

ClK to Output Delay TPO 9,10,11 -550C :::;TA:::;+125OC - 30 - 20 ns
PACO#

ClK to Output Delay TTO 9,10,11 -55°C :$TA.$ +1250C - 30 - 20 ns
TICO#

Output Enable Time TOE (Note 3) 9,10,11 -55°C:::; TA:s. +1250C - 25 - 20 ns
OER#,OEI#,
OEREXT#,OEIEXT#

OUTMUXO-1 to TMD 9,10,11 -550C.:::;TA:$ +1250C - 40 - 28 ns
Output Delay

NOTES:

1. A.C. testing is performed as follows: VCC ~ 4.5V and 5.5V.lnput levels (CLK
Input) 4.0V and OV; Input levels (all other inputs) 3£N and OV; Timing refer-
ence levels (eLK) 2.0V; All others 1.5V. Output load per test load circuit with
switch closed and Cl = 40pF. Oulputtransition is measured aIVOH~ 1.5V
and VOL :$ 1.5V.

2. Applicable only when outputs are being monitored and ENCFREG*.
ENPHREGiF. or ENTIREGiF is active.

3. Transition is measured at ±200mV from steady state voltage, Output load·
ing per test load circuit, with switch closed and CL - 4OpF.

-15 -25

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS NOTES TEMPERATURE MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS

Input Capacitance CIN VCC = Open, f = 1MHz 1 TA=+250C - 15 - 15 pF
All measurements are

Output COUT referenced to device 1 TA=+250C - 15 - 15 pF
Capacitance GND.

Output Disable Time TOD 1,2 -550C:::.TA:::;+1250C - 20 - 15 ns

Output Rise Time TR From 0.8V to 2.0V 1,2 -550C.$ TA:::;+1250C - 8 - 8 ns

Output Fall Time TF From 2.0VtoO.8V 1,2 -550C:::.TA:$+1250C - 8 - 8 ns

1. The parameters in Table 3 are controlled via design or process parameters 2. Loading is as specified in the test load circuit with CL = 40pF.
and not directly tested. Characterized upon initial design and after major
process and/or design changes.

CONFORMANCE GROUPS METHOD SUBGROUPS

Initial Test 100%/5004 -
Interim Test 100%/5004 -
PDA 100% 1

FinaITest 100% 2,3, 8A, 8B, 10, 11

Group A - 1,2,3,7, 8A, 88, 9,10,11

GroupsC&D Samples/5005 1,7,9
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PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN
PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL

D3 IMIN(O) F4 03 ENPHAC# F1 K14 RO(2) VCC/2 A10 10(18) Vcct2

C2 RIN(18) F9 P5 ENTIREG# F4 L15 RO(3) VCC/2 B8 10(19) VCC/2

D2 RIN(17) F8 04 ENI# F1 J14 RO(4) Vcct2 C8 IMIN(18) F9

E3 RIN(16) F7 N6 MODPI/2PI# F16 J13 RO(5) VCC/2 C7 IMIN(17) F8

C1 RIN(15) F6 P6 CS# F2 K15 RO(6) VCC/2 A7 IMIN(16) F7

E2 RIN(14) F5 05 CLK FO H14 RO(7) VCC/2 A6 IMIN(15) F6

D1 RIN(13) F4 P7 AD(1) F4 H13 RO(8) VCC/2 87 IMIN(14) F5

F3 RIN(12) F16 N7 AD(O) F3 G13 RO(9) VCC/2 86 IMIN(13) F4

F2 RIN(11) F15 06 WR# F1 G15 RO(10) VCC/2 C6 IMIN(12 F16

E1 RIN(10) F14 P8 C(15) GND F15 RO(11) VCC/2 A5 IMIN(11) F15

G2 RIN(9) F13 N8 C(14) GND G14 RO(12) VCC/2 85 IMIN(10) F14

G3 RIN(8) F12 N9 C(13) GND F14 RO(13) Vcct2 A4 IMIN(9) F13

F1 RIN(7) F11 09 C(12) GND F13 RO(14) Vcct2 A3 IMIN(8) F12

H2 RIN(6) F10 010 C(11) GND E15 RO(15) VCC/2 84 IMIN(7) F11

H3 RIN(5) F9 P9 C(10) GND E14 RO(16) Vcct2 C5 IMIN(6) F10

J3 RIN(4) F8 P10 C(9) GND D15 RO(17) VCC/2 83 IMIN(5) F9

J1 RIN(3) F7 N10 C(8) GND C15 RO(18) VCC/2 A2 IMIN(4) F8

K1 RIN(2) F6 011 C(7) GND D14 RO(19) VCC/2 C4 IMIN(3) F7

J2 RIN(1) F5 P11 C(6) GND E13 10(0) Vcct2 C3 IMIN(2) F6

K2 RIN(O) F4 012 C(5) GND C14 10(1) VCC/2 82 IMIN(1) F5

K3 SH(1) F3 013 C(4) GND 815 10(2) VCC/2 A1 VCC None

L1 SH(O) F2 P12 C(3) GND D13 10(3) VCC/2 A9 VCC VCC

L2 ACC F4 N11 C(2) GND C13 10(4) Vcct2 A15 VCC None

M1 ENPHREG# F16 P13 C(1) GND 814 10(5) VCC/2 G1 VCC VCC
N1 ENOFREG# F4 014 C(O) VCC C12 10(6) VCC/2 J15 VCC VCC
M2 PEAK# F8 N12 OUTMUX(1) F11 813 10(7) VCC/2 01 VCC None

L3 R8YTILD# F16 N13 OUTMUX(O) F10 812 10(8) VCC/2 07 VCC VCC

N2 8INFMT# F4 P14 OER# FO C11 10(9) VCC/2 015 VCC None

P1 TICO# VCct2 M13 OEREXT# FO A13 10(10) VCct2 A8 GND GND

M3 MOD(1) GND N14 OEIEXT# FO 811 10(11) VCct2 A14 GND None

N3 MOD(O) GND M14 OEI# FO A12 10(12) Vcct2 81 GND None

P2 PACI# F4 L13 PACO# VCC/2 C10 10(13) VCC/2 H1 GND GND

N4 LOAD# F15 N15 DETO VCC/2 810 10(14) VCC/2 H15 GND GND

P3 PMSEL F1 L14 DET1 Vcct2 A11 10(15) VCC/2 P15 GND None

P4 CLROFR# F4 M15 RO(O) Vcct2 89 10(16) VCC/2 02 GND None

N5 ENCFREG# F4 K13 RO(1) Vcct2 C9 10(17) VCC/2 08 GND GND

1. 47Kn (±20%) resistor connected to all pins except VCC and GND

2. VCC - 5.5V ± O.5V with 0.1 ~F(min)capacitor between VCC and GNO per
position

3. FO = 100kHz ± 10%. F1 = FOf2, F2 = F1f2 .....• F11 = F10f2, 40% to
60% duty cycle

4, Input Voltage limits: VIL = 0.6V max. VIH - 4.5V ±1 O'lb



Die Characteristics
DIE DIMENSIONS:

350 x 353 x 19 ±1 mils
METALLIZATION:

Type: Si-AI or Si-AI-Cu
Thickness: akA

GLASSIVATION:
Type: Nitrox
Thickness: 10k)!.

DIE ATTACH:
Material: Silver Glass

WORST CASE CURRENT DENSITY: 1.6 x 105A1cm2

(1) IMINO
(2) RIN18
(3) RIN11
(4) RIN18
(5) RIN15
(8) RIN14

(7) GND
(8) RIN13
(9) RIN12

(10) RINll
(11) RIN10

(12) RIN9
(13) RIN8
(14) RIN7
(15) R1N6
(16) RIN5
(11) RIN4
(18) RIN3
(19) RIN2
(20) GND
(21) RINl
(22) vcc '
(23) RIND
(24) SHl
(25) SHO
(28) Ace

(27) ENPHREG #
(28) ENOFREG #

(29) PEAK#
(30) RBYTlLD#
(31) BINFMT#

(32) GND
(33) TICO#

(34) vcc I
(35) MODl
(36) MODO
(37) PACI#

(36) LOAD#
(39) PMSEL

(111) GND
(118) 108
(115) 105
(114) 104
(113) 103
(112) GND
(111) 102
(110) 101

, (109) Vcc
(108) 100
(107) R019
(108) GND
(105) R018
(104) R017
(103) R016
(102) R015
(101) R014

I (100) Vce
(99) R013
(98) R012
(97) ROll
(98) GND
(95) R010
(94) R09

• (93) Vcc
(92) R08
(91) R07
(90) GND
(89) R08
(66) R05
(67) R04
(86) R03

, (85) Vce
(84) R02
(63) ROl

,. (82) ROO

1

(81} GND
,. (80) DETl.:I(79) DETO

fIla:
..JW
ct~
zfll
CJW_:J:
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HARRIS
SEMICONDUCTOR

• 75MSPS Input Data Rate

• 16 Bit Data Input

• Spurious Free Dynamic Range: > 102dB

• Frequency Selectivity: < 0.009Hz

• Identical Lowpass Filters for I and Q

• Passband Ripple: < 0.04dB

• Stopband Attenuation: > 106dB

• Filter -3dB to -102dB Shape Factor: < 1.5

• Decimation from 64 to 131,072

• IEEE 1149.1 Test Access Port

• 40 Pin DIP, 44 Pin PLCC

Applications
• Digital Radio Receivers

• Channelized Receivers

• Spectrum Analysis

HSP50016

Description
The Digital Down Converter (DDC) is a single chip synthesizer,
quadrature mixer and low pass filter. It takes a 16 bit input data stream at
a 75MSPS data rate, downconverts it, performs narrowband low pass
filtering and decimation to produce a baseband signal.

The internal synthesizer can tune in on a variety of signal, including CW,
frequency hopped and swept sine waves. The complex result is lowpass
filtered and decimated with identical real filters in the in-phase (I) and
quadrature (0) processing chains. The lowpass filtering is accomplished
by a high decimation filter (HDF) followed by a fixed finite impulse
response filter (FIR). The combined response of the two stage filter
results in a shape factor of 1.5 from -3dB to -102dB. The stopband
attenuation is greater than 106 dB. The composite passband ripple is
less than 0.04dB.

The chip receives forty bit serial commands as a control input. This
interface is compatible with the serial I/O port available on most
microprocessors.

The output data can be configured in several formats, including 16 to 38
bit fixed point, which is available as two's complement, unsigned and
sign magnitude. There is also an option for single precision IEEE floating
point format.

The phase generator can also be bypassed to provide a direct input to
the high decimation filter section. This allows the DOC to be used as a
high decimation filter.

In circuit test is provided by an IEEE 1149.1 Test Access Port.

CONTROL cos~

TEST ACCESS
COMPLEX

PORT
SINUSOID

~ GENERATOR

CAUTION: These devices ere senshive to electrostatic discharge. Users should lollow proper I.C. Handling Procedures.

Copyright © Harris Corporation 1992
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mlHARRIS

• Block Oriented 24-Bit Sequencer

• Configurable as Two Independent 12-Bit
Sequencers

• 24 x 24 Crosspoint Switch

• Programmable Delay on 12 Outputs

• MUlti-Chip Synchronization Signals

• Standard liP Interface

• TTL Compatible Inputs/Outputs

• 100pF Drive on Outputs

• DC to 50MHz Clock Rate

• Available in 68 Pin PGA and PLCC Packages

• 1-0, 2-D Filtering

• Pan/Zoom Addressing

• FFT Processing

• Matrix Math Operations

HSP45240
Description
The Harris HSP45240 is a high speed Address Sequencer
which provides specialized addressing for functions like
FFT's,1-D and 2-D filtering, matrix operations,and image
manipulation. The sequencer supports block oriented
addressing of large data sets up to 24 bits at clock speeds
up to 50MHz.

Specialized addressing requirements are met by using the
onboard 24 x 24 crosspoint switch. This feature allows the
mapping of the 24 address bits at the output of the address
generator to the 24 address outputs of the chip. As a result,
bit reverseaddressing, such as that used in FFT's, is made
possible.

A single chip solution to read/write addressing is also made
possible by configuring the HSP45240 as two 12-bit
sequencers. To compensate for system pipeline delay, a
programmable delay is provided on 12 of the address
outputs.

The HSP45240 is manufactured using an advanced CMOS
process,and is a low power fully static design. The configu-
ration of the device is controlled through a standard
microprocessor interface and all inputs/outputs, with the
exception of clock, are TIL compatible. The Sequencer is
available in 68 pin PGA and PLCC packages.
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PLCC
PIN

NAME TYPE NUMBER DESCRIPTION

VCC I 6,24,34,41 +5V power supply pin.
49,55,68

GND I 3,9,18,22 GROUND
38,46,52

58,65

RST# I 25 RESET: This active low input causes a chip reset which lasts for 26 clocks after RST# has
been de-asserted. The reset initializes the Crosspoint Switch and some of the configuration
registers as described in the Processor Interface section. The chip must be clocked
for reset to complete.

CLK I 23 CLOCK: The "CLK" signal is a CMOS input which provides the basic timing for address
generation.

WR# I 19 WRITE: The rising edge of this input latches the data/address on DO-6 to be latched
into the Processor Interface.

CS# I 21 CHIP SELECT: This active "low" input enables the configuration data/address on DO-6 to
be latched into the Processor Interface.

AO I 20 ADDRESS 0: This input defines DO-6 as a configuration register address if "high", and
configuration data if "low", (see Processor Interface text).

00-6 I 11-17 DATA BUS: Data bus for Processor Interface.

OEH# I 28 OUTPUT ENABLE HIGH: This asynchronous input is used to enable the output buffers for
OUT12-23.

OEL# I 29 OUTPUT ENABLE LOW: This asynchronous input is used to enable the output buffers for
OUTO-11.

STARTIN# I 31 START-IN: This active low input initiates an addressing sequence. May be tied to
STARTOUT# of another HSP45240 for multi-chip synchronization. STARTIN# should only
be asserted for one CLK because address sequencing begins after STARTIN# is de-asserted.

DLYBLK I 30 DELAY BLOCK: This active "high" input may be used to halt address generation on
address block boundaries (see Sequence Generator text). The required timing relation-
ship of this signal to the end of an address block is shown in Application Note 9205.

OUTo-23 0 39,40,42,45, OUTPUT BUS: TIL compatible 24-bit Address Sequencer output.
47,48,50,51,
53,54,56,57,
59,62-64,66,

67,1,2,4,5,
7,8

BLOCKDONE# 0 36 BLOCK DONE: This active low output signals when the last address in an address block
ison OUTO-23.

DONE# 0 37 DONE: This active low output signals when the last address of an address sequence
ison OUTO-23.

ADDVAL# 0 33 ADDRESS VALID: This active low output signals when the first address of an address
sequence is on OUTO-23.

STARTOUT# 0 32 START-OUT: This active low output is generated when an address sequence is
initiated by a mechanism other than STARTIN#. May be tied to the STARTIN# of other
HSP45240's for multichip synchronization.

BUSY# 0 35 BUSY: This active low output is asserted one CLK after RST# is de-asserted and will
remain asserted for 25 CLK's. While BUSY# is asserted all writes to the Processor Interface
are disabled.

-,z
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Functional Description
The Address Sequencer is a 24-bit programmable address
generator. As shown in the Block Diagram, the sequencer
consists of 4 functional blocks: the start circuitry, the
sequence generator, the crosspoint switch, and the proces-
sor interface. The addresses produced by the sequence
generator are input into the crosspoint switch. The
crosspoint switch maps 24 bits of address input to a 24 bit
output. This allows for addressing schemes like "bit-
reverse" addressing for FFT's.A programmable delay block
is provided to allow the MSW of the output to be skewed
from the LSW. This feature may be used to compensate for
processor pipeline delay when the sequence generator is
configured as two independent 12 bit sequencers. Address
Sequencer operation is controlled by values loaded into
configuration registers associated with the sequence gen-
erator, crosspoint switch, and start circuitry. The configura-
tion registers are loaded through the processor interface.

Start Circuitry
The Start Circuitry generates the internal START signal
which causes the Sequence Generator to initiate an ad-
dressing sequence. The STARTsignal is produced by writ-
ing the Processor Interface's "Sequencer Start" address
(see Processor Interface text), by asserting the STARTIN#
input, or by the terminal address of a sequence generated
under "One-Shot Mode with Restart" (see Sequence Gen-
erator section). Care should be taken to assert STARTIN#
for only one clock cycle to insure proper operation. A pro-
grammable delay from 1 to 31 clocks is provided to delay
the initiation of an addressing sequence by delaying the in-
ternal START signal (see Processor Interface text).

The Start Circuitry generates the output signal ADDVAL#
which is asserted when the first valid output address is at
the pads. In addition, the Start Circuitry generates the
"STARTOUT#" signal for multichip syncronization. Note:
STARTOUT# is only generated when an addressing se-
quence is started by writing the "Sequencer Start" address
of the Processor Interface, or an internal START is gener-
ated by reaching the end of an addressing sequence prod-
uced by "One-Shot Mode with Restart".

The Sequence Generator is a block oriented address gener-
ator. This means that the desired address sequence is
subdivided into one or more address blocks each contain-
ing a user defined number of addresses. User supplied con-
figuration data determinesthe number of address blocks and
the characteristics of the address sequenceto be generated.

As shown in Figure 1, the Sequence Generator is subdi-
vided into the an address generation and control section.
The address generation section performs an accumlation
based on the output of MUX1 and MUX2. The control sec-
tion governs the operation of the multiplexers, enables load-
ing of the Block Start Address register, and signals comple-
tion of an address sequence.

An address sequence is started when the control section of
the Sequence Generator receives the internal STARTsignal
from the Start Circuitry. When the STARTsignal is received,
the control section multiplexes the contents of the Start

Address Register and a "0" to the adder. The result of this
summation is the first address in the first block of the ad-
dress sequence. This value is stored in the Block Start Ad-
dress register by an enable generated from the control sec-
tion, and the multiplexers are switched to feed the output of
the Holding and Address Increment registers to the adder.
Address generation will continue with the Address Incre-
ment added to the contents of the Holding Register until the
first address block has been completed.

An address block is completed when the number of
addresses generated since the beginning of the address
block equals the value stored in the Block Size register.
When the last address of the block is generated,
BLOCKDONE# is asserted to signal the end of the address
block (see Application Note 9205). On the following CLK,
the mUltiplexers are configured to pass the contents of the
Block Start Address and Block Increment registers to the
adder which generates the first address of the next address
block. An enable from the control section allows this value
to update the Block Start Address register, and the
multiplexers are switched to feed the Holding and Address
Increment registers to the adder for generation of the re-
maining addresses in the block.

The address sequence is completed when the number of
address blocks generated equals the value loaded into the
Number of Blocks register. When the final address in the
last address block has been generated, DONE# and
BLOCKDONE# are asserted to signal the completion of the
address sequence.

The parameters governing address generation are loaded
into five 24-bit configuration registers via the Processor
Interface. These parameters include the Start Address, the
beginning address of the sequence; the Block Size, the
number of addresses in the address block; the Address In-
crement, the increment between addresses in a block; the
Number of Blocks, the number of address blocks in a se-
quence (minimum 1); the Block Increment, the increment
between starting addresses of each block. The loading and
structure of these registers is detailed in the Processor
Interface text.
CURRENT

BLOCK
START
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Three modes of operation may be selected by loading the
6-bit Mode Control register (see Processor Interface). The
three modes of operation are:
1. One-Shot Mode without Restart Address generation

halts after completion of the user specified address
sequence. Address generation will not resume until the
internal STARTsignal is generated by the Start Circuitry.
When the final address in the final block of the address
sequence is generated, both OONE# and
BLOCKOONE# are asserted and the last address is
held on OUTO-23 (See Application Note 9205).

2. One-Shot Mode with Restart: This mode is identical to
One-Shot Mode without Restart with the exception that
the Start Circuitry automatically generates an internal
START at the end of the user specified sequence to
restart address generation. The end of the address se-
quence is signaled by the assertion of OONE#,
BLOCKOONE#, and STARTOUT# as shown in Applica-
tion Note 9205. In this mode, the first address of the next
sequence immediately follows the last address of the
current sequence if start delay is disabled.

3. Continuous Mode: Address generation never termi-
nates. Address generation proceeds based on the Start
Address, Address Increment, Block Size, and Block In-
crement Parameters.The Number of Blocks parameter is
ignored, and the OONE# signal is never asserted.

The Mode Control register is also used to configure the
Sequence Generator for operation as two independent
12-bit address sequencers. In dual sequencer mode, the
adder in the sequence generator suppresses the carry from
the 12 LSB's to the 12 MSB's. With the carry suppressed,
two independent sequences may be produced. These
12-bit address sequences may be delayed relative to each
other by programming the Mode Control register for a delay
up to 7 clocks. This feature is useful to compensate for
pipeline delay when using dual sequencer mode to gener-
ate read/write addressing.

The OLYBLK input can be used to halt address generation
at the end of any address block within a sequence. In addi-
tion, OLYBLK can be used to delay an address sequence
from restarting if asserted at the end of the final address
block generated under "One-Shot Mode with Restart". See
Application Note 9205 for the timing relationship of
OLYBLK to the end of the address block required to halt ad-
dress sequencing.

Crosspoint Switch
The crosspoint switch is responsible for reordering the
address bits output by the sequence generator. The switch
allows any of its 24 inputs to be independently connected to
any of its 24 outputs. The crosspoint switch outputs can be
driven by only one input, however, one input can drive any
number of switch outputs. If none of the inputs are mapped
to a particular output bit, that output will be "low".

The input to output map is configured through the pro-
cessor interface. The 110 map is stored in a bank of 24 con-
figuration registers. Each register corresponds to one out-
put bit. The output bit is mapped to the input via a value,0 to
23, stored in the register. After power-up, the user has the
option of configuring the switch in 1:1 mode by using the

reset Input, "RST#". In 1:1 mode the cross-point switch
outputs are in the same order as the input. More details on
configuring the switch registers are contained in the Pro-
cessor Interface text.

Processor Interface
The Processor Interface consists of a 10 pin
microprocessor interface and a register bank which holds
configuration data. The data is loaded into the register bank
by first writing the register address to the processor
Interface and then writing the data. An auto address incre-
ment mode is provided so that a base address may be writ-
ten followed by a number of data writes.

The microprocessor interface consists of a 7 bit data bus
(00-6), a one bit address select (AO)to specify 00-6 as ei-
ther address or data, a write input (WR#) to latch data into
the Processor Interface,and a chip select input (CS#) to en-
able writing to the interface. The Processor Interface input is
decoded as either data or address as shown by the bit map
in Table 1.

REGISTER ADDRESSES

AO 06 05 04 03 02 01 DO

Switch Output Registers 1 x 0 n n n n n

Sequencer Starting 1 x 1 0 0 0 n n
Address

Sequencer Block Size 1 x 1 0 0 1 n n

Sequencer Number of 1 x 1 0 1 0 n n
Blocks

Sequencer Block 1 x 1 0 1 1 n n
Address Increment

Sequencer Address 1 x 1 1 0 0 n n
Increment

Mode Control 1 x 1 1 0 1 0 0

Test Control 1 x 1 1 0 1 0 1
Start Deiay Control 1 x 1 1 0 1 1 0

Address Sequencer 1 x 1 1 1 1 1 1
"START"

DATA WORDS

AO 06 05 04 03 02 01 DO

Current Address Data 0 0 n n n n n n
(no address increment)

Current Address Data 0 1 n n n n n n
(address increment)

...IZ
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Table 1 "x" means "don't care", and "n" denotes bits which
are decoded as an address in address registers and data in
data registers.

The register bank consists of a series of 6 bit registers
which may be addressed individually as shown in Table 1.
The data in these registers is down loaded into configura-
tion registers in the Start Circuitry, Sequence Generator,
and Crosspoint Swith when an address sequence is initi-
ated by the internal START signal (see Start Circuitry). This
double buffered architecture allows new configuration data
to be down loaded to the Processor Interface while an ad-
dress sequence is being completed using previous configu-
ration data.



Increment, and Address Increment. Each register set maps
to one of five 24-bit configuration registers in the Sequence
Generator block (seeSequence Generator).The mapping of
the 6-bit registers in the register bank to the 24-bit configu-
ration registers is determined by the 2 LSB's of the register
address. The higher the value of the 2 LSB's the higher the
relative mapping of the 6-bit register to the 24-bit register.
For example, if the 2 LSB's of the register address are both
0, the register contents will map to the 6 LSB's of the config-
uration register.

The register bank has 24 registers which contain the data
for Crosspoint Switch I/O mapping. These registers are
accessed via the 5 LSB's of the address for the Crosspoint
Mapping registers in Table 1.A value from 0 to 23 accesses
the mapping registers for OUTO-23 repectively. A value
greater than 23 is ignored. The output bit represented by a
particular register is mapped to the input by the 6-bit value
loaded into the register. If the value loaded into the register
exceeds 23, the correponding output bit will be "0". For
example, if the 5 LSB's of the Crosspoint Mapping address
are equal to 3, and the valued loaded into the register
accessed by this address is equal to 23, OUT3 would be
mapped to the MSB of the sequence generator output.

After a reset, the Mode Control, Test Control, and Start
Delay registers are reset as described in the section
describing each register's bit map; the Crosspoint Mapping
registers are reset to a 1:1 crosspoint switch mapping; the
registers which hold the five address generation parameters
are not affected.

To save the user the expense of alternating between
address and data writes, an auto address increment mode
is provided. The address increment mode is invoked by per-
forming data writes with a "1" in the D610cation olthe data
word as shown in Table 1. For example, the crosspoint
switch could be configured by 25 writes to the Processor
Interface (one write for the starting address of the
crosspoint mapping registers followed by 24 data writes to
those registers).

Mode Control Register

The Mode Control Register is used to control the operation
of the sequence generator. In addition, it also controls the
output delay between the MSW and the LSW of OUTO-23.
The following tables illustrate the structure of the mode con-
trol register.

AOORESSLOCATION: 1x110100

05 I 04 I 03 I 02 I 01 I 00

002 I 001 I 000 I OS I M1 I MO

002 001 000

0 0 0 Output Delay of 0

0 0 1 Output Oelay of 1

0 1 0 Output Delay of 2

0 1 1 Output Delay of 3

1 0 0 Output Delay of 4

1 0 1 Output Delay of 5

1 1 0 Output Delay of 6

1 1 1 Output Delay of 7

os - Dual Sequencer Enable: Allows two independent
12- bit sequences to be generated.

A 24-bit sequence is generated.

Two 12-bit sequences are generated.

M1 MO

0 0 One-Shot Mode without Restart

0 1 One-Shot Mode with Restart

1 x Continuous Mode (x = don't care)

During reset, this register will be reset to all zeroes. This will
configure the chip as a 24-bit sequencer with zero delays
on the outputs. The chip will also be in one-shot mode with-
out restart.

Start Delay Control Register
The Start Delay Control Register is used to configure the
start circuitry for delayed starts from 1 to 31 clock cycles.
Internal "START", external "START", and restarts will be
delay by the programmed amount. The structure of the Start
Delay Control Register is shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3. START OELAY CONTROL REGISTER FORMAT

soe - Start Delay Enable: Enables "START" to be delayed
by the programmed amount. When Start Delay is enabled, a
minimum of "1" is required for the programmed delay.

Start Delay is Disabled.

Start Delay is Enabled.

SOx - Start Delay: Delays the "START" by the decoded
number of clocks.

S04 S03 S02 S01 SOO I
0 0 0 0 1 Start Delay of 1

0 0 0 1 0 Start Delay of 2

0 0 0 1 1 Start Delay of 3

1 1 1 1 1 Start Delay of 31

During reset, this register will be reset to all zeros. This will
bring the chip up in a mode with Start Delay disabled.



Test Control Register
A Test Control Register is provided to configure the
sequence generator to produce test sequences. In this
mode, the sequence generator can be configured to multi-
plex out the contents of the down counters in the sequence
generator control circuitry, Figure 2. These counters are
used to determine when a block or sequence is complete.
As shown in Figures 1 and 2, the MSW or LSW in the down
counters is multiplexed to the MSW of the address
generator output. In addition, a test mode is provided in
which the sequence generator performs a shifting operation
on the contents of the start address register. The structure
of the Test Control Register is shown in Table 4.

DONE

BLOCKDONE

DLYBU<

SE - Shifter Enable: Input to crosspoint switch is gener-
ated by shifting Start Address Register one bit per clock.

Sequence Generator Functions Normally

Sequence Generator Functions as Shift Register

Disable Muxing of down counters

Enable Muxing of down counters

CS - Counter Select: Selects which 12-bit word of the
down counters is muxed to the MSW of the address genera-
tor output.

eS1 eso
0 0 Select Counter #1, bits 0-11

0 1 Select Counter #1, bits 12-23

1 0 Select Counter #2, bits 0-11

1 1 Select Counter #2, bits 12-23

During reset, this register will be reset to all zeroes.This will
bring the chip up in the mode with all of the test features
disabled.

Applications
Image Processing
The application shown in Figure 3 uses the HSP45240
Address Sequencer to satisfy the addressing requirements
for a simple image processing system. In this example the
controller configures the sequencers to generate special-
ized addressing sequences for reading and writing the
frame buffers. A typical mode of operation for this system
might be to perform edge detection on a sub-section of an
image stored in the frame buffer. In this application, data is
fed to the 2-D Convolver by the address sequence driving
the input frame buffer.

A graphical interpretation of sub-image addressing is
shown in Figure 4. Each dot in the figure corresponds to an
image pixel stored in memory. It is assumed that the pixel
values are stored by row. For example, the first 16 memory
locations would contain the first row of pixel values. The
17th memory location would contain the first pixel of the
second row.
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The sub-image address sequence shown in Figure 3 is
generated by configuring the sequence generator with the
following:

1. Start Address = 35 4. Step Size
2. Block Size = 8 5. Block Step Size
3. Number of Blocks = 8

=1

=16

In this example the start address corresponds to the
address of the first pixel of the first row. The row length
corresponds to the Block Size which is programmed to 8.
Within the block, consecutive addresses are generated by
programming the Step Size to 1. At the completion of first
block of addresses, the Block Step Size of 16 is added to
the Start Address to generate the address of the first pixel of
the second row. Finally,8 rows of addressing are generated
by setting the Number of Blocks to 8.

In this application, the sub-image is processed one time
and then a new SUb-image area is chosen. As a result, the
Mode Control Register would be configured for One-Shot
mode without Restart.Also, the Start Delay Control register
of the Sequencer driving the output frame buffer would be
configured with a start delay to compensate for the pipeline
delay introduced by the 2-D Convolver. Finally, the
crosspoint switch would be configured in 1:1 mode so that
the sequence generator output has a 1 to 1 mapping to the
chip output.

For applications requiring decimation of the original image,
the Step Size could be increased to provide addressing
which skips over pixels along a row. Similary, the Block
Step Size could be increased such that pixel rows are
skipped.

FFT Processing
The application shown in Figure 5 depicts the
architecture of a simplified radix 2 FFT processor. In this
application the Address Sequencer drives a memory bank
which feeds the arithmetic processor with data. In a radix 2
implementation, the arithmetic processor takes two com-
plex data inputs and produces two results. These results
are then stored in the registers from which the data came.
This type of implementation is referred to as an "in place"
FFT algorithm.

The arithmetic processing unit performs an operation know
as the radix 2 butterfly which is shown graphically in Figure
6. In this diagram the node in the center of the butterfly
represents summing point while the arrow represents a
multiplication point. The flow of an FFT computation is
described by diagrams comprised of many butterflies as
shown in Figure 7.

The FFT processing shown in Figure 7 consists of three
stages of radix 2 butterfly computation. The read/write
addressing, expressed in binary, for each stage is shown in
Table 5. The specialized addressing required here is prod-
uced by using the crosspoint switch to map the address
bits from the sequence generator to the chip output.

The mapping for the sequencer's crosspoint switch is deter-
mined, by inspecting the addressing for each stage. For
example, the first stage of addressing is generated by
configuring the crosspoint switch so that bit 0 of the switch
input is mapped to bit 2 of the switch output, bit 1 of the

switch input is mapped to bit 0 of the output, and bit 2 of the
switch input is mapped to bit 1 of the switch output. The
remainder of the switch I/O map is configured 1:1, Le.bit 3
of the switch input is mapped to bit 3 of the switch output.
Under this configuration, a sequence generator output of
0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7 will produce a crosspoint switch output of
0,4,1,5,2,6,3,7.The switch maps for the other stages as well
as a map for the bit-reverse addressing of the FFT result is
given in Table 5.

The serial count required as input for the crosspoint switch
is generated by configuring the sequence generator with
the following:

1. StartAddress = 0
2. Block Size = 8
3. Number of Blocks = 1

4. Step Size
5. Block Step Size

Under this configuration the sequence generator will
produce a count from 0 to 7 in increments of 1. The FFT
length corresponds to the Block Size, in this case 8.

The serial count from the sequence generator is converted
into the desired addressing sequence by applying the
appropriate map to the crosspoint switch. In this
application, the switch mapping changes for each stage of
the FFTcomputation. Thus, while one address sequence is
being completed, the crosspoint switch is being configured
for the next stage of FFT addressing. When one stage of
addressing is complete, the new switch configuration is
loaded into the current state registers by an internal or
externally generated start or restart.

The crosspoint switch is configured for the first stage of
addressing by writing a 0 to switch output register 2, a 2 to
switch output register 1, and a 0 to switch output register 2.
These values are loaded by first writing the address of
switch output register 0 and then loading data using
auto-address increment mode (see Table 1).The remaining
registers are assumed to be configured in 1:1 mode as a
result of a prior "RESET". The second and third stages of
addressing are generated by reconfiguring the above three
registers.

The Address Sequencer can be configured in dual
sequencer mode to provide both read and write addressing
for each butterfly. Since 2 independent 12 bit sequences
can be generated by the Address Sequencer, it can be used
to provide read/write addressing for FFT's up to 4096
points. The programmable delay between the MSW and
LSW of the Sequencer output is used to compensate for the
pipeline delay associated with the arithmetic processor.

TABLE 5. FFT ADDRESSING BY COMPUTATIONAL STAGE

STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3 OUTPUT
R/WADDR. R/WADDR. R/WADDR. ADDRESSING

000 000 000 000
100 010 001 100
001 001 010 010
101 011 011 110
010 100 100 001
110 110 101 101
011 101 110 011
111 111 111 111

SWITCH MAPPING

021 201 210 012
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Supply Voltage .••.•..................••..........•...•.•••................••••••......•...•.••••••••••••••••... +8.0V
Input, Output or I/O Voltage Applied •...............•••.....•..........•............•............ GND-O.5Vto VCC+O.5V
Storage Temperature Range ................•.•...............••••..................••......•.....•••• -650C to +1 SOOC
Maximum Package Power Dissipation at +700C .............................•................• 1.86W (PLCC), 2.84W (PGA)
Sjc .................•.•.•••.••.....................•................•............... 15.1 °C/W (PLCC), 10.1 °C/W (PGA)
Sja ........................................••••.......................••••.......•.. 43.1 °C/W (PLCC), 37.1 0C/W (PGA)
Gate Count .................................••.................•••....••.••.........•..•.••••••••••••••.•. 8388 Gates
Junction Temperature •..................•.......•.................•.........•........... +1 500C (PLCC), +1750C (PGA)
Lead Temperature (Soldering, Ten Seconds) ........•.•.................•....... : •................•.•..••.••.•.•• +3000C
ESD Classification •.......................••..........................•........•.•.................•.••.•.•.••• Class 1

Operating Voltage Range ...............................................•...•........................••.••.• +5.0V ± 5%
Operating Temperature Range .........•.......•.•.•...............................................•.••.•• OOCto+700C

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

Logical One Input Voltage VIH 2.0 - V VCC= 5.25V

Logical Zero Input Voltage VIL - 0.8 V VCC = 4.75V

High Level Clock Input VIHC 3.0 - V VCC=5.25V

Low Level Clock Input VILC - 0.8 V VCC=4.75V

Output HIGH Voltage VOH 2.6 - V 10H = -400~A, VCC = 4.75V

Output LOW Voltage VOL - 0.4 V 10L = +2.0mA, VCC = 4.75V

Input Leakage Current II -10 10 ~A VIN = VCC or GND, VCC = 5.25V

I/O Leakage Current 10 -10 10 ~A VOUT = VCC or GND, VCC = 5.25V

Standby Power Supply ICCSS - 500 ~ VIN = VCC or GND,
Current VCC = 5.25V, Outputs open

Operating Power ICCOp - 99 mA f=33MHz,
Supply Current VIN = VCC or GND, VCC = 5.25V,

Outputs Open, (Note 1)

Input Capacitance CIN - 10 pF f = 1MHz, VCC = Open,
all measurements are referenced

Output Capacitance Co - 10 pF to device GNO. (Note 2).



Specifications HSP45240

A.C. Electrical Specifications (VCC = 5.0V + 5%, TA = ooc to +700C) (Note 2)

-33 (33MHz) -40 (40MHz) -50 (50MHz)
TEST

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX UNIT CONDITIONS

Clock Period TCp 30 25 20 ns

Clock Pulse Width High TCH 12 10 9 ns

Clock Pulse Width Low TCL 12 10 9 ns

Setup Time DO-6 to TDS 14 13 12 ns
WR# High

Hold Time DO-6 from TDH 0 0 0 ns
WR# High

Set-up Time AO, CS#, to TAS 5 5 5 ns
WR#Low

Hold Time AO, CS#, from TAH 0 0 0 ns
WR#High

Pulse Width forWR# Low TWRL 13 12 10 ns

Pulse Width for WR# High TWRH 13 12 10 ns

WR# Cycle Time Twp 30 25 20 ns

Set-up Time STARTIN#, TIS 12 10 8 ns
DL YBLK, to Clock High

Hold Time STARTIN#, TIH 0 0 0 ns
DLYBLK, to Clock High

Clock to Output Prop. TpDO 15 13 12 ns
Delay on OUTO-23

Clock to Output Prop. TpDS 15 13 12 ns
Delay on STARTOUT#,
BLKDONE#, DONE#,
ADDVAL#, and BUSY#

Output Enable Time TEN 20 15 13 ns

Output Disable Time TOD 20 15 13 ns Note 1 ....IZ
occQ

Output Rise/Fall Time TORF 5 3 3 ns Note 1 -t-Oo
RST# Low Time

Wz
TRST 2 Clock Cycles ns Q.~

cnll.

NOTES:

1. Controlled by design or process parameters and not directly tested. 2. A.C. Testing is performed as follows: Input levels (CLK Input) • 4.0V and
Characterized upon initial design and after' major process and/or design OV; Input levels (All other inputs) • OV and 3.0V; Input timing
changes. reference levels: (eLK) = 2.0V. (Others)'" 1.5V; Output timing references:

VOH ~ 1.5V. VOL $. 1.5V.

Test Load Circuitr-----------,
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I I

I
I
I
I

t IOL I
I
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OUTPUT PIN CL

BLOCKDONE# 40pF
DONE#
ADDVAL#
STARTOUT#
BUSY#

OUTO-23 100pF
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mHARRIS HSP45240/883

• This Circuit is Processed in Accordance to Mil-Std-
883 and is Fully Conformant Under the Provisions
of Paragraph 1.2.1.

• 810ck Oriented 24-8it Sequencer

• Configurable as Two Independent 12-8it
Sequencers

• 24 x 24 Crosspoint Switch

• Programmable Delay on 12 Outputs

• Multi-Chip Synchronization Signals

• Standard flP Interface

• TTL Compatible Inputs/Outputs

• 100pF Drive on Outputs

• DC to 40MHz Clock Rate

• Available in 68 Pin PGA Package

• 1-0, 2-D Filtering

• Pan/Zoom Addressing

• FFT Processing

• Matrix Math Operations

Description
The Harris HSP45240 is a high speed Address Sequencer
which provides specialized addressing for functions like
FFT's, 1-0 and 2-0 filtering, matrix operations, and image
manipulation. The sequencer supports block oriented
addressing of large data sets up to 24 bits at clock speeds
up to 40MHz.

Specialized addressing requirements are met by using the
onboard 24 x 24 crosspoint switch. This feature allows the
mapping of the 24 address bits at the output of the address
generator to the 24 address outputs of the chip. As a result,
bit reverse addressing, such as that used in FFT's, is made
possible.

A single chip solution to read/write addressing is also made
possible by configuring the HSP45240 as two 12-bit
sequencers. To compensate for system pipeline delay, a
programmable delay Is provided on 12 of the address
outputs.

The HSP45240 is manufactured using an advanced CMOS
process, and Is a low power fully static design. The configu-
ration of the device is controlled through a standard
microprocessor Interlace and all Inputs/outputs, with the
exception of clock, are TTL compatible. The Sequencer is
available in a 68 pin PGA package.

..JZ
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Absolute Maximum Ratings
Supply Voltage •••••••••............•••.•.•............ +8.0V
Input, Output Voltage Applied •......... GND-0.5V to VCC+0.5V
Storage Temperature Range .•••.•........... -650C to +1500C
Junction Temperature •••.........•••••••....•........ +1750C
Lead Temperature (Soldering, Ten Seconds) .•......••.• +3000C
ESD Classification ........••••.........•.•.•..•....••• Class 1

Reliability Information
Thermal Resistance 6ja 6jc

CeramicPGA Package •••.••....... 37.10CIW 10.10CIW
Maximum Package Power Dissipation at +1250C

Ceramic PGA Package .........••.••.••••••••••.•• 1.35 Wall
Gate Count ••••.•.....•......•..•••••••••••••••• 8,388 Gates

Operating Conditions
Operating Voltage Range ........•.••••......••. +4.5V to +5.5V
Operating Temperature Range .......•..•••.. -550Cto+1250C

TABLE 1. D.C. ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Devices Guaranteed and 100% Tested

GROUP A
LIMITS

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS SUBGROUPS TEMPERATURE MIN MAX UNITS

Logical One Input VIH VCC=5.5V 1,2,3 -55°C sTAS +1250C 2.2 - V
Voltage

Logical Zero Input VIL VCC=4.5V 1,2,3 -55°C STA S +1250C - 0.8 V
Voltage

Output HIGH Voltage VOH 10H = -400flA 1,2,3 -55°C :STAS +1250C 2.6 - V
VCC = 4.5V (Note 1)

Output LOW Voltage VOL IOL=+2.0mA 1,2,3 -55°C STAS +1250C - 0.4 V
VCC = 4.5V (Note 1)

Input Leakage Current II VIN = VCC or GND 1,2,3 -55°C S TA S +1250C -10 +10 flA
VCC=5.5V

Output Leakage 10 VOUT = VCC or GND 1,2,3 -550C.s TA.s +1250C -10 +10 flA
Current VCC=5.5V

Clock Input High VIHC VCC=5.5V 1,2,3 -550C <TA < +1250C 3.0 - V

Clock Input Low VILC VCC=4.5V 1,2,3 -55°C < TA < +1250C - 0.8 V

Standby Power Supply ICCSB VIN = VCC or GND 1,2,3 -550C.s TA S +1250C - 500 flA
Current VCC=5.5V,

Outputs Open

Operating Power ICCOp f=33MHz 1,2,3 -55°C S TA.s +1250C - 99 mA
Supply Current VCC = 5.5V (Note 2)

Functional Test FT (Note 3) 7,8 -550C sTA < +1250C - -

1. Interchanging of force and sense conditions bl permitted. 3. Tested as follows: f - 1MHz, VIH - 2.6. VIL •••0.4. VOH ~ 1.5V, VOL .s
2. Operating Supply Current is proportional to frequency, typical rating is 1.5V,VIHC - 3.4V. and Vile = OAV.

3mAlMHz.



LIMITS
GROUP A

CONOI- SUB- -25 (25MHz) -33 (33MHz) -40 (40MHz)

PARAMETERS SYMBOL TIONS GROUP TEMPERATURE MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS

Clock Period TCp 9,10,11 -550C <TA <+ 125°C 39 - 30 - 25 - ns

Clock Pulse Width TCH 9,10,11 -55°C ~ TA~ +1250C 15 - 12 - 10 - ns
High

Clock Pulse Width TCl 9,10,11 -550C ~TA:5 +1250C 15 - 12 - 10 - ns
Low ,

Setup Time DO-6 ToS 9,10,11 -550C~TA~ +1250C 17 - 16 - 14 - ns
toWR# High

Hold Time 00-6 TDH 9,10,11 -55°C :5TA~ +1250C ° - ° - ° - ns
fromWR#Low

Set-up Time A, TAS 9,10,11 -55°C :5TA:5 +1250C 5 - 5 - 5 - ns
CS#, to WR# Low

HoldTimeA ,CS#, TAH 9,10,11 -550C~TA:::; +1250C ° - ° - ° - ns
from WR# High

Pulse Width for TWRl 9,10,11 -550C :::;TA:::;+1250C 18 - 14 - 12 - ns
WR#low

Pulse Width for TWRH 9,10,11 -55°C :::;TA:5+1250C 18 - 14 - 12 - ns
WR# High

WR# Cycle Time TWp 9,10,11 -55°C .:::;TA:5+1250C 39 - 30 - 25 - ns

Set-upTime TIS 9,10,11 -55°C .:5TA:5 +1250C 15 - 12 - 10 - ns
STARTIN#,
DLYBlK,to
to Clock High

Hold Time TIH 9,10,11 -550C.:5TA:5 +1250C ° - ° - ° - ns
STARTIN#,
DLYBlK,to
Clock High

Clock to Output TpDO 9,10,11 -55°C ~TA~ +1250C - 18 - 16 - 14 ns
Prop. Delay
on OUTO-23

Clock to TpDS 9,10,11 -550C ~TA~ +1250C - 18 - 16 - 14 ns
Prop. Delay,
on STARTOUT#,
BLKDONE#,
DONE#,ADVAL#,
and BUSY#

Output Enable TEN Note 2 9,10,11 -55°C ~TA~ +1250C - 22 - 20 - 15 ns
Time

RST# low Time TRST 9,10,11 -55°C :5TA:5 +1250C 2 Clock Cycles ns

,. A.C. Testing: VCC = 4.5V and 5.5V, Inputs are driven at 3.QV for Logic ","
and O.DVfor a Logic "0". Input and output timing measurements are made
at 1.5V for both a logic "," and "'0", elK is driven at 4.QV and OV and
measured at 2.QV.
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LIMITS

CONDI-
-25 (25MHz) -33 (33MHz) -40 (40MHz)

PARAMETERS SYMBOL TIONS NOTES TEMPERATURE MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS

Input CIN VCC=Open, 1 TA=+250C - 10 - 10 - 10 pF
Capacitance f=1MHz,

All measure-
mentsare
referenced to
deviceGND.

Output COUT VCC = Open, 1 TA=+250C - 10 - 10 - 10 pF
Capacitance f= 1MHz,

All measure-
mentsare
referenced to
deviceGND.

Output Disable TOEZ 1,2 -55OC ~TA~ +125OC - 22 - 20 - 15 ns
Delay

Output Rise Time TOR 1,2 -550C <TA < +1250C - 5 - 5 - 3 ns

Output FallTime TOF 1,2 -550C <TA < +1250C - 5 - 5 - 3 ns

NOTES: 1. Parameters listed in Table 3 are controlled via design or process
parameters and are not directly tested. These parameters are
characterized upon initial design and after major process and/or
design changes.

CONFORMANCE GROUPS METHOD SUBGROUPS

Initial Test 100%/5004 -
Interim Test 100%/5004 -
PDA 100% 1

FinalTest 100% 2,3, 8A, 8B, 10, 11

Group A - 1,2,3, 7,8A,8B, 9, 10,11

GroupsC&D Samples/SODS 1,7,9



OEH.#" DLY"'"
START VCC BLOCK GND oun OUT2 NCOUTff DONE.#"

NC NC OEL#' START ADD BUSY# DONE-#" OUTD VCC NC OUTSINff VAlff

RSTff VCC GND OUT4

CLK GND OUT5 VCC

CSff AO OUTe oun

68 LEAD
WRff GND PIN GRID ARRAY GND OUTe

BOTTONVIEW

D6 DS OUTS VCC

D4 D3 ounQ OUT11

D2 Dl GND OUT12

DO NC OUT22 OUT21 GND oune OUT17 GND OUT14 NC NC

GND OUT2S VCC OUT20 OUT1S VCC OUT1e OUT15 OUT13

PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN PGA PIN BURN-IN
PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL

A2 GND GND B9 OUT14 VCcJ2 F11 OUT8 VCcJ2 K6 BUSYB VCcJ2

A3 OUT23 VCcJ2 C1 02 F10 G1 CSB F5 K7 DONEB VCcJ2

A4 VCC VCC C2 01 F9 G2 AO F6 K8 OUTO VccJ2

A5 OUT20 VccJ2 C10 GND GND G10 OUT6 VccJ2 K9 Vcc Vcc

A6 OUT19 VccJ2 C01 OUT12 VccJ2 G11 OUT7 VccJ2 K11 OUT3 VccJ2

A7 Vcc Vcc 01 04 F12 H1 CLK FO L2 OEHB F13

AS OUT16 VccJ2 02 03 F11 H2 GND GND L3 DLYBLK F11

A9 OUT15 VccJ2 010 OUT10 VCC/2 H10 OUT5 VccJ2 L4 STARTOUTB VccJ2

A10 OUT13 VccJ2 011 OUT11 VccJ2 H11 Vcc Vcc L5 Vcc Vcc

B1 DO F8 E1 06 F7 J1 RSTB F14 L6 BLOCKDONEB VccJ2

B3 OUT22 VccJ2 E2 05 F13 J2 VCC VCC L7 GND GND

B4 OUT21 VccJ2 E10 OUT9 VccJ2 J10 GND GND L8 OUT1 Vcc/2

B5 GND GND E11 VCC VCC J11 OUT4 VCc/2 L9 OUT2 VCc/2

B6 OUT18 VccJ2 F1 WRB F4 K3 OELB F12

B7 OUT17 Vcc/2 F2 GND GND K4 STARTINB F6

B8 GND GND F10 GND GND K5 ADVALB VccJ2

NOTES:

1. VCC/2 (2.7V ±1 0%) used for outputs only.

2. 47KO (±20%) resistor connected to all pins except VCC and GND.

3. VCC = 5.5 ±0.5V.

4. O.1jJ.F(min) capacitor between VCC and GNO per position.

5. FO = 100KHz ±10%, F1 = FO/2, F2 = F1/2 ..... , F11 = F10/2, 40%-
60'*' Duty Cycle,

6. Input vo~agelimit.: VIL - O.BV max., VIH = 4.5V ±10'*'.
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Metallization Topology
DIE DIMENSIONS:

186 x 222 x 19 ±1 mils
METALLIZATION:

Type: Si - AI or Si-AI-Cu
Thickness: 8kA

GLASSIVATION:
Type: Nitrox
Thickness: lOkA

DIE ATTACH:
Material: Si-Au Eutectic Alloy or Silver/Glass

WORST CASE CURRENT DENSITY:
1.8 x 105Ncm2
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Veees#
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elK OUT4

Vee GNO

RST# OUT3
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HARRIS
SEMICONDUCTOR HSP45256

Description
The Harris HSP45256 is a high-speed, 256 tap binary
correlator. It can be configured to perform one- or two-
dimensional correlations of selectable data precision and
length. Multiple HSP45256's can be cascaded for increased
correlation length. Unused taps can be masked out for
reduced correlation length.

The correlation array consists of eight 32-tap stages. These
may be cascaded internally to compare 1, 2, 4 or 8-bit input
data with a 1-bit reference. Depending on the number of bits
in the input data, the length of the correlation can be up to
256, 128, 64, or 32 taps. The HSP45256 can also be
configured as two separate correlators with window sizes
from 4 by 32 to 1 by 128 each. The mask register can be
used to prevent any subset of the 256 bits from contributing
to the correlation score.

The output of the correlation array (correlation score) feeds
the weight and sum logic, which gives added flexibility to the
data format. In addition, an offset register is provided so that
a preprogrammed value can be added to the correlation
score. This result is then passed through a user programma-
ble delay stage to the cascade summer. The delay stage
simplifies the cascading of multiple correlators by
compensating for the latency of previous correlators.

The Binary Correlator is configured by writing a set of control
registers via a standard microprocessor interface. To simplify
operation, both the control and reference registers are
double buffered. This allows the user to load new mask and
reference data while the current correlation is in progress.

• Reconfigurable 256 Stage Binary Correlator

• 1-Blt Reference xl, 2, 4, or 8-Blt Data

• Separate Control and Reference Interfaces

• 25.6, 33MHz Versions

• Configurable for l-D and 2-D Operation

• Double Buffered Mask and Reference

• Programmable Output Delay

• Cascadable

• Standard Microprocessor Interface

• 85-pln PGA, 84-pln PLCC

• Radar/Sonar

• Spread Spectrum Communications

• Pattern/Character Recognition

• Error Correction Coding

256 TAP

~
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WEIGHT
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CAUTION: These devices are sensitive to electrostatic discharge. Users should follow proper I.C. Handling Procedures.
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SYMBOL PLCC PIN NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

Vcc 16,33,63 The +5V power supply pin.

GND 14,35,55,70, n Ground.

DINO-7 17-24 I The DINO-7 bus consists of eight single data input pins. The assignment of the active
pins is determined by the configuration. Data is loaded synchronous to the rising edge
of CLK. DINO is the LSB.

DOUTO-7 60-62,64-68 0 The DOUTO-7 bus is the data output of the correlation array. The format of the output
is dependent on the window configuration and bit weighting. DOUTO is the LSB.

CLK 15 I System clock. Positive edge triggered.

CASINO-12 1-13 I CASINO-12 allows multiple correlators to be cascaded by connecting CASOUTO-12 of
one correlator to CASINO-12 of another. The CASIN bus is added intemally to the
correlation score to form CASOUT. CASINO is the LSB.

CASOUTo-12 69,71-76,78-83 0 CASOUTo-12 is the output correlation score. This value is the delayed sum of all the
256 taps of one chip and CASINO-12. When the part is configured to act as two
independent correlators, CASOUTO-8 represents the correlation score for the first
correlator while the second correlation score is available on the AUXOUTO-8 bus. In
this configuration, the cascading feature is no longer an option. CASOUTO is the LSB.

OEC# 84 I OEC# is the output enable for CASOUTo-12. When OEC# is high, the output is three·
stated. Processing is not interrupted by this pin. (Active low.)

TXFR# 36 I TXFR# is a synchronous clock enable signal that allows the loading of the reference
and mask inputs from the preload register to the correlation array. Data is transferred
on the rising edge of CLK while TXFR# is low. (Active low.)

DREFO-7 25-32 I DREF0-7 is an 8-bit wide data reference input. This is the input data bus used to load
the reference data. RLOAD# going active initiates the loading of the reference registers.
This input bus is used to load the reference registers of the correlation array. The man·
ner in which the reference data is loaded is determined by the window configuration. If
the window configuration is 1 x 256, the reference bits are loaded one at a time over
DREF7. When the HSP45256 is configured as an 8 x 32 array, the data is loaded into
all stages in parallel. In this case, DREF7 is the reference data for the first stage and
DREFO is the reference data for the eighth stage. The contents of the reference data
registers are not affected by changing the window configuration. DREFO is the LSB.

RLOAD# 34 I RLOAD# enables loading of the reference registers. Data on DREFO-7 is loaded into
the preload registers on the rising edge of RLOAD#. This data is transferred into the
correlation array by TXFR#. (Active low.)

DCONTO-7 41-48 I DCONT0-7 is the control data input, which is used to load the mask bit for each tap as
well as the configuration registers. The mask data is sequentially loaded into the eight
stages in the same manner as the reference data. OCONTO is the LSB.

CLOAD# 37 I CLOAD# enables the loading of the data on OCONT0-7. The destination of this data is
controlled by A0-2. (Active low.)

A0-2 38-40 I AO-2 is a 3-bit address that determines what function will be performed when CLOAD#
is active. This address bus is set up with respect to the rising edge of the load signal,
CLOAD#. AO is the LSB.

AUXOUTO-8 50-54, 56-59 0 AUXOUT0-8 is a 9-bit bus that provides either the data reference output or the 9-bit
correlation score of the second correlator, depending on the configuration. When the
user programs the chip to be two separate correlators, the score of the second correia·
tor is output on this bus. When the user has programmed the chip to be one correlator,
AUXOUT0-7 represents the reference data out, with the state of AUXOUTO-8
undefined. AUXOUTO is the LSB.

OEA# 49 I The OEA# signal is the output enable for the AUXOUTO-8 output. When OEA# is high,
the output is disabled. Processing is not interrupted by this pin. (Active low.)
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Functiona/Description
The correlation array consists of eight 32-bit stages. The first
stage receives data directly from input pin DIN7. The other
seven stages receive input data from either an external data
pin, DINO-6, or from the shift register output of the previous
stage, as determined by the Configuration Register. When
the part is configured as a single correlator the sum of corre-
lation score, offset register and cascade input appears on
CASOUTQ-12. Delayed versions of the data and reference
inputs appear on DOUTQ-7 and AUXOUTQ-7, respectively.
The input and output multiplexers of the correlation array are
controlled together; for example, in a 1 x 256 correlation, the
input data is loaded into DIN7 and the output appears on
DOUT7. The configuration of the data bits, the length of the
correlation (and in the two- dimensional data, the number of
rows), is commonly called the correlation window.

Corre/ator Array
The core of the HSP45256 is the correlation array, which
consists of eight 32-tap stages. A single correlator cell con-
sists of an XNOR gate for the individual bit comparison; i.e.,
if the data and reference bits are either both high or both low,
the output of the correlator cell is high. In addition, two
latches, one for the reference and one for the control data
path are contained in this cell. These latches are loaded
from the preload registers on the rising edge of ClK when
TXFR# is low so that the reference and mask values are
updated without interrupting data processing.
The mask function is implemented with an AND gate. When
a mask bit is a logic low, the corresponding correlator cell
output is low.
The function performed by one correlation cell is:

(Dj,n XNOR Rj,n)AND Mi,n
where:

Dj,n= Bit i of data register n

Rj,n = Bit i of reference register n

Mj,n= Bit i of mask register n

The reference and mask bits are loaded sequentially, N bits
at a time, where N depends on the current configuration
(See Table 3). New reference data is loaded on the rising
edge of RlOAD# and new mask data is loaded on the rising
edge of ClOAD#. The mask and reference bits are stored
internally in shift registers, so that the mask and reference
information that was loaded most recently will be used to
process the newest data. When new information is loaded in,
the previous contents of the mask and reference bits are
shifted over by one sample, and the oldest information is
lost. There are no registers in the multiplexer array (Figure
1), so the data on DOUTQ-7 corresponds to the data in the
last element of the correlation array. When monitoring
DOUTO-7, AUXOUTO-8, and REFOUTO-7, only those bits
listed in Table 3 are valid.

Weight and Sum Logic
The Weight and Sum logic provides the bit weighting and
final correlator score from the eight stages of the correlation
array. For a 1 x 256 1-D configuration, the outputs of each of
the stages are given a weight of 1 and then added together,
In a 8 x 32 (8-bit data) configuration, the output of each
stage will be shifted so that the output data represents an
8-bit word, with stage seven being the MSB.
The 13·bit offset register is loaded from the control data bus.
Its output is added to the correlation score obtained from the
correlator array. This sum then goes to the programmable
delay register data input.

When the chip is configured as dual correlators, the user has
the capability of loading two different offset values for the two
correlators.
The Programmable Delay Register sets the number of pipe-
line stages between the output of the weight and sum logic
and the input of the Cascade Summer. This delay register is
used to align the output of multiple correlators in cascaded
configurations (See Applications). The number of delays is
programmable from 1 to 16, allowing for up to 16 correlators
to be cascaded. When the HSP45256 is configured as dual
correlators, the delay must be set to 0000, which specifies a
delay of 1.

Cascade Summer
This is used for cascading several correlators together. This
value on this bus represents the correlation score from the
previous HSP45256 that will be summed with the current
score to provide the final correlation score. When several
correlators are cascaded, the CASOUTO·12 of each of the
other correlators is connected to the CASINO-12 of the next
correlator in the chain. The CASINO·12 of the first chip is tied
low. The following function represents the correlation score
seen on CASOUTO-12 of each correlator:

CASOUT(n) = (W7 x C07)(n-Delay) + (W6 x C06)(n-Delay) +
(W5 x C05)(n-Delay) + (W4 x C04)(n-Delay) +
(W3 x C03)(n-Delay) + (W2 x C02)(n-Delay) +
(W1 x C01 )(n-Delay) + (WOx COO)(n·Delay) +
Offset (n-Delay) + CASIN.

where:
COO-C07 are the correlation score outputs out of the
correlation stages; WO-W7 is the weight given to each stage;
n-Delay represents the delay on the weighted and summed
correlation score through the Programmable Delay Register;
Offset is the value programmed into the Offset register;
CASIN is the cascade input.
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Control Registers
The 3-bit address value, AO-2, is used to determine which
internal register will be loaded with the data on DCONTD-7.
The function is initiated when CLOAD# is brought low, and
the register is loaded on the rising edge of CLOAD#. Table 1
indicates the function associated with each address. Table 2
shows the function of the bits in each of the registers.

A2 Al AO DESTINATION

a a a Mask Register

a a 1 Configuration Register

a 1 a Offset Register A·Most Significant Bits

a 1 1 Offset Register A-Least Significant Bits

1 a 0 Programmable Delay Register

1 a 1 Offset Register B-Most Significant Bits

1 1 a Offset Register B·Least Significant Bits

1 1 1 Reserved

AO-2 = 000 Mask Register

MR7

MRO-7: Mask Register. When mask register bit N = 1, the corresponding reference register bit is enabled. Mask register data is loaded from
the DCONTO·7 bus into a holding register on the rising edge of CLOAD# and is written to the mask register on the rising edge of TXFR#.

TC: Configures correlator for two's complement input. Inverts the MSB of the input data, where the position of the MSB depends on the
current configuration.

CONFIG4: The state of CONFIG4 sets up the HSP45256 as either one or two correlators. When CONFIG4 = 0, the HSP45256 is configured
as one correlator with the correlation score available on CASOUTD-12. When CONFIG4 = 1, the HSP45256 is configured as dual correlators
with the first correlator's score available on CASOUTO·8 and the second score available on AUXOUTO·8. When the chip is configured as
dual correlators, the Programmable Delay must be set to 0000 for a delay of 1.

CONFIG2·3: Control the number of data bits to be correlated. See Table 3.

CONFIGO-l: CONFIGl and CONFIGO represent the length of the correlation window as indicated in Table 3.

AO·2 = 010 MS Offset Register A

OFFAD-7: Least significant bits of Offset Register A.

AO-2 = 100 Programmable Delay

PDELA YO·3: Controls amount of delay from the weight and sum logic to the cascade summer. The number of delays is 1-16, with PDELA Y
= 0000 corresponding to a delay of 1 and PDELAY = 1111 corresponding to a delay of 16.

OFFB8: Most significant bit of Offset Register B. In dual correlator mode, this register is used for the correlator whose output appears on
the AUXOUT pins.

AO·2 = 110 LS Offset Register B



CONFIGURATION NO. ACTIVE INPUTS ACTIVE OUTPUTS OUTPUT WEIGHTING
OF

CORRE· DATA CORRE·
4 3 2 , 0 LATORS BITS ROWS LENGTH LATOR DIN DREF DOUT AUXOUT CAS OUT C07 C06 C05 C04 COO CO2 CO, COO

0 0 0 0 0 , , 1 256 7 7 7 7 12·0 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 1

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 128 7,3 7,3 7,3 7,3 12·0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 0 0 1 0 1 1 4 64 7,5,3,1 7,5,3,1 7.5,3,1 7,5,3,1 12-0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 0 0 1 1 1 1 8 32 7-0 7·0 7-0 7·0 12·0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 0 1 0 1 1 2 1 128 7,3 7 7,3 7,3 12·0 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1

0 0 1 1 0 1 2 2 64 7,5,3,1 7,5 7,5,3,1 7,5,3,1 12·0 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1

0 0 1 1 1 1 2 4 32 7·0 7,6,5,4 7-0 7·0 12-0 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1

0 1 0 1 0 1 4 1 64 7,5,3,1 7 7,5,3,1 7,5,3,1 12·0 8 8 2 2 4 4 1 1

0 1 0 1 1 1 4 2 32 7-0 7,6 7-0 7·0 12·0 8 8 2 2 4 4 1 1

0 1 1 1 1 1 8 1 32 7-0 7 7-0 7·0 12·0 128 8 32 4 64 2 16 1

1 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 128 A 7 7 7 . 12·0 1 1 1 1
B 3 3 3 8-0 1 1 1 1

1 0 0 1 0 2 1 2 64 A 7,5 7,5 7,5 12-0 1 1 1 1
B 3,1 3,1 3,1 8·0 . 1 1 1 1

1 0 0 1 1 2 1 4 32 A 7-4 7-4 7-4 12-0 1 1 1 1 -
B 3-0 3-0 3-0 8-0 1 1 1 1

1 0 1 1 0 2 2 1 64 A 7,5 7 7,5 12·0 2 2 1 1 . -
B 3,1 3 3,1 8·0 2 2 1 1

1 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 32 A 7·4 7,6 7-4 12·0 2 2 1 1
B 3-0 3,2 3-0 8-0 2 2 1 1

1 1 0 1 1 2 4 1 32 A 7-4 7 7-4 12-0 8 2 4 1
B 3·0 3 3-0 8-0 . 8 2 4 1

SPECIAL
FUNCTION



During reference register loading, the 8-bits, DREFO-7 are
used as reference data inputs. The falling edge of RlOAD#
initiates reference data loading; when RlOAD# returns high,
the data on DREFO-7 is latched into the selected correlation
stages. The active bits on DREFO-7 are controlled by the
current configuration.

The window configuration is determined by the state of con-
trol signals upon programming the control register. Table 3
represents the programming information required for each
window configuration. In Table 3, note that the data listed for
Output Weighting refers to the weights given to each of the
Correlation Sum Outputs (COO-7 in Figure 1).

During initialization, the loading configuration for the refer-
ence data is set by the user. Table 3 shows the loading
options. These load controls specify whether the reference
data for a given stage comes from the shift register output of
the previous stage or from an external data pin.

Applications
Single HSP45256 - 1-Bit Data, 256 Samples

A 1 x 256 (1-0 configuration) correlation requires only 1
HSP45256. To initialize the correlator, all the reference bits,
control bits, the delay value of the variable delay, and the
window configuration must be specified.

AD-2 DCONTD-7 NOTES

001 00000000 1 256-tap correlator: 1 x 256 window
configuration, reference loaded from
DREF7,eightstagesweightedequally,
DIN 7 and DOUT7are the data input
andoutput,respectively.

010 00000000 OffsetRegisterA = 0

011 00000000

100 00000000 ProgrammableDelay= 0

101 oo0000סס Offset RegisterB = 0 (Loadingof this

110 00000000
registeroptionalin this mode.)

The loading of the reference and mask registers may be
done simUltaneously by setting AO-2 = 000, setting the
DREF and DCONT inputs to their proper values and pulsing
RlOAD# and ClOAD# low. In this configuration, DREF7
loads the reference data and DCONT7 loads the mask infor-
mation; both sets of data are loaded serially. It will take 256
load pulses (RlOAD#) to load the reference array, and 256
ClOAD# pulses to load the mask array. Upon completion of
the mask and register loading, TXFR# is pulsed low, which
transfers the reference and control data from the preload
registers to the reference and mask registers, updating the
data that will be used in the correlation. Reference and mask
data can be loaded more quickly by configuring the correla-
tor as an 8 row by 32 sample array, loading the bits eight at a
time, then changing the configuration back to 1 x 256 to per-
form the correlation.

Single HSP45256 - 8-Bit Data, 32 Samples

An 8 x 32 correlation also requires only 1 HSP45256. To ini-
tialize the correlator, all the reference bits, control bits, the
value of the programmable delay, and the window configura-
tion must be specified.

Again, the loading of the reference and mask registers can
be done simultaneously. Due to the programming initializa·
tion, DREFO-7 are used to load the reference data 8-bits at a
time. It will take 32 load pulses each of RlOAD# and
ClOAD# to load both arrays. Upon completion of the mask
and register loading, TXFR# is pulsed low, which transfers
the reference and control data from the preload registers to
the registers that store the active data.

AD-2 DCONTD-7 NOTES

001 00001111 1256-tapcorrelator;8 x 32 windowconfigu-
ration,8-bit data stream; referenceregister
is loadedfrom DREF7for all stages.Corre-
latorscore= (128x C07) + (64x C03) + (32
x C05) + (16x C01) + (8 xC06) + (4 xC04)
+ (2 x C02) + COO

010 00000000 OffsetRegisterA = 0000000010000

011 00010000

100 00000000 ProgrammableDelay= 0

101 00000000 Offset Register B = 0 (Loadingoptional in

110 00000000
this mode.)

This configuration performs correlation of an 8-bit number
with a 1-bit reference. Each by1eout of the correlation array
gives an 8-bit level of confidence that the data corresponds
to the reference. The correlation score is the sum of these
confidence levels.

Single HSP45256 - Dual Correlators, 2-Blt Data,
64 Samples

Dual 2 x 64 correlators require only one HSP45256. To ini-
tialize the correlator, all the reference bits, control bits, the
delay value of the variable delay, and the window configura-
tion must be specified.

In this example, each of the dual correlators compares 2-bit
data to a 1-bi! reference. It will take 64 load pulses
(RlOAD#/ClOAD#) to completely load the reference and
mask registers in the array. The programmable delay must
be set to 0 for the output of the two correlators to be aligned.



TABLE 6. REGISTERLOADINGFORDUAL 2 X 64
CORRELATORSWITH EQUALWEIGHTING

AO·2 DCONTD-7 NOTES

001 00010010 Dualcorrelators:each2 bit data,64
taps; referenceregisterfor correlation
A is loadedfrom DREF7and DREF5,
thereferenceregisterforcorrelatorB is
loadedfrom DREF3and DREF1.Cor-
relator#1= 2x C07+ 2 x C06 +C05 +
C04, correlator#2=2 x C03 +2xCO2
+COl + COO.

010 0000ooo0 Offset RegisterA = 0000000010000

011 ooסס0001

100 00000000 ProgrammableDelay= 0

101 00000000 Offset RegisterB = 0

110 00000000

Cascading Carre/atars
Correlators can be cascaded in either a serial or parallel
fashion. Longer correlations can be achieved by connecting
several correlators together as shown in Figure 2. Each corr-
elator is in a one data bit, one row, 256 tap configuration.
The number of bits of significance at the CASOUT output of
each correlator builds up from one correlation to the next,

DATA INPUT

L DIN7

CASINl).12

DOUT7

CASOUTl).12

DIN7

CASINl).12

DOUT7

CASOUTl).12

that is, the maximum score out of the first correlator is 256,
the maximum output of the second correlator is 512, etc. In
this configuration, the maximum length of the correlation is
4096. This would be implemented with 16 HSP45256's. The
programmable delay register in the first correlator would be
set for one delay, the second would be set for two, and so on,
with the final HSP45256 being set for a delay of 16.

Correlations of more bits can be calculated by connecting
CASOUT of each chip to the CASIN of the following chip
(Figure 3). The data on the CASOUT lines accumulates in a
similar manner as in the 1 x 256 mode, except that the
maximum output of the first correlator is decimal 960, (hexa-
decimal 3CO); in the general case, the maximum number of
correlators that can be cascaded in this manner is eight,
since the maximum output of the last one would be 1EOO,
which nearly uses up the 13-bit range of the cascade
summer. More parts could be cascaded together if some bits
are to be masked out or if the user has a prior knowledge of
the maximum value of the correlation score. As before, the
delay in the first correlator would be set to one, the second
correlator would be set for a delay of two, and so on.

Multiple HSP45256's can be cascaded for two dimensional
one bit data (Figure 4). The maximum output for each chip is
the same as in the 1 x 256 case; the only difference is in the
manner in which the correlators are connected. The pro-
grammable delay registers would be set as before.
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Reloading Data During Operation
RlOAD# and ClOAD# are asynchronous signals that are
designed to be driven by the memory interface signals of a
microprocessor. TXFRif is synchronized to CLK so that the
mask or reference data is updated on a specific clock cycle.
In the normal mode of operation, the user loads the
reference and mask memories, then pulses TXFR# to use
that data. The correlator uses the new mask or reference
information immediately. loading of the reference and mask
data remains asynchronous as long as there is at least one
cycle of ClK between the rising edge of RlOAD# or
ClOAD# and the TXFRif pulse.

If the system timing makes it necessary for TXFR# and
RlOAD# and/or ClOAD# to be active during the same clock
cycle, then they must be treated as synchronous signals; the
timing for this case is shown in Figure 5 and given in the AC
Timing Specifications (TTHCl and TCLLH)' In this example,
data is loaded during clock cycle 1 and transferred on the
rising edge of ClK that occurs in clock cycle two. Another
set of data is loaded during clock cycle 2. which will be
transferred by a later TXFR# pulse. The sequence of events
is as follows:

1. In clock cycle 1, TXFR# becomes active at least TTHnano-
seconds after the rising edge of ClK.

2. RlOAD and/or ClOAD# pulses low; the timing is not
critical as long as its rising edge occurs before the end of
clock cycle 1. If this condition is not met, it is undetermined
whether the data loaded by this pulse will be transferred
by the current TXFR# pulse.

3. The rising edge of TXFR# occurs while ClK is high during
clock cycle 2. The margin between the rising edge of
TXFR# and the falling edge of ClK is defined by TTHCL'

4. RlOAD# and/or ClOAD# pulses low. The rising edge of
RlOAD# and ClOAD# must occur after the falling edge of
ClK. The margin between the two is defined by TCLLH'

The time from the rising edge of TXFR# to the falling edge of
ClK must be greater than TTHCL,and the time from the faIl-
ing edge of ClK to the rising edge of RlOAD# or ClOAD#
must be greater than Ts. If this timing is violated. the data
being transferred by the TXFR# pulse shown mayor may not
include the data loaded in clock cycle 2.



Absolute Maximum Ratings
Supply Voltage •••••...•••••.•••.•••.........••..... +8.0V
Input, Output or VO Voltage ••••.•••.•••• GND-Q.5V to Vcc+O.5V
Storage Temperature Range ••••••..•......•• -65"C to + 15O"C
Junction Temperature .••••..•••. +150"C (PLCC), +175°C (PGA)
Lead Temperature (Soldering 1Os) .••••.•.•••••••.•.•• +3OO"C
ESD Classification •.•••••••.•..•••...•••••.••••••• Class 1

Thermal Resistance 9ja
PLCC Package ••. .• . .• .• .• • .• •• .• • 34 °CfW
PGA Package .••• .• .• .• •• •• •• •• .• . 36°CfW

Maximum Package Power Dissipation at +125°C
PLCC Package •.••.•.•••••••••••••.•••.•.•••.•••• 2.2W
PGA Package ••.••••••.••••.••.•••••••••••....... 2.9W

Gate Count •.••••••.•••.•.•••..••.•••.•••.•• 13,000 Gates

9
11.:1CfW
100CfW

CAUTION: Stressas abow thos8/isted in ·Absolute MlJJdmum RaUngs· may causa permanant damage 10 the davies. This is a strsss only raUngand operation
of tha devica atlhesa or any other conditions abow lhasa indicated in the operational secUons of this specification Is not impHed.

Operating Conditions
Operating Voltage Range •••••..•.••..•..... +4.75V to +5.25V Operating Temperature Range •••••..••••.•...•. O"C to +70°C

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

Logical One Input Voltage V1H 2.0 - V Vcc= 5.25V

Logical Zero Input Voltage V1L - 0.8 V Vcc= 4.75V

High Level Clock Input V1HC 3.0 - V Vcc= 5.25V

Low Level Clock Inpm V1LC - 0.8 V Vcc= 4.75V

Output High Vonage VOH 2.6 - V 10H= 4OOIIA, VCC = 4.75V

Output Low Voltage VOL - 0.4 V 10L= +2.0mA, Vcc = 4.75V

Input Leakage Current I, -10 10 IIA V1N= Vcc or GND, Vcc = 5.25V

Output Leakage Current 10 -10 10 IIA Vour = Vcc or GND, V cc = 5.25V

Standby Power Supply Current Iccss - SOO IIA V1N= Vcc or GND, Vcc = 5.25V, Note 3

Operating Power Supply Current Iccop - 179 mA 1= 25.6MHz, V1N= V cc or GND, Vcc = 5.25V,
Note 1, Note 3

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

Input Capacitance CIN - 10 pF Frequency = 1MHz, Vcc = Open
All measurements are relerenced to device ground.

Output Capacitance Co - 10 pF

NOTES:

1. Power supply current is proportional to operating Irequency. 'TYpical rating lor ICCOP is 7mAlMHz.

2. Not tested, but characterized at Initial design and at major process/design changes.

3. Output load per test load circuit and CL = 4OpF.



Output Disable Time

Output Rise, Fall Time

TXFR# High to ClK low

ClK low to RlOAD#, ClOAD# High

NOTES:

1. AC testing is performed as follows: Input levels (ClK Input) 4.0V and OV; Input levels (all other inputs) OV and 3.0V; Timing reference
levels (ClK) 2.0V; All others 1.5V. Output load per test load circun with CL = 4OpF. Output transition is measured at VOH> 1.5V and
VOL< 1.5V.

2. Controlled via design or process parameters and not directly tested. Characterized upon Initial design and after major process and/or
design changes.

ClK Period

ClK High

ClKlow

Set-Up Time DIN to ClK High

Hold Time CLK High to DIN

TXFR# Set-Up Time

TXFR# Hold Time

Output Delay DOUT, AUXOUT, CASOUT

ClOAD# Cycle Time

ClOAD# High

ClOAD# low

Set-Up Time, A to RlOAD#, ClOAD#

Hold Time, RlOAD#, ClOAD# to A

RlOAD# Cycle Time

RlOAD# High

RlOAD# low

Set-Up Time, DCONT to ClOAD#

Hold Time, ClOAD# to DCONT

Set-Up Time, DREF to RlOAD#

Hold Time, RlOAD# to DREF

Output Enable Time

51

DUT~

OCLI

o INCLUDES STRAY
AND JIG
CAPACITANCE

Tcp

TCH

TCL

Tos

TOH

TTS

TTH

Too

TCLC

TCLH

TCLL

TAS

TAH

TRLC

TRLH

TRLL

Tocs
TOCH
TRS

TRH

TOE
Too

TRF

TTHCL

TCLLH

30 39

12 15

12 15

12 13

0 0

12 13

0 0

30 15 39

12 15

12 15

12 13

0 0

30 39

12 15

12 15

12 13

0 0

12 13

0 0
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TCp

TCH TCL
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HARRIS
SEMICONDUCTOR

• This Circuit Is Processed In Accordance to MII-Std-
883 and Is Fully Conformant Under the Provisions of
Paragraph 1.2.1.

• Reconflgurable 256 Stage Binary Correlator

• 1-Blt Reference x 1, 2, 4, or 8-Blt Data

• Separate Control and Reference Interfaces

• Conflgurable for 1-0 and 2-D Operation

• Double Buffered Mask and Reference

• Programmable Output Delay

• Cascadable

• Standard Microprocessor Interface

• 85-pln PGA

• Radar/Sonar

• Spread Spectrum Communications

• Pattern/Character Recognition

• Error Correction Coding

HSP452561883

Description
The Harris HSP45256 is a high-speed, 256 tap binary
correlator. It can be configured to perform one- or two-
dimensional correlations of selectable data precision and
length. Multiple HSP45256's can be cascaded for increased
correlation length. Unused taps can be masked out for
reduced correlation length.

The correlation array consists of eight 32-tap stages. These
may be cascaded internally to compare 1, 2, 4 or B-bit input
data with a 1-bit reference. Depending on the number of bits
in the input data, the length of the correlation can be up to
256, 128, 64, or 32 taps. The HSP45256 can also be
configured as two separate correlators with window sizes
from 4 by 32 to 1 by 128 each. The mask register can be
used to prevent any subset of the 256 bits from contributing
to the correlation score.

The output of the correlation array (correlation score) feeds
the weight and sum logic, which gives added flexibility to the
data format. In addition, an offset register is provided so that
a preprogrammed value can be added to the correlation
score. This result is then passed through a user programma-
ble delay stage to the cascade summer. The delay stage
simplifies the cascading of multiple correlators by
compensating for the latency of previous correlators.

The Binary Correlator is configured by writing a set of control
registers via a standard microprocessor interface. To simplify
operation, both the control and reference registers are
double buffered. This allows the user to load new mask and
reference data while the current correlation is in progress.

I

256 TAP [;r--CORRELATION
ARRAY

WEIGHT
AND SUM

'BCONTROL --- CASCADE
I DELAY SUMMER

l

CAUTION: These devices ere sensitive to electrostatic discharge. Usars should follow proper I.C. Handling Procedures.

Copyright © Harris Corporation 1992





SYMBOL PIN NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

Vcc D2,G9, K2 The +5V power supply pin

GND Al0, Bl, Dl0, Ground. .
Jl0,L2

DIND-7 Dl, El-E3, F2, I The DIND-7 bus consists of eight single data inpu1 pins. The assignment of the active
F3, Gl, G3 pins is determined by the configuration. Data is loaded synchronous to the rising edge

of ClK. DINO is the lSB.

DOUTO-7 E9-Ell, F9-Fll, 0 The DOUTD-7 bus is the data output of the correlation array. The format of the output
Gl0,Gll is dependent on the window configuration and bit weighting. DOUTO is the lSB.

ClK Cl I System clock. Positive edge triggered.

CASIND-12 Al-A6, B2-B5, I CASINO-12 allows multiple correlators to be cascaded by connecting CASOUTO-12 of
C2,C5,C6 one correlator to CASIND-12 of another. The CAS IN bus is added internally to the

correlation score to form CASOUT. CASINO is the lSB.

CASOUTD-12 A7-A9,All, 0 CASOUTD-12 is the output correlation score. This value is the delayed sum of all the
B6-Bll,Cl0, 256 taps of one chip and CASIND-12. When the part is configured to act as two
Cll, Dll independent correlators, CASOUTO-B represents the correlation score for the first

correlator while the second correlation score is available on the AUXOUTO-B bus. In
this configuration, the cascading feature is no longer an option. CASOUTO is the lSB.

OECJt C7 I OEC# is the output enable for CASOUTO-12. When OEC# is high, the ou1put is three-
stated. Processing is not interrupted by this pin. (Active low.)

TXFR# l3 I TXFR# is a synchronous clock enable signal that allows the loading of the reference
and mask inputs from the preload register to the correlation array. Data Is transferred
on the rising edge of ClK while TXFR# is low. (Active low.)

DREFO-7 Fl, G2, Hl, H2, I DREFD-7 is an B-bit wide data reference input. This is the input data bus used to load
Jl, J2, Kl, L1 the reference data. RlOAD# going active initiates the loading of the reference registers.

This input bus is used to load the reference registers of the correlation array. The man-
ner in which the reference data is loaded is determined by the window configuration. If
the window configuration is 1 x 256, the reference bits are loaded one at a time over
DREF7. When the HSP45256 is configured as an B x 32 array, the data Is loaded into
all stages in parallel. In this case, DREF7 is the reference data for the first stage and
DREFO is the reference data for the eighth stage. The contents of the reference data
registers are not affected by changing the window configuration. DREFO Is the lSB.

RlOAD# K3 I RlOAD# enables loading of the reference registers. Data on DREFD-7 is loaded into
the preload registers on the rising edge of RlOAD#. This data is transferred Into the
correlation array by TXFR#. (Active low.)

OCONTO-7 J6, J7, K6, K7, I OCONTD-7 is the control data input, which is used to load the mask bit for each tap as
l5-lB well as the configuration registers. The mask data is sequentially loaded into the eight

stages in the same manner as the reference data. OCONTO is the lSB.

ClOAD# K4 I ClOAD# enables the loadi.,g of the data on OCONTD-7. The destination of this data is
controlled by AD-2. (Active low.)

AD-2 J5, K5, l4 I AO-2 is a 3-bit address that determines what function will be performed when ClOAD#
is active. This address bus is set up with respect to the rising edge of the load signal,
ClOAD#. AO Is the lSB.

AUXOUTD-a Hl0, Hll,Jll, 0 AUXOUTD-B is a 9-bit bus that provides either the data reference output or the 9-bit
K9-Kll,l9-L11 correlation score of the second correlator, depending on the configuration. When the

user programs the chip to be two separate correlators, the score of the second correla-
tor is ou1put on this bus. When the user has programmed the chip to be one correlator,
AUXOUTD-7 represents the reference data out, with the state of AUXOUTO-8
undefined. AUXOUTO is the lSB.

OEAI KB I The OEA# signal is the output enable for the AUXOUTO-B output. When OEAI is high,
the output is disabled. Processing is not interrupted by this pin. (Active low.)

Index Pin C3 Used for orienting pin in socket or printed cirecuit board. Must be left as a no connect
in circuit.



Absolute Maximum Ratings
Supply Voltage •.•••......•.•••••••.•.......•.•.•••• +8.0V
Input, OUtput or VO Voltage •.••........• GND-o.5V to Vcc+O.5V
Storage Temperature Range •.••••.•••••..... -65°C to +l50oC
Junction Temperature ..•....••••.••••••........•..• +175°C
Lead Temperature (Soldering 10s) .•••••.........••••• +3000C
ESD Classification •.•.•••••••.••.•••.........•.••. Class 1

Reliability Information
Thermal Resistance .... . . . .. .. • • • • • 0js Ojc

Ceramic PGA Package . . . . . • • . . . •. 36°CIW 100CIW
Maximum Package Power Dissipation at +125°C

Ceramic PGA Package ....•....... 1.39W
Gate Count .•••.••.•••.••••................. 13,000 Gates

CAUTION: Stresses aboV8 those listed in ·Absolute Maximum Retings· mey cause pmmenent damege to th8 d8Vice. This is a stress only rating and op8ralion
01 the device at th858 or any other conditions aboV8 /hose indicated in /he operational sections 01 this specilication is not implied.

Operating Conditions
Operating Voltage Range ••.•....•...••.•••••• +4.5V to +5.5V Operating Temperature Range •.•••.•.•.•.•.•. -55°C to +125°C

TABLE 1. DC ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Device Guaranteed and 100% Tested

GROUP A LIMITS
SUa.

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS GROUPS TEMPERATURE MIN MAX UNITS

Logical One Input V1H Vcc=5.5V 1,2,3 _55° s T" S + 125°C 2.2 - V
Voltage

Logical Zero Input V1L Vcc=4.5V 1,2,3 _55° s T" s + 125°C - 0.8 V
Voltage

Logical One Input V1HC Vcc=5.5V 1,2,3 _55° s T" s + 125°C 3.0 - V
Voltage Clock

Logical Zero Input VILC Vcc=4.5V 1,2,3 _55° s T" s + 125°C - 0.8 V
Voltage Clock

OUtput HIGH Voltage VOH 10H= -4OO1tA 1,2,3 _55° s T" s + 125°C 2.6 - V
VCC= 4.5V (Note 1)

OUtput LOW VOL 10L= +2.0mA 1,2,3 _55° s T" s + 125°C - 0.4 V
Voltage Vcc= 4.5V (Note 1)

Input Leakage Current II VIN = Vcc or GND 1,2,3 _55° s T" s + 125°C -10 +10 ItA
Vcc = 5.5V

OUtput Leakage Current 10 V1N= Vcc or GND 1,2,3 _55° s T" s + 125°C -10 +10 I1A
Vcc=5.5V

Standby Power Supply Iccss VIN = Vcc or GND 1,2,3 _55° s T" s + 125°C - 500 I1A
Current Vcc = 5.5V,

Outputs Open

Operating Power Supply Iccop 1= 20 MHz, V1N= Vcc 1,2,3 _55° s T" s + 125°C - 140 mA
Current or GND, Vcc = 5.5V

(Note 2)

Functional Test FT (Note 3) 7,8 _55° s T" s + 125°C - - -
NOTES:

1. Interchanging 01 lorce and sense conditions is permitted.

2. Operating Supply Current is proportional to frequency, typical rating is 7mAlMHz.

3. Tested as loIlows: 1= lMHz, V1H(clock inputs) = 3.4V, V1H(all other inputs) = 2.6V, V1L= 0.4V, VOH~ 1.5V, and VOLs 1.5V.

..JZ
ceQ- ...
00WzQ.::::l
mil.



TABLE 2. AC elECTRICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Device Guaranteed and 100% Tested

GROUP A -25 (25.6MHz) ·20 (2OMHz)
(NOTE 1) SUB·

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS GROUPS TEMPERATURE MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS

ClK Period Tcp 9,10,11 -55" s T" s +125"<: 39 - 50 · ns

ClKHigh TCH 9,10,11 -SSOST"S+125°C 15 - 20 - ns

ClKlow TCl 9,10,11 -55° s T" s +125"<: 15 - 20 - ns

ClOADI Cycle Time TClC 9,10,11 ·55° s T" s +125"<: 39 - 50 - ns

ClOAD# High TClH 9,10,11 -55" s T" s +125°C 15 - 20 ns

ClOAD# low TCll 9,10,11 -55" sT" s+125°C 15 - 20 - ns

RlOAD# Cycle Time TRlC 9,10,11 ·55° S T" s +125"<: 39 - 50 - ns

RlOAD# High TRLH 9,10,11 -SSOS T" s +125"<: 15 - 20 - ns

RlOAD# low TRLL 9,10,11 _55° S T" s +125°C 15 . 20 · ns

Set-up Time; DIN to CLK Tos 9,10,11 _55° s T" s +125"<: 13 - 15 - ns
High

Hold Time; DIN to ClK TDH 9,10,11 -55" S T"S+125°C 1 - 1 · ns
High

Set-up Time; DREF to TRS 9,10,11 -55° s T" s +125"<: 14 - 15 - ns
RlOAD High

Hold Time; DREF to TRH 9,10,11 -55"ST"S+125°C 1 - 1 - ns
RlOAD High

DCONT Set up Time Toes 9,10,11 -SSOST"S+125°C 13 - 15 · ns

DCONT Hold Time TOCH 9,10,11 ·55" s T" s +125"<: 1 - 1 - ns

Address Set up Time T"s 9,10.11 -55" sT" S+125°C 13 . 15 · ns

Address Hold Time T"H 9,10,11 -SSOs T" S +125°C 1 - 1 - ns

TXFR# Set up Time Trs 9,10,11 -55" s T" s +125"<: 13 - 15 - ns

TXFR# Hold Time TTH 9,10,11 -SSO" T" s +125"<: 1 - 1 - ns

ClK to OUtput Delay Too 9,10,11 -55" s T" s +125"<: - 20 - 25 ns
DOUT, AUXOUT,
CASOUT

Output Enable Time TOE Note 2 9,10,11 -55° sT"s +125°C - 20 . 20 ns

TXFR# High to ClK low TTHCl Note 3 9,10,11 ·sso S T" S +125°C 3 - 4 - ns

ClK low to RlOAD#, TClLH Note 3 9,10,11 -55° s T" s +125°C 1 - 1 - ns
ClOAD# High

NOTES:

1. AC testing is performed as follows: Vcc = 4.5V and 5.5V. Input levels (ClK Input) 4.0V and OV; Input levels (all other inputs) 3.0V and OV;
Timing reference levels (ClK) 2.0V; AU others 1.5V. OUtput load per test load circuit with Cl = 4OpF. OUtput translstion Is measured at
VOH~ 1.5V and VOLs 1.5V.

2. Transistion is measured at ±200mV from steady state voltage, Output loading per test load circulI, Cl = 4OpF.

3. Applicable only when TXFR# and RlOADI or ClOADI are actlve on the same cycle of ClK.



·25 ·20

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS NOTES TEMPERATURE MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS

Input Capacitance CIN VCC = Open, f=l 1 -55°'; TA,; +125°C - 10 - 10 pF
MHz All measure-

Output Capaci- COUT ments are referenced 1 -55°'; TA,; +125°C - 10 - 10 pF
tance to device GND.

Output Disable Too 1,2 -55°':; TA,; +125°C - 20 - 20 ns
Time

Output Rise Time TR From 0.8V to 2.0V 1,2 -55°'; TA,; +125°C . 8 - 8 ns

Output Fall Time TF From 2.0V to 0.8V 1,2 -55°':; TA,; +125°C - 8 - 8 ns

NOTES:

1. The parameters in Table 3 are controlled via design or process parameters and not dir9C~Ytested. Characterized upon initial design and
after major process and/or design changes.

2. Loading is as specified in the test load circuit with CL = 40pF.

CONFORMANCE GROUPS METHOD SUBGROUPS

Initial Test 100%/5004 -
Interim Test JOO%/5004 -
PDA 100% 1

Final Test 100% 2,3,8A,8B, 10, 11

Group A - 1,2,3, 7,8A,8B,9, 10, 11

Groups C and D Samples/SOO5 1,7,9

• INCLUDES STRAY
ANDJlG
CAPACITANCE



CASIN CASIN CASIN
CAS CAS CAS CAS

CASIN CASlN CASIN OUT OUT OUT GND OUT
2 4 S 7 10 11 0 3 S a

CASlN CASIN CASIN CASIN CAS CAS CAS CAS CAS CAS
GND OUT OUT OUT OUT OUT OUT

1 3 6 " 2 1 4 6 7 10

INDEX CASlN CAS CAS
ClK CASIN CASIN OEet OUT OUT

0 PIN a 12 " 11

CAS
DlN7 Vcc GND OUT

12

DlN4 DINS DlNa DOUTO DOUT1 DOUT2

DREF DlN3 DlN2
as PIN PGA DOUT DOUT DOUT

4 TOP VIEW 4 7 3

DlNO DREF DlN1 Vcc
DOUT DOUT

7 a S

DREF
AUX AUX

DREF OUT OUT
S 4 1 0

DREF DREF DCONT DCONT GND
AUX

A1 OUT
3 1 S 4 2

R C
AUX AUX AUX

DREF Vcc AO DCONT DCONT OEM OUT OUT OUT
2 lOADt lOADt 6 2 6 4 3

DREF DCONT DCONT DCONT DCONT
AUX AUX AUX

GND TXFR' A2 OUT OUT OUT
0 7 1 3 0 a 7 S

PGA PIN BURN-lN PGA PIN BURN-lN PGA PIN BURN-lN PGA PIN BURN-lN

PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL PIN NAME SIGNAL

AI CASIN2 F3 B11 CASOUT10 Vcd2 F9 DOUT4 Vcd2 K2 Vcc Vcc

A2 CASIN4 F5 C1 CLK Fo F10 DOUT7 Vcd2 K3 RLOAD. F3

A3 CASIN5 F6 C2 CASINO Fl F11 DOUT3 Vcd2 K4 CLOAD* F3

A4 CASIN7 Fl C5 CASIN8 F2 Gl DINO Fl K5 AO F9

AS CASIN10 F4 C6 CASIN12 F6 G2 DREF7 F8 K6 OCONT6 F7

A6 CASIN11 F5 C7 OEc. F11 G3 DIN1 F2 K7 DCONT2 F6

A7 CASOUTO Vcd2 C10 CASOUT9 vcd2 G9 Vcc Vcc K8 OEM Fll

A8 CASOUT3 Vcd2 Cl1 CASOUT11 Vcd2 Gl0 DOUT6 Vcd2 K9 AUXOUT6 Vcd2

A9 CASOUT5 Vcd2 01 DIN7 F8 Gll DOUT5 Vcd2 Kl0 AUXOUT4 vcd2

Al0 GND GND 02 Vcc Vcc H1 DREF5 F6 K11 AUXOUT3 Vcd2

All CASOUT8 Vcd2 010 GND GND H2 DREF4 F8 Ll DREFO F4

Bl GND GND 011 CASOUT12 Vcd2 Hl0 AUXOUT1 Vcd2 L2 GND GND

B2 CASINI F2 El DIN4 F5 Hll AUXOUTO Vcd2 L3 TXFR* F2

B3 CASIN3 F4 E2 DINS F6 Jl DREF3 F7 L4 A2 F11

B4 CASIN6 F7 E3 DIN6 F7 J2 DREFI F5 L5 OCONT7 F8

B5 CASIN9 F3 E9 DOUTO Vcd2 J5 A1 F10 L6 OCONTI F5

Be CASOUT2 vcd2 E10 DOUT1 Vcd2 J6 DCONT5 F6 L7 DCONT3 F7

B7 CASOUT1 Vcd2 Ell DOUT2 Vcd2 J7 DCONT4 F8 L8 OCONTO F4

B8 CASOUT4 Vcd2 Fl DREF6 F7 J10 GND GND L9 AUXOUT8 Vcd2

B9 CASOUT6 Vcd2 F2 DIN3 F4 Jll AUXOUT2 Vcd2 Ll0 AUXOUT7 Vcd2

B10 CASOUT7 Vcd2 F3 DIN2 F3 Kl DREF2 F6 Lll AUXOUT5 Vcd2

NOTES:

1. Vcd2 (2.7V ±10%) used for outputs only.

2. 471<0 (±200/0) resistor connected to all pins except Vcc and GND.

3. Vcc = 5.5 ± 0.5V.

4. O.lI'F (min) capacitor between Vcc and GND per posttion.

5. FO= 100kHz± 10%, Fl =FOI2, F2= FII2 .•. Fll = F1CY2,40-6O'Y. Duly
Cycle.

6. Input Voltage Limits: VIL = 0.8V max, VIH = 4.5 ± 10%.



Metal Topology
DIE DIMENSIONS:

254 x 214 x 19 ± 1mils

METALLIZATION:
Type: Si - AI or Si-AI-Cu
Thickness: akA

GLASSIVATION:
Type: Nitrox
Thickness: 10kA

DIE ATTACH:
Material: Gold Silicon Eutectic Alloy or Silver-Glass

WORST CASE CURRENT DENSITY:
0.96 x 105 A1cm2

CASlNl (74)

CASINO (73)

GND (72).

ClJ( (71)

VCC (70)

DIN7 (68)

DlN6 (68)

DINS (67)

D1N4 (A)

DlN3 (65)

DlN2 (64)

DlNl (63)

DlNO (62)

DREF7 (61)

DREF6 (60)

DREF5 (58)

DREF4 (sa)

DREF3 (57)

DREF2 (56) l~

DREFl (55)

DREFO (54)
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(12) CASOUTI

. (13) CASOUTII

(14) CASOUT10

(15) CASOUT11

(16) GND

(17) CASOUT12

(11) DOUTO

(111) DOUTl

(20) DOUT2

(21) DOUT3

(22) DOUT4

(23) VCC
(24) DOUT5

(25) DOUTI

(26) DOUT7

(27) AUXOUTO

(28) AUXOUTl

(211) AUXOUT2

(30) AUXOUT3

(31) GND

(32) AUXOUT4
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HARRIS
SEMICONDUCTOR

• 1o-Bit Pixel Data

• 4k x 4k Frame Sizes

• Asynchronous Rash Clear Pin

• Single Cycle Memory Clear

• Fully Asynchronous 16 or 24-Blt Host Interface

• Generates and Stores Cumulative Distribution
Function

• Look Up Table Mode

• 1024 x 24 Bit Delay Memory

• 24-Blt Three State VO Bus

• TTL Compatible Inputs/Outputs

• Available In 84 Pin PGA and PLCC Packages

• DC to 40MHz Ciock Rate

Applications
• Histogramming

• Histogram Equalization

• Image and Signal Analysis

• Image Enhancement

• RGB Video Delay Une

HSP48410

Description
The Harris HSP48410 is an 84 pin Histogrammer IC
intended for use in image and signal analysis. The on-board
memory is configured as 1024 x 24 array. This translates to
a pixel resolution of 10 bits and an image size of 4k x 4k with
no possibility of overflow.

In addition to Histogramming, the HSP48410 can generate
and store the Cumulative Distribution Function for use in
Histogram Equalization applications. Other capabilities of
the HSP48410 include: Bin Accumulation, Look Up Table,
24-bit Delay memory. and Delay & Subtract mode.

A Flash Clear pin is available in all modes of operation and
performs a single cycle reset on all locations of the internal
memory array and all internal data paths.

The HSP48410 includes a fully asynchronous interface
which provides a means for communications with a host.
such as a microprocessor. The interface includes dedicated
ReadlWrite pins and an address port which are
asynchronous to the system clock. This allows random
access of the Histogram Memory Array for analysis or
conditioning of the stored data.

24
DtNO-23

10 10 ADDRESSPINo-g

ADDRESS
10 GENERATOR10ADDo-g

HISTOGRAM

MEMORY

ARRAY

CAUTION: These devices are sensitive to electrostatic discharge. Users should follow proper I.C. Handling Procedures.

Copyright © Harris Corporation 1992
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NAME PLCC PIN TYPE DESCRIPTION

CLK 1 I Clock input. This input has no effect on the chips functionality when the chip is pro-
grammed to an asynchronous mode. All signals denoted as synchronous have their
timing specified with reference to this signal.

PINO-9 3-11,83 I Pixel Input. This input bus is sampled by the rising edge of clock. It provides the on-
chip RAM with address values in Histogram, Bin Accumulate and LUT(write) mode.
During Asynchronous modes it is unused.

LO# 15 I The Load pin is used to load the FCTO-2 bits into the FCT registers. (See below).

FCTO-2 16-18 I These three pins are decoded to determine the mode of operation for the chip. The
signals are sampled by the rising edge of LO# and take effect after the rising edge of
LO#. Since the loading of this function is asynchronous to CLK, ~ is necessary to dis-
able the START# pin during loading and enable START# at least 1 CLK cycle following
the LO# pulse.

START# 14 I This pin informs the on-chip circuitry which clock cycle will start and/or stop the current
mode of operation. Thus, the modes are asynchronously selected (via LO#) but are
synchronously started and stopped. This input is sampled by the rising edge of CLK.
The actual function of this input depends on the mode that is selected. START# must
always be held high (disabled) when changing modes. This will provide a smooth tran-
sition from one mode to the next by allowing the part to reconfigure itself before a new
mode begins. When STARn is high, LUT(read) mode is enabled except for Delay and
Delay & Subtract modes.

FC# 12 I Flash Clear. This input provides a fully asynchronous signal which effectively resets
all bits in the RAM Array and the input and output data paths to zero.

01NO-23 58-63, I Data input bus. Provides data to the Histogrammer during Bin Accumulate, LUT, Delay
65-82 and Delay & Subtract modes. Synchronous to CLK.

0100-23 33-40, I/O Asynchronous data bus. Provides RAM access for a microprocessor in precondition-
42-57 ing the memory array and reading the results of the previous operation. Configuarable

as either a 24 or 16·bit bus.

IOAOOO-9 22-31 I RAM address in asynchronous modes. Sampled on the falling edge of WR# or RO#.

UWS 21 I Upper Word Select. In 16·bit Asynchronous mode, a one on this pin denotes the con-
tents of 0100-7 as being the upper eight bits of the data in or out of the Histogrammer.
A zero means that 0100-15 are the lower 16 bits. In all other modes, this pin has no
effect.

WR# 19 I Write enable to the RAM for the data on 0100·23 when the HSP48410 is configured
in one of the asynchronous modes. Asynchronous to CLK.

RO# 13 I Read control for the data on 0100-23 in asynchronous modes. Output enable for
0100-23 in other modes. Asynchronous to CLK.

Vcc 2,32 +5V. 0.1~F capacitors between the Vcc and GNO pins are recommended.

GNO 20,41,64,84 Ground

NOTES:

1. A # after a pin name denotes an active low signal.

2. Bit 0 is the LSB on all busses.



The Histogrammer is intended for use in signal and image
processing applications. The on-board RAM is 24 bits by
1024 locations. For histogramming, this translates to an
image size of 4k x 4k with 10-bit data. A functional block
diagram of the part is shown in Figure 1.

In addition to histogramming, the HSP4B410 will also
perform Histogram Accumulation while feeding the results
back into the memory array. The on-board RAM will then
contain the Cumulative Distribution Function and can be
used for further operation such as histogram equalization.

Other modes are: Bin Accumulate, look Up Table (lUT),
Delay Memory, and Delay & Subtract. The part can also be
accessed as a 24-bit by 1024 word asynchronous RAM for
preconditioning or reading the results of the histogram.

The Histogrammer can be accessed both synchronously
and asynchronously to the system clock (ClK). It was
designed to be configured asynchronously by a micropro-
cessor, then switched to a synchronous mode to process
data. The result of the processing can then be read out
synchronously, or the part can be switched to one of the
asynchronous modes so the data may be read out by a
microprocessor. All modes are synchronous except for the
Asynchronous 16 and 24 modes.

A Flash Clear operation allows the user to reset the entire
RAM array and all input and output data paths in a single
cycle.

Histogram Memory Array

The Histogram Memory Array is a 24-bit by 1024 deep RAM.
Depending on the current mode. its input data comes from
either the synchronous input DINO-23. from the asynchro-
nous data bus 0100-23. or from the output of the adder. The
output data goes to the 010 bus in both synchronous and
asynchronous modes.

Address Generator

This section of the circuit determines the source of the RAM
address. In the synchronous modes, the address is taken
from either the output of the counter or PINO-9. The pixel
input bus is used for Histogram, Bin Accumulate, and
lUT(read) modes. All other synchronous modes, I.e.
Histogram Accumulate, lUT(write). Delay, and Delay &
Subtract use the counter output. The counter is reset on the
first rising edge of ClK after a falling edge on STARn.

During asynchronous modes. the read and write addresses
to the RAM are taken from the 10ADD bus on the falling
edge of the RD# and WR# signals, respectively.

Adder Input

The Adder Input Control section contains muxes, registers
and other logic that provide the proper data to the adder. The
configuration of this section is controlled by the output of the
Function Decode section.

010 Interface

The 010 Interface Section transfers data between the
Histogrammer and the outside world. In the synchronous
modes. 010 acts as a synchronous output for the data
currently being processed by the chip; RD# acts as the out·
put enable for the 010 bus; WR# and IOADDO-9 have no
effect. When either of the Asynchronous modes are selected
(16 or 24- bit), the RAM output is passed directly to the 010
bus on read cycles, and on write cycles, data input on 010
goes to the RAM input port. In this case. data reads and
writes are controlled by RD#, WR# and IOADDO-9.

Function Decode

This section provides the signals needed to configure the
part for the different modes. The eight modes are decoded
from FCTO-2 on the rising edge of lD# (see Table 1). The
output of this section is a set of signals which control the
path of data through the part.

The mode should only be changed while STARn is high.
After changing from one mode to another, START# must be
clocked high by the rising edge of ClK at least once.

FCT

2 1 0 MODE

0 0 0 Histogram

0 0 1 HistogramAccumulate

0 1 0 Delay& Subtract

0 1 1 LookUpTable

1 0 0 BinAccumulate

1 0 1 DelayMemory

1 1 0 Asynchronous24

1 1 1 Asynchronous16

...IZ
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Flash Clear

Flash Clear allows the user to clear the entire RAM with a
single pin. When the FC# pin is low, all bits of the RAM and
the data path from the RAM to 0100·23 are set to zero. The
FC# pin is asynchronous with respect to ClK: the reset
begins immediately following a low on this signal. For
synchronous modes, in order to ensure consistent results,
FC# should only be acUve while STARn is high. For
asynchronous modes, WR# must remain inactive while FC#
is low.
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Histogram Mode
This is the fundamental operation for which this chip was
intended. When this mode is selected. the chip configures
itself as shown in the block diagram of Figure 2. The pixel
data is sampled on the rising edge of clock and used as the
read address to the RAM array. The data contained in that
address (or bin) is then incremented by 1 and written back
into the RAM at the same address.

At the same time. the new value is also displayed on the 010
bus. This procedure continues until the circuit is interrupted
by START# returning high. When START# is high. the RAM
write is disabled. the read address is taken from the Pixel
Input bus. and the chip acts as if it is in lUT(read) mode. Fig-
ure 3 shows histogram mode timing. START# is used to dis-
regard the data on PINO·9at OATA2.START# is sampled on
the rising edge of clock. but is delayed internally by 3 cycles
to match the latency of the Address Generator. Data is
clocked onto the 010 bus on the rising edge of elK. RD#
acts as output enable.

eLK

STARTI ~'- .....Jr-\'I. _

DIOO'23------~(ROt low) OUT 0 OUT 1 OUT2

ORIGINAL BIN CONTENTS
ARE NOT UPOATEO



This function is very similar to the Histogram function. In this
case, a counter is used to provide the address data to the
RAM. The RAM is sequentially accessed, and the data from
each bin is added to the data from the previous bins. This
accumulation of data continues until the function is halted.
The results of the accumulation are displayed on the 010
bus while simultaneously being wrillen back to the RAM.
When the operation is complete, the RAM will contain the
Cumulative Distribution Function (COF) of the image.

Figure 4 shows the configuration for this mode. Once this
function is selected, the START# pin is used to reset the
counter and enable writing to the RAM. Write enable is
delayed 3 cycles to match the delay in the Address Genera-
tor. The START# pin determines when the accumulation will
begin. Before this pin is activated, the counter will be in an
unknown state and the 010 bus will contain unpredictable
data. Once the STARn pin is sampled low, the data
registers are reset in order to clear the accumulation. The
output (010 bus) will then be zero until a non-zero data value
is read from the RAM. Timing for this operation is shown in
Figure 5.

FIGURE 4. HISTOGRAM ACCUMULATE MODE BLOCK
DIAGRAM

ClK

STARTI ~ _

(~=::::::::::::~

The START# pin must remain low in order to allow the
accumulated data to overwrite the original histogram data
contained in the RAM. When the START# pin returns to a
high state, the configuration remains intact, but writing to the

RAM is disabled and the part is in lUT(read) mode. Note
that the counter is not reset at this point. The counter will be
reset on the first cycle of ClK that START# is detected low.
To prevent invalid data from being wrillen to the RAM, when
the counter reaches its maximum value (1023), further
writing to the RAM is disabled and the counter remains at
this value until the mode is changed.

At the end of the histogram accumulation, the 010 output
bus will contain the last accumulated value. The chip will
remain in this state until START# becomes inactive. The
results of the accumulation can then be read out synchro-
nously by keeping STARn high, or asynchronously in either
of the asynchronous modes.

Bin Accumulate Mode
The functionality of this mode is also similar to the Histogram
function. The only difference is that instead of incrementing
the bin data by 1, the bin data is added to the incoming DIN
bus data. The DIN bus is delayed internally by 3 cycles to
match the latency in the address generator. Figure 6 shows
the block diagram of the internal configuration for this mode,
while the timing is given in Figure 7. Note that in this figure,
START# is used to disregard the data on 01NO-23 during
OATA2.

ClK

STARTI ~ I\ _
ADDRESS

PIN 0-8 ADD. 0 ADD. 1 ADD. 2 ADD. 3 ADD. 4 ADD. 5

DATA
DATA0 DATA1 DATA2 DATA3 DATA4 DATA5

OUTPUT
0100-23 ~

(RD'Iow)------ M'~'U •• ::~u:::32

ORIGINAL BIN CONTENTS
ARE NOT UPDATED



Look Up Table Mode
A look Up Table (lUT) is used to perform a fixed transfor-
mation function on pixel values. This is particularly useful
when the transformation is non-linear and cannot be realized
directly with hardware. An example is the remapping of the
original pixel values to a new set of values based on the CDF
obtained through Histogram Accumulation.

The transformation function can be loaded into the lUT in
one of three ways: in lUT mode, through DINO-23; in either
asynchronous mode, over the 010 bus as described below
under Asynchronous 16/24 Modes; in the Histogram
Accumulate mode the transformation function is calculated
internally (see description above). The transformation
function can then be utilized by deactivating START#, putting
the part in lUT mode and clocking the data to be
transformed onto the PIN bus. Note that it is necessary to
wait one clock cycle after changing the mode before clocking
data into the part.

The block diagram and timing for this mode are shown in
Figures 8 and 9. The left half of the timing diagram shows
lUT(write) mode. On the first ClK that detects STARn low,
the counter is reset and the write enable is activated for the
RAM. As long as START# remains low, the counter provides
the write address to the RAM and data is sequentially loaded
through the DIN bus. The DIN bus is delayed internally by 3
cycles to match the latency in the Address Generator. The
010 bus will contain the previous contents of the memory
location being updated. When 1024 words have been written
to the RAM, the counter stops and further writes to the RAM
are disabled. The part stays in this state while STARn
remains low.

When START# returns high, the RAM write is disabled, the
read address is taken from the PIN bus, and the chip acts as
a synchronous lUT. (This is known as lUT(read) mode.) In
order to ensure that the internal pipelines are clear, data
should not be input to PINO-9 until the third clock after
START# goes high.

START" (WRITE) -1
DATAD1NG-~ _

ADDRESS

PtNG-8 ::::::::::::::::::~.-=----------OUTPUTDIOG-_=2;3:::::::::::::::::::::=~ .....Gl

Delay Memory (Row Buffer) Mode
As seen by comparing Figures 8 and 10, the configuration
for this mode is nearly identical to the lUT mode. In this
mode, however, the counter is always providing the address
and the write function is always enabled.

In order to force this configuration to act as a row delay reg-
ister, the START# signal must be used to reset the internal
counter each time a new row of pixels is being sampled.
Because of the inherent latency in the address and data
paths, the counter must be reset every N-4 cycles, where N
is the desired delay length. For example, if a delay from DIN
to 010 of ten cycles is desired, the START# signal must be
set low every six cycles (see Figure 11). If the internal
address counter reaches its maximum count (1023), it holds
that value and further writes to the RAM are disabled.

STARTI\~~ _

DATAD1NG-231 2 3 4



This mode is similar to the Delay Memory mode, except the
input data is subtracted from the corresponding data stored
in RAM (See Figures 12 and 13).

STARTI , _

D"'T'"
OIN(l.23~

OUlM MOOIAED DAT'"
010(1.23 ~

DAT•••1 -.J L~~~~
MINUS MINUS
DAT•••7 DAT••••

FIGURE 13. DELAY AND SUBTRACT MODE TIMING FOR ROW
LENGTH OF TEN

In the Asynchronous modes, the chip acts like a single port
RAM. In this mode, the user can read (access) any bin
location on the fly by simply setting the 10·bit10 address to
the desired bin location. The RAM is then read or written on
the following RD# or WR# pulse. A block diagram for this
mode is shown in Figure 14. Note that all registers and
pipeline stages are bypassed; START# and elK have no
effect in this mode.

Timing waveforms for this mode are also shown in Figure 15.
During reading, the read address is latched (internally) on
the falling edge of RD#. During write operations, the address
is latched on the falling edge of WR# and data is latched on
the rising edge of WR#. Note that reading and writing occur
on different ports, so that, in this mode. the write port always
latches its address and data values from the WR# signal,
while the read port always uses RD# for latching.

The difference between the Async 16 mode and the Async
24 mode is the number of data bits available to the user. In
16-bit mode. the user can connect the system data bus to
the lower 16 bits of the Histogrammer's DIO bus. The UWS
pin becomes the lSB of the 10 address. which determines if
the lower 16 bits or upper 8 bits of the 24-bit Histogrammer
data is being used. When UWS is low. the data present at
D100-15 is the lower 16 bits of the data in the IOADDO-9
location. When UWS is high, the upper 8 bits of the
10ADD09 location are present on DI00-7. (This is true for
both reading and writing.) Thus it takes 2 cycles for an
asynchronous 24-bit operation when in Async 16 mode.
Unused outputs are zeros.
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Absolute Maximum Ratings
Supply Voltage ..•••.........•.•.•........••••...•.. +8.0V
Input, Output Voltage •••......••.••••.. GNO-Q.5V to Vcc+O.5V
Storage Temperature Range •......••.••••••. -65°C to +1500C
Junction Temperature .•••.••.... +175°C (PGA), +1500C (PLCC)
Lead Temperature (Soldering 1Os)...•.••••...•.•....• +300oC
ESO Classification ........••..•............••....• Class 1

Thermal Resistance •.•.•.•. •. •. . •. •. • 9-1" 9-JC
PGA Package .. . . •. . •. •. •. . •. •. •. . 34.~C/W 8.ff'C/W
PLCC Package •.•.........•••••••• 33.7"CIW 11.1°c/w

Maximum Package Power.,oissipation at +70oC
PGA Package .••.•.•.•......•.....••••••••••••••• 3.1W
PLCC Package ...........•••.•••••••.•••••••••••• 2.4W

Gate Count ..........•..••.•.•.•••••••.••••••• 3500 Gates

CAUTION: Srresses BbOVB those listed in ·Absolute Maximum Ratings· may cause permanent damage to thB devlee. This is a stress only rating and operation
of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification is not implied.

Operating Conditions
Operating Voltage Range ...•.....••••.•........... +5V i5% Operating Temperature Range •••••••••••••••••• Cl'C to +7C1'C

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

Logical One Input Voltage V1H 2.0 - V Vcc = 5.25V

Logical One Input Voltage V1l 0.8 V Vcc=4.75V

High Level Clock Input V1HC 3.0 - V Vcc = 5.25V

Low Level Clock Input VllC - 0.8 V Vcc= 4.75V

Output High Voltage VOH 2.6 - V 10H= -4001JA,Vcc = 4.75V

Output Low Voltage VOL - 0.4 V 10l = +2.0mA, Vcc = 4.75V

Input Leakage Current Il -10 10 IJA V1N= Vcc or GND, Vcc = 5.25V

VO Leakage Current 10 -10 10 IJA VOUT= Vcc or GND, Vcc = 5.25V

Standby Supply Current Iccse - 500 IJA V1N= Vcc or GNO, Vcc = 5.25V,
Outputs Open

Operating Power Supply Current Iccop - 396 mA f = 33 MHz, V1N= Vcc or GNO
Vcc = 5.25V (Note 1, 2)

NOTES:

1. Power supply current is proportional to operating frequency. typical rating for Iccop is 12mAiMHz.

2. Maximum junction temperature must be considered when operating part at high clock frequencies.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

Input Capacitance C1N - 12 pF FREQ = 1 MHz, Vcc = Open, all
measurements are referenced to

Output Capacitance COUT - 12 pF device ground.

-40 (40 MHz) -33(33 MHz)

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

Clock Period Tcp 25 . 30 - ns

Clock Low TCH 10 - 12 - ns

Clock High TCl 10 . 12 - ns

DIN Setup Tos 12 - 13 - ns



-40 (40 MHz) -33 (33 MHz)

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONOlTlONS

DINo-23 Hold TDH 0 - 0 - ns

Clock to 0100-23 Valid Too · 15 · 19 ns

FC, Pulse Width TFL 35 · 35 - ns

FCTo-2 setup to LD# TFS 10 - 10 · ns

FCTO-2 Hold from lOll TFH 0 - 0 · ns

STARn Setup to ClK Tss 12 - 13 · ns

STARn Hold from ClK TSH 0 · 0 - ns

PINo-9 Setup Time Tps 12 · 13 - ns

PINo-9 Hold Time TPH 0 · 0 - ns

lOll Pulse Width TLL 10 - 12 · ns

lD' Setup to STARn TLS Tcp Tcp - ns Note 2

WR'low TWL 12 - 15 - ns

WR, High TWH 12 - 15 - ns

Address Setup TAS 13 · 15 · ns

Address Hold TAH 1 · 1 · ns

010 Setup to WR' Tws 12 · 15 · ns

010 Hold from WAIl TWH 1 · 1 · ns

RD' low TRL 35 · 43 · ns -

RD' High TRH 15 - 17 - ns .
RD, low to 010 Valid TRD · 35 · 43 ns

ReadM'rite Cycle Time Tcy 55 - 65 · ns

DIO Valid alter ROIl High TOH · 0 · 0 ns Note 3

Output Enable Time TOE - 18 - 19 ns Note 4

OUtput Disable Time Too · 18 · 19 ns Note 3

Output Rise Time TR · 6 - 6 ns From 0.8V to 2.0V, Note 3

OUtput Fall Time TF · 6 · 6 ns From 2.0V to 0.8V, Note 3

NOTES:

1. AC Testing Is performed as follows: Input levels (ClK) O.OV and 4.0V; Input levels (All other inputs) OV and 3.0V. Timing reference levels
(ClK) = 2.0V. (All others) = 1.5V. Output load circuit with CL = 4OpF. OUtput transition measured at VOH ~ 1.5V and VOL S 1.5V.

2. There must be at least one rising edge of ClK between the rising edge of LD# and the falling edge of STARn.

3. Characterized upon Initial design and alter major changes to design and/or process.

4. Transition Is measured at ±200mV from st~dY state voltage with loading as specified In test load circuit with CL = 4OpF.
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;II HARRIS HSP9501

• DC to 32MHz Operating Frequency

• Programmable Buffer Length from 2 to 1281 Words

• Supports Data Words to 10-Blts

• Clock Select Logic for Positive or Negative Edge
System Clocks

• Data Recirculate or Delay Modes of Operation

• Expandable Data Word Width or Buffer Length

• Three-State Outputs

• TTL Compatible Inputs/Outputs

• Low Power CMOS

• Available In 44 Pin PLCC Package

Applications
• Sample Rate Conversion

• Data Time Compression/Expansion

• Software Controlled Data Alignment

• Programmable Serial Data Shifting

• Audio/Speech Data Processing

Video/Image Processing
• 1-H Delay Line of 910 NTSC, 1135 PAL or 1280

Samples:

~ High Resolution Monitor Delay Line

~ Comb Filter Designs

~ Progressive Scanning Display

~ TV Standards Conversion

~ Image Processing

Description
The HSP9501 is a 10-Bit wide programmable data buffer
designed for use in high speed digital systems. Two
different modes of operation can be selected through the
use of the MODSEL Input In the delay mode, a program-
mable data pipeline Is created which can provide 2 to
1281 clock cycles of delay between the input and output
data. In the data recirculate mode, the output data path is
internally routed back to the input to provide a program-
mable circular buffer.

The length of the buffer or amount of delay is programmed
through the use of the 11-bit length control input port
(LCO-10) and the length control enable (LCEN#). An
11-bit value is applied to the LCO-10 inputs, LCEN# is
asserted, and the next seiected clock edge loads the new
count value Into the length control register.The delay path
of the HSP9501 consists of two registers with a program-
mable delay RAM between them, therefore, the value pro-
grammed into the length control register is the desired
length - 2. The range of values which can be programmed
into the length control register are from 0 to 1279, which
in turn results in an overall range of programmable delays
from 2 to 1281.

Clock select logic Is provided to allow the use of a positive
or negative edge system clock as the CLK input to the
HSP9501. The active edge of the CLK input is controlled
through the use of the CLKSEL input. All synchronous
timing (i.e.data setup, hold and output delays) are relative
to the clock edge selected by CLKSEL. An additional
clock enable input (CLKEN*) provides a means of disabl-
ing the internal clock and holding the existing contents
temporarily. All outputs of the HSP9501 are three-state
outputs to allow direct Interfacing to system or multi-use
busses.

The HSP9501 is recommended for digital video process-
ing or any applications which require a programmable
delay or circular data buffer.
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HSP9501

Pinout
44 PIN PLASTIC LEADED CHIP CARRIER (PLCC)

TOP VIEW
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PIN
NAME NUMBER TYPE DESCRIPTION

VCC 12,34 The +5V power supply pin. A 0.1 ••F capacitor between the VCC and GNO pin is recommended.

GNO 13,33 The device ground.

ClK 1 I Input Clock. This clock signal is used to control the data movement through the programmable
buffer. It is also the signal which latches the input data, length control word and mode select. Input
setup and hold times with respect to the clock must be met for proper operation.

010-9 27,29-32, I Data Inputs. This 1O-bit input port is used to provide the input data. When MOOSEl Is low, data
35-39 on the 010-9 inputs is latched on the clock edge selected by ClKSEL.

000-9 7-11, 0 Data Outputs. This 10-bit port provides the output data from the internal delay registers. Data
14-18 latched into the 010-9 inputs will appear at the 000-9 outputs on the Nth clock cycle, where N is

the total delay programmed.

lC0-10 20-26, I length Control Inputs. These inputs are used to specify the number of clock cycles of delay
41-44 between the 010-9 inputs and the 000-9 outputs. An integer value between 0 and 1279 is placed

on the lCO-1 0 inputs, and the total delay length (N) programmed is the lCO-10 value plus 2. In
order to properly load an active length control word, the value must be presented
to the lCO-10 inputs and lCEN# must be asserted during an active clock edge selected by
ClKSEL.

lCEN# 6 I length Control Enable. lCEN# is used In conjuction with lCO-10 and ClK to load a new length
control word. An 11-bit value is loaded on the lC0-10 inputs, lCEN# is asserted, and the next
selected clock edge will load the new count value. Since this operation is synchronous, lCEN#
must meet the specified setuplhold times with respect to ClK for proper operation.

OE# 19 I Output Enable. This input controls the state of the 000-9 output port. A low on this control line
enables the port for output. When OE# is high, the output drivers are in the high impedance state.
Internal latching or transfer of data Is not affected by this input.

MOOSEl 40 I Mode Select. This input is used to control the mode of operation of the HSP9501. A low on
MOOSEl causes the device to latch new data at the 010-9 inputs on every clock cycle, and
operate as a programmable pipeline register. When MOOSEl is high, the HSP9501 is in the
recirculate mode, and will operate as a programmable length circular buffer. This control signal
may be used in a synchronous fashion during device operation, however, care must be taken to
ensure the required setuPlhold times with respect to ClK are met.

ClKSEl 5 I Clock Select Control. This input is used to determine which edge of the ClK signal is used for
controlling all intemal events. A low on CLKSEl selects the negative going edge, therefore, all
setup, hold, and output delay times are with respect to the negative edge of ClK When ClKSEl is
high, the positive going edge is selected and all synchronous timing is with respect to the positive
edge of the ClK signal.

ClKEN# 2 I Clock Enable. This control signal can be used to enable or disable the ClK input. When low, the
ClK input is enabled and will operate in a normal fashion. A high on ClKEN# will disable the ClK
input and will "hold" all internal operations and data. This control signal may also be used in a
synchronous fashion, however, setup and hold requirements with respect to ClK must be met for
proper device operation.
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Functional Description
The HSP9501 is a 10-bit wide programmable length data
buffer. The length of delay is programmable from 2 to 1281
delays in single delay increments.

Data into the delay line may be selected from the data input
bus (DI0-9) or as recirculated output, depending on the
state of the mode select (MODSEl) control input.

Mode Select

The MODSEl control pin selects the source of the data
moving into the delay line. When MODSEl is low, the data
input bus (DI0-9) is the source of the data. When MODSEl
is high, the output of the HSP9501 is routed back to the in-
put to form a circular buffer.

The MODSEl control line is latched at the input by the ClK
signal. The edge which latches this control signal is deter-
mined by the ClKSEl control line. In either case, the
MODSEl line is latched on one edge of the ClK signal with
the following edge moving data into and through the
HSP9501. Refer to the functional timing waveforms for
specific timing references.

Clock Select logic

The clock select logic is provided to allow the use of
positive or negative edge system clocks. The active edge of
the ClK input to the HSP9501 is controlled through the use
of the ClKSEl input.

When ClKSEl is low, the negative going edge of ClK is
used to control all internal operations. A high on ClKSEl
selects the positive going edge of ClK.

All synchronous timing (Le. setup, hold and output
propagation delay times are relative to the ClK edge
selected by ClKSEL. Functional timing waveforms for each
state of ClKSEl are provided (refer to timing waveforms for
details).

Delay Path Control

The HSP9501 buffer length is programmable from 2 to
1281 data words in one word increments. The minimum
number of delays which can be programmed is two,
consisting of the input and output buffer registers only.

The length control inputs (lCO-10) are used to set the
length of the programmable delay ram which can vary in
length from 0 to 1279. The total length of the HSP9501 data
buffer will then be equal to the programmed value on
lCO-10 plus 2. The programmed delay is established by
the 11-bit integer value of the lCO-10 inputs with lC10 as
the MSB and lCO as the lSB.

programs a length value of 26 + 20 = 65. The total length of
the delay will be 65 + 2 or 67 delays.

Table 1 indicates several programming values. The decimal
value placed on lCO-10 must not exceed 1279. Controlled
operation with larger values is not guaranteed.

Values on lCO-1 0 are latched on the ClK edge selected by
the ClKSEl control line, when lCEN# is active. lCO-10
and lCEN# must meet the specified setup and hold times
relative to the selected ClK edge for proper device
operation.

lC10 lC9 lS8 lC7 lC6 lC5 lC4 lC3 lC2 lC1 lCO TOTAL
PROGRAMMED lENGTH

210 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 lENGTH N
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 118 120
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 808 810
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1049 1051
1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1279 1281



Supply Voltage ..•..•.....................•.•••••...................................•..••..••.•......•.......... +8.0V
Input or Output Voltage Applied ...••.••........•••.......................••..••.•............... GND -0.5V to VCC +0.5V
Storage Temperature Range ........•..•..............•••..••••••••••....•••••........................ -650C to +1500C
Junction Temperature .......•......................•••••.•.....••••••.....•.•..............•.................. +1500C
Maximum Package Power Dissipation ......••••••.•....••••••.....•.•••.........................................••. 1.7W
eJC ............•.•..............••........•••••.•.....•••..........••..•.................................. 16.4°CIW
eJA ..........•.........••.•.•••.•••••.•.......•.•....................••..•••.•............................ 45.20CIW
Lead Temperature (Soldering, Ten Seconds) .••.......••.••.....................••••..••••.••••...•••••••.••••... +3000C
CAUTION: Stresses above those listed in the "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress only rating
and operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification is not implied.

Operating Voltage Range ............•..••••........•••.•.•.....••••••................................ +4.75V to +5.25V
Operating Temperature Range ...............••..••....•.•••••••......•••.•....•........•................. OoC to + 700C

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

Logical One Input Voltage VIH 2.0 - V VCC=5.25V
Logical Zero Input Voltage VIL - 0.8 V VCC-4.75V
Output HIGH Voltage VOH 2.4 - V IOH - -4mA VCC - 4.75V
Output LOW Voltage VOL - 0.4 V 10L - +4.0mA VCC - 4.75V
Input Leakage Current II -10 10 IJA VIN - GND orVCC VCC - 5.25V
Output Leakage Current 10 -10 10 IJA VOUT - GND or VCC VCC - 5.25V
Standby Current ICcSS - 500 IJA VIN =VCC or GND, VCC = 5.25V,

Note 2
Operating Power Supply Current ICCOp - 125 mA f - 25M Hz, VIN - VCC or GND

VCC = 5.25V, Note 1, 2
Input Capacitance CIN - 10 pF FREQ = 1MHz, VCC = Open,

All measurements are referenced
Output Capacitance Co - 10 pF to device G NO

-32 -25
TEST

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS CONDITIONS

Clock Period TCp 31 - 40 - ns
Clock Pulse Width High TpWH 12 - 15 - ns
Clock Pulse Width Low TpWL 12 - 15 - ns
Data Input Setup Time TDS 10 - 12 - ns
Data Input Hold Time TDH 2 - 2 - ns
Output Enable Time TENA - 20 - 25 ns
Output Disable Time TDIS - 24 - 25 ns Note 3
CLKEN# to Clock Setup TES 10 - 12 - ns
CLKEN# to Clock Hold TEH 2 - 2 - ns
LCO-10 Setup Time TLS 10 - 13 - ns
LCO-10 Hold Time TLH 2 - 2 - ns
LCEN# to Clock Setup TLES 10 - 13 ns
LCEN# to Clock Hold TLEH 2 - 2 - ns
MODSEL Setup Time TMS 10 - 13 - ns
MODSEL Hold Time TMH 2 - 2 - ns
Clock to Data Out TOUT - 16 - 22 ns
Output Hold from Clock TOH 4 - 4 - ns
Rise, Fall Time TRF - 6 - 6 ns Note 3

NOTES:
,. Power supply current is proportional to operating frequency. Typk;aJ

rating for ICCOp is SmA/MHz.
2. Output load per test load circuit with switch open and CL - 40pF.

3. Controlled by design or process parameters and not directly tested.
Characterized upon initial design and after major process and/or design
changes.

4. A.C. Testing is performed as follows: Input levels: OV and 3.0V, Timing
reference levels = 1.5V, Input rise and fall times driven at 1nsN. Output
load CL - 40pF.
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mlHARRIS HSP9520/HSP9521
ISP9520/ISP9521

• Four 8-Bit Registers

• Hold, Transfer and Load Instructions

• Single 4-Stage or Dual-2 Stage Pipelining

• All Register Contents Available at Output

• Fully TTL Compatible

• Three-State Outputs

• High Speed, Low Power CMOS

• Available in 24 Pin Dual-In-Line and SOIC Packages

• Array Processor

• Digital Signal Processor

• AID Buffer

• Byte Wide Shift Register

• Mainframe Computers

Description
These devices are multilevel pipeline registers implemented
using a low power CMOS process. They are pin for pin
compatible replacements for industry standard multilevel
pipeline registers such as the L29C520 and L29C521. The
HSP9520 and HSP5921 are direct replacements for the
AM29520/21 and WS59520/21.

They consist of four a-bit registers which are dual ported.
They can be configured as a single four level pipeline or a
dual two level pipeline. A single a-bit input is provided, and
the pipelining configuration is determined by the instruction
code input to the 10and 11inputs (see instruction control).

The contents of any of the four registers is selectable at the
multiplexed outputs through the use of the SO and S1
multiplexer control inputs (see register select).The output is
a-bits wide and is three-stated through the use of the OE#
input.

The '9520 and '9521 differ only in the way data is loaded
into and between the registers in dual two-level operation.
In the '9520, when data is loaded into the first level the
existing data in the first level is moved to the second level. In
the '9521, loading the first level simply causes the current
data to be overwritten. Transfer of data to the second level is
achieved using the single four level mode (11,10= '0'). This
instruction also causes the first level to be loaded. The
HOLD instruction (11,10= '1') provides a meanSof holding
the countents of all registers.

HSP9520/HSP9521 (24 PIN SOIC)
'9520/'9521 (24 PIN DIP)

TOP VIEW

CU<
GND 12

Y2

Y3

Y4

Y5

Y8

Y7

13 OE#
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NAME DIPPIN TYPE DESCRIPTION

VCC 24 The +SV power supply pin. A 0.11lF capacitor between the VCC and GND pin is
recommended.

GND 12 The device ground.

ClK 11 I Input Clock. Data is latched on the low to high transition of this clock signal. Input setup and
hold times with respect to the clock must be met for proper operation.

DO-7 3-10 I Data Input Port. These inputs are used to supply the a bits of data which will be
latched into the selected register on the next rising clock edge.

YO-7 21-14 0 Data Output Port. This a-bit port provides the output data from the four internal registers.
They are provided in a multiplexed fashion, and are controlled via the multiplexer control
inputs (SOand Sl).

10,11 1,2 I Instruction Control Inputs. These inputs are used to provide the instruction code
which determines the internal register pipeline configuration. Refer to the Instruction Control
Table for the specific codes and their associated configurations.

SO,Sl 23,22 I Multiplexer Control Inputs. These inputs select which of the four internal registers' contents
will be available at the output port. Refer to the Register Select Table for the codes to select
each register.

OE# 13 I Output Enable. This input controls the state of the output port (YO-Y7). A lOW on this control
line enables the port for ouput. When OE# is HIGH, the output drivers are in the high
impedance state. Internal latching or transfer of data is not affected by this pin.



Absolute Maximum Ratings
Supply Voltage •••.•...........•...••.•...............• +8.0V
Input or Output Voltage Applied GND -0.5Vto VCC +0.5V
Storage Temperature Range -650C to +1500C
Junction Temperature ...•...................••••..... +1500C
Lead Temperature (Soldering, Ten Seconds) .....•..•••. +3000C

Operating Conditions
Operating Voltage Range ............••..•••• +4.75V to +5.25V
Operating Temperature Range OoC to + 700C
Reliability Information

eja •..•..•................ 51.4°C/W (DIP), 77.0WJOC (SOle)
ejc ........••.•........... 22.30C/W (DIP), 23.2WJOC (SOl C)

Maximum Package Power Dissipation ...• 1.5W (DIP), 1.0W (SOl C)

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

Logical One Input Voltage VIH 2.0 - V VCC=5.25V

Logical Zero Input Voltage VIL - 0.8 V VCC=4.75V

Output HIGH Voltage VOH 2.4 - V 10H = -6.5mA, VCC = 4.75V

Output LOW Voltage VOL - 0.5 V 10L = +20.0mA, VCC = 4.75V

Input Leakage Current II -10 10 ~A VIN =VCCorGND, VCC = 5.25V

Output Leakage Current 10 -10 10 ~A VOUT=VCCorGND
VCC= 5.25V

Standby Power Supply Current ICCSB - 500 ~ VIN=VCCorGND
VCC = 5.25V Outputs Open

Operating Power Supply Current ICCOp - 12 mA f = 5.0MHz, VIN = VCC orGND
VCC = 5.25V, Ouputs Open, Note 1

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

Input Capacitance CIN - 12 pF FREQ = 1 MHz, VCC = Open, all measurements

Output Capacitance CO - 12 pF
are referenced to device ground.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS (Note 2)

Clock to Data Out TpD - 21 ns

Mux select to Data Out TSELD - 20 ns

Input Setup Time (00-7/10-7) TS 10 - ns ,
Input Hold Time (00-7/10-7) TH 3 - ns

Output Enable Time TENA - 20 ns

Output Disable Time TDIS - 13 ns Note 3

Clock Pulse Width TpW 10 - ns

1. Power supply current is proportional to frequency. Typical rating for 'ceop is 2.4mAlMHz.

2. A.C. Testing is performed as follows: Input lavels: OV and 3.QV, Timing reference levels - 1.5V, Input rise and fall times driven at 1nsN. Output load
CL - 40pF.

3. Controlled by design or process parameters and not directly tested. Characterized upon initial design and after major design and/or process changes.



Absolute Maximum Ratings
Supply Voltage ••..............•.•..•............••.••. +8.0V
Input or Output Voltage Applied GND -0.5VtoVCC +0.5V
Storage Temperature Range •.•.............. -650C to +1500C
Junction Temperature •................•.............. +1500C
Lead Temperature (Soldering, Ten Seconds) ..•......... +3000C

Operating Conditions
Operating Voltage Range +4.75V to +5.25V
Operating Temperature Range ..........•..•..•.. OoC to +700C
Reliability Information

Sja 51.4°CIW
Sjc .....•.........................•............. 22.30CIW

Maximum Package Power Dissipation .•..•..•............. 1.5W

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

Logical One Input Voltage VIH 2.0 - V VCC=5.25V

Logical Zero Input Voltage VIL - 0.8 V VCC= 4.75V

Output HIGH Voltage VOH 2.4 - V 10H = -2.0mA, VCC = 4.75V

Output LOW Voltage VOL - 0.5 V 10L = +12.0mA, VCC = 4.75V

Input Leakage Current II -10 10 ,..A VIN = GND orVcc, VCC = 5.25V

Output Leakage Current 10 -10 10 ,..A VOUT = VCC or GND
VCC=5.25V

Standby Power Supply Current ICCSS - 500 ~A VIN=VCCorGND
VCC = 5.25V Outputs Open

Operating Power Supply Current ICCOp - 12 mA f = 5.0MHz, VIN = VCC or GND
VCC = 5.25V, Ouputs Open, Note 1

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

Input Capacitance CIN - 12 pF FREQ = 1MHz, VCC = Open, all measure-

Output Capacitance CO - 12 pF
ments are referenced to device ground.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS (Note 2)

Clock to Data Out TpD - 25 ns

Mux Select to Data Out TSELD - 25 ns

Input Setup Time (D0-7, 10-1) TS 15 - ns

Input Hold Time (DO-7, 10-1) TH 3 - ns

Output Enable Time TENA - 25 ns I

Output Disable Time TDiS - 20 ns Note 3

Clock Pulse Width TpW 13 - ns

1. Power supply current is proportional to frequency. Typical rating is 2.4mAlMHz.

2. A.C. Testing is performed as follows: Input levels: OV and 3.0V. Timing reference levels"'" 1.5V. Input rise and fall times driven at 1nsN, Output load
CL = 40pF.
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mHARRIS DECI-MATE™
Harris HSP43220 Decimating Digital

Filter Development Software

Harris DECI - MATE Development Software assists the
design engineer to prototype designs for the Harris
HSP43220 Decimating Digital filter (DDF). Developed
specifically for the DDF, this software consists of three
integrated modules: DDF Design, DDF Simulator and DDF
PROM. The Design module designs a filter from a set of
user specifications for the DDF. The Simulator module
models the DDF's internal operation. The PROM module
uses the device configuration created by the Design module
to build a PROM data file that can be used to store and
download the DDF configuration.

DDF System Design

The DDF consists of two stages: a High Decimation Filter
(HDF) and a Finite Impulse Response (FIR)filter. Together
these provide a unique narrow band, low pass filter.
Because of this unique architecture, special software is
required to configure the device for a given set of filter
parameters. This software uses system level filter
parameters (listed below) to perform the trade off analysis
and calculate the values for the DDF's configuration
registers and FIR coefficients.

Design specifications are supplied by the user in terms of:

1. Input sample frequency

2. Required output sample frequency

3. Passband signal bandwidth

4. Transition bandwidth

5. Amount of attenuation allowed in the passband

6. Amount of stopband attenuation required for signals
outside of the band of interest.

This information is entered into a menu screen (See Figure
1),providing immediate feedback on the design validity. The
design module calculates the order of the HDF, HDF
decimation required, the FIR input data rate, minimum clock
frequency for the FIR, FIR order and decimation required in
the FIR.

The design module will then generate the FIR filter. Four
different methods are provided for the FIR design:

1. A Standard FIR automatically designed by the module
using the Parks-McClellan method to compute the
coefficients of an equiripple (Chebyshev) filter.

2. Any FIR imported into the Design module from another
FIR design program.

3. A precompensated FIR which is automatically designed
by the module to compensate for the roll-off in the
passband of the HDF frequency response.

4. The FIR may also be bypassed in which case the optimal
HDF is designed from the user specifications.

Frequency response curves are then displayed showing the
resulting responses in the HDF, FIR and for the entire chip
using the given filter design. Figure 2 is a typical display.
The user may save this frequency response data for further
analysis. The design module also creates a report file
documenting the filter design and providing the coefficients
and setup register values for programming the device.

The simulator provides an accurate simulation of the device
before any hardware is built. It can be used to simulate any
filter designed with DECI- MATE. The simulator takes into
account the fixed point bus widths and pipeline delays for
every element in the DDF.

The simulator provides the user with an input signal which
can be used to stimulate the filter. This signal is created
from the options shown in Table 1. The user can select a
pure step, impulse, cosine, chirp, uniform or Gaussian noise
as the input signal, or a more complex signal can be
generated by combining that data with an option selected
from the Signal #2 column, with the combining operator
chosen from the middle column. The user can also import a
signal from an outside source.

SIGNAL #1
Step
Impulse
COSINE
Chirp
Uniform Noise
Gaussian Noise

SIGNAL #2
Step
Impulse
COSINE
Chirp
Uniform Noise
Gaussian Noise

Imported From Outside

No Operation
Add

Probes are provided to select specific areas to graphically
display data values as well as save into data files for further
processing. The DDF Simulator has two levels; the DDF
Simulator Specification screen and the DDF Simulator Main
Screen.

The specification screen (see Figure 3) is used to input the
simulation parameters. The users selects display modes in
either continuous or decimated format and data formats in
either decimal or hexadecimal. The specification screen
also provides for selection of the input signal.

The simulator main screen (see Figure 4) defines the
simulator test probes and displays the data values per clock
cycle. The Interactive simulator screen consists of the
HSP43220 block diagram, test probes and register
contents. The user selects the step size of the input sample
clock and also selects the probes to be monitored. The
simulator will then clock through the specified number of
clock cycles and display the resulting time domain
response. Figure 5 shows a typical probe display.
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Monarch 2.0 DSP Design Software

DECI- MATE is fully integrated with Monarch 2.0
professional DSP design software. Monarch is a full-
featured DSP package with FIR IIR filter design and
analysis, Two dimensional and Three dimensional viewing,
a programmable signal/systems laboratorywith 100+ DSP/
Math functions, extensive fixed-point support and FFTs/
IFFTs. Monarch is available separately from The Athena
Group, Inc.

When used with Monarch 2.0, DECI - MATEbecomes a full
feature design environment for a DSP system. Data can
easily be transferred from DECI - MATE modules to the
Monarch modules for further analysis.

System Requirements

IBM PCN,XTN,ATN,PS/2N computer or 100% compatible
with 640k RAM running MS/PC-DOS 2.0 or higher. One
MegaByte of fixed-disk space with 5.25" or 3.5" floppy
drive. CGA, MCGA, EGA,VGA,8514, or Hercules graphics
adapter. A Math co-processor is strongly recommended.

Filter File
Input Sample Rate:
Output Rate
Passband
Transition Band
Passband Atten
Stopband Atten

PRES.DDF
33

100
5

700
1

96

HDF Order
HDF Decimation
HDF Scale Factor

4
330

0.6903

MHz
kHz
kHz
Hz

dB
dB

Design Mode
Generate Report
Display Response
Save Freq Responses:
Save FIR Response

FIR Input Rate
FIR Clock (min)
FIR Order
FIR Decimation

AUTO
YES
LOG
YES
YES

100 kHz
33 MHz

509
1
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HARRIS
SEMICONDUCTOR

• Single HSP-EVAL May be Used to Evaluate a
Variety of Parts within the HSPXXXXX Family

• May be Daisy Chained to Support Evaluation
of Multi-chip Solutions

• Parallel Port Interface to IBM PC to Simplify
Evaluation Board VO

• Three Clocking Modes for Flexibility In Perfor-
mance Analysis and Prototyplng

• C Based Software Template for Data VO
Between IBM PC and Evaluation Board

• Dual 96-Pln DIN Connector for High Speed VO

Applications
• PC Based Performance Analysis of HSPXXXXX

FamllyofDSP

• Rapid Prototyplng

HSP-EVAL

Description
The HSP-EVAL is the mother board for a set of daughter boards
based on the HSPXXXXX family of Digital Signal Processing
products. Each product specific daughter board is mated with the
HSP-EVAL to provide a mechanism for rapid evaluation and prototyp-
ing. As shown in the block diagram, the HSP-EVAL consists of input,
control, and output busses which provide 1/0 data paths to the target
daughter board. These busses are brought out through dual 96 Pin
connectors to support daisy chaining HSP-EVA~s for multichip
prototyping. The input and control busses can be driven by registers
which are down loaded with data via the parallel port of an IBM PC or
compatible. Besides using the PC to drive the daughter board inputs,
the PC can also read daughter board outputs which have been
serialized by the shift register on the output bus. For high speed 1/0,
the VME compatible, 96-Pin DIN, connectors are provided as an
alternative data path for HSP-EVAL 1/0 and control.

Jumper selectable clock sources provide three different methods of
clocking the part under evaluation. In mode one, the clock signal is
generated under PC based software control. In mode two, the
onboard oscillator may be selected as the clock source. In mode
three, the user may provide an external clock throught a DIN connec-
tor.

A PC based software interface is available to simplify 1/0 to the HSP-
EVAL. In modes where the HSP-EVAL is configured to provide the
daughter board with a high speed clock, the interface software can be
used for real time control and configuration. For modes in which the
HSP-EVAL is configured to provide a software generated clock, the
interface software can drive the daughter board inputs with a user
defined data set while collecting daughter board outputs to the PC's
disk.

a: CONTROL CONNECTOR a:g 0
INPUT BUS 1 16

(J l3 OUTPUTBUS1w w 16zz 16 16 z
0 z a:a: INPUT BUS2 (J 0

g 16 ... (J OUTPUTBUS2 16 ~(J ::> ...
w •.. ::> w
z 1!:

... z
CLKIN ...

z ::> z
0 0 CLKOUT 8(J
c c
a: ~«
(J

~0a:
::> ::>
w w
z z
i>: i>:
I I

CAUTION: These devices are sensniw to electrostallc discharge. Users should lollow proper I.C. Handling Procedures.
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HARRIS
SEMICONDUCTOR

• Designed for Use with HSP·EVAL

• Access to HSP45116's Input, Output, and
Control Signals Through Three 50 Pin
Headers

• Jumper Configuration Field as Alternative
for Programming Control Inputs

• C Based Software to Support HSP45116I/O
and Control When Used with HSP·EVAL

• High Speed I/O Supported

Applications
• PC Based Performance Analysis of

HSP45116 When Used with HSP·EVAL

• Rapid Prototyplng

HSP45116-DB

Description
The HSP45116-DB is a daughter board designed to mate with the
HSP-EVAL for rapid evaluation and prototyping of the HSP45116
Numerically Controlled Oscillator Modulator. Together this combination
of boards provides a mechanism to evaluate HSP45116 operation using
IBM PC based I/O and control. As shown in the block diagram, the
HSP45116-DB maps the input, output, and control signals of the
HSP45116 to three 50 pin connectors. These connectors mate the
HSP45116's various 110 and control signals with the HSP-EVA~s data
busses. Thus, a path is established for PC based 110 and control.

A IBM PC based software package is provided which controls
HSP45116-DB operation through the HSP-EVAL. The software package
provides the user with a DOS command line or menu driven interface for
daughter board 110 and control. Since the software supports data
acquisition from the HSP45116. software based signal analysis may be
used to quantify part performance.

The degree of control exerted by the software varies depending upon the
clock provided to the HSP45116·DB. If a high speed clock is provided via
the HSP-EVAL's on board oscillator or external clock pin, the software
can be used to exert real time control. If a software controlled clock is
provided. the HSP45116-DB can be driven with a user defined data set
while storing results back to the PC for later analysis.

The HSP45116-DB is a 6 layer printed circuit board which comes
populated with one HSP45116GC-25. The PC based software required
to control the daughter board via the HSP-EVAL is also provided.

.-- CONFIGURATION JUMPER FIELD A ~
50 PIN CONTROL HEADER

CONFIGURATION JUMPER FIELD B

a: a:ww
CONTROL 00 CLK -e-e ww :z::z: >->-

1~
:>:> REAL INPUT 1~ REAL OUTPUT ...... >-~ :>

z , I 0
ii: z
0 16,

HSP45116
IMAGINARY OUTPUT 1~

ii:... IMAGINARY INPUT 0...
I

•.... -

CAUTION: These devices ere sens~ive to electrostatic discharge. Users should follow proper I.C. Handling Procedures.
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The evaluation hardwllre lor the HSP family of products conslsllI of the mothelboard. which forms the Interfllce to the PC• .., the
daughterboard. which carries the part under evaluation.

The hardware to evaluate the HSP45116 consists of the HSP·EVAL motherboard and the HSP45116-DB daughterboard. 'TWo80ft.
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Harris Signal Processing

Introduction
Harris HSP43891/881/481 Digital Filters (DFs) perform
high speed sum-of-products operations. These video
speed devices operate at 30M Hz, offering substantial
improvement in processing speed over other availa\Jle
technology. Throughputs in excess of 30MHz are achieved
using multiple devices.

The OF data sheet explains how multiple DFs can be easily
cascaded to achieve long filters with 8 bit data and coeffi-
cients. This note presents extensions of the basic cascaded
configuration for:
• Designing Extended Length Filters Using a Single

Device(the NumberofTaps Exceedsthe Numberof Cells).
• Implementing Higher Precision (GreaterThan 8 or 9 Bits)

Full Speed Designs Using Multiple Devices.
• Implementing Higher Precision Designs Using a Single

Device.

It is assumed that the reader has a basic knowledge of filter
design and some digital hardware experience. Readers
who require more detailed information on the electrical
characteristics of the OF family devices should refer to the
Harris OF engineering data sheets. Harris also provides a
comprehensive set of hardware and software development
tools.

The Finite Impulse Response Filter
The finite impulse response (FIR) filter is simply a finite-
length sum-of-products digital filter. Each output sample is
a weighted sum of the new input value and the L-1 previous

inputs, where L is the order of the filter. With the tapped
delay line arct.litecture (Figure 1) the filter coefficients
remain fixed while the input data shifts from cell to cell on
each clock cycle.

The OF's architecture (Figure 2) is different from the tradi-
tional tapped delay line filter. In the OFthe filter coefficients
shift from cell to cell with each clock cycle. As each new
data sample becomes available it is distributed to all of the
cells at the same time. In addition, every OF cell contains its
own multiplier and accumulator. This allows each cell to
maintain an independent sum-of-products in its accumula-
tor. A new output value becomes available on each clock
cycle by properly sequencing the filter coefficients through
the cells.

N
vlnl = L hlnlxln-m)

m = 0

N-'
y(n) '" L h(rnjl(n-m)

m =0



Each cell's accumulator is cleared after its contents are
output This allows accumulation of the next sum-of-prod-
ucts to begin. Note that the filter coefficients enter from the
left, shifting one cell to the right with each clock cycle.

A single device may be used to implement filters with a large
number of coefficients. In this case the number of filter taps
will exceed the number of OFcells. This requires manipulat-
ing the input data and filter coefficient sequences, maintain-
ing the proper sum-of-products in each cell's accumulator.
This implementation is described in greater detail in the
following section.

Eight Tap Filter With a Four Cell Device

A simple example is the best way to demonstrate how data
and coefficients are properly sequenced. Table 1 illustrates
the situation when an eight tap filter is computed in a single
4 cell HSP43481. The table lists information in six columns.
The first column shows the initial 21 clock cycles, which is
enough to evaluate the example. The next four columns
represent the actions taking place in each of the four OF
cells as a function of the clock. The final column shows the
output results, also a function of the clock.

Within the filter cell are internal pipeline delays. The result is
a startup delay of three ClKs before the data and coeffi-
cients present at the input of the OF are processed and
stored in the accumulator of the first cell. This delay is not

relevant to the sequential operation of the OF and will be
ignored in subsequent discussions (also ignored in
Table 1).

The basic computational sequence is shown below:

ClK 0 - Initial data point Xo is made available to all four
cells. At the same time coefficient C7 enters Cell O.
• The First Product (C7 x XO) is Computed and Stored in

Accumulator of Cell o.
ClK 1 - X1 is made available to all four cells. At the same
time coefficient Cs enters Cell 0, shifting C7 to Cell 1.
• The Accumulator of Cell 0 is Updated With the Additional

Term Cs x X1.
• The Product C7 x X1 is Computed and Stored in

Accumulator of Cell 1.

ClK 2 - X2 is made available to all four cells. At the same
time coefficient Cs enters Cell 0, shifting C7 to Cell 2 and
Cs to Cell 1.
• The Accumulator of Cell 0 is Updated With the Additional

Term Cs x X2.
• The Accumulator of Cell 1 is Updated With the Additional

Term Cs x X2.
• The Product C7 x X2 is Computed and Stored in

Accumulator of Cell 2.

DATA
SEQUENCE

INPUT
COEFFICIENT

SEQUENCE
INPUT

CLK CELLO CELL 1 CEll 2 CEll 3 SUM/CLR

0 C7XXO 0 0 0 -
1 +CSxX1 C7xX1 0 0 -
2 +C5xX2 +CSxX2 C7xX2 0 -
a +C4XXa +C5xXa +CsxXa C7xXa -
4 +CaXX4 +C4XX4 +C5xX4 +CSXX4 -
5 +C2xX5 +CaXX5 +C4XX5 +C5XX5 - ,

S +C1xXS +C2 xXs +CaxXs +C4xXS -
7 +COxX7 +C1 xX7 +C2xX7 +CaxX7 CeliO (Y7)
a 0 +CoxXa +C1 xXa +C2xXa Cell 1 (Ya)
9 0 0 +CoxXg +C1 xXg Cell 2 (Yg)

10 0 0 0 +COxX10 Cella (Y1O)
11 C7xX4 0 0 0 -
12 +CSXX5 C7XX5 0 0 -
1a +C5XXS +CsxXs C7xXS 0 -
14 +C4xX7 +C5xX7 +CSxX7 C7XX7 -
15 +CaxXa +C4xXa +C5xXa +CsxXa -
1S +C2xX9 +CaxXg +C4xX9 +C5xX9 -
17 +C1 XX10 +C2XX10 +CaxXlO +C4XXlO -
1a +COXX11 +C1 xX" +C2XX" +CaxX" CeIlO(Y,,)
19 0 +COXX12 +C1 XX12 +C2xX12 Cell 1 (Y12)
20 0 0 +COXX1a +C1 XX1a Cell 2 (Y1a)
21 0 0 0 +COxX14 Cella (Y14)



This process continues until eight taps have been
computed and accumulated in each cell. This happens first
in Cell 0, followed one ClK later by Cell 1, two ClKs later by
Cell 2, and three ClKs later by Cell 3. Output points
become available after each cell accumulates the sum of
eight taps in the order given above.

After Cell 3's output becomes available, we are ready to
begin work on the next four output points. We can cycle the
eight filter coefficients in the same fashion as before but the
input data is out of sequence. Before computing the fifth
output point the DF requires X4 to be available at the data
input. Since X4 passed by seven ClKs ago (during ClK 4)
some method of storing the previous seven data points is
necessary.

In order to access the previous seven data values they must
have been originally stored in some form of sequential
memory. FIFOs work very well and will be discussed in the
next section. Starting with ClK 11 the taps once more begin
to accumulate in each of the four cells.

The result of re-accessing data after every four output
points is to lower the effective throughput. The output rate
drops about fifty percent to a rate of four output points for
every eleven ClKs.

L Tap Filter With an N Cell
Device Where L>N
The example above leads to the more general case of imple-
menting an l tap filter with an N cell device (l>N). When an
l tap filter is implemented using an N cell DF (where l>N),
the DF computes a block of N filter output samples at a time.
Between these output blocks there are l-1 ClK cycles
during which no valid output points are available. Therefore,
generating a block of N output points requires l+N-1
ClKs. During these l+N-1 ClKs there are l+N-1 new
input samples being clocked into the DIN (Data IN) port.

It can be seen from Table 1 that N outputs are read out of
the DF during the last N ClKs of each l+N-1 ClK
sequence. After inputting the first l data samples N-1 ClKs
are required to flush the coefficients from the cells. The final
l-1 of the previous l+N-1 input samples must be
re-submitted at the input port. After the outputs are read out
an additional l+N-1 samples are fed in and the process
repeats itself until no more data is available.

In this paper, throughput is defined as the average rate at
which outputs are computed by the DF. When the number
of taps exceeds the number of filter cells, the necessity to
re-access the data stream determines the maximum
throughput. The generalized performance of an l tap, 8x8
FIR filter is shown below. let:
l = Number of taps
N = Number of filter cells in DF
R = Maximum clock rate of DF (20, 25.6, or 30MHz)
Fs = Desired throughput (MHz) where R>Fs

If l, N, and R are known then:
Fs = N x R/(l+N-1)
If l, R, and Fs are known then:
N = Fs (l-1)/(R-Fs)

Since there are either four (HSP43481) or eight
(HSP43881) cells in each DF, the required number of DFs
can be computed as:
# of 4 cell DFs = N/4 (round up to next integer value)
# of 8 cell DFs = N/8 (round up to next integer value)

An example design with l = 128 taps, Fs = 5MHz, and
R = 20MHz would yield:
N = 5 x 127/15 = 43 cells
# of 4 cell DFs = 43/4 = 11
# of 8 cell DFs = 43/8 = 6

Optimum arrangement = 40/8 + 3/4 = Five 8 cell and one 4
cell DFs.

The sequencing of the input data can be realized in various
ways, with the simplest design using FIFOs. Figure 3 shows
the block diagram of a design using an eight cell DF. The
input data buffered in two FIFOs (each must have three-
state outputs).

An 8 bit counter is configured to count modulo l+N-1. To
initialize the system, the first l-1 data samples are passed
through FIFO #1 and written into FIFO #2. While this
occurs N more samples are clocked into FIFO #1. Follow-
ing that a repetitive steady state sequence begins as shown
below:
1. Clock the first l-1 samples from FIFO #2 into the DF.
2. Clock N samples from FIFO #1 into the DF.
3. Clock the last l-1 samples of the sequence in steps 1

and 2 back into FIFO #2.
4. Clock the next N samples into FIFO #1 concurrently

with steps 1-3.

This sequence of steps 1 through 4 can be repeated ad
infinitum.

The output data is available in blocks of N points separated
by l-1 ClK cycles. FIFO #3 acts as a rate buffer for the
output and is optional. The coefficient memory contains the
l coefficients followed by the necessary N-1 zeros.

A design example using the above technique might include
a 57 tap filter with a sample rate of 2.5MHz. This can be
done with a single 8 cell device operating at 20MHz.

Higher Precision Filters and Correlators
Severaldigital filtering applications require wider wordwidth
calculations to maintain precision. The DFs are designed to
be flexible in creating filters with input precision levels of 8,
16, 24, 32 bits or greater.

The first step is to restructure the data and/or coefficients
into 8 bit quantities which can be processed by the DF.



FIGURE 3. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF AN 8 CELL OF CONFIGURED TO IMPLEMENT EXTENDED FILTER LENGTHS
(UP TO 249 TAPS)

These quantities are used to form the partial products of the
larger multiplication involving the full precision data and
coefficients. An example of segmenting the partial products
of a 16x8 multiplication (16 bit coefficients and 8 bit data)
would be:
C(16 bit) = CH x 28 +CLx20

X(8 bit) =Xx 20

H = High Order Byte

L = Low Order Byte

Consequently,
C x X = (CH x 28 + CL x 20)X x 20

= CHX x 28 + CLX x 20

The process of convolution or correlation requires repeated
multiply and accumulate operations. The resulting partial
output word widths are a function of the number of MAC
operations and of the coefficient scaling. Although each
partial product is only 16 bits wide, the sum of the partial
products in the output stage is allowed to accumulate up to
a maximum width of 26 bits.

Care must be taken when combining the upper and lower
partial sums-of-products into each complete output result.
Figure 5 illustrates how the upper and lower sums of partial
products for each output point must be re-combined. Sign
extension must be used if more than 26 bits are required
from the output stage representing the least significant sum
of partial products.

Two separate techniques can be used in determining higher
precision results:
1. Use separate DFs, combining the two partial products

using external adders.
- Throughput equals the clock rate of the OF.

2. Accumulate the two partial products in separate cells of
a single OF.
- The SHADD (SHift and ADD) feature of the output

adder allows the data to be properly aligned and
combined.

- Throughput is determined by the number of taps,
partial products, and OF cells, as well as the clock rate
of the OF.



The equations describing the filtering operation are the
same for either technique and can be given as:

N-1
yen)= ~ C(i)X(n-l)

1=0

However: (CH x 28 + CLlX = CHX x 28 + CLX
N-1 N-1

Therefore:yen)= ~ CH(i)X(n-l)x 28 + ~ CL(i)X(n-1)
1=0 1=0

Assuming the coefficients are represented as two's comple-
ment numbers, the least sign ificant byte has to be treated as
a positive (unsigned) number. The TCCI input of the OF is
used to take care of this.

expansion of the first four output points resulting from the
convolution of 16 bit coefficient and 8 bit data is shown
in Table 2.

In this case, for a 4 tap filter, each device accumulates four
partial products at once, one in each cell. The output adder
combines these partial products into the proper result. The
sequence table (Table 2) shows the results of the multiply
accumulate operations for one device (OFO).

Figure 4 is a block diagram that directly implements the
grouping given above. OFO is generating the ClX partial
products while OF1 is generating the partial products for
CHX. The two 8x8 partial products are generated in
separate OFs and combined with an external adder. Notice
that the lower and upper coefficients bytes are separated
and used to supply different OFs. Using this design the
throughput is limited only by the OF (up to 30MHz).

The adder stage of Figure 4 merits further discussion. Each
4 cell OFhas 26 output lines (SUMO-25). Therefore, if all the
available bits were preserved we would have a 34 bit sum
as shown in Figure 5. However, many designs require only
16 output bits. Which 16 bits are selected depends on the
coefficient scaling and the input signal level.

Word-Size Extension at Full Speed
Full performance filters with extended precision data and/or
coefficients are easily designed. This is achieved by
computing the partial products in separate OFs and
combining their results with external adders. When external
adders are used the system performance is limited only by
the throughput of the OF itself.

The filter equations listed directly above can be expanded
into their partial products and grouped for processing. An

y(O)= CH(O)X(O)x 28 + Cl(O)X(O)
+ CH(l )X(l) x 28 + Cl(l )X(l)
+ CH(2)X(2) x 28 + Cl(2)X(2)
+ CH(3)X(3)x 28 + Cl(3)X(3)

I~ ~I~ ~I
OF1 OFO

CeliO CeliO

y(1) = CH(O)X(l) x 28 + Cl(O)X(l)
+ CH(l )X(2)x 28 + Cl(l )X(2)
+ CH(2)X(3)x 28 + Cl(2)X(3)
+ CH(3)X(4)x 28 + CL(3)X(4)

I~ ~I~ ~I
OF1 OFO

Cell 1 Cell 1

Y(3)= CH(O)X(3)x 28 + CLlO)X(3)
+ CH(l )X(4)x 28 + Cl(l )X(4)
+ CH(2)X(5)x 28 + Cl(2)X(5)
+ CH(3)X(6)x 28 + Cl(3)X(6)

I~ ~I~ ~I
OF1 OFO

Cell 3 Cell 3

y(2) = CH(O)X(2)x 28 + Cl(O)X(2)
+ CH(1)X(3)x 28 + Cl(l )X(3)
+ CH(2)X(4) x 28 + CLl2)X(4)
+ CH(3)X(5) x 28 + CLl3)X(5)

I~ ~I~ ~I
OF1 OFO

Cell 2 Cell 2

CLK CELLO CELL 1 CELL 2 CELL 3 OUTPUT
0 CL3xXLO 0 0 0

1 +CL2 xXL1 CL3xXL1 0 0

2 +CL1 xXL2 +CL2xXL2 CL3xXL3 0

3 +CLOxXL3 +CL1 xXL3 +CL2 xXL3 CL3xXL3 Cell o (YL3)

4 CL3xXL4 +CLOxXL4 +CL1 xXL4 +CL2 xXL4 Cell 0 (YL4)

5 +CL2xXL5 CL3xXL5 +CLOxXL5 +CL1 xXL5 Cell o (YL5)

6 +CL1 xXL6 +CL2XXL6 CL3xXL6 +CLOx XL6 Cell 0 (YL6)

7 +CLOxXL7 +CL1 xXL7 +CL2 xXL7 CL3xXL7 Cell 0 (YL7)
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FIGURE 5. IDEAL OUTPUT STAGE ADDER



The results for the 16x8 example can be extended to the
general case of more than four taps. Let:

L = Number of taps

N = Total number of filter cells required

R = Maximum clock rate of DF (20, 25.6, or 30MHz)

Fs = Desired throughput (MHz)

For a full speed (Fs = R) 16x8 design: N = 2L

There are either four (HSP43481) or eight (HSP43881) cells in
each DF. Therefore, the number of DFs can be computed as:

# of 4 cell DFs = 2 x [Ll4 (rounded up to next integer value)]

# of 8 cell DFs = 2 x [Ll8 (rounded up to next integer value)]

An example design with L=15 laps and Fs = R = 25MHz
would yield:

# of 4 cell DFs = 2 x [15/4) = 8

# of 8 cell DFs = 2 x [15/8) = 4

Word-Size Extension Using One Device

The second technique for extending the word width
accumulates the partial products in separate cells of a

Y(O) = CH(O)X(O) x 28 + CL(O)X(O)

+ CH(1 )X(1) x 28 + CL(1 )X(1)

CH(2)X(2) x 28 + CL(2)X(2)

+ CH(3)X(3) x 28 + CL(3)X(3)I.. .1.. .1
Cell 1 CeliO

y(2) = CH(0)X(2) x 28 + CL(0)X(2)

+ CH(1 )X(3) x 28 + CL(1 )X(3)

+ CH(2)X(4) x 28 + CL(2)X(4)

+ CH(3)X(5) x 28 + CL(3)X(5)I.. .1 III .1
Cell 1 CeliO

single device. An expansion of the first four output points result-
ing from the convolution of 16 bit coefficient and 8 bit data is
shown below.

The groupings are the same as in the earlier case using multi-
ple DFs. However, in this case individual cells within one DF
are responsible for generating the partial products. This
method of processing eliminates the need for an external adder
in exchange for lower throughput

The sequence table (Table 3) shows the results of the multiply
accumulate operation for the separate cells of a 4 tap 16x8 FIR
filter. Cells 1 and 3 accumulate the partial products CHX. Cells
o and 2 accumulate the partial products CLX.

After computing and outputting the first result Cell 0 is ready to
accumulate the next partial products. At this point (CLK 11)
Cell ° needs to re-access X2, which was last available during
CLK 5. In order to accomplish this a temporary storage,
sequential memory (such as a FIFO) is necessary. The design
of Figure 6 shows such a FIFO based design.

y(1) = CH(0)X(1) x 28 + CL(O)X(1)

+ CH(1 )X(2) x 28 + CL(1 )X(2)

+ CH(2)X(3) x 28 + CL(2)X(3)

+ CH(3)X(4) x 28 + CL(3)X(4)

I... .1.. .1
Cell 3 Cell 2

Y(3) = CH(0)X(3) x 28 + CL(O)X(3)

+ CH(1 )X(4) x 28 + CL(1 )X(4)

+ CH(2)X(5) x 28 + CL(2)X(5)

+ CH(3)X(6) x 28 + CL(3)X(6)I.. .1.. .1
Cell 3 Cell 2



TABLE 3. HSP4348i 4 TAP, i6x8 FIR FilTER SEQUENCE

INPUT DATA DIENB
SEQUENCE X8." .,X4. XS.·· "X2. X4. X3. X2,Xl. Xo ~

COEFFICIENT
SEQUENCE Cl3. CH3. 0, O. ClO. CHO. Cll. CH1. Cl2. CH2. Cl3. CH3 DF Y(5) ... Y(4) ... Y(3)

ClK CEllO CElli CEll 2 CEll3 OUTPUT

0 CH3xO - - - -
1 Cl3xXO CH3xXO - - -
2 CH2XO Cl3xO CH3xO - -
3 +Cl2 xXl +CH2XXl Cl3 x Xl CH3xXl -
4 CH1XO Cl2XO CH2XO Cl3 xO -
5 +Cll XX2 +CHl XX2 +Cl2 xX2 +CH2 XX2 -
a CHOXO Cll xO CH1XO Cl2 x 0 -
7 +ClOxX3 +CHOxX3 +Cll xX3 +CHl xX3 Yl(3)
8 OxO ClOXO CHOXO Cll xO -
9 OXX4 OXX4 +ClOxX4 +CHO XX4 YH(3)

10 CH3xO OxO OxO ClOXO -
11 Cl3xX2 CH3xX2 OxX2 OxX2 Yl(4)
12 CH2xO Cl3xO CH3 xO OxO -
13 +Cl2 xX3 +CH2xX3 Cl3xX3 CH3xX3 YH(4)
14 CH1xO Cl2xO CH2xO Cl3xO -
15 +Cll x X4 +CH1 xX4 +Cl2 xX4 +CH2xX4 -
1a CHOxO Cl1 xO CH1xO Cl2xO -
17 +ClOxX5 +CHOXX5 +Cll XX5 +CH1 XX5 Yl(5)
18 OxO CLQxO CHOXO Cll x 0 -
19 oxXa oxXa +ClO xXa +CHoXXa YH(5)
20 CH3xO OxO OxO ClOxO -
21 Cl3xX4 CH3xX4 OxX4 OxX4 Yl(S)
22 CH2xO Cl3xO CH3xO OxO -
23 +Cl2 xX5 +CH2 XX5 Cl3x X5 CH3xX5 YH(S)
24 CHlxO Cl2 xO CH2XO Cl3xO -

25 +Cll xXa +CHl xXa +Cl2 xXa +CH2x Xs -

a
alT

elKa REG

OUTPUT
OATA

ii3



In order to interlace the necessary zeros between data
samples we must toggle the DIENB control line.This line is
<;frivenlow when passing a valid data sample to the X
register and set high when loading the X register with zero.
The sequencing of the input data through the FIFOs is
similar to the example given in Figure 3.

The output stage (Figure 7) plays a key role in determining
the final results. In the output stage there are several control
signals. The most important signals controlling the output
stage are SHADD (SHift and ADD),ADRO-1 (cell AdDRess),
SENBL (SumO-15 ENaBled), and SENBH (Sum16-25
ENaBled). SENBL and SENBH are always asserted in this
example, enabling the three-state output buffer and allow-
ing the external register to clock in data at the proper time.
SHADD and ADRO-1 are used to control the flow of data
through the output stage.

The contents of a selected cell (ADRO-1) are routed to two
separate locations within the output stage; the 26 bit adder
and the output mux. From the output mux the 26 bit cell

contents are available to the outside world as either the 16
LSBs (SENBL), 10 MSBs (SENBH), or all 26 bits
(SENBL+SENBH).

The 26 bit adder feeding the output buffer has two possible
inputs. The first input represents the contents of the
selected cell. The zero mux determines whether the other
input to the adder is zero or the 18 MSBs of the output
buffer. A high on the SHADD input selects the 18 MSBs of
the output buffer and a low on the SHADD input selects
zero. The results from the adder are immediately stored in
the output buffer.

Data reaches the three-state buffer by one of two separate
paths. The first path routes the data directly from the cell
result mUltiplexer through the output multiplexer and onto
the output bus. The second path is from the cell result
multiplexer, through the adder, and finally onto the output
bus. Both of these routes will be used in order to create the
final result from the partial products.



After the partial products are made available to the output
bus they are stored in temporary registers. This allows the
two sections of the final result to be combined properly.
Following this the full result may be stored directly into
some form of memory. Figure 6 shows a block diagram
illustrating the complete concept.

The following summary describes the sequence of events
listed in Table 3 (also refer to Figures 6 and 7).

ClK 0-5
• Each Cell Is Accumulating Partial Product Data
• SHADD Not Asserted

ClK 6
• Cell 0 Selected (ADRO-1 = 0)
• Erase Accumulator of Cell 0 (ERASE = 0)
• SHADD Not Asserted

ClK 7
• Cell 0 Contents Added to Zero and Available at Input to

Output Buffer
• Cell 0 Contents Available at SUMO-15
• Cell 1 Selected (ADRO-1 = 1)
• Erase Accumulator of Cell 1 (ERASE = 0)
• SHADD Not Asserted

ClK 8
• External 8 Bit Register Clock Asserted. lower 8 Bits of

SUMO-15 (least Significant Byte of Y(3)) Entered Into
External 8 Bit Register

• Cell 0 Contents Entered Into Output Buffer
• Cell 1 Contents Added to Zero and Available at Input to

Output Buffer
• SHADD Asserted

ClK 9
• Shift Cell 0 Contents Down 8 Bits and Add to Contents of

Cell 1 (Output Buffer). This 16 Bit Value Becomes Availa-
ble at SUMO-15

• SHADD Not Asserted

ClK 10
• External 16 Bit Register Clock Asserted. All 16 Bits of

SUMO-15 (Most Significant Word of Y(3)) Entered Into
External 16 Bit Register

• Cell 2 Selected (ADRO-1 = 2)
• Erase Accumulator of Cell 2 (ERASE = 0)
• SHADD Not Asserted

ClK 11
• Cell 2 Contents Added to Zero and Available at Input to

Output Buffer
• Cell 2 Contents Available at SUMO-15
• Cell 3 Selected (ADRO-1 = 3)
• Erase Accumulator of Cell 3 (ERASE = 0)
• Write Y(3) Into Output FIFO (Optional)
• SHADD Not Asserted

ClK 12
• External 8 Bit Register Clock Asserted. lower 8 Bits of

SUMO-15 (least Significant Byte of Y(4)) Entered Into
External 8 Bit Register

• Cell 2 Contents Entered Into Output Buffer
• Cell 3 Contents Added to Zero and Available at Input to

Output Buffer
• SHADD Asserted

ClK 13
• Shift Cell 2 Contents Down 8 Bits and Add to Contents of

Cell 3 (Output Buffer).This 16 Bit Value Becomes Availa-
ble at SUMO-15

• SHADD Not Asserted
ClK 14
• External 16 Bit Register Clock Asserted. All 16 Bits of

SUMO-15 (Most Significant Word of Y(4)) Entered Into
External 16 Bit Register

• SHADD Not Asserted

This same pattern repeats until the input data is exhausted.
Note that the value stored in the External Register must be
stored elsewhere before the low byte of the next output
value is sequenced.

The performance specifications for the 16x8 filter are listed
below.
• 2 Outputs/10 ClKS = 1 Output/5.0 ClKS

= 200ns/Output (25.6MHz Device)
= 5MHz Throughput (25.6MHz Device)

The results for the 16x8 design used in this implementation
can be extended to the general case. let:
l = Number of taps
Fs = Sample rate (MHz)
N2 = Number of 2 cell groups
R = Maximum clock rate of OF (20, 25.6, or 30MHz)
(R>Fs)

Then: Fs = (N2 x R)/(2l+2(N2-1))
N2 = 2Fs(l-1)/R-2Fs)



Harris Signal Processing

The timing diagram in Figure 1 shows the timing relationship
between the various output signals of the HSP45240 when
the sequence generator is programmed for One-Shot Mode
with Restart (see Sequence Generator Section of
Datasheet). In this example, the HSP45240 is configured to
generate a sequence consisting of two address blocks. Each
block is 6 addresses long, and the end of a block is denoted
by the assertion of BLOCKDONE#. As the final address in
the second block is generated, both DONE# and BLOCK-
DONE# are asserted to signal the end of the address
sequence. On the next clock, a new address sequence is
started (see assertion of ADDVAL#) because the Sequencer
was configured to restart. In this mode the STARTOUT# sig-
nal is asserted prior to the end of the address sequence for
the synchronization of mUltiple HSP45240's.

u
--(

g5~~~-----r

! ! ! ! II I u! ! ! ! ! !
NOTE: Asse ting STARTIN#afteran addressingsequencehas

beenstartedwill causethesequencerto restartlrom the be-
ginning01 the sequence.

FIGURE1. SIGNAL RELATIONSHIPSFORONE-SHOTMODE
WITH RESTART

The timing diagram in Figure 2 shows the timing relationship
between the various output signals of the HSP45240 when
the sequence generator is programmed for One-Shot Mode
without Restart (see Sequence Generator Section of
Datasheet). As in the above example, the HSP45240 is
configured to generate a sequence consisting of two
address blocks. Each block is 6 addresses long, and the end
of a block is denoted by the assertion of BLOCKDONE#. As

the final address in the second block is generated, both
DONE# and BLOCKDONE# are asserted and addressing is
halted.

U
_ ••••.••--- •.•.•....-«~~~~-----r

~
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FIGURE2. SIGNALRELATIONSHIPSFORONE·SHOTMODE
WITHOUTRESTART

The timing diagram in Figure 3 shows the timing relationship
between the various output signals of the HSP45240 when
the sequence generator is internally started by writing the
Sequencer ·START' address (see Table 1 of Datasheet).
The output signals are shown with respect to the rising edge
of WR# responsible for the internal START. The address
generation parameters are as above.

vAftD.--i--i--i--+-+-i--i-....;~;,i -.....•..•..•..•..•..•.-....-....-i--i--i- •..•
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OUT()'23~,--,--,--,--,--,--,--,Kmtr~~
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FIGURE3. SIGNALRELATIONSHIPSFORINTERNAllY
GENERATEDSTART
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DONE'
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OUT DONE.
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DLYBLK Operation

Address generation can be halted by assertion of DLYBLK
prior to the completion of an address block (Figure 4 & 5).
Addressing will resume once DLYBLK is de-asserted. Since
there is a pipeline delay between the assertion of DLYBLK at
the pin and when it is internally active, DLYBLK must be
asserted prior to the end of an address block. The pipeline
delay associated with DLYBLK differs for halting address
generation in mid-sequence and halting address generation
after the final address block of a sequence.

For halting address generation in mid-sequence, DLYBLK
must be asserted 3 clocks prior to the end of the addressing
block as shown in Figure 4. In this example, DLYBLK is
asserted for one clock cycle which delays the generation of
the next address block by one clock. If addressing has been
halted in mid-sequence, addressing will resume 4 clocks
after de-asserting DLYBLK. Note: BLOCKDONE# will be
asserted and OUTO-23 will be held until addressing
resumes.

BLOCK •••.•••••.•••••.•• --0_
DONE.

DlYBlK •••.•.--..--..--..--r
OUT
G-23

FIGURE 4. SIGNAL RELATIONSHIPS FOR A ONE CYCLE
BLOCK DELAY IN MID-SEQUENCE

For halting address generation after the final block of
addresses in a sequence, DLYBLK must be asserted 4
clocks prior to the end of the addressing block as shown in
Figure 5. In this example, DLYBLK is asserted for one clock
cycle which delays the start of a new address sequence by
one clock. The part is assumed to be configured for
One-Shot Mode with Restart. Addressing will resume 5
clocks after de-asserting DLYBLK. Note: BLOCKDONE#
and DONE# will be asserted and OUTO-23 will be held until
addressing resumes. Also, STARTOUT# will be asserted
one clock after the assertion of DLYBLK.

FIGURE 5. SIGNAL RELATIONSHIPS FOR A ONE CYCLE
BLOCK DELAY AFTER FINAL BLOCK IN AN
ADDRESSING SEQUENCE

STARTlN# OperatIon

The STARTIN# pin has two functions: first, it downloads the
configuration data in the processor interface into the register
bank that controls the operation of the part; second, it starts
the address sequence using the updated configuration.
When STARTIN# is deasserted, the part continues on with
the new sequence. Note that there are four stages of pipe-
line delay between the sequence generator and the output of
the part; all of the output signals will continue on using the
original sequence for those four clock cycles.

After the assertion of STARTIN#, the first value in the
sequence appears on the output after four pipeline delays.
The part will remain in this state for the remainder of the time
that STARTIN# is low, and for four clocks after STARTIN#
returns high. This is shown in Figure 6, note that the old
sequence ends at clock 3; the first address of the new
sequence goes from clock 4 to clock 12; the second address
of the new sequence appears on clock 13.

Asserting STARTIN# in the middle of a sequence demon-
strates the sequence restart function as described above.
The internal count of the HSP45240 returns to the starting
point (the value in the Start Address Register - not the Cur·
rent Block Start Address Register) on the first rising edge of
CLK that STARTIN# is low. The first address of the
sequence is output four clocks after the assertion of STAR·
TIN#. The Sequencer goes to the second address in the
sequence when STARTIN# goes away; this address appears
on the output pins four clocks later. Sequencing continues
based on the updated configuration. In Figure 7, the new
sequence is started on clock 1; the old sequence will con·
tinue unaffected until clock 4, and the first address of the
new sequence becomes valid on the outputs during clock 5.

DONE. !I !
~~~-----Vj

~ ~

~

I: imrn
FIGURE 6. INPUT, OUTPUT SIGNALS WHEN STARTIN' IS

LONGER THAN ONE CLOCK CYCLE.

~0 ~1 ~2 ~ 3~ 4~ 5~ si 7 ~8 ~g ~loi 11~12i13i14i15~16~17i

FIGURE 7. USING STARTIN' TO RESTART SEQUENCE DUR.
ING OPERATION



Harris Signal Processing

Correlations of data sets longer than the maximum length of
the HSP45256 are implemented in one of two ways. The first
method is to use multiple correlator chips in the manner
shown in the HSP45256 data sheet. This will perform a clas-
sical correlation on data sets up to 4096 samples of one bit
data with no external logic. The limitation on the number of
samples is the 16 stage programmable delay register. The
advantage of this method is that the user will be guaranteed
of finding the data set that best matches the reference no
matter where that set lies in the data stream.

The second method involves using external logic to perform
a piecewise correlation. The data and reference are each
divided into blocks of N samples, and the data is processed
block by block. By reloading the reference memory while
processing, the correlation can be carried out at the full data
rate while using fewer correlators than would be necessary
with the first method. This method will work for any length
data sets, but the user must have an initial estimate of the
offset between the data and the reference. The true correla-
tion peak will only be found if the data and the corresponding
reference fall within the same block. If this block is longer
than 256 samples, then multiple correlators are used.

A block diagram of a circuit to perform correlation with a 512
sample reference is shown in Figure 1. The reference is
divided into two blocks; the first block is loaded into the refer-
ence memory prior to data being sent into the part. The cor·
relation of the data with the current block of the reference is
calculated with the HSP45256; as each correlation score
comes out, it is stored in the HSP9501, which is set for a
delay of 256 clocks. The output of the HSP9501 is sent to
the cascade input of the HSP45256 such that the correlation
score for each sample in the current block is added to the
score from the corresponding sample of the previous block.
While the first block is being processed, the reference for the
second block is being loaded into the shadow registers of
the reference memory of the HSP45256. At the end of the
first block, the TXFR# line is pulsed to load the shadow reg-
Isters into the operating reference memory, and correlation
of the second block takes place. At the end of the second
block, the HSP9501 will contain the correlation scores for the
entire set of data. This method will work up to the highest
correlation score that can be stored in the 10 bit data word of

the HSP9501: 210.1, or 1023. See Figure 2 for an example
of data that has been processed by the circuit shown. This
method could be extended to 8191 samples by using two
HSP9501's in parallel to store the full 13 bit output of the
Correlator. For longer correlations, an external adder would
be necessary. Figure 3 is a block diagram for a circuit with a
maximum correlation score of 220 - 1.

INPUT DATA

REFERENCE
MEMORY

TXFR'

REFERENCE
(divided Into
blocke 01256
samples)

CORRELATION
SCORE OUTPUT1:20



Figure 4 shows an implementation of a M tap correlation
where the uncertainty in the data alignment is greater than
256 samples. The reference is divided into blocks and the
correlation is performed one block at a time. The results of
these partial correlations are then added to form a piecewise
correlation. The amount of hardware required depends on

INPUT DATA

REFERENCEMEMORY
TXFR'

the length of the correlation desired and the initial misalign-
ment of the data. The total delay in the HSP9501's is set for
a delay of one block of data; the correlators compute the
correlation score for one block of data at a time, where one
correlator is needed for every 256 samples in the block.



Harris Signal Processing

NOISE ASPECTS OF APPLYING
ADVANCED CMOS SEMICONDUCTORS

By: R. Kenneth Keenan, Ph.D.
and David F. Bennett

Introduction and Summary
This report is about noise aspects of high-speed logic, with
a focus on Advanced CMOS semiconductor applications.
The present report pertains to supression of ringing for both
short and long traces, with experimental evidence provided
for long traces.

Although termination and decoupling techniques cited here
minimize ringing for all semiconductor technologies (AC/
ACT, LSTIL, HCMOS, AS, etc.), external resistive
termination is usually not required for slower semiconductor
technologies. Decoupling is an important aspect of design
for all semiconductor technologies.

The preferred termination technique is a resistor, RT,equal
in value to the trace's characteristic impedance, ZO, in
series with a trace at the driving end of that trace. For AC/
ACT, series termination results in a modest (1ns to 3ns)
increase in propagation and transition times. The increase
in transition times incurred with series termination helps to
minimize interference generation.

The length of traces with distributed loading to which series
termination can be applied is limited by the increased
transition times at intermediate points along those traces.

Ch. I • Z .000 vol h/d!v
Ch. 2 • 2.000 volts/dlv
Ttl"lebase - 10.0 "!I/d1"

O'het
Of'set
Delay

For long traces with distributed loading, AC shunt
termination-a resistor in series with a small-value
capacitor-is used from a trace to ground at the receiving
end of a trace. The value of the capacitor depends on clock
frequency, but it is typically 50pF to 200pF. Larger values
result in improved pulse fidelity at the expense of increased
power dissipation in the terminating resistor.At the expense
of a capacitor, AC shunt termination consumes much less
power than purely resistive shunt termination. AC shunt
termination does not appear to materially effect propagation
and transition times, except insofar as it removesthe ringing
contributing to shorter transition and propagation times.

Series Termination with a Single
Receiver
Resistive Termination

Figure 1 illustrates the waveforms at the receiver for the
case of no termination and for the case where the line is
terminated at the driver end of the line. The termination
resistor is 800, approximately equal to the 780
characteristic impedance of the line on the board. In this
and all succeeding Figures, the line is 12 inches long.

• 2.509 va 1 t 5

• 2.500 volts
- 0.00000 •
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Zero and five-volt reference lines are shown in each of the
above oscillograms.lt is clear from Figure 1 that termination
assists in reducing both the undershoot for the low-to-high
transition and the overshoot for the high-to-Iow transition.
The noise immunity limits for CMOS are given in Table 1.

D.C. SPECIFICATION VOL TAG E LEVEL
(V)

Maximum Low-Level Input Voltage (Max VIL) 0.8

Minimum High-Level Input Voltage (Min VIH) 2.0

Maximum.Low-LeveIOutput 0.4
Voltage (Max VOL)

Minimum High-Level Output 2.4
Voltage (Min VOH)

Low-Level Noise Margin (VNML = VIL - VoLl 0.4

High-Level Noise Margin 0.4
(VNMH = VOH - VIH)

Ch. I ,. 2.000 ..•.01 t~/dlY

f;h. Z •. 2.000 volh/dlv
Tl •.u!bll~e • 10.0 n:\/div

Of(~et

orr~et
Oell!lY

- 2.500 volh
• 2.500 vol t5
• 0.00000 •

For the unterminated line in Figure 1, the maximum VIL O.8V
is breached . Therefore, CMOS gates driven with the
unterminated-line (upper) waveform in Figure 1 can
mistake the "bump" between t = 20ns and t = 30ns for a
"high". Thus, for the unterminated-Iine waveform, CMOS
gates are subject to logic errors. The terminated line rings
less and provides a signal which is well within the noise
immunity limits for AC/ACT.

The relative sensitivity of the value of termination resistor
was assesed. Figure 2 illustrates experimental results.

From Figure 2, the pulse waveform is marginally improved
for termination resistance greater than the characteristic
impedance, but it becomes more unterminated-like when a
terminating resistance less than the characteristic
impedance is used.

Table 1 summarizes the effects of terminating resistance on
transition times and propagation delays. The propagation
delay of the line, 1.8ns, has been subtracted from the
experimentally-measured propagation delay in the data in
Table 1.The propagation delay was measured as illustrated
in Figure 3.
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TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF TRANSITION TIMES AND
PROPAGATION DELAYS

TRANSISTION PROPAGATION

RT
TIMES (ns) DELAYS (ns)

(0) tr tf tplh tphl

0 4.0 2.6 3.1 5.0

30 4.6 3.6 3.8 6.0

80(=ZO) 5.4 5.8 4.8 8.0

130 8.4 7.4 5.6 10.6

Transition times are measuredin the conventions 10%/90%
and 90%/10%, and, similarly, propagation delay is
measured between the 50% points of the waveforms.

Termination with a resistor equal to the characteristic
impedance of the line adds 1.7ns to 3.0ns to the
propagation delays and increases the transition times. From
the perspective of the emissions problems discussed in
Section 9.0, an increase in transition times is good.
However, increased propagation delays may be
undesirable from a functional standpoint. With AC/ACT,
some termination resistance must be used to prevent
ringing which could exceed the noise immunity limits.

Shunt Termination with a Single
Receiver
AC shunt termination is a means of approximating a
resistivetermination without incurring the power dissipation
of resistive termination. In laptop computers, power drain is
a battery life issue. In computers and other powerline-
powered digital equipment, power drain causes heat
dissipation and implies a diminution in reliability. CMOS,
in spite of its speed, consumes relatively little power while
operating and near zero power while in standby (or high-Z)
states. Therefore, in a total power "budget", it is
important to consider the power dissipation of termination
resistors.

Ch.' • 2.0"0 yo1t!l/dtv
c~. 2 - 2.000 volh/div
Tt",ebase • ,e.0 ns/dlv

O"5et
O'''et
aelay

• 2.500 vollt
• 2.500 vollt
• e.eeeee •

Figure 4 illustrates the effects of AC shunt termination for
two different values of capacitors.

In designing an AC shunt termination, the value of the
resistor is equal to the characteristic impedance of the
line: RT = Z00 To allow for complete charging and
discharging of the terminating capacitor (C1) during
one-half the clock period: C1 < 1/6Z0fC. Then the power
dissipated in RTis VCC2fCC1 (seeTable 7). For the present
case of fC = 12MHz, and Zo = 80n, C1 < 1/6Z0fC =
174pF. At the extreme,where C1-+oo,the power dissipation
approaches that of a resistive terminator: VCC2/2ZO for a
50% duty cycle clock.

For the case C1 = 56pF, the power dissipation in the
terminating resistor is relatively small: 16.8mW. For the
case C1 = 560pF, the power dissipation approaches that of
a resistiveterminator: 156mW (the power dissipation in the
driver is approximately 30mW). However,the waveformwith
C1 = 560pF is somewhat better than that with C1 = 56pF.
In shunt termination, one is always trading power
dissipation in the terminating resistor for pulse fidelity.

Table 3 summarizes propagation and transition times for
AC shunt termination.

TRANSISTION PROPAGATION
TIMES (ns) DELAYS (ns)

TERMINATION tr If Ipih tphi

None 4.0 2.6 3.1 5.0

80O/56pF 5.0 4.2 4.6 7.2

80O/560pF 5.8 4.6 4.2 7.0

AC shunt termination at the sending end (only) was not
tried. However, in the context of distributed loads with both
ends of the bus AC shunt terminated, the driving-end
termination did not improve the waveform.

l>
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Since computer bus lines may be in the active high state for
relatively long periods of time, the DC blocking capacitor,
C1 (56pF and 560pF in Figure 4), can be of considerable
benefit when driving CMOS logic. However, when driving
bipolar logic, the current required by the inputs of driven
gates can total much more than that required by a
terminating resistor without a DC blocking capacitor. Then,
AC termination offers insignificant advantages over
conventional resistive termination.

Terminations Applicable to Distributed
Loads
Description of Board with Simulated Load

The circuit shown in Figure 5 is the simulated load used
along the bus-like structure on the test board. It is patterned
after the equivalent input curcuitry. The inductor was
formed by a small loop of wire.

FIGURE 5. SIMULATED CMOS LOAD

The averagevalue of the input capacitance of a CMOS gate
is 7.5pF. That value was not available, so 5pF capacitors
were used. The above load was distributed along one of the
bus traces at points shown in Figure 6. The diodes are
1N914's, high-speed silicon types.

The measurementsand waveforms cited below were made
at the gate four inches from the driver and at the gate at the
end of the line. The points designated by arrows in the
figure are referred to as the "intermediate gate" and "end
gate" in the measurements to follow. In all cases, the
waveform at the end gate was the worst case with respect
to ringing.

When a load is distributed along a trace, the characteristic
impedance of that trace is modified in accordance with
[2, p. 148J

Zo = Zoo/[1 + distributed load capacitance on line/
capacitance of linelV, (1)

Zoo = Characteristic impedance of line without
distributed loading.

In the case of the test board, the capacitance along the
unloaded line of 0.72pF/in. x 12in. = 8.6pF, and the
distributed load, including that at the last gate, was (4 x 5pF)
+ 7.5pF = 27.5pF. Then, Zo = 80/[1 + 27.5pF/8.6PFl% '"
40ft

Series Termination

Figure 7 illustrates waveforms along the line for
unterminated lines, with and without distributed loading,
and for the series-terminated line with RT = ZOoIt is clear
from a comparison of the top two oscillograms that the
presence of distributed loading-even without termination-
tends to smooth the waveforms. At least in part, this is
probably due to the diodes in the simulated loads,which are
also present in CMOS input gates.

Distributed loading increases line propagation delays by
the same factor by which the characteristic impedance is
decreased, which is a factor of approximately two in the
present case. Propagation delay measurementswere taken
as indicated in Figure 2, with 2 x 1.8 = 3.6ns subtracted
from the measured propagation delays to provide the
"distributed load" propagation times in Tables 4 and 5.

The problem with using series termination with distributed
loading is that the waveform along the line will tend to
become a three-level waveform [2, p. 53J.This tendency is
clear in the third oscillogram from the top in Figure 7. ThUS,
in Table 5 the transition times at the intermediate point on
the line are greater than those at the end of the line given in
Table 4. If the bus was longer, the "kink" at a line voltage of
2.5 volts would be more noticeable. However, in the present
case, transition times are great enough to smooth the
otherwise sharp three-level waveform. In some applica-
tions, an increase in transition times may be acceptable,
and the extra component in the form of the capacitor neces-
sary for AC shunt termination-which does not "three-level"
the waveform along the bus-is not necessary. AC shunt
termination is discussed in the next section.
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AC Shunt Termination

This termination technique was previously explored in the
context of a single load. For the case of loads distributed
along a single line, the advantage of shunt termination is
that the tendency toward a three-Ievel waveform with series
termination is absent. Figure 8 illustrates the waveforms
obtained with AC shunt termination. As previously
discussed, the corrected (for distributed loading) value of
the characteristic impedance is 400.

The discussion of trading off waveform integrity for power
dissipation also applies here. The power consumed by

the terminating resistor when C = 560pF is substantially
greater than when C = 56pF.

Table 6 summarizes propagation and transition time data.
As in the preceding section, gate propagation delay
measured delay -3.6ns.

TABLE6. SUMMARYOFTRANSITIONTIMESAND
PROPAGATIONDELAYS

RT
(0) TR

400/56pF
EndGate
IntGate
400/560pF
EndGate
IntGate

As is evident from a comparison of Tables 5 and 6, shunt
termination with a small capacitor (56pF) does not extract
as much propagation delay "penalty" as does series
termination-nor does a 56pF shunt termination cause a
tendency toward a three-level waveform on the bus. With a
560pF capacitor, the waveform is better in the sense that
there is less ringing, but, as indicated earlier, the power
dissipation of the terminating resistor is substantially
increased.

From a comparison of Figures 7 and 8, series termination
appears to suppress ringing better than shunt termination-
at least that shunt termination where, in order to reduce
power consumed by termination resistors, the value of the
capacitor is relatively small. Also, the increased transition
times associated with series termination are very desirable
from the standpoint of minimizing both ringing and
ground bounce.



Termination Techniques
Table 7 illustrates termination techniques which can be
used at the receiving end of a trace; CI is the input
capacitance of the driven semiconductor. The first three
techniques require that the characteristic impedance of the
trace structure be well-defined and constant along the trace
run,which is complicated when a trace is to be run on both
interior and exterior layers of a PCB.

Diode termination allows uncontrolled impedance-such as
that obtained on a two-sided board where the trace-to-
ground trace spacing is variable-but requires more
expensive components than other techniques. In effect,
CMOS input circuitry is a mixture of the series and diode
termination techniques shown in Table 7.

In Table 7, the Termination Dissipation has been computed
by assuming a (worst-case) on source resistance. The
power dissipation expressions apply to use of the
terminating networks at either end of the line. For example,
the expression given for the dissipation of a series
termination applies whether the termination is used on the
sending (proper) end of the line or the receiving (improper)
end of the line.
Series termination has been analyzed in some detail. For
use at either the receiving or sending end, maximum clock
frequency is determined by assuming that, after a high-to-
low transition, the input capacitor, CI, must discharge to a
voltage below 5% of VCC before the next clock low-to-high
transition. This requires that three ZOCI time constants
occur during one-half of the clock period, which leads to
the clock-frequency limitation shown for series termination
in Table 7.
The relatively large power consumed in termination
resistors can be a problem. AC shunt termination, as
defined In Table 7 and used In Figures 4 and 8, provides a
worthwhile low-power alternative, to be applied at the
receiving end of a trace. In AC shunt termination, pulse
fidelity is traded off for power dissipation: the larger the
value of the DC blocking capacitor, C1, the better the pulse,
but the higher the power consumption of the terminating
resistor.
In the limit as the value of C1 is made very large, the power
dissipation of the terminating network approaches that of
purely resistive termination. The improved pulse fidelity with
larger values of C1 is apparent from Figure 8.The maximum
value of C1 which still permits adequate charging/
discharging of the shunt termination network over one-half
of the clock cycle is C1 < 1/6fCZO; this inverse clock-fre-
quency limitation is given in the "Max fC" column ofTable 7.
However, for C1 » 1/6fC ZO, the network is slow enough
that full charging never occurs, the network begins to
approach a purely resistive shunt terminator, and clock
frequencies are limited only by the driver.
AC shunt termination should be used whenever the DC
drive capability of the driving device is approached via
heavy TIL loading.

Decoupling CMOS
Clock-related noise on the VCC bus can arise if too
few decoupling capacitors are used [5, p.3.11-1). It

is recommended that all board layouts allow for one
decoupling capacitor per semiconductor package. Howev-
er, it is sometimes possible to remove some of the
decoupling capacitors after a working prototype is
developed. This is best done experimentally while carefully
monitoring emissions, particularly at frequencies less than
200MHz. At those frequencies, cable radiation dominates
radiated emissions spectra. Assuming good grounding,
cable radiation is an accurate indicator of VCC bus
contamination.

On large (> 50-pin) devices with more than one VCC pin,
use one decoupling capacitor at each VCC pin. In these
cases, then, more than one decoupling capacitor per
semiconductor package is recommended.

Choosing the Value of a Decoupllng Capacitor

A simplified diagram of the equivalent circuit for the output
of a Harris CMOS device is shown in Figure 10. When the
circuit shown transitions from low to high, switch S1
connects to terminal A and current is drawn from the VCC
bus to charge the capacitor. On a high to low transition, the
switch connects to B; current is sourced by the capacitor as
it discharges into ground through S1. Note that the switch
is, in the ideal case, a "break before make" circuit, so that
no current is drawn from A to B as S1 changes state - a
common source of current consumption in early CMOS
logic.

Departuresfrom ideality include the totem-pole effect: for
time intervals which are smaller than the transition time,
both the upper (PMOS) and lower (NMOS) transistors are
partially "on". Then, during both the low-to-high and
high-to-Iow transitions, there is a pulse of current drawn
from the VCC bus. This is in addition to the current pulse
required-and predicted by the model-for the charging of
Cs when making the low-to-high transition. Also, the
internal gates-those which precede the output gate-require
both totem-pole and charging currents (charging currents
for internal gates are much smaller than that required for the
output gate, as the source capacitance associated with
those gates is on the order of tens of femptofarads [1
femptofarad = 10-1 5 farad]).

A decoupling capacitor is the VCC bus for the purpose of
supplying current during transitions. The inductance of a
VCCtrace or plane precludes those sources from supplying
all of the rapidly-changing current required during a
transition. Between clock pulse transitions, a trace or plane
supplies recharge current to decoupling capacitors.
Recharging can take place over the much longer time of
one-half of the clock period.

A value of 0.1J.lF will adequately decouple all known
AC/ACT glue logic and VLSI circuits (even heavily
loaded/fanned out), but the use of that relatively large value
should be resisted In order to maintain the highest possible
self-resonant frequency of the decoupling capacitor. Use
0.001J.lFand 0.01J.lF,not so much for reduced cost as for
the purpose of increasing the self-resonant frequency of
the decoupling capacitor.
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FIGURE 9. RESISTIVE TERMINATION IS USED IN MOST
STANDARD BUSES

vCC

FIGURE 10. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT FOR CMOS OUTPUT

The Equivalent Series Inductance (ESL) of a
Decoupling Capacitor
The equivalent series inductance (ESL) of a decoupling
capacitor and the inductance of the leads/planes used to
connect the decoupling capacitor to a semiconductor
package should be as small as economics and manufactur-
ing practicalities permit. This decreases both ringing and
emissions. It is shown in [5, pp. 3.9-7 through 3.9-10] that
maximum attenuation of noise on the power bus occurs at
the self-resonant frequency of the decoupling capacitor. To
have that attenuation occur at frequencies where ringing
and emissions suppression is otherwise difficult (generally
35MHz to 90MHz) using a capacitor value chosen accord-
ing to the previous section requires ESL's less than 10nH.
Surface-mount ("chip") capacitors on a multilayer board
with both VCC and ground planes are particularly desirable..

The ESL of a decoupling capacitor is at least as
important as its capacitance. Above the self-resonant
frequency of a decoupling capacitor which provides
filtering; that inductance should be as small as manufactur-
ing techniques and economy permit.

Placement of Decoupling Capacitor on a Board

A decoupling capacitor should always be placed on that
end of the semiconductor package which points toward the
power entry point on a board. One of the purposes of
decoupling is to minimize VCC noise at the power-entry
point, and the filtration implied by a decoupling capacitor
should be between the semiconductor package and the
power entry point.

Conclusions and Recommendations
Use Multilayer Boards

The inductances associated with two-sided boards are
often too large for successful application of high speed

CMOS circuits. Two-sided boards designed from an RF
standpoint could be used, but the low component density
associated with such boards is inconsistent with most
contemporary system design requirements.

The "Best" Termination Technique: Series Resistor at
Driving End

When loads do not require much DC current, as with CMOS
inputs, the preferred termination technique for a single load
and large class of multiple distributed loads is a terminating
resistor at the driving end of the trace. The value of the
terminating resistor, RT,is ideally equal to the characteristic
impedance of the driven trace, ZO, as modified by any
distributed loading. The correction for distributed loading is
given in equation 1.

Reduction of the value of a series terminating resistor from
RT = Zo leads to decreased propagation and transition
times. However, for even zero-length traces, reduction of
RTeventually leads to ringing. Although the internal diodes
in the input circuitry of Harris CMOS tend to limit ringing,
noise immunity problems can still occur.

Increasing the value of the terminating resistor beyond ZO
tends to further enhance the smoothness of the pulse but
can lead to undesirable increases in propagation delays.
The reSUltingincreased transition times tend to suppress
emissions.

For driving-end series termination with distributed loading
on lines 12 inches long, transition times at intermediate
loads are doubled relative to those at the end of the bus.
Longer buses lead to even greater increases in transition
times at intermediate bus points. Should this not be
tolerable, the alternative AC shunt termination discussed
below should be used.

An Alternative Termination Technique

In the above case and/or when a resistively-terminated bus
and/or heavy TIL loads are to be driven by CMOS gates,
AC shunt termination should be considered as an
alternative to putely resistive termination.

At least for the driven-end terminated case considered in
this report, AC shunt termination does not appear quite as
effictive as sending-end series termination in suppressing
ringing.

When terminating high-speed traces, SIP resistors and
capacitors should be avoided. The equivalent series
inductance (ESL)is too large in manyapplications. Discrete
SMD's are preferred to minimize ESL.

Minimize Power Bus Ringing to Minimize Interference

To minimize ringing on the power bus, it is recommended
that CMOS devices which handle high-frequency periodic
signals be carefully decoupled from the power bus. Specific
decoupling recommendations have been provided in this
report.
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TEMPERATURE CONSIDERATIONS

Junction Temperature

The energy expended by an integrated circuit is dissipated
as heat. In a CMOS system, current (and hence power)
increase proportionally with switching frequency. With the
advent of fast CMOS circuits, the attendant rise in
temperature causes a variety of problems. In some cases,
the current and/or temperature constraints placed on the
device by its operating environment are the limiting factors
on the clock rate. The increased die temperature due to the
switching speed produces a number of secondary effects.
The propagation delay time of a CMOS gate increases,
causing a decline in the overall performance of the system.
In addition, the effects of various failure mechanisms are
accelerated (see Reliability Fundamentals). Depending on
the failure mechanism, the lifetime of the product can be
decreased by a factor of two for every 10°C rise in junction
temperature.

The internal temperature of a semiconductor device is
defined as junction temperature, TJ. Harris products are
designed to operate with a 10 year lifetime under the stated
operating conditions. For parts in ceramic packages, these
include a maximum junction temperature of 175°C. For
plastic packages, the maximum TJ is 150°C - this is to
maintain the integrity of the package, not the device inside.
Note that the 175°C limit is set according to military
standards; many users in specific industries set this limit
higher or lower, depending on their individual requirements.

Determination Of Junction Temperature

Once the designer has selected an IC and calculated the
clock frequency that meets the needs of the application, the
operating temperature of the die Ounction temperature) must
be calculated to determine whether it exceeds reliability
guidelines. This involves the concept of thermal resistance:
the temperature differential across a body that is dissipating
a given amount of energy. There are two common sets of
reference points for thermal resistance: eJC is the tempera-
ture differential between the p-n junction of a semiconductor
device and the outside surface of the package (case); eJA is
measured from the junction to ambient conditions. Other
reference points for measuring thermal resistance are
defined depending on specific requirements.

To calculate whether a device will exceed its maximum junc-
tion temperature, the first step is to multiply the clock rate by
the frequency coefficient (given in mNMHz) for that product.
This is listed in the D.C. Electrical Specifications section of

the data sheet under Iccop The total package power
dissipation is calculated by multiplying that current by the
maximum Vcc. If this figure is less than the Maximum
Package Power Dissipation listed in the data sheet, then the
operating conditions meet Harris specifications. In some
applications, it is necessary to operate the part using a
higher junction temperature (for applications that can absorb
the penalty in expected lifetime) or lower temperature (for
high reliability applications). Users with these requirements
calculate their actual junction temperature using one of the
following equations. Given the maximum ambient
temperature, the proper equation is:

TJ = (eJA x P) + TA

Where:

TJ = Junction Temperature of the Part In °C
eJA = Thermal Resistance from Junction to Ambient In °CIW
P = Iccop x Vcc
TA = Ambient Temperature

TJ = (eJC x P) + Tc
Where:

TJ = Junction Temperature of the Part In °C
eJC = Thermal Resistance from Junction to Case In °CIW
P = Iccop x Vcc
Tc = Case Temperature

Reducing Junction Temperature

If, after going through the above equations, the junction
temperature exceeds the allowable limit, there are several
possible solutions. With some types of parts, such as digital
filters, the user can replace a single part running at a high
data rate with mUltiple parts, each operating at a reduced
clock rate. Using this method, the junction temperature of
each IC is reduced but the throughput of the entire circuit is
unaffected. In most cases, the optimum solution is to
improve the heat flow out of the package by adding a heat
sink and/or forcing airflow across the package. Moving air
lowers the effective eJA of the part as shown in Figure 1.
The required value for the effective thermal resistance is
calculated by solving equation 1 for eJA:

eJA = (TJ - TA) / P Equation 3

Once the necessary value for eJA is known, Figure 1 is used
to locate the corresponding air flow for the package of



interest. Note that the improvement in thermal impedance is
a function of the airflow measured in linear feet per minute
(Ifm), but fan manufacturers measure airflow in cubic feet per
minute (cfm). Assuming 100% efficiency, Ifm is converted to
cfm by multiplying the required Ifm by the cross sectional
area of the path of moving air. In reality, obstructions in the
airflow cause back pressure, which diminish the fan output to
between 60% and 80% of its free air capacity; divide the Ifm
figure derived from Figure 1 by this compensation factor to
obtain the required fan output.
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FIGURE 1. TYPICAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 6JA AND AIR
FLOW FOR VARIOUS PACKAGES

Another viable solution is to use a heat sink, either by itself
(natural convection) or with moving air (forced convection).
There is a wide range of heat sinks available for virtually any
package type. Note, however, that a heat sink is much more
effective when used in combination with a ceramic package.
This is due to the greater thermal efficiency of the ceramic
material: most of the flow of thermal energy is from the die
directly into the package, where the entire surface of the part
acts as a radiating surface to let the heat escape. Some
energy flows from the die through the bond wires and pins
and out through the copper traces in the board, but this
effect is negligible due to the fact that the bond wires are
only 1 mil in diameter and thus their thermal impedance is
relatively high. In a plastic package, the main path for the
heat flow is from the die through the paddle and the plastic
molding compound and on to the outside world. Since plas-
tic is a relatively poor thermal conductor, other paths, such
as the bond wires, take on a greater proportion of the total
heat transfer so that their contribution is no longer negligible.
For this reason, a heat sink mounted to a plastic package
dissipates less heat than Equation 2 would indicate. Harris
recommends the use of a ceramic package for operating
conditions that require a heat sink.

Addition of a heat sink puts two additional elements in path
of thermal transfer: the heat sink and the thermal joint com·
pound that attaches it to the package. The tolal value for 9JA
is divided into its component parts: the thermal resistance
from the junction to the surface of the package, from the
package to the heat sink, and from the heat sink to ambient:

9JA= 9JC+ 9cs + 9SA Equation 4

Where CS is the thermal resistance from the IC package to
the heat sink, which is controlled by the mounting technique
and thermal joint compound used. 9SA is the thermal
resistance from the heat sink to ambient.

Under natural convection, heat sink dissipation is a function
of the power dissipation of the chip. The heat sink manufac-

turer's catalog will specify the performance for their products
using a chart similar to that shown in Figure 2. Starting with
the power dissipated by the device on the x axis, find the
corresponding temperature rise of the package on the y axis.
Add this value to the ambient temperature, TA, to find the
elevated case temperature. Use Equation 2 to find the new
junction temperature.

If a fan is to be used, then the following procedure is
recommended. Use Equation 3 to calculate the required
total thermal resistance. Solving Equation 4 for 9sA,
calculate the maximum thermal resistance allowable for the
heat sink. The literature from the maker of the heat sink will
have a chart similar to Figure 3; find 9sA on the right axis and
find the air flow that corresponds to that value on the top
axis. (The placement of the axes is to allow Figures 2 and 3
to be combined into one graph.) Convert 11mto cfm and
divide that value by the compensation factor for back pres-
sure mentioned above; use that figure to select a fan.
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For Further Reading

The discussion above outlines the overall method for
calculating the thermal parameters of a circuit. the interested
reader may refer to the following references for further
information.

MIL STD 883 Method 1012.1; JEDEC ENG. Bulletin No. 20,
January 1975; 1992 Semi Std. Vol. 4, Methods G3Q-86,
G32-86, G42-88, G43-87
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Success in the integrated circuit industry means morethan
simply meeting or exceeding the demands of today's
market. It also includes anticipating and accepting the
challenges of the future. It results from a process of
continuing improvement and evolution, with perfection as
the constant goal.

Harris Semiconductor's commitment to supply only top
value integrated circuits has made quality improvement a
mandate for every person in our work force - from circuit
designer to manufacturing operator, from hourly employee
to corporate executive. Price is no longer the only
determinant in marketplace competition. Quality, reliability,
and performance enjoy significantly increased importance
as measures of value in integrated circuits.

Quality in integrated circuits cannot be added on or
considered after the fact. It begins with the developmentof
capable process technology and product design. It
continues in manufacturing, through effective controls at
each process or step. It culminates in the delivery of
products which meet or exceed the expectations of the
customer.

The Role of The Quality Organization
The emphasis on building quality into the design and
manufacturing processes of a product has resulted in a
significant refocus of the role of the Quality organization. In
addition to facilitating the development of SPC and DOX
programs and working with manufacturing to establish
control charts, Quality professionals are involved in the
measurement of equipment capability, standardization of
inspection equipment and processes, procedures for
chemical controls, analysis of inspection data and feedback
to the manufacturing areas, coordination of efforts for
process and product improvement, optimization of
environmental or raw materials quality, and the
development of quality improvement programs with
vendors.

At critical manufacturing operations, process and product
quality is analyzed through randomstatistical sampling and
product monitors. The Quality organization's role is
changing from policing quality to leadership and
coordination of quality programs or procedures through
auditing, sampling, consulting, and managing Quality
Improvement projects.

To support specific market requirements, or to ensure
conformance to military or customer specifications, the
Quality organization still performs manyof the conventional
quality functions (e.g.,group testing for military products or
wafer lot acceptance). But, true to the philosophy that
quality is everyone's job, much of the traditional on-line
measurementand control of quality characteristics is where
it belongs - with the people who make the product. The

Quality organization is there to provide leadership and
assistance in the deployment of quality techniques, and to
monitor progress.
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Harris Semiconductor's quality methodology is evolving
through the stages shown in Figure 1. In 1981 we
embarked on a program to move beyond Stage I, and we
are currently in the transition from Stage II to Stage III, as
more and more of our people become involved in quality
activities. The traditional "quality" tasks of screening,
inspection,and testing are being replaced by moreeffective
and efficient methods,putting new tools into the handsof all
employees.Table 1 illustrates how our quality systems are
changing to meet today's needs.

Harris Semiconductor offers a variety of standard product
flows which cover the myriad of application environments
our customers experience. These flows run the gamut of
low cost commercial parts to fully qualified JAN
microcircuits. All of these grades have one thing in
common. They result from meticulous attention to quality,
starting with design decisions made during product
development and ending with the labeling of shipping
containersfor deliveryto our customers.Thestandard flows
offered are:

Commercial: Electricalperformanceguaranteedfrom
OOCto+700C

/883: Mil-Std-883 - compliant product: contact
the factory or local HarrisSalesOffice
for details on availabilityand specifications

Details of the individual process requirements are
contained in the flow charts on the following pages.
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SILVER GLASS FIRE YES YES

* QA DIE ATIACH 2 HOUR 2 HOUR
CONTROL

WIRE BOND YES YES

* QAWIREBOND 2 HOUR 2 HOUR

CONTROL

PRESEAL CLEAN AS APPLICABLE AS APPLICABLE

PRESEAL INSPECT YES PER
MIL-STD-883

METHOD 2010,
CONDITION B

* QA PRESEAL INSPECT YES YES

IGSI II CSI I INSPECT WHEN REQUIRED WHEN REQUIRED

PACKAGE SEALING YES YES

STABILIZATION BAKE NO YES

TEMPERATURE CYCLE YES (5) YES (50)
(CYCLES)

CENTRIFUGE YES YES

TIN PLATING/SOLDER DIP NO NO

* QA LEAD FINISH YES YES
INSPECT

FINE LEAK TEST YES YES

GROSS LEAK TEST AS APPLICABLE YES

PIND TEST 100% lOG AS APPLICABLE AS APPLICABLE

FRAME REMOVAL NO NO

LOAD SHIPPING TUBES YES YES

QA FINAL INSPECT YES YES

QA DOCUMENTATION YES
INSPECT



AC/DC SINGLE
INSERTION TEST

CAPABILITY;
HIGH/LOW TEMP

QUALITY
CONFORMANCE
BY MIL-STD-883
METHOD 5005,
GROUPS A, B, C

AND D AS REQUIRED

DELTAS PER
SLASH SHEET

REQUIREMENT
IF APPLICABLE

IN HOUSE PACKAGE
MOISTURE MONITOR

CAPABILITY

COMPUTERIZED LOT
TRACEABILITY

MONITORING SYSTEM

OPERATION
QAMONITOR

__ C_O_M_M_E_R_C_IA_L__ I 1 /8_8_3 _

ELECTRICAL TEST
SORTING OPERATION

* QAMONITOR

SERIALIZE

PREBURN-IN ELECTRICAL
TEST

BURN-IN (2)

APPLY BURN-IN TEST

APPLY BURN-IN PDA
(AS APPLICABLE)

EXTERNAL VISUAL* QUALITY
CONFORMANCE
INSPECTION

PACKAGE & SHIP
OR STOCK

YES YES

YES NO

NO QUAL SAMPLES

NO YES

NO 160HOURS@
+1250C,OR

PER
SLASH SHEET

NO YES

NO YES

NO YES

YES
GROUP A

YES
GROUPA,B;

C,D
(AS APPLICABLE)

Advantages of Standard Flows
Wherever feasible, and in accordance with good value
engineering practice, the Ie user should specify device
grades based on one of the five standard Harris
manufacturing flows. These are more than adequate for the
overwhelming majority of applications and may be utilized
quite effectively if the user engineer bases designs on the
standard data sheet, military drawing or slash sheet (as
applicable) electrical limits.
Some of the more important advantages gained by using
standard as opposed to custom flows are as follows:
• Lower cost than the same or an equivalent flow executed

on a custom basis.This results from the higher efficiency
achieved with a constant product flow and the
elimination of such extra cost items as special fixturing,
test programs, additional handling and added
documentation.

• Fasterdelivery.The manufactureroften can supply many
items from inventory and, in any case, can establish and

maintain a better product flow when there is no need to
restructure process and/or test procedures.

• Increasedconfidence in the devices.A continuing flow of
a given product permits the manufacturer to mointor
trends which may bear on end-product performance or
reliability and to implement corrective action, if
necessary.

• Reduction of risk. Since each product is processed
independent of specific customer orders, the
manufacturer absorbs production variability within its
scheduling framework without major impact on
deliveries. In a custom flow, a lot failure late in the
production cycle can result in significant delays in
delivery due to the required recycling time.

Despite the advantages of using standard flows, there are
cases where a special or custom flow is mandatory to meet
design or other requirements. In such cases, the Harris
Marketing groups stand ready to discuss individual
customer needs and, where indicated, to accomodate
appropriate custom flows.

~~«-..J
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Harris facilities, engineering, manufacturing, and product
assurance are supported by the Analytical Services
Laboratory. Organized into chemical or microbeam analysis
methodology, staff and instrumentation from both labs
cooperate in fully integrated approaches necessary to
complete analytical studies. The capabilities of each area
are shown below.

SPECTROSCOPIC METHODS: Colorimetry, Optical
Emission, Ultraviolet Visible, Fourier Transform-Infrared,
Flame Atomic Absorption, Furnace Organic Carbon
Analyzer, Mass Spectrometer.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC METHODS: Gas Chromatography,
Ion Chromatography.

THERMAL METHODS: Differential Scanning Colorimetry,
Thermogravimetric Analysis, Thermomechanical Analysis.

PHYSICAL METHODS: Profilometry, Microhardness,
Rheometry.

CHEMICAL METHODS: Volumetric, Gravimetric, Specific
Ion Electrodes.

ELECTRON MICROSCOPE: Transmission Electron Mi-
croscopy, Scanning Electron Microscope.

X-RAY METHODS: Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis
(SEM), Wavelength Dispersive X-ray Analysis (SEM),
X-ray Fluorescence Spectrometry, X-ray Diffraction
Spectrometry.

SURFACE ANALYSIS METHODS: Scanning Auger Micro-
probe, Electron Spectroscope/Chemical Analysis, Secon-
dary Ion Mass Spectrometry, Ion Scattering Spectrometry,
Ion Microprobe.

The department also maintains ongoing working
arrangements with commercial, university, and equipment
manufacturers' technical service laboratories, and can
obtain any materials analysis in cases where instrumental
capabilities are not available in our own facility.

Calibration Laboratory

Another important resource in the product assurance
system is Harris Semiconductor's Calibration Lab. This area
is responsible for calibrating the electronic, electrical,
electro/mechanical, and optical equipment used in both the
production and engineering areas. The accuracy of
instruments used at Harris in calibration is traceable to the
National Bureau of Standards. The lab maintains a system
which conforms to the current revision of MIL-STD-45662,
"Calibration System Requirements."

Each instrument requiring calibration is assigned a
calibration interval based upon stability, purpose, and
degree of use. The equipment is labeled with an
identification tag on which is specified both the date of the
last calibration and of the next required calibration. The
Calibration Lab reports on a regular basis to each user
department. Equipment out of calibration is taken out of

service until calibration is performed. The Quality
organization performs periodic audits to assure proper
control in the using areas. Statistical procedures are used
where applicable in the calibration process.

Field Return Product Analysis System
The purpose of this system is to enable Harris' Field Sales
and Quality operations to properly route, track and respond
to our customers' needs as they relate to product analysis.

The Product Failure Analysis Solution Team (PFAST)
consists of the group of people who must act together
to provide timely, accurate and meaningful results to
customers on units returned for analysis. This team includes
the salesman or applications engineer who gets the parts
from the customer, the PFAST controller who coordinates
the response, the Product or Test Engineering people who
obtain characterization and/or test data, the analysts
who failure analyze the units, and the people who provide
the ultimate corrective action. It is the coordinated effort of
this team, through the system described in this document
that will drive the Customer responsiveness and continuous
improvement that will keep Harris on the forefront of the
semiconductor business.

The system and procedures define the processing of
product being returned by the customer for analysis
performed by Product Engineering, Reliability Failure
Analysis and/or Quality Engineering. This system is
designed for processing "sample" returns, not entire lot
returns or lot replacements.

The philosophy is that each site analyzes its own product.
This applies the local expertise to the solutions and helps
toward the goal of quick turn time.

Goals: quick, accurate response, uniform deliverable
(consistent quality) from each site, traceability.

The PFAST system is summarized in the following steps:

1) Customer calls the sales rep about the unit(s) to return.

2) Fill out PFAST Action Request - see the PFAST form in
this section. This form is all that is required to process a
Field Return of samples for failure analysis. This form
contains essential information necessary to perform root
cause analysis. (See Figure 2).

3) The units must be packaged in a manner that prevents
physical damage and prevents ESD. Send the units and
PFAST form to the appropriate PFAST controller. This
location can be determined at the field sales office or rep
using "look-up" tables in the PFAST document.

4) The PFAST controller will log the units and route them to
ATE testing for data log.

5) Test results will be reviewed and compared to customer
complaint and a decision will be made to route the failure
to the appropriate analytical group.

6) The customer will be contacted with the ATE test results
and interim findings on the analysis. This may relieve a
line down situation or provide a rapid disposition of
material. The customer contact is valuable in analytical
process to insure root cause is found.



7) A report will be written and sent directly to the customer
with copies to sales, rep, responsible individuals with
corrective actions and to the PFAST controller so that
the records will capture the closure of the cycle.

8) Each report will contain a feedback form (stamped and
preaddressed) so that the PFASTteam can assess their
performance based on the customers assessment of
quality and cycle time.

9) The PFAST team objectives are to have a report in the
customers hands in 28 days, or 14 days based on
agreements. Interim results are given realtime.

Failure Analysis Laboratory

The Failure Analysis Laboratory's capabilities encompass
the isolation and identification of all failure modes/failure
mechanisms, preparing comprehensive technical reports,
and assigning appropriate corrective actions. Researchvital
to understanding the basic physics of the failure is also
undertaken.

Failure analysis is a method of enhancing product reliability
and determining corrective action. It is the final and crucial
step used to isolate potential reliability problems that may
have occurred during reliability stressing. Accurate analysis
results are imperative to assess effective corrective actions.
To ensure the integrity of the analysis, correlation of the
failure mechanism to the initial electrical failure is essential.

A general failure analysis procedure has been established
in accordance with the current revision of MIL-STD-883,
Section 5003. The analysis procedure was designed on the
premise that each step should provide information on the
failure without destroying information to be obtained from
subsequent steps. The exact steps for an analysis are
determined as the situation dictates. (See Figures 3 and 4).
Records are maintained by laboratory personnel and
contain data, the failure analyst's notes, and the formal
Product Analysis Report.

~~<..J
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[IJ~68Bl§ Request #
Customer Analysis #

PFAST ACTION REQUEST

Date:

ORIGINATOR CuSTOMER

LoCATION/PHONE No. loCATION

DEVICE TYPE/P ART No. PURCHASE ORDER No. j

No. SAMPLES RETURNED QUANTITY RECEIVED

THE COMPLETENESS AND TIMELY RESPONSE OF THE EVALUATIONIS DIRECTLY RELATED TO THE COMPLETENESS
OF THE DATA PROVIDED. PLEASE PROVIDE ALL PERTINENTDATA. ATTACH ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY.

TYPE OF PROBLEM DETAILS OF REJECf
(Where appropriate serialize units aDd specify for each)

I. D INCOMING INSPECTION TEsT CONDITIONS RELATING TO FAILURE
D 100% SCREEN D SAMPLE INSPECTION D TESTER USED (MFGRIMODEL)

No. TEsTED -- No. OF REJECTS -- o TEST TEMPERATURE
ARE RESULTS REPRESENTATIVE OF PREVIOUS LOTS? D TEsT TIME: D CONTINUOUS TEsT

D YES D NO o ONE SHOT (T = __ SEC)
D BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF EVALUATION 0 DESCRIPTION OF ANY OBSERVED CONDITION TO

AND RESULTS ATTACHED WHICH FAILURE APPEARS SENSITIVE:
2. o IN PROCESS!MANUFACTURING FAILURE

D BOARD CHECKOUT o SYSTEM CHECKOUT
D FAILED ON TuRN-ON I. D DC FAILURES
D FAILED AFTER-- HOURS OPERATION o OPENS D SHORTS D LEAKAGE D STRESS

WAS UNIT RETESTED UNDER INCOMtNG INSPECTION o POWER DRAIN D INPUT LEVEL 0 OUTPUT LEVEL
CONDITIONS? D YES D NO D LIST OF FORCING CONDITIONS AND MEASURED

D BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF HOW FAILURE WAS ISOLATED RESULTS FOR EACH PIN IS ATTACHED
TO COMPONENT ATTACHED o POWER SUPPLY SEQUENCING ATTACHED

3. D FIELD FAILURE 2. 0 AC FAILURES
FAILED AFTER-- HOURS OPERATION LIST FAILING CHARACTERISTICS
EsTIMATED FAILURE RATE __ % PER 1000 HOURS
END USER LocATION
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE C ADDRESS OF FAILING LocATION (IF APPLICABLE)
MIN. -- C MAx. -- C
REL. HUMIDITY % ATTACHED:
D END USER FAILURE CORRESPONDENCE ATTACHED o LIST OF POWER SUPPLY AND DRIVER LEVELS

(Include pictures of waveforms).
ACTION REQUESTED BY CUSTOMER D LIST OF OUTPUT LEVELS AND LOADING CONDITIONS

D INPUT AND OUTPUT TIMING DIAGRAMS
D DESCRIPTION OF PATTERNS USED

SPECIFIC ACTION REQUESTED (If not standard patterns, give very complete

IMPACT OF FAILED UNITS ON CUSTOMER'S SITUATION:
description inclUding address sequence).

--- 3.0 PROM PROGRAMMING FAILURES
ADDRESS OF FAILURES

CUSTOMER CONTACTS WtTH SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE OF REJECTS
PROGRAMMER USED (MFG/MODEl)REV. No.)

NAME 4. D PHYSICAUAssEMBLY RELATED FAILURES
POSITION PHONE o SEE COMMENTS BELOW D SEE ATTACHED

Additional Comments:

FIGURE 2. PFAST ACTION REQUEST



Reliability
Reliability Assessment and Enhancement

At Harris Semiconductor, reliability is built into every
product by emphasizing quality throughout manufacturing.
This starts by ensuring the excellence of the design, layout,
and manufacturing process. The quality of the raw materials
and workmanship is monitored using statistical process
control (SPC) to preserve the reliability of the product. The
primary and ultimate goal of these efforts is to provide full
performance to the product specification throughout its
useful life. Product reliability is maintained through the
following sources: Qualifications, In-Line Reliability
Monitors, Failure Analysis.

Qualifications

Qualifications at Harris de-emphasize the sole dependence
on production product which is only available late in the
development cycle. The focus is primarily on the use of test
vehicles to establish design ground rules for the product
and the process that will eliminate any wearout
mechanisms during the useful life of the product. However,
to comply with the military requirements concerning reliabil-
ity, product qualifications are performed. (See Figure 5).

In-line Reliability Monitors

In-line reliability monitors provide immediate feedback to
manufacturing regarding the quality of workmanship,
quality of raw materials, and the ultimate reliability
implications. The rudimentary implementation of this
monitoring is the "First Line of Defense," which is a pass/
fail acceptance procedure based on control charts and
trend analysis. The second level of monitoring is referred to
as the "Early Warning System" and incorporates wafer level
reliability concepts for extensive diagnostic and
characterization capabilities of various components that
may impact the device reliability or stability. The quick
feedback from these schemes allows more accurate
correlation to process steps and corrective actions.

Product/Package Reliability Monitors
Reliability of finished product is monitored extensively
under a program called Matrix I, II, III monitor. All major
technologies are monitored.

Matrix I - Has a higher sampling size and rate per week and
uses short duration test, usually less than 48 hours to as-
sess day to day, week to week reliability. High volume types
are prevalent in this data. Stresses - Operating Life, Static
Life and HAST.TA = +1250C to +2000C
Matrix II - Longer duration test, much like requalification.
The sample sizes are reduced in number and frequency,
yet meet or exceed the JEDEC Standard 29. Stresses
Operating Life, Storage, THB, Autoclave, Temp Cycle, and
Thermal Shock.
Matrix III - Package specific test. Tests Solderability, Lead
Fatigue, Physical Dimensions, Brand Adhesion,
Flammability, Bond Pull, Constant Acceleration, and
Hermeticity.
Data from these Monitor Stress Test provides the following
information:
• Routine reliability monitoring of products by die

technology and package styles.

• Data base for determining FIT Rates and Failures Mode
trends used drive Continuous Improvement.

• Major source of reliability data for customers.

• Customers have used this data to qualify Harris
products.

Reliability, by its nature, is a mixture of engineering and
probability statistics. This combination has derived a
vocabulary of terms essential for describing the reliability of
a device or system. Since reliability involves a measurement
of time, it is necessary to accelerate the failures which may
occur. This, then, introduces terms like "activation energy"
and "acceleration factor," which are needed to relate results
of stressing to normal operating conditions (see Table 1).
Also, to assess product reliability requires failures.
Therefore, only a statistical sample can be used to
determine the model of the failure distribution for the entire
population of product.

Failure Rate Calculations

Reliability data for products may be composed of
several different failure mechanisms and requires careful
combining of diverse failure rates into one comprehensive
failure rate. Calculating the failure rate is further complicat-
ed because failure mechanisms are thermally accelerated
at varying rates and thereby have differing accelerating fac-
tors. Additionally, this data is usually obtained a variety of
life tests at unique stress temperatures. The equation below
accounts for these considerations and then inserts a statis-
tical factor to obtain the confidence interval for the failure
rate.

B = # of distinct possible failure mechanisms

K = # of life tests being combined

Xi = # of failures for a given failure mechanism
i = 1,2, ... B

TDGj = Totaldevice hoursof test time (unaccelerated)for
Life Testj

AFij = Accelerationfactor for appropriatefailure mecha-
nism i = 1, 2, ... K

M = Statistical factor for calculating the upper confi-
dence limit (M is a function of the total numberof
failures and an estimateof the standard deviation
of the failure rates)

In the failure rate calculation, Acceleration Factors (AFij)are
used to derate the failure ratefrom thermally accelerated Life
Test conditions to a failure rate indicative of use tempera-
tures. Though no standards exist, a temperature of +550C
has been popular and allows some comparison of product
failure rates.All Harris Semiconductor Reliability Reportswill
derate to +550C at both the 60% and 95% confidence
intervals.



• Evaluate Reliability Risks Factors
• Attain CommitmentforTest Vehicle (T.V.) Development

• Review Test Vehicle Development and Stress Test Plan
• Review Package Requirements
• Review Latent Failure Mechanism History for Design Sensitivity and Elimination
• Review Ground Rules for Design and Elimination of Wearout Mechanisms
• Review Process Characterization, Statistical Control & Capability which are Design

Considerations

• Review Test Vehicle Stress Results
• Review Device Modeling & Simulations
• Review Process Variability & Producibility
• Define Wafer Reliability Monitor Vehicles, Application of Early Warning System

• Verify Wearout Mechanisms are Eliminated by Design & Process Control
(Test Vehicle + SPC)

• Evaluate Design of Chip to Package Risk Factors
• Review Ground Rule Checks (DRCs)
• Estsblish Reliability Tes~ Stress and Failure Analysis Capabilities. Project Failure Rate

Based on T.V. Data.

• Review Burn-In Diagrams for Production and Qualification
• Review Overall Qualification Plan & Begin Balance of Life Test

• Review Product Characterization to Data Sheet, ESD, Latch-up & DPA Results &
Define Corrective Actions

• Review of Life Test Data & Failure Mechanisms. Define Corrective Actions
• Utilize Statistical Design of Experiments (DOX) if Required to Adjust Process or Design
• Define Necessary Changes to Eliminate Any Systematic Failure Mechanism
• If Mature Process - Grant Generic Release

• Qualification Requirements Complete and Presented. Meet FIT Rate Requirements
• Review Infant Mortality (I.M.) Burn-in Results. If Greater Than 1% at 1250C

Determine I.M. Burn-in Requirements

• Reliabilliy Monitors:
~ Real Time Early Warning Wafer Level Reliability control
~ Real Time Reliability Control of Burn-in PDA with Control Charts
~ Add-On Life Testing: - Mil Std Group C & D

- Industrial/Commercial Life Testing
• Trend Analysis of Reliability Performance Used to Develop Product Improvements

• Special Studies

• Failure Analysis - Determine Assignable Cause of Failure
• Closed Loop Corrective Action Process
• Continuous Improvement Objectives in Product Reliability & Quality



Acceleration Factors

The Acceleration Factors (AF) are determined from the
Arrhenius Equation. This equation is used to describe
physiochemical reaction rates and is an appropriate model
for expressing the thermal acceleration of semiconductor
failure mechanisms.

AF= EXP[~G __1_) ]
K \: Tuse Tstress

AF = Acceleration Factor

Ea= Thermal Activation Energy in eVfrom Table 8

K = Boltzmann's Constant (8.62 x 10-5 eVJOK)

Both Tuse and Tstress (in degrees Kelvin) include the
internal temperature rise of the device and therefore
represent the junction temperature. With the use of the
Arrhenius Equation, the thermal Activation Energy (Ea)term
is a major influence on the result. This term is usually
empirically derived and can vary widely.

TERMS/DEFINITION UNITS/DESCRIPTION

FAILURE RATE A FIT - Failure In Time

For Semiconductors, usually expressed in FITs. 1 AT - 1 failure in 109 device hours.
Equivalent to 0.0001 %/1 000 hours

Represents useful life failure rate (which implies a constant FITs =
failure rate). # Failures x 109xm

FITs are not applicable for infant mortality or wearout failure # Devices x # hours stress x AF

rate expressions. m - Factor to establish Confidence Interval
109 - Establishes in terms of ATs
AF - Acceleration Factor at temperature for a given failure

mechanism

MTTF - Mean Time To Failure Mean Time is measured usually in hours or years.

For semiconductors, MTTF is the average or mean life expectancy 1 Year = 8760 hours
of a device.

When working with a constant failure rate the MTTF can be
If an exponential distribution is assumed then the mean time to calculated by taking the reciprocal of the failure rate.
fail of the population will be when 63% of the parts have failed.

MTTF = 1/1.. (exponential model)

Example: =10 ATs at +550C

The MTTF is: MTTF = III.. = 0.1 x 109 hours
= 100M hours

CONFIDENCE INTERVAL (C. I.) Example:

Establishes a Confidence Interval for failure rate predictions. "10 FITs @ a 95% C.I. @ 550C" means only that you are 95%
Usually the upper limit is most significant in expressing failure certain the the FITs <10 at +550C use conditions.
rates.



Activation Energy

To determine the Activation Energy (Ea) of a mechanism
(see Table 2) you must run at least two (preferably more)
tests at different stresses (temperature and/or voltage).The
stresses will provide the time to failure (Tf) for the
populations which will allow the simultaneous solution for
the Activation Energy by putting the experimental results
into the following equations.

In (tf1) = C + Ea

KT1

In (tf2) = C + Ea

KT2
Then, by subtracting the two equations, the Activation
Energy becomes the only variable, as shown.

In(tf1) - In(tf2) = Ea/k(1!T1-1!T2)

Ea = K* ((In(tf1) - In(tf2))/(1!T1 - 1!T2))
The Activation Energy may be estimated by graphical
analysis plots. Plotting In time and In temperature then
provides a convenient nomogram that solves (estimates)the
Activation Energy.
Table 3 is a summary for the L7 process.
All Harris Reliability Reports from qualifications and Group
C1 (all high temperature operating life tests) will provide the

data on all factors necessary to calculate and verify the
reported failure rate (in FITs)using the methods outlined in
this primer.

Qualification Procedures
New products are reliably introduced to market by the
proper use of design techniques and strict adherence to
process layout ground rules. Each design is reviewedfrom
its conception through early production to ensure
compliance to minimum failure rate standards. Ongoing
monitoring of reliability performance is accomplished
through compliance to BB3C and standard Quality
Conformance Inspection as defined in Method 5005.
New process/product qualifications have two major
requirements imposed. First is a check to verify the proper
useof process methodology, design techniques, and layout
ground rules.Second is a series of stress tests designed to
accelerate failure mechanisms and demonstrate the
reliability of integrated circuits.
From the earliest stages of a new product's life, the design
phase,through layout, and in every step of the manufactur-
ing process, reliability is an integral part of every Harris
Semiconductor product. This kind of attention to detail
"from the ground up" is the reason why our customers can
expect the highest quality for any application.

FAILURE ACTIVATION SCREENING AND
MECHANISM ENERGY TESTING METHODOLOGY CONTROL METHODOLOGY

Oxide Defects 0.3-0.5eV High temperature operating life (HTOL) and Statistical Process Control of oxide parameters,
voltage stress. Defect density test vehicles. defect density control, and voltage stress testing.

Silicon 0.3 -0.5eV HTOL & voltage stress screens. Vendor Statistical Quality Control programs, and
Defects (Bulk) Statistical Process Control on thermal processes.

Corrosion 0.45eV Highly accelerated stress tesing (HAST) Passivation dopant control, hermetic seal control,
improved mold compounds, and product handling.

Assembly 0.5-0.7eV Temperature cycling, temperature and Vendor Statistical Quality Control programs,
Defects mechanical shock, and environmental Statistcal Process Control of assembly processes

stressi.ng. proper handling methods.

Electromigration Test vehicle characterizations at highly Design ground rules, wafer process statistical
- AI Line 0.6eV elevated temperatures. process steps, photoresist, metals and
- Contact 0.geV passivation

Mask Defects/ 0.7eV Mask FAB comparator, print checks, defect Clean room control, clean mask, pellicles
Photoresist density monitor in FAB, voltage stress test Statistical Process Control or photoresist-
Defects and HTOL. fetch processes.

Contamination 1.0eV C-V stress at oxide/interconnect, wafer Statistical Process Control of C-V data, oxide/
FAB device stress test (EWS) and HTOL. interconnect cleans, high integrity glassivation

and clean assembly processes.

Charge 1.3eV HTOL & oxide characterization. Design ground rules, wafer level Statistical
Injection Process Control and critical dimensions for

oxides.

FAILURE
GENERIC QUANTITY HOURS RATE FITs
GROUP GROUP NAME PROCESS DESCRIPTION QUANTITY FAILURE @12SoC @SSOC60,*,CI

C-105-S Microprocessor SAJI CMOSL7 1452 0 5.72E+06 2
and Peripherals



HarrisSemiconductor is a leading supplier of high reliability
integrated circuits to the militaryand aerospacecommunity
and takes pride in offering products tailored to the most
demanding applications requirements. Our Manufacturing
facilities are JAN-Certified to MIL-M-38510 and provide
JAN-qualified and MIL-STD-883 compliant products .as
standard data book items. This DSP Data Book contains
detailed information on high-reliability integrated circuits
presently available from Harris Semiconductor.

The intent of the /883 data sheet is to provide to our
customers a clear understanding of the testing being
performed in conformance with MIL-STD-883
requirements. Additionally, it is our intent to provide the
most effective and comprehensivetesting feasible.

Document Control

Harris has established each of the /883 data sheets as an
internally revised controlled document. Any product
revision or modification must be approved and signed-off
throughout the manufacturing and engineering sections.
Harris has made every effort to ensure accuracy of the
information in this data book through quality control
methods. Harris reservesthe right to make changes to the
products contained in this data book to improve
performance, reliability and producibility. Each data sheet
will use the printed date as the revision control
identification. Contact Harris for the latest available
specifications and performance data.

/883 Data Sheet Highlights
Each specific /883 data sheet documents the features,
description, pinouts, tested electrical parameters, test
circuits, burn-in circuits, die characteristics,packaging and
design information. The following are notes and
clarifications that will help in applying the information
provided in the data sheet.

Absolute Maximum Ratings: These ratings are provided
as maximum stress ratings and should be taken into
consideration during system design to prevent conditions
which may cause permanent damage to the device.
Operationof the deviceat or abovethe "Absolute Maximum
Ratings" is not intended,and extendedexposure mayaffect
the device reliability.

Reliability Information: Each /883 data sheet contains
thermal information relating to the package and die. This
information is intended to be used in system design for
determining the expected device junction temperaturesfor
overall system reliability calculations.

Packaging: Harris utilizes MIL-M-38510, Appendix C for
packages used for /883 products. The mechanical
dimensions and materials used are shown for each
individual product to complete each data sheet as a self
contained document.

D.C. and A.C. Electrical Parameters: Tables 1 and 2
define the D.C. and A.C. Electrical Parameters that are
100% tested in production to guarantee compliance to
MIL-STD-883. The subgroups used are defined in
MIL-STD-883, Method 5005 and designated under the
provisions of Paragraph 1.2.1a.Test Conditions and Test
Circuits are provided for specific parameter testing.

Table 3 provides additional device limits that are
guaranteed by characterization of the device and are not
directly tested in production. Characterization takes place
at initial device design and after any major process or
design changes. The characterization data is on file and
availabledemonstrating the test limits established.

Table 4 provides a summary of the test requirements and
the applicable MIL-STD-883 subgroups.

Burn-In Circuits: The Burn-in circuits defined in the
individual data sheets are those used in the actual
production process. Burn-in is conducted per MIL-STD-
883, Method 1015.

Design Information Sections: Harris provides an
additional Design Information Section in many of the data
sheets to assist in system application and design. This
information may be in the form of applications circuits,
typical device parameters,or additional device related user
information such as programming information. While this
information cannot be guaranteed, it is based on actual
characterizationof the product and is representativeof the
data sheet device.



Harris' High Reliability Products are all produced in
accordance with military specifications and standards,
primarily MIL-M-38510 (General Specifications for
Microcircuits) and MIL-STD-883 (Test Methods and
Procedures for Microelectronics).

MIL-STD-883 contains test methods and procedures for
various electrical, mechanical and environmental tests as
well as requirementsfor screening, qualification and quality
conformance inspection. Method 5004 of MIL-STD-883
lists the 100% screening tests which are required for each
of the product assurance classes defined above.

Following the device screening, samples are removedfrom
the production lot(s) for Quality Conformance Inspection
testing. This testing is divided into four inspection groups:
A, B, C and D, which are performed at prescribed intervals
per MIL-M-38510 to assure the processes are in control
and to ensure the continued quality level of the product
being produced.

Group A electrical inspection involves dynamic, static,
functional and switching tests at maximum, minimum and
room operating temperatures. Sample sizes and specific
tests performed depend upon the particular product
assurance class chosen. Electrical test sampling is
performed on all subgroups as defined in MIL-STD-883,
Method 5005.

Group B inspection includes tests for marking
permanency, internal visual and mechanical correctness,
bond strength, and solderability. It is intended to provide
assurance of the absence of lot-to-Iot fabrication and
manufacturing variances. Group B tests are again defined
in test Method 5005.

Group C is oriented toward die integrity and consists of
operating life testing as defined in MIL-STD-883, Method
5005.

Group 0 environmentaltesting is provided to verify die and
package reliability. Among the Group D tests are lead
integrity, hermeticity, temperature cycling, thermal and
mechanical shock, and constant acceleration.

MIL-M-38510 requires that Group A and Group B
inspection be performed on each lot, while Group C
inspection must be done every3 monthsand Group D every
6 months to be in compliance with MIL-M-38510 JAN
requirements.To limit the amount of testing, MIL-M-38510
allows the multitude of micro- circuits to be grouped by
technology, commonly known as "generic families". Thus,
one group C performed will cover all parts included in that
generic family for three months. For Group D, which is
package related, although there are some restrictions, one
Group D performed on a 24-pin ceramic dual-in-line
packaged part will cover all devices in the same package
regardless of the technology group.

For MIL-STD-883 products, Groups A and B are required
on each lot, Groups C and D are required every 52 weeks
by generic die family and package fabricated and
manufacturedfrom the same plant as the die and package
represented.



The general philosophy for test set development is to
supply test software that guarantees the high performance
and quality of the products being designed and
manufactured by Harris.The general final test set includes a
guardbanded initial test program and a QA test program for
the quality test step. Characterization software is an
additional test program that parametrically measures and
records the performance of the device under test. This test
set is used to evaluate the performance of a product and to
determine the acceptability of non-standard Source Control
Drawings. BSPEC and RSPEC test programs are custom
final test programs written to conform to customer
specifications.

The general test development strategy is to develop
software using a "shell" programming technique which
creates standard test program flows, and reduces test
development and execution times. Statistically derived
guardbands are utilized in the "shell" programs to null out
test system variability. High performance hardware
interface designs are incorporated for maximized test
effectiveness, and efficient fault graded vector sets are
utilized for functional and AC testing.

The initial step in generating the test set is the test vector
generation.The test vectors are the binary stimulus applied
to the device under test to functionally test the operation of
the product. The vectors are developed against a behavioral
model that is a software representation of the device
functionality. The output of the behavioral model can be
translated directly to ATE test vectors or prepared for CAD
simulation.

The philosophy in the generation of test vectors is to
develop efficient fault graded patterns with a goal of greater
than 90% fault coverage. There is no intent to generate a
worst case or best case noise vector set. The intent is to
maximize fault coverage through efficient vector use.
Generally only one vector set will be required to enable
complete test coverage within a given test program.

Exceptions to this would be vector generation to test certain
identified critical AC speed paths or DC vectors for testing
VIHNIL parameters. These vector sets typically will not
increase fault coverage and can not be substituted for fault
graded vector sets.

The ultimate goal for testing all /883 products is data sheet
compliancy, thoroughness, and quality of testing. By taking
this approach to test set generation, Harris is capable of
supplying high performance semiconductors of the highest
quality to the marketplace.

Non-Standard Product Offerings
Harris understands the need for customer generated
Source Control Drawings with non-standard parameter
and/or screening requirements. A Customer Engineering
Department is responsible for efficiently expediting your
SCDs through a comprehensive review process. The
Customer Engineering Group compares your SCD to its
closest equivalentgrade device type and works closely with
the Product Engineer, Manufacturing Engineer, Design
Engineer, or applicable individual to compare Harris'
screening ability against your non-standard requirement(s).
For product processed to non-standard requirements, a
unique part number suffix is assigned.

Harris shares the military's objective to utilize standards
wherever possible. We recommend using our /883 data
sheetas the guideline for your SCD's. In Instanceswhere an
available military specification or Harris /883 datasheet is
inappropriate, it is Harris' sincerest wish to work closely
with the buyer in establishing an acceptable procurement
document. For this reason, the customer is requested to
contact the nearest Harris Sales Office or Representative
before finalizing the Source Control Drawing. Harris looks
forward to working with the customer prior to
implementation of the formal drawing so that both parties
may create a mutually acceptable procurement document.



rugged products on the market. However, no
semiconductor is immune from damage resulting from the
sudden application of many thousands of volts of static
electricity. While the phenomenon of catastrophic failure of
devices containing MaS transistors or capacitors is well
known, even bipolar circuits can be damaged by static
discharge, with altered electrical properties and diminished
reliability. None of the common IC internal protection
networks operate qUickly enough to positively prevent
damage.

It is suggested that all semiconductors be handled, tested,
and installed using standard "MaS handling techniques" of
proper grounding of personnel and equipment. Parts and
subassemblies should not be in contact with untreated
plastic bags or wrapping material. High impedance IC
inputs wired to a P.C. connector should have a path to
ground on the card.

Since the introduction of integrated circuits with MaS
structures and high quality junctions, a safe and effective
means of handling these devices has been of primary
importance. One method employed to protect gate oxide
structures is to incorporate input protection diodes directly
on the monolithic chip. However, there is no completely
foolproof system of chip input protection in existence in the
industry. In addition, most compensation networks in linear
circuits are located at high impedance nodes, where
protection networks would disturb normal circuit operation.
If static discharge occurs at sufficient magnitude (2kV or
more), some damage or degradation will usually occur. It
has been found that handling equipment and personnel can
generate static potentials in excess of 10kV in a low
humidity environment. Thus it becomes necessary for
additional measures to be implemented to eliminate or
reduce static charge. It is evident, therefore, that proper
handling procedures or rules should be adopted.

• Use static-free work stations. Static-dissipative mats on
work benches and floor, connected to common point
ground through a 1MO resistor, help eliminate static
build-up and discharge. Do not use metallic surfaces.

• Ground all handling personnelwith a conductivebracelet
through 1MO to ground (the 1MO resistor will prevent
electroshock injury to personnel). Transient product
personnel should wear grounding heel straps when
conductive flooring is present.

• Smocks and clothing of certain insulating materials
(notably nylon) should not be worn in areas where
devicesare handled.These materials,highly dielectric in
nature, will hold, or aid in the generation of a static
charge. Where they cannot be eliminated, natural
materials such as cotton should be used to minimize
charge generationcapacity. Conductive smocks are also
available as an alternative.

• Control relative humidity to as high a level as practical.
50% is generally considered sufficient. (Operations
should cease if R.H.falls below 25%).

• Ionized air blowers reduce charge build-up in areas
where grounding is not possible or practical.

• Devices should be in conductive static-shielded
containers during all phases of transport. Leads may be
shorted by tubular metallic carriers, conductive foam, or
foil.

• In automated handling equipment, the belts, chutes, or
other surfaces should be of conducting non-metal
material. If this is not possible, ionized air blowers or
ionizing bars may be a good alternative.



Harris has developed a static control program that enables
employees to detect problems generated by static
electricity whether on site, in transit, or in the field.
Controlling the requirements, methods, materials, and
training for static protection of our products is ongoing and
updated with new developments in electrostatic prevention.
Harris has responded with controls and procedures as part
of daily operations to be followed in all areas.

The challenge is to insure all electrostatic control
procedures are followed throughout the system - from
manufacturing through end use. Unprotected integrated
circuits can be destroyed or functionally altered by merely
passing them through the electrostatic field of something as
simple as Styrofoam" or human contact

Measures of Protection and Prevention

When handling static sensitive devices, three standard
procedures must be followed:

1. Prior to any handling of static-sensitive components,the
individual must be properly grounded.

2. All static-sensitive components must be handled at
static safeguarded work stations.

3. Containers and packing materials that are
static-protective must be used when transporting all
static-sensitive components.

Special handling equipment (static-safeguarded work
stations, conductive wrist straps, static-protected
packaging, ionized air blowers) should be used to reduce
damaging effects of electrostatic fields and charges.

Static-safeguarded work station is an area that is free
from all damaging electricity, including people. To
accomplish this, static on conductors and nonconductors
must be controlled.

Controlling electrically conductive items can be
accomplished by bonding and grounding techniques. The
human body is considered a conductor of electricity and is
by far the greatest generator of static electricity. Personnel
handling ICs must use con- ductive wrist straps to ground
themselves. Simple body moves act like a variable
capacitor, and can create static charges. In addition,
conductive clothing is recommended for minimizing
electrostatic build up.

Static protective packaging prevents electric field from
influencing or damaging ICs. An effective static-protective
package exhibits three types of features:

1. Antistatic protection that prevents triboelectric or
frictional charging,

2. Dielectric protection that insulates discharging, and

3. Shielding or Faraday cage protection that prevents
transient field penetration.

Harris uses only packaging that exhibits all three features.
Employees are required to adhere to the same
static-protective packaging techiques during handling and
shipment to assure device integrity is maintained.

Ionized air blowers aid in neutralizing charges on
nonconductors such as synthetic clothing, plastics, and
Styrofoamno. The blowers are placed at the work site and in
close proximity to the IC handling area, since
nonconductors do not lose or drain charges using normal
grounding techniques.

By using wrist straps, static-protected work stations and
static-protected containers, Harris product quality is
maintainedthroughout the product cycle.
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ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE CONTROL
A GUIDE TO HANDLING INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

This paper discusses methods and materials recommended
for protection of ICs against ESD damage or degradation
during manufacturing operations vulnerable to ESD expo-
sure. Areas of concern include dice prep and handling, dice
and package inspection, packing, shipping, receiving, test-
ing, assembly and all operations where ICs are involved.

All integrated circuits are sensitive to electrostatic discharge
(ESD) to some degree. Since the introduction of integrated
circuits with MOS structures and high quality junctions, safe
and effective means of handling these devices have been of
primary importance.

If static discharge occurs at a sufficient magnitude, 2kV or
greater, some damage or degradation will usually occur. It
has been found that handling equipment and personnel can
generate static potentials in excess of 10kV in a low humidity
environment; thus it becomes necessary for additional mea-
sures to be implemented to eliminate or reduce static
charge. Avoiding any damage or degradation by ESD when
handling devices during the manufacturing flow is therefore
essential.

One method employed to protect gate oxide structures is to
incorporate input protection diodes directly on the monolithic
chip. However, there is no completely foolproof system of
chip input protection in existence in the industry.

In areas where ICs are being handled, certain equipment
should be utilized to reduce the damaging effects of ESD.
Typically, equipment such as grounded work stations, con-
ductive wrist straps, conductive floor mats, ionized air blow-
ers and conductive packaging materials are included in the
IC handling environment. Any time an individual intends to
handle an IC, in any way, they must insure they have been
grounded to eliminate circuit damage.

Grounding personnel can, practically, be performed by two
methods. First, grounded wrist straps which are usually
made of a conductive material, such as Velostat or metal. A
resistor value of 1 megohm (1/2 watt) in series with the strap
to ground completes a discharge path for ESD when the
operator wears the strap in contact with the skin. Another
method is to insure direct physical contact with a grounded,
conductive work surface.

This consists of a conductive surface like Velostat, covering
the work area. The surface is connected to a 1 megohm (1/2
watt) resistor in series with ground.

In addition to personnel grounding, areas where work is being
performed with ICs, should be equipped with an ionized air
blower. Ionized air blowers force positive and negative ions
simu~aneously over the work area so that any nonconductors
that are near the work surface would have their static charge
neutralized before it would cause device damage or degrada-
tion.

Relative humidity in the work area should be maintained as
high as practical. When the work environment is less than 40%
RH, a static build-up condition can exist on nonconductors
allowing stored charges to remain near the ICs causing possi-
ble static electricity discharge to ICs.

Integrated circuits that are being shipped or transported require
special handling and packaging materials to eliminate ESD
damage. Dice or packaged devices should be in conductive
carriers during all phases of transport and handling. Leads of
packaged devices can be shorted by tubular metalic carriers,
conductive foam or foil.

Do's and Don'ts for Integrated
Circuit Handling
Do's

Do keep paper, nonconductive plastic, plastic foams and films
or cardboard off the static controlled conductive bench top.
Placing devices, loaded sticks or loaded burn-in boards on top
of any of these materials effectively insulates them from ground
and defeats the purpose of the static controlled conductive sur-
face.

Do keep hand creams and food away from static controlled
conductive work surfaces. If spilled on the bench top, these
materials will contaminate and increase the resistivity of the
work area.

Do be especially careful when using soldering guns around
conductive work surfaces. Solder spills and heat from the gun
may me~ and damage the conductive mat.

Do check the grounded wrist strap connections daily. Make cer-
tain they are snugly fitted before starting work with the product.

Do put on grounded wrist strap before touching any devices.
This drains off any static build-up from the operator. '

Do know the ESD caution symbols.

Do remove devices or loaded sticks from shielding bags only
when grounded via wrist strap at grounded work station. This
also applies when loadingor removing devices from the antistatic
sticks or the loading on or removing from the bum-in boards.



Do wear grounded wrist straps in direct contact with the bare
skin never over clothing.

Do use the same ESD control with empty burn-in boards as
with loaded boards if boards contain permanently mounted
ICs as part of driver circuits.

Do insure electrical test equipment and solder irons at an
ESD control station are grounded and only uninsulated
metal hand tools be used. Ordinary plastic solder suckers
and other plastic assembly aids shall not be used.

Do use ionizing air blowers in static controlled areas when
the use of plastic (nonconductive) materials cannot be
avoided.

Don't allow anyone not grounded to touch devices, -loaded
sticks or loaded burn-in boards. To be grounded they must
be standing on a conductive floor mat with conductive heel
straps attached to footwear or must wear a grounded wrist
strap.

Don't touch the devices by the pins or leads unless
grounded since most ESD damage is done at these points.

Don't handle devices or loaded sticks during transport from
work station to work station unless protected by shielding
bags. These items must never be directly handled by anyone
not grounded.

Don't use freon or chlorinated cleaners at a grounded work
area.

Don't wax grounded static controlled conductive floor and
bench top mats. This would allow build-up of an insulating
layer and thus defeating the purpose of a conductive work
surface.

Don't touch devices or loaded sticks or loaded burn-in
boards with clothing or textiles even though grounded wrist
strap is worn. This does not apply if conductive coats are
worn.

Don't allow personnel to be attached to hard ground. There
must always be 1 megohm series resistance (1/2 watt
between the person and the ground).

Don't touch edge connectors of loaded burn-in boards or
empty burn-in boards containing permanently mounted

WRIST STRAP GROUND
LEAD IS ATIACHED TO
CONDUCTIVE BENCH TOP

driver circuits when not grounded. This also applies to burn·
in programming cards containing ICs.

Don't unload stick on a metal bench top allowing rapid dis-
charge of charged devices.

Don't touch leads. Handle devices by their package even
though grounded.

Don't allow plastic ·snow or peanut" polystyrene foam or
other high dielectric materials to come in contact with
devices or loaded sticks or loaded burn-in boards.

Don't allow rubber/plastic floor mats in front of static con·
trolled work benches.

Don't solvent-clean devices when loaded in antistatic sticks
since this will remove antistatic inner coating from sticks.

Don't use antistatic sticks for more than one throughput pro-
cess. Used sticks should not be reused unless recoated.

Recommended Maintenance Procedures
Dally:

Perform visual inspection of ground wires and terminals on
floor mats, bench tops, and grounding receptacles to ensure
that proper electrical connections via 1 megohm resistor (1/2
watt) exist.

Clean bench top mats with a soft cloth or paper towel damp-
ened with a mild solution of detergent and water.

Weekly:

Damp mop conductive floor mats to remove any accumu-
lated dirt layer which causes high resistivity.

Annually:

Replace nuclear elements for ionized air blowers.

Review ESD protection procedures and equipment lor
updating and adequacy.

The figure below shows an example of a work bench prop-
erly equipped to control electro-static discharge. Note that
the wrist strap is connected to a 1 megohm resistor. This
resistor can be omitted in the setup if the wrist strap has a 1
megohm assembled on the cable attached.

CONDUCTIVE WRIST
STRAP

CONDUCTIVE BENCH TOP
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PART NUMBER PlCC PGA PLASTIC DIP SOIC

MULTIPLIERS

HMU16/17 N2 T1 - -

HMU16/883 - T1 - -
HMU17/883 - T1 - -

HMA510 N2 T1 - -
HMA510/883 - T1 - -
ONE DIMENSIONAL FilTERS

HSP43168 N3 T2 - -
HSP43168/883 - T2 - -
HSP43220 N3 T2 - -
HSP43220/883 - T2 - -
HSP43481 N2 T1 - -
HSP43481/883 - T1 - -
HSP43881 N3 T3 - -
HSP43881/883 - T3 - -
HSP43891 N3 T3 - -
HSP43891/883 - T3 - -
TWO DIMENSIONAL FilTERS

HSP48901 N2 T1 - -
HSP48908 N3 T2 - -
HSP48908/883 - T2 - -
SIGNAL SYNTHESIZERS

HSP45102 - - E2 M1

HSP45106 N3 T3 - -
HSP45106/883 - T3 - -
HSP45116 - T4 - -
HSP45116/883 - T4 - -
SPECIAL FUNCTION

HSP45240 N2 T1 - -
HSP45240/883 - T1 - -
HSP45256 N3 T3 - -
HSP45256/883 - T3 - -
HSP48410 N3 T2 - -
HSP9501 N1 - - -
HSP9520/21 - - I E1 M2

ISP9520/21 - - E1 -



Package Outlines
PLASTIC DUAL-IN-L1NE

PKG LEAD DIM DIM DIM DIM DIM DIM DIM DIM DIM DIM DIM DIM JEDEC
CODE COUNT A1 B· B1* C· 0 E E1 e L S Q a OUTLINE

E1 24 .130 .016 .050 .008 1.22 .255 .270 .100 .115 .060 .015 00 MS001AF- - - - - - - - -
300 .145 .023 .070 .015 1.26 .275 .315 Bse .150 .080 .040 150

E2 28 .145 .016 .050 .008 1.44 .540 .590 .100 .115 .070 .015 00 MS011AS- - - - - - - - -
600 .160 .023 .070 .015 1.48 .560 .610 sse .150 .090 .040 150

·Solder DIP Finish Add +0.003 Inches

NOTE: All Dimensions Are Min . Dimensions Are In Inches.
Max

JEDEC
PKG LEAD DIM DIM DIM DIM DIM DIM DIM OUTLINE

CODE COUNT A B B1 DIE D1/E1 E Q M047XX

N1 44 .165 .013 .026 .685 .650 .050 .020 Ae-
.180 .021 .032 .695 .656 sse -

N2 68 .165 .013 .026 .985 .950 .050 .020 AE-
.200 .021 .032 .995 .958 sse -

N3 84 .165 .013 .026 1.185 1.150 .050 .020 AF-
.200 .021 .032 1.195 1.158 sse -

NOTE: All Dimensions Are Min . Dimensions Are In Inches.
Max
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1.180

G .100

1.000 sse
sse

Package Outlines
T1 CERAMIC 68 PIN GRID ARRAY (PGA)
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.003 MIN
l:iQIE;
1. INCREASE MAXIMUM LIMIT BY .003" WHEN SOLDER
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NOTE: All Dimensions Are Min ,Dimensions Are In Inches.
Max
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Package Outlines
T3 85 PIN GRID ARRAY (PGA)
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2. ACTUAL STANDOFF CONFIGURATION MAY VARY. STANDOFFS
SHOULD BE LOCATED ON THE PIN t.AATRIX DIAGONALS.

J. THERE MUST BE AN Al CORNER IDENTIFIER ON BOTH
TOP AND BOTTOM SURFACES. 10 TYPE 1$ OPTIONAL
AND MAY CONSIST OF NOTCHES. METAlLIZED MARKINGS
OR OTHER FEATURES.

Min
NOTE: All Dimensions Are - • Dimensions Are In Inches.
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Harris products are designated by a "Product Code". This code includes designators for the
product family, device type, performance grade, temperature grade and package style. An example
of the Product Code is shown below:

PREFIX:
H (Harris)

/883

L Processed in accord-
ance to MIL-STD-883
and is fully compliant
under the provisions of
paragraph 1.2.1.

SP 45116 G-- -
-25--

FAMILY:
SP (Signal Processing)
MU (Multiplier)
MA (Multiplier/Accumulator) SPEED GRADE:

Indicates Maximum Clock
Frequency, or for HMA/HMU,
Maximum TMC

PACKAGE:
G: PGA
J: PLCC

S,SX: SOIC
P, PX: Plastic DIP

TEMPERATURE RANGE:
M: Military

-550C to + 1250C

C: Commercial
OOCto+70oC

I: Industrial
-400C to +850C



DEVICETYPE PACKAGE TEMPERATURE SPEED SCREENING

HMA510 J C -45,-55

G C -55

G M -55, -65, -75 /883

HMU16/17 J C -35,-45

G C -35,-45

G M -45,-60 /883

HSP43168 J C -33, -45

G C -33, -45

G M -25,-33 /883

HSP43220 J C -15, -25, -33

G C -15, -25, -33

G M -15,-25 /883

HSP43481 J C -20, -25, -30

G C -20, -25, -30

G M -20,-25 /883

HSP43881/891 J C -20, -25, -30

G C -20, -25, -30

G M -20, -25 /883

HSP45102 P C -33,-40

P I -33,-40

S C -33,-40

S I -33,-40

HSP45106 J C -25,-33

G C -25, -33

G M -25 /883

HSP45116 G C -15, -25, -33

G M -15,-25 /883

HSP45240 J C -33, -40, -50

G C -33, -40, -50

G M -33,-40 /883

HSP45256 J C -25, -33

G C -25,-33

G M -20. -25 /883

HSP48410 J C -33 -40

G C -33,-40

HSP48901 J C -20,-30

G C -20,-30

HSP48908 J C -20,-32

G C -20,-32

G M -20, -27 /883

HSP9501 J C -25,-32

DEVICETYPE TEMPERATURE PACKAGE SPEED SCREENING

HSP9520/21 C P,S

ISP9520/21 C PX


